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PREFACE 

The specific sequence which Is to be explored is the palatal 

gilde . /J/ before the vowel /u(-. )/ and after certain preceding 

consonants. FoltowIng WeLls (1982: 140) the optional use of the Long 

mark (: ) does not refLect any Important difference between RP and 

Generat American. Either form adequate. Ly represents the generaL 

phonetic nature of this vowet-, the slmpter form Is used here. 

The system of section numbering In the text was designed to 

avoid the proliferation of splintered subsections, and also to assist 

the author in deciding what goes where. In a Letter of 1934 Prokoviev 

described how he went about composing a concerto. He jotted bits 

down when they occurred to him, and used them later as his building 

bricks. A similar procedure was adopted here. 

The abbrevlations and phonetIc symbots used are conventlonat. 

The onty exception is Er3 which, whILe It represents a lingual rolt. 

etsewhere, Is here taken to be the frIctlontess contInuant usuatty 

represented by E43, or its variant the aiveolar tap Ecl. 

920707 St CyrIt + St Methodlus 

Originators c-f the non Gtagotltic Stayonic atphabet 



0 SUMMARY 

Variation In the sequence /Cju/ (as In nubile, issue) Is manifested In 
the phonemic variants, gilded [Cj], ungLided ECI, coalesced ENJ)1. Of the 17 
possible C, variation mainly occurs In the set of E+cor]E+antl consonants. The 
origins of the sequence are traced to OE and Angto French sources. The 
former created /Cju/,, the tatter began the modification to variants. The 
primary Linguistic causes of change were stress In borrowed suffixes 
shifting to native patterns, leading to some categorical variants with ECI In 
/t ds z/; and phonotactic constraints on word Initial clusters In /r I/ 
producing ungLLded ECL Lexical diffusion proceeds within the preceding 
consonant by subenvironments, defined by word Initial position or by suffix, 
rather than by frequency. 

Empirical, testing of Linguistic constraints on the distribution and 
selection of variants, took place In 2 boys schools In Liverpool, with 77 
subjects aged 12-13 and 17-18 years. Elicitation was by reading passage and 
word list (k = 65). Dialects from the urban baslLect Scouse (used Largely In 
the city centre school), to adopted RP (found In the suburban school) were 
examined. Results confirmed the variability among coronat consonants but with 
categorical subenvIronments, mainly In the coatescents /t ds z/. In British 
English while the continuants /s z/ access aLL variants, stops are restricted 
to +gLide and C. The complex patterning of variants for /s z/ was resolved. 
After /1/, Loss was pervasive Lexically and socially. The presence of 
palatalized variants In 1h n I/ was noted. Glide loss was recorded In the 
basliect after word initial /n/. Minor areas of loss occurred in some non 
coronal, consonants, when /u/ reduced to shwa. Generally there was little 
Idiolectal variation In spread of variants, Of the synchronic Linguistic 
explanatory variables, (including syllabification and word position), stress 
was the most useful, sometimes working with the others. For the coalescents, 
i-stress] operates In conjunction with stress In contiguous syllables. 
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0100 General statement of topic 

Some of the pupils were enthusiastic when, after the Interlude, 

their favourite musicians Introduced some new tunes: others were 

neutral In their response. As consumers of the pop Industry, It can 
be argued that their cultural nutrition Is at risk, yet not as much 

as Is assumed from nuclear fallout, But their varied responses did 

Illuminate the dual aspects of glide disappearance - loss and 

coalescence, 

Of the dozen or so possible glidable Items In the passage above, a 

conservative RP speaker will score at least 10 In terms of the use of a 

palatal glide, as opposed to a coalesced or ungilded variant, On the other 

hand, an advanced Scouse speaker may only score 3 or less. This will put him 

on a par (in the environments above) with some speakers in East Anglia. But 

there are differences In the availability of non gilded variants In non 

standard dialects. There Is more coalescence In Liverpool compared with the 

greater use of ungLided forms In the east. And speakers In America and 

Australia have other combinations of variants. 
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It Is Important to bear In mind that the expresslon, the polatal 

glickk In this thesis Is restricted to the CGV sequence represented by /Cju/. 

This can be reatIzed by up to four variants over the range of possibie 

preceding consonants (PCs). Not att variants appLy to the ptain (le non 

coalescing) consonants. And not all variants apply to the same dialect. (White 

the variants for the examples below apply to most dialects, the 

pronunclations gIven are for RP. ) 

with a 9LIde 

/CjU/ as In music llmjuztk3 

42 gtldetess 
/Cu/ as In rule Erutl 

43) with a phonemicatLy p&Lat&Llzed consonant 
/CU/ as in culture E'kA Val 

restricted to Ads z/ 

44) with coalescence plus glIde 
/Cju/ as In casualty E'kxtjuettll 
(the rare usage In the alveolar frIcatives A z/ and /h/) 

But the observed facts are not as simple as this quadriparttte 

division may Indicate. Areas of variation can occur dialectatiy, Idlolectatly 

and texlcatLy. Most Importantty from the point of view of the resutts of this 

present study, It gives no Indication of the gLobal variation within certain 

preceding consonants. This was often the consequence of a mixture of 

categortcat subenvIronments Identified In this InvestIgatIcm, and a residue 

of variable forms. 
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I The present Investigation deals with pronunciation In a relatively 

smail area. ALL accents agree substantially on the lextcaL Incidence of the 

sequence, It encompasses some native (te OE) stock, together with a much 

larger set of words and affixes of mainly Latin, Greek and French origins. 

Items In the former category tend to be in common use Like few, words In the 

tatter group tend to be more erudite and restricted In their use, such as 

erudite The distribution has been categorized for stressed syLiabtes In 

WeLis 1982. Words are represented by the subsections of his GOOSE (b) and 

CURE (all) and (cID standard lexical sets. These subsections exemplify the 

complete range of preceding consonants Involved (except /g/). Unstressed 

syllables have not been classified by Wells, but the same PCs apply. 

0110 Previous wor* on the palatal glide 

A brief review of specific work on variants of the patatal glide In 

/Cju/ Is now given under three headings: Incidentat references, theoreticat 

accounts and empIrIcat surveys. The Literature is retativety sparse, since It 

does not enjoy the same prominence as such Linguistic varlabies In EngLIsh 

as (ng) or (r). But recentLy, the resutts of more substantlat Investigations 

have appeared. 

oil? IncIdLontal references 

Lingulsts and other cwmentators on pronunclatton have tong been 

aware of the glide and the variability In Its use In the /Cju/ sequence. The 

earliest comments on the conjunction of the glide and the back vowel were 

almost contemporcry with Its emergence. Th-j 16c English orthoeptsts noted 

Its origins and lexical distribution and Its use among speakers, together 
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with Its omlsslon in anglicized borrowings with ty] from French especially 

after /t/. The monumental work of Dobson 1968 was an Invaluable quarry. 

Later, the 18c tendency to palatalize /t ds z/ was also observed. In the 

20c, references to the historical progress of the glide can be found In 

Zachrlsson 1927; Wytd 1914,1920; and Strang 1970, Other authors like Barber 

1964, Potter 1969 and Aitchison 1978 have concentrated on areas where 

change appears to be taking place, or where fluctuation was evident. Fowler 

1926 Introduced a different dimension by noting the social Implications In 

polite society of dropping the glide after /I/. The use of the glide here and 

after /s/ Is associated with better educated speakers or more careful speech. 

Comments on pronunciation have been made for the benefit of native and non 

native speakers, by MacCarthy 1950; Jones 1956,1967; GImson 1980 and Roach 

1983 among others. The findings of this study may have pedagogical 

Implications and uses. Welts 1982 also discusses various aspects of 'the 

changing use of the gilde. In addition, he Is responsible for some of the 

nomenclature for stages In the progress of the gilde. 

0112 Theoretical accounts 

There have been five theoretical treatments, each motivated by 

different circumstances and objectives. Jones 1956 concentrated on stress as 

an explanatory variable, bringing In the effect of contiguous syllables. 

Chomsky & Halle 1968 suggested three glide deletion rules, again based on 

stress. Bailey 1977 saw the process as dlphthonglzation and established an 

Impticational hierarchy of preceding consonants. Cooley 1978 examined the 

phonotactIc constraints on the production of the glide, from a historical 

perspectLvo, and her conclusions were taken up by 8 PhiMps 1964. 
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0113 Empirical surveys 

Four empirical surveys have been conducted, each coincidentally 

Located In an eastern coastal region of the country concerned: eastern 

EngLand, eastern Australia, and the south eastern states of the USA. Of these 

studies 2 concentrated specifically on the gilds; 2 were fragments of a 

Larger work. 

TrudgiLL 1974 devoted part of his research In Norwich to the gilds. 

It has a special place In that dialect, since It represents the most extreme 

example of yod loss In British (or possibly any dialect- of) English. TrudgIlL 

concluded that the presence of EJ3 depended on the preceding consonant and 

to some extent on the Lexical Item Itself. His (yu) variable exhibited 

differences from the others he looked at, and he noted "certain complicating 

factors" affecting Its usage (op c1t. -102). Horvath 1985, In her extensive 

survey of Sydney speech examined the four main consonants susceptible to 

coalescence, namely /t ds z/. She confirmed that an unstressed vowel favours 

palatalization; E- glide] not being an option, 

Both of the specific studies dealt with American English and were 

restricted to the aiveoLars /t d nt, having been initiated with a brief 

Inquiry by' Stephenson 1970. He conJectured that glide Insertion In those 

environments, was on the wane In the southern states. Phillips 1981 

conducted a more detailed empirical Investigation. She challenged the 

Schuchardtlan hypothesis that the most frequently used words changed first. 

However, Pitts 1986 was unable to confirm this. In order to reconcile what 

she saw as the opposing trends In the use of the glide In the north and the 

south, she invoked the social factor of prestige. 
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0114 Psycholinquistic aspects 

Ainsworth & Pattwat 1984 Investigated the patatat gtlde, (together 

with the three other continuants 1w r I/), from the point of view of 

production and perception. They tested the hypothesis that a Listener refers 

to his own articulation when perceiving speech. Their results tended to 

reject this hypothesis. More recently, Recasens 1990 has reexamined the 

artlcutatory characteristics of palatal consonants. He suggests that the 

articulation of the glide merits Its Inclusion In a category of front 

paLataLs. This may have repercussions for the allocation, In terms of 

distinctive features, of the glide as E-corl. 

0120 Objectives and plan of this thesis 

The present work contains a historical Introduction Identifying and 

classifying the origins of gtldabie MocE words, excursions Into the processes 

of sound change and lexical diffusion, together with an empirical 

Investigation Into the distribution of the variants across the 17 possible 

preceding environments and an examination of the factors Influencing those 

variants. White variation Is axiomatic between national varieties, variation 

wIthin Idlotects seemed worthy of deeper InvestIgatlon. 

0121 Historical development of the glide 

The historical aspect alms to trace from the time of OE, the origins 

and development of the strands which merged to give the modern /ju/, and 

then the subsequent erosion of the glide after certain PCs. This historical 

account of standard EngiAsh In iýhe next chapter, Is complemented by brief 

descriptions of the extent of glide toss In selected relevant dialects. Glide 

0 
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replacement Is or has taken place to greater or lesser extents, General 

American and East Anglian reflect rather more widespread loss than RP and 

most other British accents. 

0122 The empirical testing In Liverpool 

The empirical aspect Involves an Investigation of the choice of 

variants among four groups of 77 Liverpool schoolboys, covering a wide range 

of Idlotects from adopted RP to Scouse (see chapter 3). The reasons for 

examining Liverpool speech are primarily personal. Born In Old Swan, I have 

lived In the city (in Tue Brook and West Derby, see map 30-01) for most of 

my life, and had also worked In the city centre school for a quarter of a 

century. Otherwise, comparing the rote of (yu) as a Linguistic variable In 

Norwich for TrudgIlt 1974, was a motivating factor. 

The study was designed to ascertain the extent of gliding and other 

variants In Liverpool for all of the 17 preceding environments, (which 

Include zero consonant), and compare this with RP and the hierarchy 

constructed by Battey 1977. It was also designed to concentrate on the /I/ 

environment where variation had not been fully elucidated. But as the 

analysis of the results of the tests progressed, the variation observed In 

this PC was not prominent. More analytical attention was consequently given 

to /n/9 which turned out to exhibit more gilde Loss than expected, and to the 

4 coalescing consonants. 

A fundamental aspect Involved restricting the number of social 

variables. Thus sex Is restricted to mate; age Is restricted to the groups 

11-12 and 17-19 years; and regional provenance Is restricted to those born 

In Liverpool. The main explanatory variables are linguistic, and Involve the 

effects of stress, syllabification, phonetic environment, and for A/l 
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phonological and morphological similarity. The contexts for elicitation are 

also restricted to the relatively formal. Naturai conversation does not 

readily generate an adequate number of types (or tokens) especially In the 

variable PCs. Positive elicitation techniques were therefore vital, 

0123 Features of this Investigation 

WhILe necessarlLy repeatIng aspects of prevlous research, Lt does 

more than Imitate. This Investigation is Innovative with regard to the 

examination of variants of the palatal glide, In that It Is the first to 

Involve an extensive empirical Investigation over all the possible Ks, taking 

Into account the Lexical load of each, and sampling a wide range of 

idiolects. In addition, comparatively little empirical research has been 

carried out specifically on Liverpool speech. Noteworthy are Knowles 19741 

1977,1978; de Lyon 1981; and Newbrook 1986. And while not subscribing to 

the strictures of Smith 1989 on quantitative linguistics, this Investigation 

moves away from the emphasis on soclotIngulstic Interpretations and computer 

assisted statistical techniques. But Indices of glide loss will be created 

from týe data collected, so as to facilitate comparisons between groups and 

between Individuals, The study Is microtlngulstlc In both of the senses 

defined by Crystal (1985: 194), as welt as the distinction made by James 

(1980: 27). It encompasses a view of a topic that distinguishes strictly 

linguistic from, for instance soclotIngulstIc factors, and without making much 

reference to the uses to which the linguistic code Is put. The term is also 

used to refer to analyses of linguistic data which Involve a greater depth 

of detalt. 

The dIfference In the status of thi ' UnquWitic varlabLe (yu", In 

Norwich and Liverpool has led me to use the Idea of minor forms of the 
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variable, units which have not been specifically used before In this context. 

The pitative macro variable (yu) In Liverpool does not embrace all possible 

preceding consonants as In Norwich. White some Ks here exhibited little 

variation, others like the 4 coatescents Ads z/. and /I n/ did, and were 

distinguished as mint variables, They are differentlated by being enclosed In 

curly brackets, (Cyu). Within these mInI variables there were smatter areas 

of variation, potential micro variables. These have chevrons, eg CYUX They 

sometimes represent the only true areas of variation within a K. 

To recapitulate: the objectives are to establish how Linguistic 

parameters operate within the mint and micro variable to Influence the 

selection of variant; and If choice of variants Is reflected socially In 

groups or Individuals. That the resolution of these objectives Is difficult Is 

admitted by Horvath (1985: 109). 

"The variation associated with this sequence both within a given 
dialect and between c1latects Is very complex and ... has never been 
sattsfactorlty treated. " 

My Investigation sets out to resokye the compLexIty by attempting to produce 

some order out of the chaos with respect to the sometimes contradictory and 

confLlctIng constraints which operate In the production of the variants of 

the sequence /Cju/ as manifested both In lCyu) and Cyu)o. 
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1000 Introduction and plan of chapter 

This first chapter provides In 2 parts, an account of the 

phonological and Lexical origins of the /Cju/ sequence. I propose to begin 

about the 10c, and to trace the phonological origins and changes, first 0a 

convenient date In the 13c, and then to took forward in time to the middle 

and end of the 15c. This coincides with the simpler late ME system of the 

phonemic diphthongs /lu eu Vu/ which presaged the emergence of /Ju/. The 

Lexical antecedents are also divided Into the same broad parts. First there 

were the 'native' words of OE; extant Items number about 2 dozen. They were 

then supplemented after the Norman Conquest by the Influx of OF words; of 

these about 3 dozen are left. The effects of these sources on the production 

of the glide are quite different. 

The second stage, from the 16c onwards will be reviewed In section 

12. This chronIcLes the rise of the phonetic variants of the 9LIde, the 

beginnings of 9LIde eroslon, as weU as the additions to the lexIcon made 

during the la. er periods of borrowings In eModE from Latin and Greec. This 

second phase substantlatLy Increased the number of words with /Ju/. 
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1100 OE and OF precursors: the seeds of the glide 

The five native sources are derived from the combination of a Long 

front vowel or diphthong and a following w. They are Mt Identifiable by the 

10c. PhonoLogicatly a division may be made between these earlier OE sources 

and the post Conquest French contributions. The OF Imports may be grouped 

Into 3 strands, For reference In table 11-010 each of the 8 sources Is given 

a typicat word and a date for Its first appearance as recorded In the OED. 

The 8 strands are divided Into 4 broad categories . (based on their 13C 

diphthong status); three from native spellings shown by the prefix E, and the 

group of French sources prefixed by F. 

Tabie 11-01 
Categories of sources of the ME diphthongs Leading to /Ju/ 

(El) OE T+w Tw c725 
(E2) OE 60 +w brdowan c893 
(E3a) OE eo +w streowlan 971 
(E3b) OE Ga +w Nawan 900 
(E30 OE A+w M&W c72S 

(Fa) OF pure vowet /Y vertue 1225 
TO OF diphthong ul r1wle 1225 
TO OF triphthongs leu, eau beauty 0275 

By the time of late ME, category El had become /lu/. Group E2 had 

developed Into '/eu/. * white E3 became a more open /cu/. The three French 

strands had a more chequered devetopment. Each of the sources wILI be 

expanded In turn and Illustrated with relevant words. showing that the 

textcaL load of each source was far from equal. 
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1110 Me native wurces 

The OE system of Long vowels has been described by Prins 1974 as 

structurally unbalanced, as It has a gap In the back vowels. 

1: Y: U: 
e: 

a: 

In addition to the Long vowel system, four OE diphthongs are 

recognized (Wytd 1914). They are ro and TO together with iso and #a Each has 

both long and short forms of the first vowel. They are generally regarded as 

fatting diphthongs in Late OE, with the second element opening to a back 

vowel, and we&kening to shwa. A characteristic of the transItlon from OE to 

ME is the smoothing of these OE opening diphthongs to monophthongs, and the 

subsequent Introduction In ME of new diphthongs which are all failing and of 

a closing character. 

I shall now detalt each of the five native strands: the 2 long OE 

diphthongs with 6 (and the short ev), as well as the tong vowels r, At In 

these combinations, OE <w> was vocalized to form a diphthong with the 

preceding vowel (Kristensson 1967: 189). 

fill CE T 

OE r+w being based on a pure vowei underwent fewer changes than 

other compounds. In the 12c It was 

diphthongtzed to /I: u/. In the following century the first element was 

shortened so that It became Au/. This shortening meant that It was not 

affected by the Great Vowel Shift, so It did not undergo the development 

from El. -I to EaO. The 14c saw a modification to /ju/ which was how It stayed 
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untli the 16c. (Moss6 1952; Brunner 1963; Kristensson 1967., 73, - Jordan 

1974: 110). Category El Is represented by 

hTw 900 <hue> 
TW c725 <yew> 
nTwe BeowuLf <new> 
stTweard 955 (steward> 
tTwesdog C1050 (tuesday> 

1112 CE 60 +w 

Prins (1974: 57) has stated that Primitive Germanic /eu/ devetoped 

Into OE r? q which represents the first of the 2 tong OE diphthongs. In the 

11c It was reduced to a monophthong. In general and over a longer tImescate, 

6o > /e: / > /1. #/, as In hrLsod > reed But compared to da + 1w1 which appears 

to have undergone a simple development, the progress of 6o + lwl is more 

varled In Its geographical distribution. Jordan (1974: 109) draws evidence 

from orthographic and poetical sources. Some texts contain the spelling (ew> 

for words In this category. He maintains this usage cannot be explained as a 

substitute for Au/. When (Iw> had an attograph It was <yw> and not (ew>. 

Secondly, In the use of rimes Like shrewe - newe, Jordan finds It difficult 

to accept the pronunciations /cu - lu/. Together with KrLstensson 1967 and 

Prins 1974, he believes that in the 11c, OE go had developed to /@: / and that 

this was retained In the southwest and west midlands up till the 14c at 

least, However In the north and east midlands generally It was unrounded 

during the 12c. KrIstensson (op cit: 175) finds no evidence of /@: / In 

Lancashire. By the end of the 12c, /eu/ predominated In these latter reglons, 

to be raised to /tu/ In the 15c. 

Items whIch are obsolete include 

h lbow C1000 (lew> w mild, sunny 
Ifow <thigh> 
t6owe (league, mile> 
lbrEow (teacher> 
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Words from group E2, similar to the typtcat word brgowar; Include 

b tdow cl 000 (blew) 
cridow Seowu if (knew> 
Gowu C1000 (ewe> 
gr6ow c725 <grew> 
h6ow 900 <hew> 
htgowoc 0205 ( tuke (warmD 
hrdowan Beowulf (rue> 
nbowe c825 <new> 
tr6owe Beowulf (true> 
trGowO c893 <truth>, <troth> 

1113 CE eo +w 

The only OE short vowel contrIbuting to the eventual productlon of 

/ju/ was eo. This Is the version with the falling diphthong; the variant with 

the rising diphthong developing Into ME qu (Ekwalt 1975). Not surprisingly, 

the short vowel shared a parallel development with its Longer counterpart. 60 

+ w, but the outcome was a Little different. In the 11c there was a general 

rounding to /ou/; Later In the following century, some regional variations 

have been discerned. The /eu/ pronunciation was retained in týe west 

mldtands and the south, where It was preserved ULL the 14c; but In the 

northern region, the east and south midlands and Kent, It became unrounded 

to /eu/, (Kristensson 1967). In the course of the 13c this crucially became a 

more open version /eu/. Jordan (1974: 127) has surmised this from the opening 

of the diphthong /el/ to /cl/. 

Examples for Illustration of the short vowel tn the EU group are 

few. Those that exIst are susceptIble to atternatIve exptanattons; or they 

were subjected to changes In stress so that they dld not progress to /ju/. 

They represent Instances of tncompLete lexIcat dIffuslon. 

g leow C900 (glew> = make merry 
speowlan c897 (spew> 
streowlan 971 <strew> 
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Some words which have become obsolete are 

hreowan (grleve> 
hreowlan (repent> 
Peow <servant> 
speow (succeed> 
hreows <respect> 

1114 CE do +w 

This Is the second of the OE Long diphthongs. According to Prins 

1974, the pronunciation of #a +w attered In the 11c from /vaw/ to /w: w/. 

This change to a monophthong meant that It became IdentIcat In sound with 

the category below &+w, and from the 11c It shared Its development. - 

Category E3b can be exemptif led by 

cn6aw C1000 <knew) 
d4aw C800 <dew> 
Pdaw Beowulf <thew> = custom 
fdawe Beowulf <few> 
g Maw c725 <gLew> - clever, wise 
h9awan 900 <hew> 
saaw C900 <sew> = Juice 

1115 CE A 

Toon (1983: 120) has descrIbed the /a/ sound as belng among the most 

votatite In the hIstory of the Engilsh tanguage, pairticutarty In earLy OE, 

where he Links it to the Increasing potitical dominance of the MercLansp 

since as he maintains 

"an Increased tendency to raise Eal, conditioned or unconditioned, 
was a concomitant of Mercian potitIcat ascendancy". (op cit: 159) 

The relationship between pronunclatlon and long poiltical ascendancy 

may be worthy of further Investigation from the point of view of adopting 

prestige variants. The long vowel & maintained Its pronunciation until the 

end of the 11c, when It began a process of raising which took It at first to 

/e: /. The specific combination here, with (WO became /e: u/. In the course of 

the 12c, the firut element was shortened tu /r. u/. This was maintained until' 

the 14C. 
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Words from group E3c, like mAw, are 

hirlwas <Lewes> Sussex 
tFewede 890 <tewd) 
mkW c725 <mew> gutt 
scrtswa c725 <shrew> antmat 
s tFaw 0 c888 <stewth) lazIness 

Obsolete words Include 

tkwan (betray> 
thwend (traitor> 
tAwf Inger (foref Inger> 
Mwede < Lalcus <tayman> 
trowe <weakened> 
r#. w 1225 <rew> = successIvety 

It Is perhaps coincidental that the obsolete words cited begin with 

a Liquid. If they had been extant when glide erosion after /I/ was beginning, 

it Is Interesting to speculate whether they may have resisted because of 

their native origin, since the nature of the vowel, Ey: 3 In the French 

borrowings and shifting stress, militated against persistence of the glide, 

as will be seen in the following subsection. 

I lzo The Frvnch contrIbution 

The French contribution Invoives m'ore vartabitity than the native. 

sources. This variability occurs In the phonetic area, and In extratIngulstIC 

factors such as geographical origins of speakers and their station In 

society. In terms of lexical Items the phonetic contribution Is provided 

Largely by words with OF /y(: )/, partly by the diphthong <uD, and to a 

Lesser extent by the trlphthongs <Ieu> and <eau>. Much of the discussion In 

the literature revolves around the nature of the front rounded vowel and Its 

adoption or adaptlon In tt-, ese Islands. The varieties which emerged are 

basically uoclat (and educatlonaD, and especially In conjunction with the 
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remnants of OE /y: /, they also exist on a geographical basis. By the time of 

the main Influx of French and Norman vocabulary In the second half of the 

eleventh century, OE /y: / was on the wane, having been replaced In general by 

the unrounded version El; L Following Prins 1974, three geographical areas 

based on chronology may be identified. 

(1) In the ninth century, the rounded front vowel became unrounded 

and lowered to /e: / In the south east. 

(2) Around the end of the OE period, It had become unrounded to /I: / 

In the north and the east midlands. Jordan 1974 suggested that In the east 

midlands, popular pronunciation had lost the capability for the rounded front 

voweL and that either /eu/ or /I., / was used as replacement. KrIstensson 

(1974: 238) speaking with special reference to the six northern counties 

agrees that OE /y(: )/ appeared as /I(: )/, except In Lancashire where Ey: 3 and 

11: 1 were Interchangeable south of the Ribble. 

(3) Elsewhere It remained as /y: / until the end of the 14c when It 

unrounded to /1: /. 

These three dIvIslons, and the general reflexes of OE /y: / may be 

borne In mind when the largest Influx of French and Norman vocabulary 

occurred after the conquest. As bilingualism developed, so did the vocabulary. 

Strang (1970: 250) in an extended metaphor of almost dltuvian proportions 

claims that 

"the sluice gates opened, and there poured Into English the greatest 
flood of loans from a single source by which the language has ever 
been Inundated. " 

This continental contribution will be considered (like an earlier division of 

Gaut), In thrce parts. The first of theso are words with the vowel /y(; )/. 
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I t2l OF pure vowel ly(. -)l 

Central to the discussion of the effect of OF /y(. -)/ In Britain Is an 

awareness of the geographical distribution of the vowel In France, Its 

transmitters In England, and social and geographicaL circumstances attending 

those natives ccxntng Into contact with words containing this vowel. First the 

nature of the vowel. Vulgar Latin /u: / had begun to be fronted to Ey: 3 In the 

Gallo Roman period (Sc-9c), but while Brunot & Bruneau (1949: 91) say 

"it est ... dtffictle de pr6clser la date & taquelle cette 6volution 
s'est produlte", 

It Is possible to Identify Its geographical origins in the south. The process 

of fronting had not reached all parts of northern France in the 11c (Bliss 

1969: 204), lingering Longest In the northeast. Since William recruited most of 

his followers from the north and northwest (mostly from Normandy, Maine and 

Brittany), It Is Likely that some of them did not have /y: / in their Inventory 

of sounds, and that even If they did, it may have stilt been In variation 

with /u: /. In these cases we may have expected the sound to have merged with 

the native English /u/, EPJS3. Indeed Emerson (1909: xxt) Is sceptical about 

the use of the French Ey. ] In the mIdtand and southern regions of England 

(except by those having learned French). He bases this view on the evidence 

of rime; and on the small number of words with this OF sound which were 

borrowed, together with their very gradual adoption. 

Most commentators have concentrated on the phonetic aspects of 

production and their geographical and social distribution. The geographical 

spread is Linked to the extent to which OE /y(: )/ was extant. (See Jordan 

1974: 209 and Serjeantson 1935: 297 for detalLs). Where OE /y(: )/ was stilt 

used, then the sound was retalmid In the Imported French words; where OE 

/Y(. *)/ had disappeared (especially In the north and east midlands), then It 
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followed the pattern of the OE reflexes, pronounced as /eu/ or /1: /. In the 

west midlands for example, /y/ was probably retained up to the and of the 

13c; in the west It Lasted into the following century. White It existed, It 

was naturally used for the Fr /y/. In the north, there was a similar /y: / 

sound which had originated from OE /o: / (Brunner 1963: 29). But In the 

southern parts of the north region and In the north midlands, as Jordan (Op 

c1t) Indicates, an /u; / pronunciation existed and this was applied to Anglo 

French texts. But In areas Like the east midlands where OE /y(; )/ had been 

unrounded to /1(: )/, perceptually the nearest native sound, Fr /y: / was 

replaced In part by the diphthong /eu/. It thus merged with the leu/ which 

was developing there from OE Lso + w, (See 111112). 

Some soclat variation may be discerned. Those In the upper strata of 

society (those more In contact with the court, education and the Law, where 

AN was still used), may welt have been predisposed to use /y: / rather than 

other variants. See Jordan (loc c1t). But the pronunciation stratum In which 

/eu/ was used predominantly, became /Iu/ at the beginning of the 15c. 

The French borrowIngs In category Fa Inciude 

acuser 1297 <accuse> 
deluge 0374 (deluge) 
estuve 1305 <stew N) stove 
estuver 0400 <stew V) cook 
endurer 1375 <endure> 
fortune 1300 <fortune> 
gtU 1382 <glue> 
mesure C1200 (measure> 
mue(r) 14c (mew> = mou tt 
nature C1250 (nature> 
rude 0340 <rude> 
pursuer 0290 <pursue> 
use 1225 <use> 
vertu 1225 <vIrtue) 

0 
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1122 OF diphthong ul 

The diphthong is usually represented orthographically by <ul>, and 

had developed from Latin a+1. In AN It alternated between a rising and a 

failing pronunciation. For inore detail see Menger 1904, Serjeantson 

(1935: 298), Jordan (1974: 215), Rickard 1974. The fatting diphthong became 

predominant, and then became monophthonglzed to (p). As with the pure vowel 

/y. -/ discussed In 61121, this emerged as /out In popular speech. (See also 

Moss6 1952; Brunner 1963; Bliss 1969), 

For category Fb, examptes of diphthongs are 

couvre feu 1285 <curfew> 
cruete c1290 (cruet) 
endulre, 0490 <endue> 
estul 1386 <stew> 
fruit 0175 <fruit> 
hut 1292 Oue> (and cry) 
nuisance 1410 <nuisance> 
pute 1393 <pew> 
rulde 0340 (rude> 

1123 OF triphthongs leu eau 

Both the triphthongs were formed later In the 11c and 12C. The 

first, <Ieu) came mostly from Latin /e/ + u. To begin It was descending, but 

In the 12c the stress shifted In continental Frencho and In AN here It was 

reduced to Au/. (Serjeantson 1935: 29?; Brunner 1963; Jordan 1974: 217). 

For group Fc, the ftrst triphthong tnctudes 

Ju leu c1275 <Jew> 
t leu 0290 <I leu> 
porsteure 0290 <pursue> 
sleute 1297 <suit> = law, dress 
co Wr II Wu 1340 <curLew> 

The other triphthong, <eau>, came about as a result of the 

vocalization of /-I-/ to M-/. (Jordan i0c c1t; MOSS6 1952; Brunner 1963). 

When the OF triphthong /cau/ was borrowed, it was rapilly changed. 
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"The OF triphthong /cau/ (originating through vocattzation of velar 
or secondary velar /t/ In the series /-at/ and /-ct/ > hat/) which 
rareLy occurred In EngLIsh was simptLfled to AW. " (Jordan 1974: 217) 

This rarity accounts for the paucity of examples. In addition Serjeantson 

(1935: 299) points out that before tabIaLs or A d/ for Instance, It was 

monophthongized to /e: / as In Beauchamp and Belvoir. In Wiltshire, Beaustre 

became Beazer (861222 Domesday B8C1). This tong vowel was raised to /1: /. 

beaute cl 275 <beauty> 
leaute 1300 <tewty> = Loyatty 
eau ardente 0315 <ewe ardaunt> 

1130 To the end of W 

I have outlined the results of the gradual shortening, smoothing and 

raising of OE Long vowels, and diphthongs + W. Aside from the rounding of 

/e/ to /e/ In the south and west midlands, (which In any case became 

unrounded again after three centuries), there is a progression towards /Iu/1 

/eu/ and /vu/ which begins earlier In some environments than others. The 

changes In the contributory sounds are summarized In the time chart 11-02. 

The details try to make some allowance for regional differences. From the 

chart It can be seen that while some of the original sources had developed 

to /Iu/ by the beginning of the 14c, others were at the /eu/ and /cu/ stages. 

Between 1250 and 1400 the domInance of the south began to wane, 

and the midtand dialect became the foundation of the new standard Language. 

The south stayed more conservative then the north. The transition to Middle 

English had been marked by changes at various levels of Language. In 

phonology, by the 11c both OE diphthongs #a and dFo had been reduced to 

simple vowels. But this ias compensated for by the formation, starting In the 

second half of the 12c of new diphthongs. Among the reasons for this 
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according to Moss6 1952, was the shifting of the syllable boundary. 

Idiolectal differences In modern syllable boundaries will be used later in 

the analytical part of this study. White the OE diphthongs had been fatting 

but opening, the new ME diphthongs had more of a closing character. There 

was also the simplification of Initial consonant clusters with /h-/, where 

the first was Lost. This was to be mirrored later by the creation of new 

clusters as a result of the development of the glide /j/ with a preceding 

consonant. The solution to offending clusters was the loss of the second 

member, especially when a pair of glides were clustered. 

At the end of ME there were seven diphthong phonemes (Moss6 1952; 

Barber 1976), &It of which may be regarded as closing. They were 

Au eu au ou 

at ol ul/ 

The first 2 are relevant here, It Is their merger and subsequent deveLopmiant 

with preceding consonants which produced the sequence under Investigation. 

Danletsson 1963 describes the transition from late ME In the 14c to 

early ModE In the 16c as being marked by Instability In certain aspects of 

the language. Rapid changes were taking place. Orthography was In a state of 

confusion, and this was recognized as such. In printing there was Instability 

In the spelling of learned words. Henry V had encouraged the use of English 

in documents. Chancery officials had based their spelling on the language of 

the central midlands. But by the time of Caxton there was no firm standard. 

In fact the compositors employed from the continent made matters worse by 

Introducing their own conventions and adopting without thinking variant 

spellings. Danielsson refers to the situation at the beginning of the 16c as 

'fluid' (op cit: 64). 
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Tab Le 11-02 
Time chart from OE to the Late ME diphthongs 

OE OE eME eME LME IME 
up to 11C 11C 12c 13c 14c 15C 

a 13 13 a 13 aa 11 13 13 11 a 13 a 11 
El 
T+w L: w-- 

E2 
öo+w 4 0. U 

ä: o+w 
v @: u__ --e: u---e. u ý--1u- 

E3 
eo+w 4 

v ow____eu__ -eu 

6a+w 

&+w 

aa 0a00 000000000 

Fa y: ---y 
(: )- 

--- " Lu 
/y: / eu- --Lu- AN eu--- 

Fb 
/Ul/ AN eu 

Fc 
/teu/ AN lu- 
/eau/ AN 

West mIdlands 
9 North; east ml 
AN Angto Norman 

after a vowat 
after a vowit 
be Low a vowe t 

; southwest., south 
dtands -, south midlands 

Indicates long 
Indicates half Long 
indicates the non prominent part of a diphthong 
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In addition there were periods of Instability In the social and 

political life of the time. Most of the 14c was riddled with campaigns and 

wars against Scotland and France. The Black Death made Its first appearance 

in 130. A potL tax was first Introduced In 1381. A rising of peasants 

occurred soon after. The 15c was marked by the continuation of the conflict 

with France. Internally the Wars of the Roses led to a change of dynasty. The 

1530s saw the Reformation and the dissolution of the monasteries, with Its 

consequent effects on population movement. The price revolution and 

accompanying Inflation of the 16c led to widespread economic discontent and 

movement between social groupings, A mere catalogue of some of the events 

affecting the Life of a country cannot expLaIn the changes In language that 

were taking place. But It has been tempting for some commentators (such as 

Prins 1974 and Schtauch 1959) to took for a connection between what was an 

unstable or developing economic and social structure and the way In which 

people used language. (The rapid development of Scouse, the urban bastlect of 

Liverpool, In such circumstances, Is an Instance meriting research. ) 

Out of the Instability came a sort of salvation. In the 16c a new 

breed of schoolmasters began their attempts at creating a more relevant 

spelling system; not necessarily Involving reform, but regulartzatton. It was 

'obvious that pronunciation had deviated markedly from the former values of 

the Letters. Their attempts were not successful. Where they did achieve 

tasting success was In the value that their publications have for subsequent 

Interpreters of pronunciation change. Their success Is represented In the 

developments In the next section. 
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1200 Modern English 

The main points to be covered In this section on modern Engtish 

include the reduction of the reflexes of the OF Ey(. -)] to (U) or Etl; the 

merger of the Late ME diphthongs to [Jul; linguistic features favouring glide 

disappearance; how this was manifested; and the extent of the subsequent 

variation, (chronological, social and LexicaL), as welt as gilde restoration. 

Much of the evIdence comes from contemporary orthoepists. Their original 

works have been used when available, together with Dobson 1968. 

1201 The 16c and 17c background 

The emergence of a standard language and the slow crystalitzation 

of Its forms had a variety of consequences. The foundation of grammar 

schools In the 16c; the expression of social status In the use of language; 

the prescriptive attitude of certain manuals and the descriptive approach of 

some of the orthoepists - aLL these encouraged a greater awareness of 

language, particularly among the aspiring and rising groups In society, But 

there are also instances of where the Lower sorts (to use the vocabulary of 

the tote 16c), are In the forefront of pronunciation change. Wrightson 1987 

Indicates that the use of the word 'sorts' ref tected the broad groups of 

soclety - the haves and the have nots. It 

"reflected not only the potarlsatLon of English Local society 
produced by demographic expansion and economic change but aLso the 
realities of power relations In the Local community. " (op cit: 21-22) 

By 1640 an extra terms the middle sort had crept In, and was much used in 

the pamphlet Literature of the Civil War. As Wrightson points out, the 
0 

Language of sorts proved, by virtue of Its very resonant Imprecision, capable 

of capturing the process of social change. Some historians (notably Towney 
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1954ab) have referred to the period 1558-1640 as The rise of the gentry, 

characterized by the rapid upward social mobility of many families. I suspect 

that just Like today, some of those 17c aspirants were keen to demonstrate 

their acquisition of status by being In the forefront of linguistic change. 

An area which can make considerable Impact and Impression is the use of 

recently introduced words. 

1202 The pronunciation of Greek and Latin 

As well as recognizing the Influx of learned vocabulary during the 

16c and 17c, we must atso give some consideration to contemporary attitudes 

towards the pronunciation of the classical languages, since both areas are 

Interretated. In essence there was a conftlct (rather Me that presenity 

occupyIng dIfferent schools of Interpretatlon of older western mustc), 

between those favouring the 'modern' method, and those favouring the 

'authentic' approach. 

When the study of Greek was resumed In western Europe. the 

pronunciation first adopted was that of the modern language, since this was 

used by the Greek teachers. A reaction against this practice was Initiated by 

Erasmus. He adopted what he argued was the ancient -pronunciation. In this 

country he was copied In the mid 1530s by Cheke (1514-57) and Smith (1513- 

77). They were then In their very early twenties. ALmost Inevitably they 

encountered oppositlonj which persisted eyen after they were appointed to 

the reglus chairs of Greek and of civil law respectively In Cambridge. 

Opposition In particular came from the chancellor, (Gardinerp bishop of 

Winchester), He Issued a decree In 1542 "forbidding the use of the now 

pronunciation on pain of expulsion Pom the Senate, loss of honours or 

scholarships, or caning", as may be required. (Dobson 1968: 39). 
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Cheke, following Erasmus, maintained that Greek u was the same as 

French u, as was to be pronounced with the descendant of ME Ey: 1 that lu 1u. 

Thomas Smith, publishing In 1568, but reflecting the usage of the 40s 

distinguished eu In few, dew from ME qu deriving from long u. He adds that 

the reformers used Ecul for Greek ev and Ee(: )ul for qu For the other 

classical Language Cheke favoured the Identification of Latin u with ME 13. He 

also says that this was often pronounced as y, a fault adopted from the 

French. Dobson (op c1t: 43) suggests that what Cheke had in mind was the use 

of Ey: 1 (or Elul) for Latin 'Long V. In fact this seems to coincide with the 

traditional English pronunciation (Dobson op c1t: 51 fn2). Holmberg 1964 cites 

Robinson 1617 as giving a description of the anglicized pronunciation of 

Latin Long /u: /. Using his transcription of (J)1w, we get 

ducit d1wsit 

tenuls tenJlwls 

1203 The influx of vocabulary 

In the period after the Reformation and the Renascence, the language 

was host to yet another flood of vocabulary, It had the affect of further 

reducing the reliance on OE terms, as It was based on Greek and Latin words, 

For an Illustration we may use the 98 gildable words tested In this 

Investigation. Only 8 may be described as native. Five are 16c+ romance 

Imports. Of the remaining 85, fifty were taken from French and 35 from Greek 

and Latin. In the first group, a half were first recorded In the 14c. Of the 

classical words, a half appeared In the 16c. White these figures are not 

necessarily representative, they do give an Indication of the balance and 

provenance of the vocabulary In general. Since many of the wor s were d 

restricted In usage to educated peoples and since the words were being 
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anglicized (as opposed to using the original pronunciations of the 

reformers), the pronunciation of the long /u: / In such words was that 

Identified at the end of the subsection above: the gilded sequence. In a 

sense this sequence may have been perceived as being Identified with Learned 

vocabulary, particularly by the unlearned. Whether this fostered glide toss 

needs further study. What evidence there Is, Is Intriguing. 

lZIO The prognms or the PE dýphthongs qu aW lu 

1211 Their long separation and eventual meUer 

At the beglnnlng of Modern EngLLsh the ME d1phthongs Ipu and lu were 

still separate, with some speakers still distinguishing between cfew Edeul and 

due Edlul. But the evidence from contemporaries, In particular the 16c and 

17c orthoepists, together with later assessment of their work, suggests that 

the development of the diphthongs, white ultimately leading to the phoneme 

combination /Ju/. has marked regional variations. ME Vu was originally 

pronounced as Ecul. In early ModE the first element develops In the same way 

as ME 8. When this was raised to Ee: l, ME Vu became (eul. Then as Dobson (op 

c1t; 798) states, the second element of the diphthong began to exercise an 

assimilatory raising Influence on the first. This caused Eeul to change 

rapidly to Elul. But It did so at different times for different regions and 

different styles of speaker. Dobson (1968: 19-30) gives the example of Peter 

Levlns from the East Riding of Yorkshire. His Mantpulus Vocabulorum 1570, 

the first English riming dictionary, seems not to distinguish between ME FU 

and eu. Southern orthoepists continue to do so for another century. Buttokar 

fýom Sussex, and with his speech strongly coLourrid by vulgar and by 

dialectal pronunciations, shows In his Book at Large 1580 that the diphthongs 
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were distinct. But also he Is very aware of the advanced pronunciations 

typical of the Mopsm (and of Essex). Dobson (1968: 85 fni) describes the 

Mopsa as "affected, perhaps wanton, women", suggesting that 'wenches' may be 

a good gloss. They were "affected speakers of an advanced form of StE. 11 (op 

c1t., 88), (not necessarily precursors of Essex girt). Buttokar Is also Important 

because as Dobson points out, he was a representative of the kind of person 

that white of no worldly distinction or wealth, gives up his natural 

dialectal and vulgar speech In favour of another form which was regarded as 

better. He Is evidence of the spread of Standard English. But white he was 

not unsuccessful in conforming to the accepted standard, he stilt retained 

many traces of his original pronunciation, some of which came to be 

customary In the standard language. 

Charles Butter from Bucklnghamshlre published his Engilsh Grammar In 

1633. He stIU keeps the ME diphthongs separate, but makes the main 

distinction between qu and lu. So does Richard Hodges In his 5ýeclal help to 

Orthographle 1643. WaMs Grammatica Linguae Angilcanae 1653 says that words 

like neuter, few, beauty were sounded 'per e cLarum et wl, but goes on to 

admIt that some people use Aul. Yet Price 1668 still has neuter and few 

separate, In discussing proper diphthongs, "wherein both vowels keep their 

I sound" (op cit: 30), Price comments that white <ew> keeps its sounds in few, 

lewd, ewe, "it hath now obtained the sound of, lw as new, jewer'q (op cit., 34). 

It Is distinct from <eu>. There Is orthoepIstIcat evidence of a mode of 

pronunciation which fatted to distinguish between ME pu and lu. This evidence 

dates from quite early In the 17c. But until about 1660, the time of the 

Restoration of the monarchy after the Commonweatth, the evidence Is based on 

caretess and vutgar tpeech. 

It Is not untlt the pubtication In 1685 of (yet another) Grammatica 
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Linguae Anglicanae by Christopher Cooper, that the merger between ME ru and 

eu for all styles of speech, appears to have taken place. He did not 

distinguish (eul from Elul In his phonetic system. (Dobson 1986: 281). 

"Cooper was ... the schoolmaster and person of a comparatively 
unimportant town EBLshops Stortford - PRF3, and there Is no reason 
to suppose that he enjoyed any reputation as a scholar. " 

His own pronunciation may therefore be regarded as conservative. We may 

consequently take the end of the 17c as the approximate date for the 

complete merger of ME pu and eu (Incorporating 1u). There was another 

variant of ME Vu, a form not merging with Au/. This did raise the first 

element to /e/ some time In the 16c. But Prins 1974 says this variant was 

dying out by the middle of the 17c and had become obsolete In the next 

century. 

The closer Late ME diphthongs eu and lu had been Identical from at 

least as early as 1500. and since they merged In the latter form, It Is the 

development of Elul as such which Is considered here, it was at first a 

fatting diphthong with a short second element. It then changed to a rising 

diphthong. Since the second element was stressed, It became Longer and 

quickly moved to [Jul, and seems to have developed first In word Initial 

position. This proves to be a point of weakness for change; It has been and 

Is In the forefront of glide toss, as the Liverpool recordings will show. The 

change began In the Last decade of the 16c, and possibly as early as the 

1560s In non standard dialects, (Dobson 1968: 709; Prins 1974). White the 

sequence of events Is the same, the dates at which these stages occurred, 

depends on the style used In the standard language. [Jul appears to have 

been normal In the standard form from about the 1640s, that Is, around the 

time of the Civil War Yet Elul persisted as may be expected, In carefu. 

conservative speech until the late 17c. But as late as 1685 Cooper said that 
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/Iu/ was preferred In careful speech. (Dobson 1968; Barber 1976). A change in 

the pronunciation of the vocalic element of /Ju/ had been noted by some 

contemporary observers. A centralization (or fronting) of the back vowel was 

evident due to the asslmltatory Influence of the EJ3. This Is a tendency 

which Is also noticeable today In a broader context for some southern 

English speakers, A similar but different quaLlty Is evident among broad 

Scousers. 

1212 The status of [y. -J 

The point about fronting raises the thorny question of the extent to 

which this was In use. The contenders are (lul from earlier ME Ju and eu, and 

the sounds used In ME for OF Ey. -L The orthoepists themselves were divided; 

but then they did not have at their disposal the techniques of the modern 

phonetician. On top of this the orthoepIsts of the 16c and 17c shared a 

common failure of denying the existence of some well established 

pronunciations which they did not use themselves (a failure which may still 

dog some researchers); and In any case Ey. -I may only have been a dlephonic 

variant. Having sifted and assayed the evidence for and against and In 

between, Dobson (1968: 711) conctudes 

"in the Lack of proof I prefer to accept the evidence In favour of 
(y: J and to believe that there was a variation in pronunciation which 
causes the variation, and In some cases ... the confusion, In the 
evidence. " 

But Chomsky & Haile (1968: 252) refuse to be drawn Into what they call the 

"Involved question of whether ME had the sound EUI, but shall assume 
that this was not the case and that all English reflexes of foreign 
(01 coincided with the contemporary reflexes of ME lawl. " 

0 
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Earlier, Zachrisson (1927: 79) had maintained that "The early new 

English pronunciation of 1Ju: 1 in use, new and few Is a very difficult and 

much debated problem. " His suggestion was that In the 16c and 17c the reflex 

of ME rau was corvimonty pronounced as Ellu N Jul, possibly also as EVU JOI, 

but with no conclusive evidence for Ey: yu ly: 1, 

What Is Incontrovertible and important, to take up the point made by 

Dobson about variable pronunciations, Is that In words borrowed from French 

with (y: 3, the vowel was most Likely modified In different ways by those 

using such words. Some groups of speakers wilt have retained the original 

vowel; other groups may have seized on either the rounding or the fronting 

as being the feature to Imitate. The tatter occurrence may have happened In 

conjunction with changes In stress from the French pattern to stress on ihe 

first syllable, consequently producing a short vowel. WyLd 1920 has shown 

from extant "ILIngs that In words Like fortune, value. stress shift had 

occurred. (Thus lecter 1526 for lecture). By the 16c both forms coýxtsted- 

But In the 17c the form with stress on the relevant vowel had disappeared 

and with it. the scope for a gilded form. 

We also have evidence for this stress shift and vowel change In 

sporadic lexical Items, which predated the emergence of the glide In this 

context. While such spelling evidence may be Idiosyncratic, and erratically 

so, forms like 15c argament suggest that what appeared to have been later 

glide loss (as In edicate), may really have been the successor of an earlier 

vowel reduction. It Is the evidence for, and Interpretations of, the main body 

of glide toss which concerns us next, 
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1220 Variation In the new glidg 

In the next stages of the progress of the glide are the begtnnlngs 

of the variations In Its realization. No sooner had the glide been 

established than It came under attack from linguistic sources buttressed by 

socIaL effects. OveraLL three main aspects may be discerned. 

(1) the tendency for /Cju/ to become /Cu/ 

(2) the coalescence of certain consonants wIth /j/ 

(3) the restoratlon of the glide In some environments 

Besides the reasons for the synchronic changes In vartapts of the 

glide (gilding, degttding and coatescIng), there Is atso the diachrontc 

question of why Loss began and progressed across Ks In the way It did. In 

terms of preceding consonants, the gttde was Lost first after /Cr/ and /Ct/. 

But other parts of the system of tnitiaL ctusters were InvoLved and these 

witt now be examined. 

IZ21 Phonotactic constraints and loss after Ir I/ 

In order to explain the underlying reasons for the loss of the gilde 

In environments Like these, Cooley 1978 drew attention to the rote of 

surface phonetic constraints (SKs). These, she suggested, can both facilitate 

and Impede sound changes. Aware of the fact that certain phonological 

changes have resisted satisfactory explanations, she feats that our 

Intuitions may be a factor. A surface phonetic constraint states specific 

restrictions on possible combinations of phonetic features and possible 

sequences of phonetic segments. We must bear In mind that languages have 

accepted sequences In the past which are no longer port of theIr current 

phonotactIc system, and which do not form part of the Intuitive resources of 
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a speaker with that system. In Engttsh, certain Initlat ctusters which used 

to be acceptabie, Me /hL hn hr/ are no tonger so, with /hw/ atmost extinct. 

If change teads to an unacceptabte sequence, uncertainty and tnstablttty 

resutt. In order to resotva the d1sequIllbrium, there Is either additionat 

phonoLogIcaL change, or there are atteratlons to the SKs. 

During the 16c and 17C. three rules (RI - R3), were added to English 

phonotogy. 

(R1 ) the emergence of the paLataL gLIde [Jul from Elul, 

(R2) the datetton of the velar stops Ek gl word InItIaLly before Enl, 

(RD the deLetions of the patataL gilde after coronat consonants. 

These were optionat In some contexts and obtlgatory In others. 

Hill (1958: 74) had already Intimated that R1 and R2 may have t>een related. 

"There Is thus an Interesting hint of Language history In the 
present position of nasaLs In the cLusterIng pattern. it Is possibie, 
though unproved, that the toss of /kn-/ and /gn-/ is connected with 
the devetopment of new cLusters Like /myu-/. " 

HUL attocated the consonants to different QnItIaD posittonat ciasses (PO. 

Tab te 13-01 
InIttal positionat ctasses of consonants In MocE 

PCI splrants or fricatIves fv 
66 
sz 
AI 

PC2 stops, affricates, nasats pb 
td 
k 

mn 

pc3 approximants and /h/ rL 
jw 
h 
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Four constraLnts (Cl - CO govern theIr use In Lnlttat clusters. 

Cl ALL cLusters foLLow the order 123 of the pcs above. 

C2 Not aII pos It ions have to be fII led. 

C3 If there Is a triple cluster, the only available member of pc1 Is 

/s/. The f Irst of 2 consecutIve obstruents must be /s/ and the 

second a voiceless stop. 

C4 No cLuster has more than I member from each cLass. 

This tast constraint had exceptions with restricted Incidence. 

el In pc1, /sf-/, largely restricted to specialized Greek words and 

prefIxes. 

e2 In pc3, /hw-/ which has virtually dýsappeared In most dialects. 

e3 Also In pc3, /hj/ + /u/. 

But there was atso the questton of /rj/ and /Lj/, both of whIch are 

in pc3, breaking constraint 4. No other combined forms have been found in 

the subsystem of approximants. (62103). 

In retatIng the ruLes and constratnts, Cootey Identi. fled R2 - the 

deLetlon of the veLar stops Ek g] before En) word InItIalty - as the focus of 

the probtem. Its connection with the others had not generalLy been reaLized, 

Cooley challenged the assImILatory hypothests of velar by nasal. and In Its 

piace offered a different explanation. 

"I suggest that the diversity of explanations for this change rises 
from the probability that the toss of vetars resulted not only from 
Internal pressure toward various phonetic assimilations, but 
primarily from an attempt to correct disruptions of phonetic 
constraints. " (Cooley 1978: 127) 

When the glide /Ju/ developed In place of the diphthong /lu/, new 

phonetic prevocalic clusters were created. Sume of these like /dj vj stj/ 

conformed to the existing SPCs. Others did not. Those consisting of a 
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resonant plus the new glide, /sprj tj kLj knj/, as In spruce, lewd, clue, knew, 

violated those constraints. Cooley argues that If SKs do have a real 

function In Linguistic structure, then we expect such a situation to be 

unstable. It WILL lead to changes. Cooley suggested four theoretical 

possibilities for correcting the sequential pattern. 

(a) delete /J/; 

I 
(b) delete the first resonant, 

(c) or alternatively reassign it to a different positional class; 

(d) change the SPC. 

It was suggested that the nasals were reassigned elsewhere. This 

caused rule 2. which deleted stops before nasals to come Into operation. Thus 

sequences like /knj- gnj-/ were dropped. This stilt left clusters like /rj 

sprj/ In a state of violation. They were rescued by the Intercession of rule 

3- the selective deletion of the /j/ glide after coronat consonants. 

The arguments here only apply to word Initial position. If the 

sequences are to apply medlalLy the clusters have to be tautosyttabtc. 

Otherwise a relatively rare survivor like exude with /-gz$j-/ will represent 

an example of clusters Last stand. I now explain why rule 3 was selective. 

In the case of /r/ the reasons for It be Ing the f Irst to Lose the 

glide are articuiatory and Lexical as well as systemic. Appendix 7322 which 

gives a list of typical /r/ words shows that of those noted, about S Involve 

a clustered /r/. These are word Initial or morpheme Initial. Some, In 

addition, were of French origin with Ey(. *)]. This conjunction of dlsfavourabLe 

circumstances clearly conspired to cause the glide to disappear first in this 

preceding consonant. From a social point of view, It may have been that the 

many unschooled were In the forefront of glide Loss. 

Analogy may have helped the early erosion of the glide with /I/. 
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occurring In tautosyilabIc cLusters, particularly when word InIttaL. The 

change was not necessarily extended to all words by aLt speakers, and may 

have persevered over a few centuries, not least because of the greater 

number of Items, (at least 4 times as many as /rA The word blue Is now 

atways degilded. Yet the first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary 

(1887; vot 1: 942) explains that 

"in pronunciation, nearly all the dictionaries stILL recognize (bila), 
but the more easily pronounced WO) Is general In educated speech. " 

Influence from /CL/, meant that the glide began to be lost after plain A/. 

Valy for value occurs In 1642, so It was sufficiently well, established for 

Ledyard 1725 to note Its Loss. But there was social resistance. Towards the 

end of the regency period, Smart 1836 edited a new version of the 18c 

pronouncing dictionary of Walker. In It (Op cit: x), Smart castigated as 

vulgar, the gtidetess pronunciation of words Like lute, lucid, lunatir. Later, 

Alford 1864 was rather more spectf 1c. He described the 9LIdetess 

pronunciation as 

"an offensive vulgarism, most common In the mldland countlest but 
found more or toss everywhere. " 

In the present century Fowler had concentrated on this area with 

respect to standard pronunciation. In both editions of his guldet It was 

emphasized that to pronounce the /j/ after /I/ was formerly do r1queur, "or 

the "aker was damned In polite circles" (1926: 335; 1965: 484). The earlier 

version, embodying a personal viewo was that the omisslon of the glide was 

slowly but surety displacing the pronunciation with It. In the Later edition, 

white the OmIsslon of the glide after /t/ (and /s/) was held to be on the 

Increase, It was now suggested that this may be due to the tnftuenceof the 

USA. But there was uncertainty as 'to what governed the progress of gilde 

loss. Inconsistency appeared to rule. In the clustered conclude and recluse 
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the glide had been Lost *as expected. Yet Items Like dilute and prelude kept 

the glide; white delude and allude were wavering. Dealing with the 

disappearance of the glide In this K, Potter (1969: 20) exemplifies Its 

absence with absolutely, "The j has gone ... , and this Is obviously the 

pronunciation of tomorrow. " And he points out that young people (Iconoclastic 

and Innovative as ever), even used the spelling loony. Ghe OED dates this to 

the final quarter of the 19c. 

1222 Cju > Cu after the alveolars Ad n1 

The distinctlon between fuLter and reduced forms of the vowei 

becomes evident In many words deriving from OF /y/. In the context of these 

examples, and because of the uncertainty over pronunciation, ME Ey: I Is to be 

taken In stressed syllables, as meaning either Ey: 1 or the variant Elul later 

to become Ejul. But If the syllable In which It occurs Is fully unstressed It 

becomes E0. This later weakens to shwa, especially before <r>. Dobson 

(1968: 850-855) has examined the evidence of the orthoeptsts. They provide 

many examples of this distinction. What Is Important are the Implications for 

the analysis later of the role of stress In variation; and also the converse, 

the existence of extensive categorical subenvIronments. 

In syllables not Immediately precedIng the stress, for Instance In 

multitude, spiritual, EyO is usual in Robinson 1617 and Hodges 1643. Before 

final <-r> (or in derivatives of such words), like creature, venture, natural, 

measure, contemporary evidence Is more fluctuating. In syllables immediately 

following the stress, variation between Ey: 1 and E0 (or shwa) is common. 

Lecter Is attested as early as 1526. BuLtokar 1580 representing the vulgar 

specch of his time, states that as a Veneral rZile (-ure> is pronounced with 

shwa and final /r/. He does have some transcriptions showing Ey: r], but 
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Dobson (loc c1t) attributes these to the Influence of more correct speech, 

The variation In this environment takes on a more noticeable tocIaL 

dimension, since It is largely Identified with the vulgar pronunciations of 

the 16c and 17c, It affects not only words adopted In ME but also later 

borrowings which have been anglicized on the model of older adoptions. There 

Is variation between orthoeptsts. Again there Is Intra Individual variation 

extending in some commentators to variation within words. There Is 

chronological variation as we move onwards from Hart 1569, always with Ey-0, 

via Robinson 1617 normally Ey: 3 but with shwa In ventur% Hodges 1643 

normally CyJ but with shwa In more words, to Cooper 1685 where all <-ure> 

words have shwa, There Is social variation In that Buttokar 1580 shows shwa 

as his more usual form, that Is the variant of the tower orders. Hodges and 

Cooper white avoiding pronunciations that are evidently vulgar, provide 

evidence In their homophone lists, which are based on vulgar speech. Thus 

pairings such as the following appear - gesture, jester; lecture, lectorj, 

pasture, pastor; tenure, tenor. Pyles (1971: 190) gives as an example, a 

couplet from 'Verses on 2 celebrated modern poets' by Jonathan Swift: 

If this to clouds and stars will venture 
That creeps as far to reach the centre, 

In words Like mutual, particular, fortune, continuel where OF /y/ Is 

not followed by (Os the sound is normally represented by ME Ey: 1- Yet there 

are examples here of reductions to EO and shwa: 16c monlmnt (Spenser The 

faerle queen 2,7: 5), and 1655 continlai. Cooper 1685 In his English text 

describes such reductions as 'barbarous speech', but his Latin maintains that 

it Is 'facititatis causal. Prins 1974 provides evidence of 9t Ida loss In the 

18c after the coronats Ad n/ from Llidyard 1725 and Scott 1768. The 

Pronouncln_q dictionary of the tatter suggested that dropping the glide after 
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the stops was considered fashionable. Indeed In the 18c conservative 

pronunciation kept an unpaLatallzed /t/, followed by shwa. 

The predilection for prescription and correctness In language became 

evident again In the late 18c and 19c, especially after the end of the 

Napoleonic wars. Again like the mid 17c, there was a period of postwar 

turmoil, reconstruction and opportunities for social mobility upwards. 

Concomitant with the movement was the need to be accepted In potiter 

circles, and how correctly you spoke was of importance to many. Wyld 1920 

gives the example of Watker (b 1732). His Rhetorical grammar 1801 maintains 

that pottte speakers say educate with a glide: the older form was Eledikettl.. 

Yet as K Phillips (1984: 136) confirms, there Is literary evidence of a 

tradition of word and morpheme Initial gildeless pronunciation among the 

dandies of a previous generation. Selecting from Thackeray and Dickens with 

their orthographic convention of (oo), he gives the following examples. 

(1) Thackeray Pendennis (1849-50) ch 16,19. 
Major Pendennis, described as a dandy grown old, Is quoted as saying 
'the course for us to pursool and 'a doosid deal'. 

(2) Dickens Little Dorrit (1857) ch 21, 
Edmund Sparkler, (enjoying a suitable surname for a man about town), 
refers to 'a doosed fine gat'. 

Deuced seems to have been a fashionable Lexical marker. Now, dandified men* 

about town are absolutely characterized by other distinguishing shibboleths. 

Loss after /t n/ Is also mentioned with reference to a 19c native of 

Liverpool. Krapp (1925: 155) cites Lord Frederick Hamilton. In his book The 

days before yesterday IV20, Hamilton recalls that Gladstone used bare E-Cu-3 

in words like constitutional, news Gladstone was born In 1809, long before 

the Irish influx Into Liverpool. The circumstances of his family and birth 

may have reflected an acciptable pronunciation of thi time, even ff-tt was 

provincial. It Is Instructive that Hamilton saw fit to comment on this kind 
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of pronunciation, since in the final quarter of the 19c, Anon 1879, as 

prolific as ever, advised against the pronunciation of duty, due without the 

glide. But Gladstone was also ccmservatlve In keeping postvocatic Erl, and 

liberal In his use of It. 

Glide toss after shwa or even a non existent voweL occurred In 

other environments, and In earlier times, such as 15c argan7ent and 1677 

miractious Dickens In Pickwick P"rs 1836 provides. an example for /g/ 

(occurring after tonic stress) for Sam Weller. 

. "Ven a mans wery poor ... and eats oysters In reg'Lar desperation. " 

1223 Coalescence., Qu > ed 

A prominent feature of the changes taking place at the beginning of 

modern English were the assimilations of pairs of consonants, leading to an 

additional point of contrast In the consonant system. As Gimson (1980: 164) 

has observed with reference to /t/, 

"The alveolar stop contact Is particularly sensitive to the Influence 
of the place of articulation of a following consonant. " 

The first orthoeplstlcal evidence available comes from a Robert Robinson 

(difficult *to Identify precisely). The Art of Pronuntlation 1617 shows the 

development of EsJl and 1zJl medlatly before unstressed vowels to EA] and E23. 

However contrary to expectation and according to Dobson 1968, the coalesced 

variants depend'on the development of a glide (j] and not the development of 

Elul to (Jul, since medial unstressed /I/ before a vowel normally becomes EJ] 

if the following vowel Is unstressed. White Robinson epitomizes a recurring 

predicament among teachers and academics - "he was poor and lived as a 

schoolmaster" Qobson 1968: 201) - he wes from London and had had a good 

education. Later, Cooper 1685 says that the use of Ell In stressed syllables, 
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such as sure, sugar Is (again) 'barbarous speaking'. His Latin text (again) 

uses 'facItitatts causal. Strang (1970: 116) dates the uve of the assimilated 

form /V for /tj sj/ to the closing years of the 16c. This occurred In a 

number of following envIronments, (eg naclon). As Strang points out, 

Shakespeare scans endings Like -tion, -cloq with I or 2 syllables. But the 

disyllabic form must by then have been rather old fashioned. Its relevance 

here Is In the effect on words Like sugar, sum Wyld 1920 had collected 

examples of spellings which reflect this pronunciation. The earliest 

Instances of (sju- > tu-3 are from the late 16c and middle 17c. Suit was 

represented by sheute in the 1590s; shulte 1653, shut 1654. For sure, there 

Is shur 1642, shewer 1657, (op cit: 293). It must only have been about three 

decades or so since the appearance of /Ju/ In the advanced standard, as 

dated by Dobson 1968, that the assimilated variant appeared. Cooper 1685 

gives Ed 21 as the pronunciation used In such common words as pressure, 

measure, He notes that Esj zj] were less usual, Ebj 2j] Least so. The dating 

of these changes Is at variance with that given by Schlauch 1959. There she 

states that In the 15c, /t d/ began the process of palatalization which 

eventually produced Ed J3. "How far the process had gone by 1500 or 

thereabouts, It Is hard to say" (op cit: 48). 

When the change to EM, which simply Increased the functional Load 

cýf an already existing phoneme, was fully established, It was paralleled in 

the 17c by the assimilation to Ell In the corresponding voiced sequences, eg 

in measure, usual, This new phoneme fitted a gap in the phonemic structure. 

At -first because of the circumstances of Its origin, It was confined to 

medial position. Subsequently It has been extended to final position In loan 

words, where It alternate-, with Ell, as In garage. However It has never 

become word Initial. So for the PC /z/ the coalesced variant E23 does not 
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appear word Initially. But Its functional load Is not heavy (app 7334). 

ComparabLe asslmltattons produced /d/ from /tj/ Later In the 17c; and /j/ 

from /dj/ In the 18c, eg gradual. 

1224 Restoration of the glide 

Purists never approved of the coalescing pronunciations, and they 

have had some success In restoring the gLIde. The 19c saw It restored In 

words where E41 had been usual, like sewer (= a channel for discharge). 

Chambers dictionary (ed Geddle) 1959 noted the old fashioned form 193: 3, but 

gave the modern pronunciation as variably gilded. Supreme has changed from 

143 to Es]. Strang (op cit) mantains that the corresponding voiced sound Ell 

has survived better, but suggests that /zj/ Is sometimes restored In casual. 

The 19c also largely removed the /j/ from other sequences Like Immediate, 

Idiot, odious and Indian The latter has a relic as Strang 1970 notes, In 

honest lnjun. For the glide plus back vowel, there is variation In some 

dialects between word Initial (dju-1 and (ju-3. But not In RP where the 

former Is used. Strang also notes that the voiceless member of the pair W, 

has proved more durable. This statement Is made on the basis of Items like 

fleature, nature It Is possIbty the consequence of citing such a productive 

morpheme, which occupies an extensive part of the /t/ Inventory. The Impact 

of categoricaL subenvironments Is made ctearer In the anaLysis of my resuLts 

In chapter S. 

0 
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1300 Summary 

In table 13-01 1 Identify three broad divisions In the historical 

development of the /Cju/ sequence, together with the names that Wells 1982 

has given to divisions 2 and 3a. They contain the more Important 

subdivisions concentrating on the preceding consonants In the context of 

broad dialectal and idlolectat divisions, Some are lateral rather than 

sequential. First there were the many stranded contributions from OE and OF 

which Led to the existence of the Au/ diphthong In early ME, and Its 

subsequent mutation as a result of shifting stress to /Ju/. Soon after this 

there began In conjunction with the preceding consonant, the process of glide 

disappearance. This was effected In a pair of ways. The glide was either 

dropped, a process which has gone further In some dialects than others. 

Alternatively It was absorbed Into the precedIng consonant, modifying It from 

E+ant] to E-ant]. In some dialects the second and third divisions may overlap. 

The emergence of what I have referred to as subenvironments, within the 

environment. of the preceding consonant, Is obvious. Many of them by now are 

categorical In their use of a variant. 

The native sources underwent the transmission eu > IV > ju > Ju. 

But the last stage was not consistent for every preceding consonant. The 

liquids were most at risk. Incompatibility within the subsystem of 

approxImants coupled with the other phonotactic constraints of Initial 

clustering (which were a part of a wider process), conspired to bring about 

a rapid Initiation of glide toss (EYD). Others like Ads z/ underwent glide 

change In different directions. LYD (later In the sense of reaching Its 

widest spread) began at about the same time as EYD, but In the other reaA 

of vocabulary, the recent imports from France. This time It was no longer the 
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frictionless continuants which were affected, but other aLveotars; and with a 

bidirectional change, Here the main subenytronments fayouring change are 

word initial position and Items borrowed from French with /y/, In conjunction 

with their regularization by shift of stress from the relevant syllable. The 

choice of variants In opposite directions was most evident In the unvoiced 

pair A s/. The progression for <-ture) may be represented by 

Slty(: )r ) 'St NO 

When there was change In the voiced pair /d z/, It was In disparate 

directions - coalescence and Loss. Glide restoration by the hands (and 

mouths) of purists became conventional In the 19c, both In this country and 

in the eastern USA, (showing similarities with the restoration of /-LQ/ in 

present partIcIptes). But this convention does not appear to have extended to 

the rapidly urbanizing tower sectors of society. So for the set of 

coatescents, where variation was possible, gilding became the prerogative of 

RP and Its Imitators; white coalescence and to a Lesser extent glide loss$ 

were the preserve of the bastlects. 

We may note a possible extension of division three, it was observed 

In the recordings made for this study that a movement towards a post 

alveoiar or even aiveotopatataL articutation was occurring, with the 

consequent effect of gtlde assimilation. This Is Introduced as a tentative 

division 3b. 

There Is a feature which has not been prominent so far In this 

discussion. It Is the size of the lexical Inventory for each K. This has 

Influenced the duration of the transmission of glide replacement. What has 

been omitted from the chart Is any Lexical and subenvIronmental distribution 

within some of the PCs Listed above. Chapter five wI1II elucidate this, and 

the appendices exemplify It. 
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TabLe 13-01 
DeveLopment of varlants of the /Cju/ sequence 

Division I Emergence of glide 

I at OE V. -w -4 /Lu/ 

OF V (V) .4 /lu/ 

Ib Stress shift /lu/ -4 /Ju/ 

04 000 0000000*0000 00 04000 0000 

Division 2 Erosion of g lide 

Cju .4 Cu 

2a Early Yod Dropping /Cr r Cl/ 
all dialects 

2b Later Yod Dropping /t d nsz 
some dialects 
some speakers 

2c Generalized Yod Dropping most Ks 
East Anglia 

000 000000000000 00 00000 0000 

Division 3 Assimilation of glide 

Cju -0 du 

3a Yod Coalescence /t ds z/ 
many BrItIsh dialects 

3b? Post alveolar articulation /n I/ 
a few speakers 

DIviston 4 Permanence of qlLde 

Non c: )ronal retention Lablats, vetars 
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CHAPTER 

THE /Cju/ SECRENCE 

THE LINWISTIC VARIABLE 

AAD LEXICAL DIFFUSICIV 



2000 Content of chapter 

The second chapter -covers some 'of the topics pertinent to the 

palatal glide, and Its Loss both by preceding consonant and across the 

lexicon. Consequently the sequence /Cju/ Is described phonetically and 

phonotogicaLly. Conflicting views on the place of /j/ In the system of 

distinctive features are examined, as well as Its place In the subsystem of 

approxImants. The Idea of and criteria for a Linguistic variable are 

discussed, and ctrcuLarittes In Its definition examined, together with the 

place of the sequence translated as (yu), In east Anglia and In Liverpool. 

Finally the concept of the lexical diffusion of sound changes Is examined. 

This raises the. questlon of the origins and Locus of change,, which have a 

bearing on the transmission of glide loss. LexlcaL diffusion can occur on a 

macro Level across all 17 Ks; on a mlnl Level within a PC; and on a micro 

Level within subenvIronments. Dispersion also takes place across Idlolects 

and dialects. 
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2100 Phonetic and phonological aspects of lCjul 

We shatt took at the components of the /Cju/ sequence from both 

phonetic and phonological standpoints. Besides the glide Itself we Identify 

the consonants which can precede It, and also the nature and variants of the 

fottowlng vowel.. 

Z101 Consonantal and vocalic features of the glide /j/ 

White Roach (1983: 50) and Ladefoged (1982: 61) prefer the term 

approximant, a glide may be basically interpreted as a transitional sound 

when the vocal organs move towards or away from an articulation (Crystal 

1985: 137), However classifIcatory difficulties can &rise with borderline 

sounds. In the palatal version the front of the tongue articulates with the 

hard palate (Glmson 1980: 34). Phonetically It Is more property treated as a 

vowel glide on to a syllabic sound of greater steady duration (op cit., 35)t 

yet it is usually Included In the consonantal category on functional grounds. 

The phonemes of a language usually fail Into 2 classes. There are those 

which are typically central (or nuclear) In a syllable, and there are those 

which are noncentrat (or marginal). The glide functions In English as a 

consonant, being marginal In the syllable, The consonantal function of the 

palatal glide Is emphasized by being preceded by the preconsonantal form of 

the Indefinite article; a rather than an There was a 19c prescriptive 

predilection for the second form. K Phillips (1984037) cites the opinion of 

Savage 1833 (using vulgarism as part of the title of his book), that the use 

of the Indefinite article In the form a European was vulgar. Savage stated 

that he preferred an European 
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Fig 21-01 
VocaLlc aLtophones of /j/ (after Gimson 1980: 213) 

z=====x======-_======== 

2102 Acoustic features of /j/ 

Painter 1979 Interprets the gtide as a starting point for the rapid 

movement to the tongue position for the following vowel. The point at which 

the essential vocalic glide begins depends on the nature of the following 

sound. Thus the glide of /j/ to A/ in yeast has a closer beginning than that 

of /j/ to /. 7. -/ in yore, fig 21-01. When /j/ Is followed by a back close vowel 

as In you, the starting points need not be as close as In the first example, 

and the Lips may anticipate the rounding of the (u], If rourdIng occufs. The 

acoustic features of /j/ are similar to those of /I/, especially with regard 
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to formants 2 and 3. Gtmson (1980,1211) suggests that the steady state of /j/ 

Is very short, In the region of 30 ms( , compared with /I r/ where It Is 

twice as long, (Painter 1979: 21). The F1 starting point of the /j/ glide Is 

similar to /1/, about 240 - 250 Rz , F2 Is within the range 2280 - 3600 14, z- 

depending on the following vowel (compared with A/ at 2250 - 290014Z ). The 

transition duration of F2 Is in the region of 50 - 100 ms F1 is the some 

or shorter. 

2103 The subsystem of approximants /I rw J/ 

The palatat glide combines more readily than any of the other 

approximants both word Initially and word internally. Taking /I rw J/ as 

post InItIaLs, the distribution of each can be seen In table 21-02, where 

Indicates a non occurring form. The most typical environment preceding the 

approxImants consists of the stop consonants. But white /j/ has a wider 

distribution than the other approximants, It Is normally restrictea to a 

following /u/. Of my 16 consonants, /r/ Is missing from the list as It Is no 

longer associated with the glide. The final trio of /m n I/ has a special 

significance. ApproxImants do not cluster with each other$ except for /I/ and 

/j/. But glide toss In /I/ is now so widespread as to be virtually non 

existent, except after tonic stress. It Is accompanied by toss In /n/ in 

English urban dialects, and It appears to be making Inroads In /m/ In word 

Initial position for some speakers. If the latter presages a continuing 

phenomenon, then the reduction and possible disappearance of the glide after 

/m n I/ will bring It Into Line with the other approxImants for these three 

environments. 

In addition to the sImpie consonants, Roach (1983: 6ý)) and Rockey 

1973 give the ciusters /sp st sm sk/. This distinction Is usefuL In view of 
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the categorical subenvlronments revealed In the Liverpool tests. Also as my 

Illustrative word Lints In appendices 7311 to 16 show, there are wide 

variations in the lexical Inventories of the preceding environments. The 

examples exclude proper names (Zwicky), or cross morpheme clusters 

(earthling) and reductions (evry) where different syllables are involved. 

Tab le 21-02 
The subsystem of approxImants Arw J/ 

I r w i 

P p Lay pray puny 
b b lack br Ing rebuke, 
t tray twln tune 
d dray dwe II due 
k c Lay cray qu Ick cue 
9 g laze grey Gwen ague 
f f Lay fray few 
v 4 vlew 
0 throw thwart enthuse 

S stay sway sue 
z zeugma 
§ shrelk shwa Issue 
h huge 

m music 
n newt 
I Lewd 

2104 The palatal glide In terms of distinctive features 

However descriptively accurate an articulatory approach may be, a 

treatment uslng distinctive features will more succinctly capture the essence 

of describing and accounting for the environments favourlng glide Loss$ 

coalescence (or Indeed appearance), particularly If /j/ can be shown to be 

E+corl. We must first establish the place of the glide (j] In terms of the 
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class features 1coronaLl and (anterior]. Despite the fact that, as Smith 1989 

points out, Later phonological theories (such as autosegmentat, see Halle, 

Bresnan Miller 1978), have moved away from the classic theory described in 

Chomsky Halle 1968, particularly In the reliance on binary distinctive 

features, they all need a construct equivalent to the feature 1coronaLl. While 

It Is uncontroverstal that Ql and the other patatals are [-ant), there Is 

some disagreement over their relationship to Ecoronall. From an articulatory 

point of view, the patatats are Intermediate between the E+corl alveolars and 

palato atveotars, and the 1-corl velars. Jakobson, Fant & Halle 1951 

characterized patatats as [-gravel, which Smith 1989 claims corresponds 

exactly to (+coronat) In the Chomsky & Halle system. But those authors In The 

sound pattern of English categorized the palatals as 1-coronaLl. This 

approach was adopted by others such as Hyman 19750 Ladefoged 1982 and 

OConnor 0 973: 206). 

z 105 The palatal glide as 14corl. - evidence from Ewe 

Evidence for the altocation of EJ] to E+corl may be found In *Ewe 

(6061, a Kwa language spoken In Ghana. In his classes In phonetics and 

phonology for the MA course In Applied Linguistics at UNCW Bangor (86020 4 

11), Dr ýrank Gooding set the example of the Ewe liquids as an exercise In 

deriving the ruts governing the distribution of Ell and Erl In terms of 

classes of phonemes. Ewe allo ws CLV and CGV as Initial syllables. In the 

former case ( 11 and Erl are In complementary distribution, To Illustrate the 

argument some words are taken from Ansre 1961. (Di acritics mark tones. ) 

Ebtdvbl twenty Isrol horse 
I t6l crocodile ladrel seven 
Ekplil and Etrdl calabash 
Efle) to pick Edrul to be bent 
I(Ptel to buy Edzrel to quarret 
(6PL63 mushroom 
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Erl onty occurs after E+coronall consonants. It] occurs everywhere 

else (including word initial). What happens after palatal consonants? Ewe has 

a pair of palatal consonants: the glide [j], and the nasal LML These occur 

clustered. 

tire] evil Ifirb] to sharpen 
EJrik] to bless EMr&) to be wild 

If we assume that the distribution of these sounds Is. determined as simply 

as possible, and since both palatats pattern with [r), they must be members 

of the *same set as those In the second column of the f Irst batch of 

examples. That Is, the set of coronats. Therefore E+coronall Includes rather 

than excludes the patatats. Loanwords prove the rule and the Ewe adaptations 

conf Irm It. 

German Krug > Ewe kp lu jug 
French Parts > Ewe kpall Parts 
Portuguese ciaro > Ewe ktato f Inished 
Danish trappe > Ewe atrakpoe steps 

Thus Ewe sometimes has ELI where the donor language has /r/. The 

distribution of Ell and Erl in Ewe follows the allocation of consonants by 

d1stInctive features outlIned above, 

2106 The palatal glide as [+corl: evidence from physical sources 

More recent Investigations by Recasens; 1990 tend support to the 

allocatlon of the palatal glide to E+coronall. In his survey of the phonetic 

character lzat ton of the palatal consonants, he used data taken from x rays 

linguographtc. and (etectro) patatographic sources. These data led him Inter 

alla to a pair of suggestions relevant to the categorization of the glide. 
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(1) The production of the palatal consonants may involve a greater 

degree of articulatory precision than was previously assumed, 

especially the use of the external tongue muscles. 

(2) A finer classification Is consequently needed to take this precision 

into account. 

0 
Recasens identifies four classes of palatal consonants, as opposed to the 

traditional pair of zones. These four are the alveopatatats, and the front, 

mid and back palatats (or pre, mid and post). Thus the fricative E41 and the 

affricate Idl are Identified as prepaL&taL; white the nasal II and the Liquid 

EA1 are medlopaLatal. With regard to the glide, llnguograms and x ray data 

reveal that Q1 Is mainly articulated with the predorsum and/or the 

mediodorsum according to whether the constriction Is more or less fronted. 

Recasens concludes that the glide Is mostly pre and medio dorsopetatal. 

"Tongue dorsum effects are smatter for In] In the cluster Enj] than 
for Ey3, and for E13 In the cluster EIJI than for EA1, since a EJ3 
component Is available In those clusters". (op c1t: 275) 

2107 The implications of /j/ as [+corl 

Allocating EJ] to the feature E+coronall facilitates the exptanatloý 

of gilde Loss or coalescence. If the gilde is likely to be a front as opposed 

ta a back palatal, Like the prepatatats Ed C), then It will be allocated to 

E+corl. If It Is In this sector, then it may provide an artIculatory 

explanation why It does not appear after /d ja I/ (except in careful speech 

after the continuants), since the transition between them and the gilds Is so 

minimal as to be negligible, It also helps to explain why the coronals such 

as Ad n/ and especially A r/ are susceptible to gL'. de Loss or replacement. 
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2108 The back vowel lul 

Initially I suspected that atiophontc varlants of the back, vowel /u/ 

may have been aiLled with certain aspects of glide replacement. As It 

transpired from the recordings, this Idea nearly expired, with the exceptions 

of the fronted version for some of the broader Scousers, and for post tonic 

shwa. 

Both Glmson (1980: 121) and Welts (1982: 147) descrtbe RP /u/ as a 

relatively tong back close vowel. The raising of the tongue Is relaxed from 

the closest position, and It Is rather advanced from the true back. It shares 

a relationship with /w/ which Is similar to that between /I/ and /t/. The 

articulation of /u/ Is tense compared with that of /w/. No firm contact is 

made between the tongue and the upper molars, and the Lips tend to be 

closely rounded. In terms of the cardinal vowel #8, the quality Is that of a 

rel*xed, lowered and centralized [u], GImson has aiso suggested that the 

absence In English of any opposition between /u/ and a front close vowel 

Like Eyl Is an Important reason for the relaxation and fronting of this 

phoneme from a true back position. In addition, as he has pointed out (Op 

cit: 122), when /u/ is preceded by /J/, the patatat nature of the glide 

normally entails considerable centralization of lul, Wells (op c1t) feels that 

a back quatity Is generaily more Indicative of a conservative type of accent, 

and fits more exactLy with etocutlonary norms of beauty. He states that /u/ 

"Is often somewhat centraLIzed, even to the extent that there is no 
perceptible difference between the aLtophone used In the environment 
/J_/ and the phonemic norm. " (1982: 294) 

This Is corroborated by Sauer 1985, He refers to RP /u/ as It Is generatLy 

descrlbed In the 20c, In relation to cardinal vowel #8, as being towerod by a 
0 

smatt am6unt and advanced, wIth a mlich fronter allophone after /j/. Bauer has 

found that /u/ Is being fronted in RP to a far greater extent than Is 
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generally mentioned In the literature. He maintains that there Is structural 

variation within the pronunciation of /u/. The main axis of this variation Is 

front to back. His research Indicated a tendency for female speakers to use 

a fronter /u/ than males. But as he admits, this Is not necessarily 

conclusive, since his female Informants were generally younger than the 

males. The decisive factor may be age rather than sex. But In the London 

region, centralization Is a characteristic of the dialect, both popular and 

modified. Extreme centralization among RP speakers Is inhibited to some 

extent for social reasons. 

GImson (op c1t) has noted that a type of Eal Is to be heard In many 

forms of Scottish English as a realization of RP /u/ and lwl. Watts 

(1982: 148) says that many accents have a definitely central rather than back 

quality for /u/. For examples, he gives (In addition to most English popular 

urban speech), that of Scotland and Northern Ireland; the southern 

hemisphere; and the southern United States. Centralization and unrounaing is 

also a feature of more advanced Scouse speakers. 

White phonetically Eul Is a relatively Long close back vocold, It Is 

often associated with some degree of diphthonglzatlon. The centring diphthong 

/wa/ can be used. This has coalesced with /0. -/ for some speakers. (See 

63034). Glmson (1980: 212) says that when /j/ Is the final, element of accented 

clusters, only /u/ or /wZ/ may follow, as In pew, curix In unaccented clusters 

/j/ may be followed by /u W WV/ as In arque, OPulents tenure. If the vowel is 

weakened to shwa, there may be a loss of the gilds, In environments like /k/ 

where Loss Is not the norm. 

But consideration of /j/ and /u/ separately does not reveal the 

complexity of the combination. 
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2109 The conjunct Ion of /J/ and lul 

OConnor (1973: plate 10) has a spectrogram of Ejul. But there are 

differing opinions about the phonetic interpretation of the glide plus vowel, 

and also some disagreement as to Its phonological rote In English. These 

differences may however only be superficial, as the Interpretations depend on 

the point of view of the commentator. From a purely phonetIc standpoint, the 

similarity of syllable Initial EJ] to the front vowel Ell Is obvious from Its 

d1achronIc development. As Indicated In 91212 and 61213 the historical change 

from Elul to Ejul representing a change from Less vocalic to more consonantal 

has been largely unid1rectionat and for this reason, as Ladefoged (1982: 78) 

has admitted 

"many books ... treat It as a sequence of a consonant followed by a 
vowel and symbolize It by Ejul. 11 

But as he additionally states, he prefers to consider It as a diphthong. This 

Is for both phonetic and phonological reasons. First of all Ejul dlffers from 

Z ; ý6 ljl 
all other diphthongsýln that the more prominent part occurs at the end, 

White the majority are syllabic In the first position with a glide second, 

/ju/ Is distinctive In that It Is a rising diphthong, A characteristic of 

WeLsh English Is that It treats the glide more as a vowel Eslt and produces a 

diphthong of the failing type, where the first element Is more prominent 

than the second. Generally speaking as Knowles 1987 has Indicated, In other 

diphthongs the degree of difference In aperture size between both elements 

is quite marked. With /j/ and lul the aperture sizes are approximately equal. 

The fact that It Is rising makes the evaluation of the presence of the glide 

more difficult. Secondly Ladefoged considers (Jul to be a diphthong because 

of the way It t3atterns In EngilWi. If, he says, It Is not voo7atic, then we are 

forced to admit a Large series of consonantal clusters in English that can 
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only occur before a single vowel - that vowel being /u/. "There are no 

English words beginning with /pie/ or lkjml. " (loc cit). Thus with regard to 

the distributional properties of English sounds, Ladefoged finds It simpler 

to recognize /ju/ as a diphthong. This results In a reduction In the 

complexity of statements about the English consonantal clusters, 

2110 The syllable 

The idea of the syllable Is very real to native speakers and many 

non native speakers, even If they cannot explain exhaustively what a syllable 

is. The Idea of the syllable Is very real to phoneticians and many Linguists, 

even If they have not yet found a satisfactory definitive definition. The 

idea of the syllable Is useful as an explanatory variable for glide use even 

If it Is difficult for a researcher to delimit from recordings their 

boundar Les. 

Attempts at the definition of a syllable focus on a pair of 

approaches - the phonetic and the phonological. For a wider discusion see 

CrystaL 1985, Glmson 1980, OConnor 19730 Roach 1983 and Hyman 1975. The 

theories based on phonetic Information aim at providing a universalt 

definition valid for aLL Languages. A phonetic syllable has three parts: the 

onset, the nucleus or peak, and the coda, The theories refer to articulatory, 

auditory, or acoustic features. For the first of these, the psychologist 

Stetson 1951, cited in OConnor 1973, suggested that each syllable 

corresponds to an Increase In air pressure. Air Is released as a series of 

chest pulses, most noticeable In emphatic speech, But It proves difficult to 

detect a pulse in certrAn adjacent SyLicbLes, especially when a lair of 

vowels Is Involved, as In seeing So It falls to delineate satisfactorily the 
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boundary of &It adjacent syllables. The approach using auditory features 

Indicates that a peak of sonority corresponds to the centre of a syllable. 

These peaks are best represented by vowels, with consonants providing the 

valleys. But as Crystal (1985: 298) points out 

"This approach gives a useful general guideline, but It does not 
always Indicate clearly where the boundary between adjacent 
syllables falls. " 

More success may be obtained by looking at the concept of the 

syllable from a phonological viewpoints considering the way In which sounds 

combine . 
In specific languages. But as I found out ' In Listening to the 

Liverpool survey recordings, expectations can colour objective judgements to 

the extent that deciding on syllabification for allocating the PC, becomes a 

circular process. Even when for phonologIca. L purposes a binary split Is made, 

It does not facilitate syllable separation. The binary split divides the onset 

from the peak and coda, yet Hyman claims that 

The Initial consonant onset Is irrelevant In determInIng the 
phonological properties of a syllable. " (1975: 189) 

As in the phonetic approach, it is the vowels which largely occur at 

the centre of a sequpnce of sounds, with the marginal sounds represented by 

consonants. - But with a proviso. Hyman (loc c1t) says that the basic 

assumption In phonological approaches to the syllable is that there Is a 

close relationship between word structure and syllable structure. As far as 

possible, whatever sequential constraints operate at the beginning (or end) 

of a word, must also operate at the beginning (or end) of a syttable, even If 

this Is word Internal. This relationship does not always hold. Hyman refers 

to the three principles of Pulgram 1970 for determining 'syllable structure, 

and by extension syllable boundary. Pulgram proposed (1) a principle of 

maximal open syttablclty, (2) a principle of minimal coda and maximal onset, 
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and (3) a princIpte of the Irregutar coda. These prIncIpLes are not 

Independent. If the first Is transgressed, recourse Is had to the second, and 

so on. 

The first principle Inserts a sytiabte boundary after every vowet or 

diphthong in a word, thus creating an open syllable. This Is simple, providing 

a tax vowel does not end the syllable. It violates a sequential constraint In 

English, as Lax vowels are not allowed In word final position. To resolve 

this problem, as many consonants as necessary must be taken from the onset 

of the next syllable and transferred to the coda of the previous syllable. A 

similar problem occurs If the syllable cannot be kept open because the 

consonant(s) which form the onset of the next syllable do not occur In word 

initial position, To solve this, the same solution as before Is used. The 

first solution Is exemplified In the treatment of the word salute By 

principle (1), it becomes sa$lute. This violates the tax vowel constraint, so 

It Is modified to salSute. This is where the circularity of argument is 

found. After discussing wide and narrow vowels, and rejecting the use of the 

terms tax and tense, Ladefoged 1982 suggests that they be retained to 

specify phonotogicatly determined vowel sets. "In this way the set of English 

vowels that can occur in open syLLabtes may be called the tense vowels ...... 

The third principle states that If after transfers there are still 

frreguLarttles on both sides of the juncture, then the burden of Irregularity 

must be borne by the coda rather than the following onset, 

In conclusion, for the sequence under Investigation, /ju/ Is never 

split between syllables, but It may or may not have a syllable boundary 

immediately before It. Some of the words In my reading materials were 

unfamiliar. Their slow and deliberate pronunciation revealed aspects of 

syllabification which appeared to condition the use of variants of the glide. 

0 
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Z200 The linguistic variable 

The term Unquistic variable (LV) was introduced by Laboy In order 

to deaL with aspects of variation. It refers, as Crystat states, 

"to the units In a language which are most subject to social or 
stylistic variation, and thus most susceptible to change in the Long 
term". (1985: 324) 

The LV differs from older concepts, (which were treated as being 

qualitatively different), In the emphasis or necessity for quantification of 

the variables. The significance of an LV Lies not so much In the fact that It 

exhibits variation, but the frequencies with which the variants occur. Sets 

of variables are described quantitatively with reference to such factors as 

social class, age and sex, and the results of the covarlatlon observed may be 

stated In the form of variable rules, Chambers & Trudgill (1980: 60) see a 

variable as a Linguistic unit with variants Involved In covarlatlon with 

other social andlor linguistic variables, (my emphasis). This Implies that 

extratinguistic factors are not a necessary feature in the characterization 

of a linguistic variable. They do go on to say that 

"Linguistic variables can often be regarded as socially different but 
linguistically equivalent ways of. dolng or saying the same thing. " 

With reference to free variation, they state that among the 

achievements of urban dialectology is the demonstration that "this type of 

variation is usually not 'free' at all, but Is constrained by social and/or 

linguistic factors, " (loc c1t). Later (op c1t., 147) they claim that the 

variables studied suggest that 

"there Is no such thing as free variation, and that features which 
vary are conditioned, Sometimes by a complex of UnguistIc and 
social factors. " 

They further maintain that 
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"variable constraints participate In determining I Ingu Ist Ic 
variability, thus refuting the hypothesis that such variability Is 
'freel. 11 (OP cit.: 144) 

From these quotations, constrained equals conditioned equals determinedwhtch 

possibly equals caused These claims need to be tested experimentally. But a 

criticism of many of the linguistic variables which have been tested, is that 

they were selected partly because they were expected to exhibit bound as 

opposed to free variation. 

Waiters (1988: 126) Is more specific when it comes to criteria for 

defining a linguistic variable. In a practical sense he generalizes the 

features from areas of variation which have been studied. In a theoretical 

sense he Is too restrictive, since It can be argued that anything which 

varies Is a variable EPJS1- To qualify as a LV, Walters Lists five criteria. 

Ideally they will be frequent so that a corpus of a sufficiently Large size 

can be established. They wItL be structural units In the language. Third, 

their distribution has to be socially stratified. Fourth, they rýust be 

salient, but not to the extent that they are consciously manipulated by 

speakers. And finally, they must be quantifiable on a Linear scale. These five 

points will be considered below, both In general and from the specific point 

of view of the palatal glide. 

Labov had earlier (1966: 49) Identified some of these criteria, and 

had also (1972: 71), given three steps to be followed In analyzing LVs. First 

we must enumerate the range of contexts In which the variable occurs, Then 

we must distinguish as many phonetic variants as Is reasonably possible, 

Lastly we must assign each LV a quantitative index, (in the early 70s, most 

of the emphasis In these studies was on phonetic and phonological 

Invest I gat tons. ) Yet the criteria do present difficulties. 
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2201 Frequency 

Slnce the process of anatysis can be very tIme consumIng It Is 

advisable to concentrate on variables which occur relatively frequently and 

which In addition are relatively easy to Identify. Hudson (1980a: 141) has 

pointed out that "the frequency requirement tends to rule out the study of 

individual words", yet they can be studied in the context of appropriate word 

classes. For the variants of the palatal glide, the conflict between frequency 

and identification remains, The IndIvIc1u&L words In the environments where 

variation occurs are relatively easy to Identify, but often they are 

extremely poor when frequency of occurrence In everyday speech Is 

considered. it was found that reliance on spontaneous natural speech for 

examples of variable lexical Items was unproductive. 

ZZ02 Structural units 

Modern Linguistic thinking betleves that a shortcoming of traditional 

dialectology was that It treated Linguistic forms In Isolation rather than as 

part of a structure. Phonetic variation may be better accounted for when it 

is placed in the context of phonological systems. Atomlstlc analysis alone Is 

to be avoided, If variation In language must be analyzed, It Is preferable to 

incorporate It by assigning the variable to the status of a structural unit. 

This will put It on a par with phonemes and morphemes (if this Is considered 

desirable), and make the LV a significant area of analysis. It Is the 

emphasis on extrattngulstlc factors which marks a departure from previous 

theory. Chambers & Trudgill (loc c1t) argue that 

"Such parameters not only can be Incorporated In llnguisttc theorys 
but they must be Incorporated If the varlable Is accepted as a 
structurtal unlt. " (Their emphases). 

Now a paradox emerges, It emerges, as paradoxes will, as a result of 
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putting theory Into practice. The phonological LV Is usually distinguished by 

reference to Its phonetic variants In the context of Its variable constraints, 

but It is placed In Its social context by extratIngulstic parameters. It Is 

only In the presence of the tatter that the LV becomes meaningful, because 

It Is dependent upon them and correlated with them. However Chambers & 

Trudglit admit that In practice the distinction between the llngulstIc and 

nonlIngulstIc aspects cannot always be made "because the most compelling 

proof of the structural significance of the linguistic variable consists In 

showing that the vartabLe alters In an orderly way", (loc c1t), when any of 

the Independent soclaL variables change. 

2203 Social stratification 

This orderLy variation Is refLected In soclat stratification. Features 

chosen for study as Linguistic variables have been chosen because they were 

suspected of exhibiting such stratification. But If a LV Is defined as having 

a distinctive profile when measured against social class, then It Is no 

surprise to f1nd that Us exhibit some social stratification. 

2204 Sa I lence 

'A linguistic variable has to be recognizably salient but not 

excessively so. Salience Is to be distinguished from frequency. It is a 

psychoilnguistic feature which Is of course Interpreted soclotingulsticatty. 

It refers to the level of awareness or consciousness of the particular 

variable. Some like (h) or (ng) are prominent In many dialects of English. 

Others, like the palatal glidel are at the lower end of the spectrum of 

aw, ireness. We need to dlitIngulsh the soclo from the psychotinguistic 

aspects. The main general observation that can be made about the glide In 
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Liverpool Is that the use of the variant (- gilde) as opposed to coalescence, 

In the alveotars /t d n/ Is psycholingulsticalLy most salient when word 

Initial, and sociolinguisticatty Is associated with what are felt to be 

American forms of speech, or the equally trendy London style. For the Ks 

mentioned, It Is [- 9LIdel which Is prominent. For others Like /s I/ the 

prominence Is occupied by I+ gilde), and may be rotated to careful, affected 

or upper social strata speech. 

PsychollngulstIc aspects have atso been studied by Ainsworth & 

Pallwat 1984. They calculated the correlations between the production and 

perception of the four English glides 1w rI J/# testing the hypothesis that 

a listener refers to his own articulatton when perceiving speech. After 

measuring the F2 and F3 onset frequencies for ten speakers for both 

production and perception, they found that the correlations for these values 

were not statistically significant. Even when they employed psychophystcal 

units of frequency such as the met or the bark, they found no IsomorphIsm, 

between the production and perception frequencies. Consequently they rejected 

their hypothesis. This seems to confirm that broadly, the palatal glide has 

low psycholinguistic salience. 

2205 Quantification 

Glven the InherentLy probabillstic nature of LVs, the concomItant 

problem of how to quantify variants arises. In constructing scales to 

measure variants, there is a pair of problems referred to (among others) by 

Romaine 1975. The first is to decide how the scale Is to be constructed; the 

second Is to consider what meaning it has. In resolving the first problem, we 

may distinguish 2 kinds of phonotogicut variable, discrete and continuous. 

(See for example Trudglit 1974., 84-85). There are those, usually consonants, 
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with discrete variants; they often deal with the presence or absence of a 

feature, and to that extent variants can be quite distinct. Other variables, 

usuatLy vowels, which may be expressed on a continuous scale, have In theory 

an infinite number of values. In practice they are reduced to a manageable 

set of discrete variants based on those which the transcriber thinks he can 

perceive without difficulty. For the ranking of phonetic variants a pair Is 

selected as maximally different. If there Is only a pair of variants this 

does not cause problems. If there are more, complications can arise. The kind 

of complication depends on the basis chosen for the ranking. If this basis is 

phonetic, It remains to be decided whether It wilt be Interpreted 

phonetically from an articuiatory or from an auditory standpoint. These 

approaches are not necessarily equivalent$ so they wilt not necessarily 

produce the same partition of the scale. There Is Inevitably a degree of 

subjectivity In recognizing phonetic variants, so that different researchers 

may welt produce different versions of a given text, as noted by Hudson 

1980ab. These versions wilt differ not only In terms of the identification of 

tokens as instances of particular variants, and the phonetic transcriptions 

of these tokens, but also In the grouping of variants for purposes of 

analysis. An Instance of the first problem occurred In the study of the uie 

of the patatat glide by Phillips 1981 (54135). Examples like this do raise 

fhe spectra of the problem of reliability. 

The second point about transcription Is not so vital since the 

ordering of the variants into analyzable groups Is more important. This 

grouping may be decided by Information about the linguistic environments In 

which the variable Is used, as this may influence the choice of variant. The 

allocation of scores to '. he Intermediate positions Is easy If they are (Xi a 

linear scale. Each token recorded on the discrete continuum Is given a value 

v 
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on the scale. For the variants In the segmented continuous range, each Is 

a Liocated a value on the scale according to which-of the Idealized types It 

most closely resembles. Equal spacing of numerical values need not 

necessarily imply equality of spacing of variants along the 'real' phonetic 

cont Inuum. 

Romalne 1975 has aLso argued for "a more consclous Lncorporation of 

social reality Into variable scales" (op cit. -110). But when the basis of the 

ranking is social prestige, the same problem occurs. If the most prestigious 

and least prestigious forms are set at opposite ends of the spectrum, It 

supposes that a society or community (If these can really be Identified and 

delineated) is organized In a single hierarchy reflected by the variants. This 

Is not always the case. A parallel problem arose with the nonglIding 

variants, coalescence and E- glide], In this study. It Is difficult to cope 

with a bipolartzation of divergencies on a unidirectional scale. The same 

numerical value represented more then a single variant, This relates to the 

second problem mentioned earlier; the meaning of the scale. It questions the 

correspondence between the selected points of phoneticians and the way In 

which people translate them Into social judgements. If variants are to be 

correlated with social variables In this order, then this Is putting the cart 

before the horse; unless of course the social variables are taken to be 

Independent and the variants are to be correlated with them, which Is the 

assumption usually made EPJS3, 

2210 Types or linguistic variable 

lihite criterta for the recornition of Ungulstic vartabtes have been 

suggested, these reftected the kinds of features which tended to characterize 
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the variables studied. Nowhere does Waiters Indicate the relative Importance 

of the criteria he lists, nor does he even imply an order of relevance. This 

may not be too critical since the overriding factors to which the others 

appear subservient, are nontinguistic or parallnguistic, vIz social and 

stylistic correlates. There Is a comparatIve neglect of purely linguistic 

covarlates. Not all need to be present to the same degree. The fact that 

some criteria may be more prominent has Led to a ctassificatton of linguistic 

var tab les. 

Chambers & TrudgILL 1960 d1scuss, largely wlth reference to the work 

of TrudqlLl 1974 and the 16 phonological variables he used In Norwich, three 

main types of LV. These are differentiated on a non Linguistic basis. 

Variables such as Norwich with class stratification only and which are 

not Involved In systematic stylistic variation, are referred to as Indicators. 

Stylistic variation Is related to the formality of the situation, rather than 

being an inherent feature of people (PJS1, but see 65412 for a different 

Interpretation based on the Interviews. Trudgitt found that there was marked 

class differentiation. The tower and middle working classes were similar, 

white the upper working class had an Index which was considerably tower than 

the tower middle class In casual speech, Where both stylistic as well as 

class, sex and/or age variation are present, the LVs are called markers and 

may be exemplified by Norwich (ng). This second type Is accompanied by more 

awareness as far as the general public Is concerned. When public awareness 

becomes so great that the variable attains the status of a shibboleth, as 

with the Brooklyn New York City pronunciation of bircl then It Is classed as 

a stereotype. In British English (t) and (h) are approaching this stage. Thus 

part of the dIfferiance between indicators, markers and stereotypes ties 

largely In the degree of awareness they reflect. 
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A degree of fineness in the mlddLe category of markers is discerned 

by Chambers & Trudglit (op c1t). Using the distinction that speakers appear 

to be Less aware of the variable that Is an Indicator than they are of the 

variable that is a marker, they ask why speakers are more sensitive to the 

social Implications of some variables than of others. Their reply delineates 

three subgroups of markers. The first is where there Is overt stigmatization 

in the community. In Norwich (h), (t) and (ng) are all the subject of 

unfavourable comment when nonstandard, as Indeed they are elsewhere. A 

second factor Is where a variable Is Involved In the process of linguistic 

change, Inferred from age related differences, such as Norwich (o). Thirdly, a 

marker may not fulfil either of the previous requirements. 

2211 (yu) as a linguistic variable In Abrwich 

What Watts 1982 has called Generalized Yod Dropping occurs in a 

large area of eastern England, both urban and rural. The glide Is typically 

absent not only after alveotars, but also after Lablals, velars and /h/. 

Gilding Is preserved after a zero consonant eg ewe. He suggests that due to 

pressure from RP, yod dropping Is variable, but he does not Indicate whether 

this variability exists In linguistic or non linguistic aspects. He does 

attribute an example to working class pronunciation, coinciding with the 

conclusions of TrudgUl. 

Most of the results that TrudgIti has for his Norwich variables, 

where class and style are compared, follow a broadly similar pattern. The 

results for (yu) are noticeably different. While the scores of the word list 

and the reading passage are similar for different soclat groupings, (since 

they Include the same Items), the scores for the speech items - formal and 

casual - are not. This variable has special complicating factors which have 
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to be taken Into consIderatlon. While there Is no overt stigmatization of 

(yu); no age related Linguistic change Involved In its distribution; and no 

Large phonetic difference between Norwich and RP leading to stylistic 

variation by the middle classes, (yu) Is still Involved In stylistic 

differentiation. The reason for this ties In the Importance that this variable 

has for the total phonological system, rather than the merely phonetic nature 

of the variants. The loss of the glide before /u/ encompasses environments 

following any possible K. (yu) therefore has variants which are phonological 
RP 

rather than merely phonetic. In standard4Engitsh, minimal pairs exist which 

depend for their contrast upon the presence of EJ3. Examples are 

tute toot 
feud - food 
cute - coot 

beauty - booty 
dew - do 

mute - moot 

In east Anglia they may be homophonous, but the number of pairs may not be 

very large and genuine confusion In context Is unlikely. Homophony Is also 

extended In the direction of what Wells 1968 categorizes as the CURE words, 

where the Norwich vowel Is the /9: / of NURSE. Yod dropping makes potential 

homophones out of pairs such as pure -'pu" and cure - cur. TrudgIll 

suggests that by virtue of the Involvement of (yu) In a phonological 

contrast, the attention of speakers to the alternation may be more readily 

attracted than with variants which are simply phonetic. Because of this 

surface contrast, the 2 different variants of (yu) are of more systematic 

linguistic significance than those variants which are subject to purely 

phonetic variation. This Is seen as a fourth factor In the differentiation of 

variables. (yu) In east Anglia will tent4t to show the characteristics of 

markers. Its role In Liverpool needs to be established. (63022), 
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2300 Sound change: difYusion and dispersion 

A concomitant objective of this Investigation was to Identify those 

weak points, phonetic, phonological or lexical, which favour glide Loss, as 

well as tracing possible routes for Its diffusion across the lexicon, across 

phonological environments, and its dispersion across language users. With 

these objectives In mind, this sectIon looks at some Ideas on the causation 

and diffusion of sound change. 

In the 1975 articie of Chen & Wang, theIr stated objectIves usIng 

evidence from Chinese, English and Swedish, were to Investigate the twin 

themes of how a sound change Implements Itself and why a phonotogicaL 

process assumes a particular form and follows a particular pattern. They 

concluded that Implementation was best accounted for by the notion of 

Lexical diffusion. Actuation was best explained by proposing that the 

principal determinants of sound change are to be found In the Inherent and 

universal constraints of the physiological and perceptual apparatus of the 

Language user. Emphasis was on psychomotor aspects. Of the social aspect Of 

transmission from speaker to speaker, tittle was said. 

2310 Causal factors 

Language change In general and sound change In particular, have been 

attributed to a comprehensive variety of factors or causes. Rather like the 

erstwhile cialm of the Abws of the woric( all of human life Is there. Social 

and physical, physiological and psychol ogical, mental and environmental 

aspects of the human condlt, lon have been used to Illustrate or explain the 

act of causation. Part of the problem ties In the last concept, It Is unlikely 
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that there Is a single causat factor. While It may be possible in some areas 

of language to pinpoint the cause that triggers a process, the Immediate 

factor may be Less significant than the Impetus provided by anterior 

contributory factors, which are the linguistic circumstances and propensity 

to change. Causation therefore Includes Immediate and more distant factors: 

linguistic and extra tIngu Ist Ic. The former embraces those factors which are 

found In the structure of a language and In the minds of speakers, and for 

the purposes of sound change, artlcutatory and physiological features. Within 

the Latter are those features outside the Language system Itself, and 

conveniently collected under the heading social. I have shown that the first 

areas of loss of the glide In the /Cju/ sequence may be attributed to a 

combination of factors., articulatory and auditory, phonetic and phonological# 

Lexical and social. Some are systemic, Inherent and endogenous; others are 

Incidental and exogenous. Influences can be superficial rather than deep, 

opaque rather than transparent, diffuse rather than specific, and immedlate 

rather than Long term. 

2311 Inherent features 

To pursue these deeper, transparent, specif Ic and tong term causes, 

we need to took more closely within a language and Its speakers. We need to 

took at the language as a system, and the language users as beings with a 

capacity for creating what can be described as patterned systems, An aspect 

of sound change, which unites a language and Its users, Is that of ease, as 

may be found In glide Loss after the coronals. The anatomical, physiological 

and psychological aspects of human belngs find their expresslon in what may 

be universal and possibly Inriate phonetic tendencies, A much quoted 

development, because It Is so widespread In different languages, Is the Loss 

0 
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of word fLnat consonants, particularly the voiceless stops /p t k/. In many 

Polynesian languages like Maorl. /k/ Is still retained, but In Samoan, It was 

replaced In all positions by a gLottaL stop. This Is now barely noticeable 

(Marsack 1962). The process of attrition has gone far In some dialects of 

Chinese. While In archaic Chinese there was a considerable array of syllable 

final consonants, by AD 500 these were reduced to the nasals /m n Q/ and the 

unvoiced stops /p t k/. Since that time, the unvoiced stops have disappeared 

for the majority of speakers. Modern Standard Chinese has Lost all trace of 

the final stops via the stages of non release, becoming a gLott&L stop, and 

omission of the glottat stop. But the dialects of the south east of China 

still preserve the final consonants: In Cantonese they are unreledsed. To 

demonstrate the auditory counterpart of Incomplete articulation, Chen & Wang 

1975 tested native speakers of Chinese on their ability to make an auditory 

distinction between the members of the subsets of final consonants, stops 

and nasals. The test was carried out devoid of any context which may have 

helped speakers to Identify the Items. The words were read singly In Usts. 

Out of 1188 nasals, 845 (71%) were Identified correctly. But of the 1188 

stops, only 668 (56%) were correct. This Is clearly better than guessing, but 

It does Indicate the level of difficulty 'In distinguishing between the three 

stops. In standard Chinese a consequence (apart from possible homophonic 

clashes) has been the overwhelming presence of the universally preferred 

syllable structure CV, (which together with V are the only possible syllabic 

types In Samoan). The potential ambiguities of homophony In Chinese have 

been reduced by the development Of Polysyllabic morpohologIcal constructions 

of similar semantic content, and the phonemic function of stress, (to 
0 

distinguish mem: Ders of pairs of polysyllabic constructions Identical III 

segmental structure and tones)o comparable In a way to the noun and verb 
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diatones In Engtish to be considered Later, A pair of examptes witt 

Mustrate the point. (The 4 characters are of course different). 

JQnsh I E'tq7n§tl 

jQnsh I ttq? nlftl 

mititary affairs 

batance of power 

The therapeutic powers of a language and Its speakers to redress a 

potentiatty confusing situation are epitomized by this process In Chinese. 

Such developments do not necessarily Immediately lead towards a more 

strictly patterned system. These are more obvious when the converse process 

occurs, as below. 

2312 Systemic changes 

Aitchison (1981: 144) has stressed that the finite number of patterns 

which each language contains, enables humans to cope with their native 

languages so apparently effortlessly. Assimilation of patterns rather than 

fragmented pieces of Information enables us to communicate effectively. She 

also dwells on the Inbuttt self regulating devices which a language utilizes, 

and which restore broken patterns and prevent too much disintegration which 

has the effect of hindering communication. A language does not act on Its 

own volition to make these changes. They are achieved by the users of the 

language, and they are motivated by a possibly Innate need to rely on 

patterns and thereby impose a structure on linguistic Information. While 

language users do not necessarily avoid problems by circumventing them In 

advance, they are able to respond to opportunities, On the other hand Prins 

(1974: 80) says that unbatanced vowel and consonant systems can last a long 

time, He further maintains that It Is dubious whether phonemic reasons are 
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the cause of sound changes. White he regards many attempts to assign 

changes In Language to structural causes, as being Ingenious and Interesting, 

he claims that structural changes are mostly In the nature of secondary 

adjustments (1974: 7). However some possible examples of this kind of 

therapeutic approach Involve aspects of the development of the palatal glide, 

In the context of systemic changes In EngUsh phonology. 

The tendency towards symmetry in the consonant system of Chinese 

has been noted. The patterning of the fricatlyes In English is still not yet 

complete. Before the 18c It was less so. In early ModE there were 8 

fricatives. 

(- volcel 06t 

voice] vb 

The phonemic status of the voiced counterpart of 161 arose by way of 

borrowings from French. In addition the native combination of Iz) + (j) (not 
0 

onLy In the context of the patatat qLIde pLus back vowet under discussion 

here), tended In certain circumstances to become /I/. Part of the missing 

pattern was fILLed. A reverse process appears to be operative for /h/ In that 

for some Lects It Is disappearing. 

Another Instance Involves the subset of approxImants. In 62103 It 

was shown that Im n I/ combine only with the glide /J/, and not with the 

other three approxImants. Removal of this 'anomaly, tidies up the system. It 

Is almost complete for AA The process Is underway for /n/s while there are 

tentative Indications (both from the Liverpool recordings and general 

observation) It may be beginning In a restricted subenvIronment of Iml. A 

further example of systemic gaps concerns the English nasals. Of the three, 

/m/ Is E-cor]E+antl /n/ is E+corlt+ant) A/ is E-corll-ant]. 
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There is a gap for E+ corl E- ant]. Articulations between alveolar (n] and 

palatal EMI are possible. The distinction between patato alveolar and palatal 

Is hard to make (Ladefoged 1971: 40), as It Is between alveolar and post 

alveolar articulations. Searing In mind these difficulties, there appeared to 

be some evidence of an alveo palatal nasal In the LLverpooL recordings. This 

may represent a movement towards filling a systemic gap for E+cor]E-ant], In 

the way /I/ fII Led a gap. 

2320 Lexical and subenvirwment diffusion 

Arguments and evidence for a graduat dispersion of a sound change 

across the lexicon have been presented In Chen & Wang 1975. They were 

tralted In Wang 1969 and Chen 1972. The earliest article suggested that 

white phonological changes may be phonemIcalty abrupt, the ways they spread 

(Linguistically and/or socially) across the lexicon will be gradual, and not 

necessarily complete. A sound change may begin sporadically In the 

vocabulary. Wang Instances the dual pronunciations that are used by the same 

speaker, giving as an example from American English, (op cit: 15), the J glide 

which may or may not be used as In Enu / njul. But Intra individual variation 

can only exist if a speaker Is aware of the variants. For /Cju/ vs /Cu/ this 

Is Likely, But for the palatalized form the difference Is not so obvious in 

the case of A d/. He Illustrates how the dimension of time may be studied 

for each of three relatively Independent parameters: phonetic, lexical and 

social, The phonetic evidence can be examined to reveal the changes from 

sound to sound, and environment to environment; the lexical aspect shows how 

the change travels from morpheme to morpheme for an Individual. Finally, the 

social parameter Involves the change from speaker to speaker In the same 
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dialect, as well as variety to variety. Of these three aspects, It Is largely 

the phonetic and the Lexicat which they accorded depth of treatment. 

Wang 1969 Introduced the term texIcal diffusion. The basis for this 

modet was stated more expUcitty In Chen & Wang (1975: 256). 

'a phonological rule gradually extends Its scope of operation to a 
larger and larger portion of the lexicon, until all relevant Items 
have been transformed by the process. ' 

WhILe this statement can be Inter preted' d lachron Ica I ty, - at any stage In time 

the phenomenon appears as synchronic variation. Chen 1972 suggested that a 

progression In the shape of a cumutative frequency curve (oglve) or S curve 

may describe the Ideatized process of diffusion (See figure 23-01). 

Fig 23-01 
The S curves for lextcal diffusion. 

lexlcon 
100%1 
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In this model three broad stages may be discerned. The rate of diffusion Is 

relatively stow at first (to-ti), Ideally among the nv)re frequent ttems. The 

middle period (ti-ta) Is characterized by a relatively rapid movement across 

Items of lesser frequency. FInallys the third phase (ta-tp) If completed 

mirrors the first in terms of rate of diffusion, but taking place In the 

least frequent words. The Idealized curve may, In some cases, be composed of 

a series of overlapping smatt scale S curves representing different or 

successive environments. 

With apotogles to Jonathan Swift and his fleas (On poetry. -337). 

So diffustonists observe, a curve 
hath smatter curves that somettmes swerve 
and these have smatter curves to smIte em 
and so proceed ad InfInItuin 

These smaller curves can represent what I call mint and micro variables and 

other subenvironments. Examples cited in Chen & Wang 1975: 276 and Chen 

1976: 215 Include the loss In French of final E-n3 which began In the 10c with 

the nasaLtzatlon of the preceding vowel. The process started In the low 

vowels and continued upwardsl being reflected In words like 

an en bon coin blen fin brun 

Each vowei had Its own S curve. A current exampte of overtapptng S curves 

has been found by Chen 1976 to occur In ShuangfAng. With regard to the 

present Investigation, It Is Important to emphasize that it Is not Just the 

diffusion of lexlcal Items which is Important. There is also phonetic 

subenvironment diffusion. 

2321 Lexical diffusion In Chinese 

Before I took at how Chen & Wang 1975 present their case for 

texlcaL diffusion, the reader Is reminded of the four tones In Modern 

0 
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Standard Chinese (MSC or Mandarin), and their representation In the plnyln 

transcription over the syllabic nucleus. 

Tone I Is level and represented by a Level Line it 

Tone 2 Is a rising tone represented by a rising Line & 

Tone 3 dips and then rises, unless modified to tone 2v6 

Tone 4 is a failing tone shown by a failing line 6. 

Chen & Wang begin by recognizing that regularity and uniformity do 

not preclude the existence of 'a few recalcitrant forms', (op cit. -256). They 

examine processes from Chinese dialectology which are adduced as evidence of 

Lexical diffusion, For this they used a computerized data base of about 

68000 entries, each representing a lexical Item, with Its reconstructed 

phonetic value for Middle Chinese (c600-0200% and Its present pronunciation 

In 21 dialects. The authors examine tonal development In Chhozh8u. This-is 

part of the M(n dialect spoken on the southeast coast of mainland China# In 

F(jjL&n (Fukien) province opposite Taiwan, and In northern Gudngd6ng or Canton 

province. (See Kratochy(i 1968: 16 for map). The dialects of the southeast 

generally preserve more of the features of Middle Chinese phonology than do 

the northern dialects of Beijing such as final unreleased Ek-1 In <happiness> 

fuk (MSC A0. In Ch&ozhOut a bifurcation of each medieval tons occurred, 

conditioned by the voicing of the Initial consonant, so that there Is now a 

symmetrical system of 8 tonemes. Chen & Wang chose Items that originally had 

a third tone In Middle Chinese, For unvoiced Initials, 300 out of the 350 

recorded (85%), are found in the appropriate category In ChAozhOu. An 

apparent discrepancy emerges In tle volcad Initials. Only 107 out of 265 

(40%) fail In the appropriate category. Of the remaining 158, no less than 
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125 (47% of the total), have a second tone. This produces an almost even 

split between tones 3 and 2. 

Chen & Wang rejected the Idea of the split being phonologIcally 

conditioned, since most Middle Chinese Initials split quite evenly between 

both tones. They reject any extraneous tnfLuences such as paradigmatic 

pressure or tnterdiatectat borrowing. Pressure Is rejected since there are no 

paradigms In Chinese: borrowing Is rejected on the grounds that It cannot be 

phonetically selective. They conclude that the tone change (from third to 

second), must be a system internal development that has been captured in 

midstream. 

"in other words# the ChAozhOu situation represents a gradual, advance 
of sound change on the lexical frontl 'frozen' In the act-" (1975t259) 

No Information Is given about Intervening stages In the development 

of the split, so we have no detail on how the change progressed. 

2322 Lexical diffusion In English diatones 

Data more transparently relevant to the idea of lexical diffusion 

come from a historical study by Sherman 1973 of the development of 

disyllabic diatones from early to late MocE. Disyllabic dlatones are those 

lexical pairs where stress varies between the first and second syllables 

depending on whether the Item functions as a noun or as a verb. Like 

abstract, accent# addict (For many more see Gimson 1960 69.06. ) 

Sherman consulted some thirty dictionaries and grammars published 

between 1570 and 17980 and together with a computerized version of the 

Shorter oxford English Dictionary 1934, he was able to trace and compile the 

history of the 150 (or 11%) disyllabic dIatones that English then used out 

of the 1315 Isotonic homographs which existed, Table 23-02 gives specimen 
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years and shows the InItlat stages In a graduat dIffuslon of the stress 

alternation rule. 

TabLe 23-02 
Increase In frequency of disyliabic dlatones 

Year Source 

1570 Levins 
1582 Mutcaster 
1660 
1700 
1800 
1934 SOED 

Num of dlaitones 

3 
8 

24 
35 
70 

150 

The picture Is simitar with polysyltabic pairs; 70 out of 442 (16%) 

have converted. Since 1934 more Items have become diatonic. Aitchison 

(1981: 96) mentions that address as a noun is now wavering, probabty due to 

American InfLuence; and research Is going the way of ail stress. 

To demonstrate how an equation from the theory of mathematical 

chaos may be used to measure diffusion across the lexicon. I have taken the 

data from Sherman. After converting his number of dlatones achieved, as a 

percentage of the total posslbLe figure (1315), 1 took J560 as a nominaL 

base year, By using F(x) which measures rate of change, it was calculated 

that x. = 0.2 corresponds to the year 1916, The difference between this and 

the nominal base year, 1560 Q= 0) is 356 years. From this ta0.1 Is 178 

years, This time scale was used as the bests for converting his other bench 

mark years Into an x, & figure. The technique Is not totally objective since it 

relies on using the final percentage that Sherman established, but In the 

absence of any other technique, It at least provides a tentative approach. On 

this Dasis the following results were obtained. 
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Table 23-03 
Comparison of Sherman 1973 with theoretical figures 

Year Xt FW %y sherflon % 

1560 0 0 0 0 
1660 0.056 0.009 0.9 1.8 
1700 0.079 0.018 1.8 2.7 
1400 0.135 0.050 5.0 5.3 
1934 0.210 0.114 11.4 11.4 

It can be seen that there Is a similarity between the calculated 

theoretical figures for diffusion across the lexicon My) and the figures 

that Sherman found. There appears to have been a greater percentage change 

In the earlier decades (up to 1700) compared with a lesser rate of diffusion 

after this. The figures for 1934 naturally coincide because of the time scale 

chosen. The choice of thIs time scale - 178 years for x,. = 0.1 Implies that 

x, = 1.0 Is 1780 years. This Is what the theoretical model suggests Is the 

total time for diffusion to be completed. This puts the end of the process 

somewhere In the 34-th century. White this Is consonant with the models I 

shaLL not be vocal in submitting this as a prediction. 

. 
Studies In Wang 1977 and B Phillips 1984 show that some sound 

changes do not operate on the basis of phonetic conditioning alone. With yod 

loss, how changes are diffused across the lexicon needs further scrutiny. 

What needs to be discovered Is which kinds of lexical Items and environments 

change first. What needs to be Investigated Is what determines which lexical 

Items and phonetic environments change first, A complementary model and 

explanation Is needed for Inter personat and Inter varietal dtffuslon (such 

as the work of Labov), but this Is not the focus of the present study. 
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2323 Lexical diffusion and word frequency 

The Neogrammarlan emphasis on the regularity of sound changes was 

modified to the extent that Schuchardt (1885 = 1972: 58) had suggested that 

the reason why some changes affected certain words before others lay In the 

Idea of frequency of use. His opinion was that rarely used words are slow to 

change, white the most frequently used words are In the vanguard of change. 

But In sound change, regularization or analogic change takes place more 

readily In less prominent words. Hooper (1976. -99-100> has shown that with 

referencq to irregular past forms of verbs In English, ' Infrequent verbs are 

the most likely to shift to the regular -ed paradigm. 

'Eof the] six verbs creep, keeA leap, leave, sleeA and weeA &It of 
which have a past form with a tax vowel (due to the Middle English 
taxing ... ), ... three, creep, leap and weep, all may have, at least 

marginally, a past form with a 'tense vowel, creeped, leaped and 
weeped The other three verbs are In no way threatened by leveling; 
past forms Okeepe4 Ceaved, ftleeped are clearly out of thO 

quest ton. I 

These last three words are much more frequent than creep, leap, weepj with 

an average frequency of 485 as opposed to 37. Leaving aside for the moment 

any comment on the reliability and validity of word frequency counts, and 

accepting as Hooper has done, the relative values of the average frequencies, 

she has suggested the hypothesis that 

'infrequent Items are the most resistant to phonetically motivated 
change, white frequent Items are most resistant to conceptually 
motivated change-' (lb Id., 95) 

Hooper takes the position that sound changes are largely phonetically 

motivated and thus are likety to affect Infrequent Items last. However she 

accepts that if It can be shown that some phonetic changes do affect 

Infrequent forms before frequent forms, then this may Indicate that phonetic 

changes can &rise from different sources. This possibility may have arisen 

with respect to yod toss, 
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2324 Word frequency and the Individual 

The concept of word frequency as used by Schuchardt, Hooper, and by 

Chen & Wang Is Inevitably macrollngulstic. It relies on a global 

Interpretation. While counts have hitherto ratted primarily on the printed 

word, ' Later work has recognized the greater reality of the "ken language. 

But neither resolve the place of the individual speaker with regard to the 

global figures. What are frequent overall are not necessarily so for 

Individuals. In addition they may only have access (either actively or 

passively) to a restricted proportion of the relevant lexical Items. If for 

argument we make a division Into common and rare words, (as in Reid 1978t 

and to a Large extent equating the rare group with an educated, scientific, 

or refined kind of vocabuLary)o the tatter group are not In the everyday 

conversation of the man In* the street. From this, a pair of points of 

consequence arise. 

First, the extent to which many speakers do not use these rare 

words wilt affect any statements about the extent of glide loss for a PC, 

and the extent to which the glide may be said to be disappearing for a given 

Idlolect, and by extension for a dlatect. I shalt give a hypothetical example 

for an Individual. Let us suppose that the glide is deemed to be dropped in 

24 Lexical Items out of 180 for the PC in question. The Index of gilds Loss 

Vs 24/180 = 0.15. Let us say the speaker uses only 50 of these words. Now 

his IdIolectat Index Is calculated to be 24/50 = 0.48, An extension of this 

argument is that a speaker may drop the gilds In a given Ks In all the 

words he has come Into contact with, so that his IdIoLectat Index will appear 

to be 1.00, Is categorical. Yet If the ftguris are based on the global total 

of words for this K, his percentage figure can be considerably less. More 

Importantly, he will no longer be regarded as a categorical dropper (which In 

0 
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practice Is what he Is). But In theory If we allow for the words which he 

has not yet encountered, we are unable to state whether he will be 100% 

9LIdeless In these. 

The Issue, which at least needs airing If not resolving, Is whether 

the amount of glide use for an individual speaker Is to be measured by the 

global repertory of Items available In the language, or whether It Is to be 

measured in terms of his own personal repertory of vocabulary. On which 

basis do we calculate the Idlolect Index for a given PC? Intuitively, the 

range of vocabulary of the Individual seems to be a better basis for 

measurement, in that It better reflects his own usage. This approach does 

have certain drawbacks. It Is admittedly difficult to evaluate the usage of a 

given speaker In terms of frequency of use. How can we establish the range 

of vocabulary for a speaker? Even If a figure Is established, It may be 

unreliable and subjective and subject to extension. Whereas the global total 

of words for a PC may be more objectively arrived at. But if a speaker Is 

gildetess for all of his accessible vocabulary, then surely he must be deemed 

categorically glidetess. The Instances of Inaccessible (possibly glided) 

vocabulary are Irrelevant. This dilemma Is unresolved. 

0 
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InterIude 



CHAPTER 3 
===== ---------- 

LIVERPOOL 

AND SCOUSE 



3000 The geographical and historical background 

In my Liverpool home. In my Liverpool home 

we speak wlth an accent exceedingty rare 

meet under a statue exceedtngLy bare 

and If you want a cathedral we've got one to spare 

In my Liverpool home. 

Chorus of popular barroom ballad, beloved of the bowled 
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3001 The city and Its Inhabitants 

Even after Liverpool had been given a royal charter In 1207 It 

stayed In the background of national economic and political development until 

its expansion In the seventeenth century after the sitting of the river Des 

precluded the continuation of Chester as a port. Prior to the mid 19c the 

inhabitants were essentially from south Lancashire. The status quo was 

turned upside down In the late 1840s with the Inf lux of Impoverished Irish 

immigrants. Some used the port as a springboard for America; many did not 

get that far. The Irish were the most numerous contributors to the 

demographic cocktail which was to produce a mix which assumed a now and 

distinctive Identity. Yet an Important component which Is sometimes 

overlooked, was the contribution from north Wales. Many Welsh came to build 

houses for the rapidly Increasing population. (Their work has been detailed 

in J Jones 1947). The number of churches and chapels (both old and new) Is a 

testament to their Influence). The city was Involved In the printing and 

publication of Welsh books as wait as newspapers such as Yr Amserou (1843- 

1859), Y Cymro (1890-1906) and Y Brython (1906-1939). The connections 

between the city and the principality were so strong that at a public 

meeting In the 1850s, Liverpool was described as the'capttat of north Wales. 

It was the repeated choice as a venue for the national elsteddfod. Both 

nationalities settled to a large degree In Vauxhaii, Scotland and also In 

Everton, Their arrival coincided with and contributed to the meteoric rise In 

the activity of the port as an atlantic terminal, and the rapid increase In 

Its population In the second half of that century. This Impact was all the 

more dramatic In that It occurred not only within a short period of time, but 

also took placo within the confines *f an extremely Limited urban aria to 

the Immediate north of the City commercial centre, creating densities of 
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population previously unparalleled. Even today the land area of Liverpool Is 

among the smallest of the large centres of population. It covers toss than 

45 square mites (compare Leeds at over 200 square mites, and Bradford at 

150), and this Is after the massive extension of boundaries at the beginning 

of the 20c. 

3002 Liverpool city centre north: Vauxhall, Scotland and Everton 

Picton 1875 had commented on the separate development of the Influx 

of poputation. 

"It is 
, curious to note the manner in which the different 

nationalities locate themselves In particular situations. In Liverpool 
the Irish are principally to be found clustered In Scotland and 
Vauxhalt Wards, where Catholic churches abound, and the Tipperary 
brogue may be heard In all Its richness. Everton Is the Goshen of 
the Cambrian race. Its modern development Is almost entirely the 
work of Welsh builders ... A large part of the population is from the 
principality. Chapels In which the service Is conducted in the Cymric 
tongue abound. Placards In the Welsh language may be seen on the 
watts and Welsh newspapers In the shop windows. The sharp click and 
guttural Intonation of the Cambrian dialect may be heard from many 
a cottage door. ... they are an Industrious, steadyO sober race. 
Everton Is now principally Inhabited by the working classes, and It 
may be said to their honour that there Is no part of the town more 
orderly, more free from beggary and squalid poverty than this 
district. " (op c1t: 353) 

He stso provided a description of Everton in the 1820s. 

I 
"From the umbrageous foliage of their gardens and pleasure grounds, 
noble mansions, In tier above tierl looked out on a lovely landscape, 

e., Everton was, a suburb of which Liverpool had every reason to be 
proud. " (op cit., 333) 

But since the the early 19c the district had changedl "until the pretty 

village of half a century ago, has developed Into the crowded town with Its 

100,000 Inhabitants and Its 111000 municipal electors" (loc c1t). In a general 

view of these develpoments Picton later argued In favour of the greatest 

tippIness of the greatest number. 
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"the bosky giades, the rural Lanes, the pleasant mansions, and the 
retired gardens of Everton of the Fmst generation. They are gone 
past recall, and the rows of cottages and dreary streets which have 
taken their place may appear a poor exchange. But there is another 
side to the picture. Modern Everton has arlsen out of the commercial 
prosperity of Liverpool. ... There Is little of squalid poverty In the 
district, and a very large proportion of homely respectability 
amongst the artizen class which constitute the principal population. " 

(op cit. 387) 

He did not speculate on Later stages In the history of Everton. The political 

and religious divisions which characterized life In this part of the city 

have diminished In recent years. (P Walter 1981). Typical of former 

allegiances, the largely Catholic working class areas of Vauxhall and 

Scotland returned to Westminster TP OConnor. From 1885 until his death In 

1929, he was the only Irish Nationalist member representing an English 

constituency. He was returned unopposed for the Scotland division. Everton 

was (and still Is) the heart of the Orange Protestant movement. For most of 

this century in local elections this particular working class vote was 

predominantly Tory. It Is only a few years since the Protestant party ceased 

to put forward candidates and have members on the city council. Now 

Conservatives occupy only 2 out of the 99 seats, both of these In the south 

eastern suburbs. This Is after dominating the city for most of the 20c. 

R Walter 1983 In his almanac of politics, has surveyed all of the 

parliamentary constituencies. The separate areas In which the different 

hationatities located themselves In the mid 19c, are now covered by the same 

constituency, Riverside (after being Scotland, and Exchange), According to R 

Walter (op cit. -120), "It contains some of the poorest and most deprived urban 

areas In Britaln". He specifies Everton which has the worst unemployment rate 

In Liverpool, with at least 40% of mates between 16 and 59 out of work. In 

terms of housing, ' owncr occupstion Is at 1% with council propertlei-ffakIng 

up 90%. That was at the beginning of the 80s, Recent Improvements In housing 

0 
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and the environment may bring hope for some. Famous former resident - Citia 

8 lack. 

3003 Liverpool south east: Childwall, Woolton and Allerton 

The south eastern suburbs contrast strlktngty wlth the north of the 

city centre. They were formally Incorporated Into the city at the turn of the 

century, Some still have expanses of parktand. The domesday village of 

Wootton (Little and Much), where the upper branch of the suburban school Is 

sited, Is centred near the quarry which provided the sandstone for the 

earlier of the cathedrals referred to In the song at the beginning of the 

chapter, as wait as for many of the large villas In the district. There Is 

more balance socially and politically. (R Walter op cit. -119). The most 

affluent, the most middle class, the most owner occupied sectors of the city 

are located here. Famous former resident - John Lennon. 

3004 The schools 

A paIr of secondary schools was Involved In the survey. Both were 

Linked historicatty, (Ryan 1948), but conducted since their foundations In 

1842 and 1853 as distinctly separate, caferIng for different types of PUPLIS. 

The earlier was established as a college. The Prefect of Studies appointed In 

1866 Introduced a spartan discipline. He believed that 'no useful purpose was 

served by postponing all punishment until the next world'. The church to 

which It belonged had Gerard Manley Hopkins on the staff In the tote 1870s, 

and Charlie Chaplin attended the college when he was performing In Liverpool, 

The later foundation acted as the parochial school, numbering among ttsi more 

recent aLunint Elvis Costello and ateve McManaman (ace Liverpool F. " player). 

Both schools were situated In what was then the north eastern fringe of the 
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city In Everton (as described by Picton), but the subsequent spread of 

housing meant that they became Identified with the expanded city centre. At 

the beginning of the war In 1940, the college was evacuated to north Wales. 

It later moved, In 1961, to South east Liverpool, to separate sites In Broad 

Green/Childwatt and Wootton (see map). The parish school took over the 

vacated cottege building, Leaving for a white a pair of large Georgian houses 

built In the 1830s, Like those referred to by Picton. I moved at the 

beginning of 1962 to the school (now designated bilateral and now drawing a 

third of its pupils from all over the city), and remained there until 1983. In 

the reorganization of secondary education In Liverpool in the 1980s, both 

schools reduced their citywide Intake of pupils. Those pupils attending from 

outside the newly created catchment area remained at the school, Those In 

the sixth forms now represent the last of those pupils. This has an 

Important bearing on the Interpretation of the survey results. Because of 

their geographical Locations, both schools provide a marked contrast In terms 

of surroundings and Intake. This Is reflected In the range of varieties of 

Language recorded, from near RP to broad Scouse. 

3010 Sorm linguistic features of the region 

it Is axiomatic that the Liverpool accent Is northern rather than 

southern In character. But In many respects It Is different from other 

northern urban varieties. Since the population owes much to the celtic 

fringe, I give some Indication of glide use In those areas. 

For over a mlltentum, Irish Gaelic has had a systemic phonological 

distInction between ve,. atr(lzed) and patatat(129d) consonants. The traditionai 

terms used for these are broad and stender, consonants, (Falion 1986 covers 
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the orthographic problems), Wells points out that In parts of the south the 

slender consonants are merely nonvelartzed In quality, rather than being 

actually palatalized. When these are used as realizations of the English /Cj/ 

It gives the impression that the glide has been dropped. 

Yod coatescence In stressed syllabLes Is common In Dublln, not only 

In poputar accents but also in conservative educated speech. There is 

homophony with dew = due = bw [Jul. In /n/, yod dropping appears common, 

being frequent In unstressed syllables. It Is germane to point out that at 

Least a half of the Irish population In the mid 19c were monoglot Gaelic 

speakers (Strang 1970). 

The sequence /Ju/ Is not native to the sound system of WeLsh, 

whereas the diminuendo diphthong /W/ Is. Orthographically this corresponds 

to the WeLsh <10. As Wells points out, the difference between Ejul and Etul 

Is minor phonetically, Involving mainly a change of the feature [syllabic] 

from E- +3 to E+ -1. But it has phonological Implications for Angto Welsh, 

(a) Suit does not rime with boot 

(b) It can Lead to the use of prevocatic sandhi forms before words 

beginning with Au/s as In an unlorh (cf 19c English). 

(C) There are more minimal pairs, Wells (op c1t; 386) gives an example 

from a Bangor correspondent of blue Ebtul versus blew IbItu). 

In Welsh borrowings from English, as In st1wdip, and In English 

words with <u uCe eu ew> such as Include, new, there Is this diphthong 

rather than /(J)u/. It occurs even If the English word Is rarely pronounced 

with the glide. On the occasion of the death of Lord Stockton (861229), the 

newsreader on HTV referred to him as a man of (criuldvLaril. Readers of the 

football results on Radio Cymru regularly refer to Luton as (Iltutan), and 

Crewe as Ekrltul. However the latter is a Welsh word cryw meaning stepping 
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stones. It now seems that a process of lexical diffusion Is taking place 

whereby Au/ is being eliminated from those words where it does not 

correspond to RP /Ju/. This Is most noticeable after /r l/. Rude Is changing 

from /r Lud/ to /rud/, - both flu and flew can be /f Lu/ rather than /f I, tuh 

3011 Studies of Liverpool speech 

The main modern Ungutstic studies of the diaLect are those by 

Knowles 1974,1977,1978; de Lyon 1981; Newbrook 1986. There are accounts in 

Hughes & Trudglit 1979; and Wells 1982. In addition, some popular guides to 

Scouse exist. They mostly concentrate on lexical Items or set phrases with 

greater or (increasingly) Less currency, and are accompanied by a self 

defining representation of pronunciation. Trudglit 1983 has Investigated the 

use of non prevocattc /r/ and tntervocaitc /t/ by the Beatles. 

3012 Scouse: Its origins historical and extent geographical 

Prior to the mid 19c, the population of Liverpool was largely 

autochthonous, so the speech was essentially at South Lancashire dialect. See 

Heywood 1861, Picton 1865 and Lawton 1953. As an urban working class 

dialect, Scouse Is relatively recent In origin, following the massive 

incursions of Irish, Welsh and Scots into the city. The Influences are mainly 

ceitic. Knowles 1978 has recognized the Importance of the Angto Irish 

Influence as "the 'Scouse element' which so sharply marks Liverpool speech 

from the rest of the Northwest. " (Op c1t; 80). There Is no justification for 

MoLln (1984: 163) describing Scouse as a 

"Llverpoot Cockney ... that ... has Infiltrated "proper" British speech. 
This "Liverroor form Is the resuit of Cockney workers migrating 
from Londot, to Liverpoot and taking their speech patterns with 
them. " 
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The speech has nothing to do with Cockney workers mIgratlng from 

London to Liverpool, whether they took their speech patterns with them or 

not. This Impression may result from the attempts of some performers on 

radio, television or the theatre, to reproduce a Scouse style, The only 

similarity to Cockney Is soclotLngulstlc. Both are generally restricted to 

that part of the population descrlbed as working class. TrudgtlI (1990026) 

has suggested "Just Imagine If Liverpudilans sounded exactly like Cockneysill 

I refrain from comment. 

In geographlcat distribution, the accent is characteristic of the 

urban parts of the metropolitan area on both sides of the river Mersey. Like 

the precise older definition of a Cockney (being born within the sound of 

the correct Bow Betts), a Dicky Sam or Mary Etten (the terms In general use 

up to the Inter war period for a true Scouser) had to be born In the 

district adjacent to the Pier Head on the waterfront. In the aftermath of the 

1940s war, and the subsequent dispersion of population, Scouse became more 

widespread and modified. The sharp dividing Line that used to exist Is now 

more amorphous, and has radiated further from the city. 20 mites and more 

from the city centre, In places previously considered as peripheral bastions 

of an uncontaminated way of life and speech, the Liverpool accent can now be 

heard, coexisting and competing, The Influence of Liverpool speech has spread 

beyond the mainland. Gilt (1934: 3-4) noted that Manx English was beginn'Ing to 

show Liverpool or south west Lancashire Influence In the Douglas area. Barry 

(1984: 168) confirms this both geographically across the Island and among the 

younger generation. Yet Living In West Derby, almost the geographical centre 

of Liverpool qua city, I have only to go a few mites to the east (to the 

former medieval village of Prescot) to find remnants of a south Lancashire 

accent. 
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301.3 Varieties of Scouse 

Like all dialects, different varieties of Scouse can be Identified, 

from mild to impenetrable. The" explosion of Liverpool accents on radio and 

television over recent years may have resulted In a greater awareness In the 

mind of the general public of the variety and range. Even from the 1940s, 

radio shows such as ITMA with Tommy Handley and Derek Guylero and Arthur 

Askey, via the repercussions of the Beatles and other groups, to television 

programmes such as Z Cars, The Liver Blro% Watching, Oread, The Wackers, 

Brookside, The Brothers McGregor, Boys from the blackstuff, Waterfront Beat; 

&it have contributed to place varieties of the accent firmly In public 

prominence, Together with films and plays like Letter to Brezhnev, Shirley 

Valentine, Educating Rita, they serve to Illustrate the wide range of 

varieties of spoken Scouse, Including the distinctive Intonation system. 

However the characteristics of a marked Scouse, speaker Involve more than 

auditory perceptions. Knowles 1974,1978, has also drawn attention to the 

articuLatory setting which Is characteristic of advanced speakers. This may 

be accompanied by a hint of apparent aggressiveness. 

Not all people In Liverpool use Scouse. In particular those either 

asplrlng to or clalmIng to be members of a middle class, may attempt to 

eradicate any influences or suggestions of a. Scouse background, especially If 

they are female. Aitchison (1981., 82) has Identified Edna and Eric after their 

move to the south. Some people even used to disdain the descriptive 

Liverpudliam In their eyes (and ears) they were Liverpolitans The gamut 

from extreme (and well tempered) Scouse to varieties of RP was recorded In 

this Investigation. 

0 
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3014 Scouse vowels 

What Liverpoot shares with the north, is the occurrence of /a/ in 

many words where standard English has /a: /, such as dance, daft, but surely 

not hat as Hughes & Trudgill (1979: 61) state. Where /a: / does occur In 

Liverpool speech In general, It tends to be replaced by advanced Scouse 

speakers with E&O as In garden, Igihcý], the Welts START group. Centralization 

Is a typical feature of Scouse vowels. Frequently In the city centre 

recordings, this occurred with /u/. This Is accompanied by neutral tips, 

observing a surface phonetic constraint that when back vowels are fronted, 

they become unrounded. With regard to the central vowels, the shibboleth 

which epitomizes Scouse for most people In other parts of the kingdom, to 

the Lack of contrast between words like fair, fare (RP /fca/) and fir (RP 

/fa: /). Typical realizations are Ec: ), or more centrally EM, but other forms 

Including Ea: 3 are heard. PJS Instances the reversal In her hair, which can be 

It: 3: 1. 

WeLLs (1982: 372) has appositeLy noted the apparentLy Incongruous use 

of ELM In the name of the district Old Swan (see map), not necessarily 

Identified with femate speech. Another feature which occurred largety In the 

city centre school, Is the fronting of w6rd final shwa to Eel, ats In Jaguar. 

This appears to have been noted only In Knowles 1978, 

Compared wlth RP, there Is no mld central vowel /A/, and so no 

distInctlon between put and putt. Both are /pwt/. RP W Is replaced by /u/ 

In <oo> words Me look. While words Me took and luck are differentiated by 

/w/ versus /A/, In Liverpoot the distInction Is by /u/ and W. 

0 
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F 19 30-02 
Liverpoot varlant of RP /ca / (after OConnor 1973071) 

O\L; V, tt-f DOI 

P. 

.I 

3015 Scouse consonants 

Hughes & TrudgIll 1979 have listed some of the main features of the 

Liverpool consonants. Most of these occurred In the recordings made In both 

schools. The unvoiced stops /p t k/ are heavily aspirated especially when 

word Initial. When finato they may be realized as the fricatIves 14) a X3. In 

the case of /t/ the tongue leaves the alveolar ridge slowly, resulting in an 

Is) before the following vowel begins. PrevocatIc /t/ In ten becomes Et"en], 

except In the cluster /st/. 

Compared %4th other British dialects, glottal stops are relatively 

Infrequent. Intervocallc /t/ may be produced as a tap It), particularly If the 
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first vowel Is short. Hughes & Trudglit comment that this may be restricted 

to specific lexical Items, such as niatter. But the tap to also prominent word 

finally, especially when /t/ Is followed by a vowel, as In get out, but he, 

about It, what are. Aspects which are traceable to Irish phonology In which 

/d/ Is more Ilkely to be dentat than aiveoLar, are found In the use of Ed] 

for /6/, so that a cause and consequence of heavy 1'brldV3 may be a large 

family. Word final E83 may become Eti; mouth Is Emaut]. 

In common with many other varieties of English, the present 

participle suffix -Ing Is likely to be Etn] when speech Is unmonltored. ' This 

Is not the case In careful and considered speech, where It Is more Likely to 

be Eing]. In nothing, something, it Is pronounced Nqk]. Unlike RP, there Is no 

distinction between singer and finger. they both have Ing]. 

Word Initial /h/ Is normally omitted In &it Scouse varieties and 

sociat situations, with the possible exceptions of job or Linguistic 

Interviews and court appearances, where It may also be accompanied by 

hypercorrectlon and a modificatton, of some attitudInal paratEnguistIc 

features. I 

3020 The nature of phonological variables In Scouse 

Despite the range of criteria that have been mooted for their 

identification, LVs have been primarily defined on the basis of their social 

signif1mce (see 62200). Knowtes 1977.1978 has argued that Scouse 

varlables are dIfferent from the tradittonat soclottngutstlc vartabtes. The 

variants do not necessarily its on a linear scale, An example Is his variable 

(a. 0 which has variants [a] end WO, with an ad hoc compromise (A] L; 'j 

between, He claims that if Eat] Is used, It must be ordered phonetically 
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before [a], consequently lowering scores. But this variant, If used, Is used 

by middle class speakers. As such they are not included In speakers of 

Scouse (or In such varlabLes). At times, several scales may be Involved. Some 

are complexes of component variables, each with its own set of variants. This 

view Is confirmed by the conclusions of the present study of /Cju/. The 

failure to Incorporate all the components of this phonetic diversity, has led 

to the selection of the specific feature which best confirms the hypothesis. 

As examples he cites the Labov (eh) (1966. -SI-53) and the Trudglit (a) 

(1974: 85-86), where the feature chosen, conveniently puts the variants In the 

required social order. 

A consequence of the Incorporation of the phonetic diversity 

represents a change In the scope of the analysis. There Is no Longer a 

manageable small number of easily quantifiable variants, but a larger number 

of subvartabLes and variants which may be difficult to quantify. - The 

rationale underlying this conclusion Is that speech Is not to be Interpreted 

simply as being composed phonetically of strings of segments. Since segments 

are realized as carefully coordinated and overlapping movements of the vocal 

organs, It Is more realistic to trace variables (and consequently variants) 

to their source In speech production. Order has to be Imposed. The neA 

section' shows how. 

3021 The variables (UP) and (o, 9) 

Knowles discusses a pair of variables (ua) and (oa), which have some 

relevance to glide production. in many varieties of urban speech the phonemic 

merger of /o%P/ and /*I/ Is being closely followed by the merger of /uV/ and 

/. D: /. A tentative time scale has been suggested, with three groups divided 
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with reference to the wars. ALL Instances of sure are coaLesced rather than 

being glided. 

Tobte 30-03 
Age gradIng in pronunciations of /ua/ and /, 2: / 

before 1918 1919-1938 since 1938 

sure tug gua got 
shore too 0: to: 
Shaw 63t to: 9 *3: 

These variables may be considered together or separately. If they are taken 

together, the following quantitative scale Is possible: 

(u I)I Eual 
(u 2) [6a] 
(u 3) E3: 3 

If they are presented separatety., 

Wal 
1,30 

I E081 
: L70 

TabLe 30-04 
Scouse variations In /u*/ and /oa/ 

Ru tes UO oe 

I tax Eu ol before an unstressed vowel: we 
or 

2a either dlphthongize Eu ol: too (wo 
b or front (u): U a, 

3 If 2a, modify VVV to VGV: two 

4 front final shwa uc fte 
In direction of cardinal 3 WE We 

Ut twe 

4U9 

awa 

ot tat 
jus 
3we 
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Whichever scheme Is chosen, what complicates the Issue is that the centring 

diphthongs are not single phonetic forms, but are complex variables realized 

by sets of phonetic variants. After choosing whether to carry out the merger 

or not, (or even to find a compromise vowel), the speaker In theory has the 

choice of several ordered but optional tow level rules, which operate not 

just for the%e vowels, but more generally In Scouse phonology. Knowles 

argues that It Is pointless attempting to plot this plethora of marginally 

differing forms on a linear scale. However a tentative way out may tie in 

plotting the four rules as such, on a scale and quantifying accordingly. We 

have a sImpLer situation for the LV (us); 

(u 1) Eual 
(u 2) taxed (w] 
(u 3) dlpýthongtze or front 
(u 4) VGV 
(u 5) ftnat It] 

This Is not a perfect solution, since If ruts 2b operates, ruts 3 cannot. Rule 

4 does not necessarily operate on every variant, as Cwe] Indicates. Only the 

first rule carries any prestige. The others operate mainly In working class 

speech. Thus a combination of taxed 1w) with a fronted shwal white possible 

Is very unlikely. It is difficult to Imagine a middle class speaker fronting 

final shwa to W, since this Is characteristic of the extremest forms of 

Scouse typIcally assoclated wlth Lower class speakers. The mlddke classes do 

not use Scouse as a means of communtcation, so the problems do not arlse. 

3022 Implications for the analysis of glide variants 

Knowles Interpreted his variables with respect to class. This was 

not a prlme concern In this enquIry, But simllair Issues were found. How 

scoring for coatesconce was tackted, Is given In 64341. ', he Issue of 

subvarlables and variants was treated by the use of mini and micro 

0 
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variables. Because the probabilistic Ks In Liverpool represent only a subset 

of the possitte universe. It was found useful adapt a distinction from 

TheLander 1982, and Incorporate the Idea of a micro variable as a lower unit 

of variation. For Trudglit (yu) was capable of a macroscopic treatment since 

most of the PCs in all places of articulation were susceptible to varying 

degrees of glide loss. He was able to set up a pair of variants. 

(yu) -I (Jul 

(yu) -2 Eul 

In this InvestIgation Lt was found that onLy hatf a dozen Ks out Of 

the 17 showed any large scale variability. The six were consequently 

designated mint variables, and symbolized not by (round) but by (curly) 

brackets; thus (Cyu). White the plain consonants /n t/ can be accommodated by 

a binary split, the coatescents need three, and of these, the continuants 

have access to all four variants. 

(syu) -I Esjul 
(syu) -2 Idjul 
(syu) -3 Eoul 
(syu) -4 Esul 

White all variants were In theory available, not all necessartLy apply to each 

LexicaL Item, The stops A d/ were restricted, 99% of the time, to at pair: 

[Cjul and Etul, An Important aspect was the existence of subenvironments, 

some of which were categorical In their occurrence of a variant. Other 

subenvironments may be construed as micro variables. How these are treated 

wilt be seen In the analysis, in chapter five, of the Liverpool tests. 

e 
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4000 Approaches to the empirical enquiry 

Chapter four deals with the preparations for the empirical 

Investigation. This Involved the collation of explanation on the production of 

variants. It was partly based on Intuition and observationo but mostly on 

pronouncing dictionaries and references In the Literature. In addittono 

theoretical frameworks of 2 kinds were Investigated. The first Is the 

Chomsky & Haile 1968 rule system; the second Is the Impitcationat hierarchy 

of PCs of Battey 1977. The empirical surveys of subsets of the 17 PCs are 

considered, They comprise the American studies by Phillips 1981 and Pitts 

1986 on the alveolars /t d n/; the Australian Investigation by Horvath 1985 

on the coalescents /t ds z/; and the Norwlch survey by TrudgItt 1974. These 

sources covered the linguistic features which operate on the selection of 

variants. The parameters are examined as possible explanatory variables. 

After this, the proposals for the testing are put forward, together with the 

scoring system for affecting comparisons. In this way the chapter Looks 

forward to the obtained results. 
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4100 Preparations., previous research 

Previous research Into the distribution and use of the glide and Its 

variants are examined. I begin with the distribution of variants In RP (since 

this provides a framework and benchmark) and In the USA (since this provides 

a background to the American studies). 

4101 Received pronunciation and the distribution of variants 

The supplements to the Oxford English Dictionary (Burchfield 1972- 

1986), as well as the second edition, define the Received Standard as the 

educated speech of southern England. The superiority of this variety Is 

further Illustrated in Its guide to pronunciation, where after exemplifying 

the usual consonants of English, the less standard sounds are discussed but 

not quite dismissed under the heading Foreign and non southern It Is subject 

to variation and change according to the level of formality, age, sex, and 

the social attitude of Its speakers. (Leith 1983). It has been estimated that 

only about 3% of the English speaking population uses RP (Hughes & Trudglit 

1979: 3). Recently the distinctions within RP have been described by Gimson 

1980 and Welts 1982, among others. Sauer 1985 wonders If RP Is becoming 

demotIcized. He suggests (op cit., 76) that these changes are accelerated, If 

not actually Initiated, by the broader base that RP is acquiring within 

certain parts of the community. This was evident in some participants In the 

upper suburban school. Nowhere do Welts, Sauer (or Glmson) refer to the 

patatat glide as a differentiating feature. Thus we can speak of RP 

generally, Using as sources, Barber 1964; Wljk 1966; Jones 1945 1956; Rockey 

1973; Roach OV83: 60); GLmson 19CO; Trudglit & Hannah 1985; and pronouncing 

dictionaries like Jones & Gimson 1977 with the addition of Chambers (Geddie 
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1959), the foltowIng distribution based on unctustered preceding consonants 

is Likety in &It varieties of RP. The division Is Into four groups with either 

categorlcaL or non categoricat gilde use. 

GI The 9LIde Is aLways produced after 

the Lablals /p bfv ml pupil, beauty, feudal, view, mute 

the aiveotar /n/ news 

the velars A q/ cvte, ague 

the fricative /h/ huge 

and when word InItIaL european 

G2 The gLlde is effectiveLy absent after 

the approxtmant /r/ rule 

G3 There exists a pair of variable non coalescing consonants. 

the onýerdentat thews 

taterat A/ lurld 

64 The group of consonants Ads z/ has three variants. (The 

gilde Is not customarily produced where coalescence already 

occurs, except rarely in /s z/. ) 

/§ t6 31 su; h) resume, nature, verdure 
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I have represented the set of 17 PCs In a venn diagram. Three 

subsets ref Lect the basic variants, 

A (PCs capable of I+ glide]) enclosed by 
13 <PCs capable of (- glideD enclosed by 
C (PCs capable of phonemic coalescence) enclosed by MC 

Diagram 41-01 
Distribution of PCs In RP across the three basic variants 

A 
................................................ 

pbkgmn 
0 

sztda 

................................................ 

Diagram 41-01 Isolates the eleven PCs which are categorical from those which 

have a range of variants. The tatter are In the Intersections of the subsets. 

In An BO /e/ and /I/ have both glided and unglided forms; the frIcatIves /S 

z/, being In A8nC have access to all three. The diagram does not show 

the rare combined variant. nor clusters, 

It can be seen that the vartation occurs In 6 matn Ks. Fowter 1965 

and Jones 1956 offer some usefut guldellnes for thIs varlatlon, based on the 

aitocatton of stress. Jones has anatyzed the effects, whIch I have arranged 
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into a tripartite scheme U-J20 below) which covers three consonants, As 

z1, contrasting glide presence with absence, Coalescence was not specified. In 

the rules stress for the relevant syllable Is in square brackets, 

il 1+ stress] -0 Eel gLidel 

If /u/ Is stressed, the glide Is variable but largely absent In /I/. The 

position of the, stressed syllable In the word does not appear to have an 

effect. 

(a) sytiable I stress 

0 a) Iturld 'Lubricate 
" b) 'pseudo 'suzerain 
" C) Izeugma 'Zurich 

(0) syllable 2 stress 

0 d) volluminous alliuvIal 
0 e) en'sue f lexlura 
0 f) re'sume cae'sura 

(Y) syitabte 3,4 stress 

(19) anacol tuthon antediltuvian 

When the consona nts are immediately preceded by a stressed syllable, the 

glide Is general. This occurs when the stressed vowel Is word Inittato or Is 

intern al as the result of affixation. The reference to shared morphemes 

needs to be empi rically Investigated, as well, as the scope for coalescence 

after /s z/ in 2b and 2c. 

12a (+ str)E- stress) E+ glide] 

(2a) volume Indis'sotubte 
(2b) Icapsu Le com1mensurate 
(20 visual 

If /u/ Is followed, (not necessarily Immediately), by a stressed syllable, the 

glide is variable. 

J20 I- stress](+ str) E- glide] 

(2d) )ubr; c. ation 
(2e) sulpreme mensurlation 
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What remains to be explained is category J20 (and JD where the glide Is 

variable. In J20 the variability In the examples given In (2d), may be 

explained by reference to the gilding status of the root words. But 

combining /I/ with /s z/ In a single treatment causes problems. The Incidence 

of coalescence for /s z/ In J2ct needs to be Incorporated. Where variation 

stilt persists, other factors Linguistic and nonitngutstlc are Involved. 

Because of the gilde eroslon wIthIn /I/ (In RP) sInce Jones 1956,1 

shalt restrict my comments to the alveolar fricatives /s z/. My own analysis 

of /s z/ Is more detailed. While related to stress, It also Incorporates the 

Influence of morpheme addition alluded to above, as well as distinguishing 

between Initial (1) and medlat (M) positions. Within the tatter, morpheme (m) 

and non morpheme (n) based Items are separated. Finally stress is used to 

distinguish subsets. 

I in word Initial position. the choice of variant Is basically E+gLIde3 

or 1-gLidel, with an Increasing use of E- glide]. Thus 

superior zeugma 

suitable zeuxis 

I The coalesced form Is generally preferred In sugar, sure In its entry for 

the former, the CED, white admitting that the phonological history of Its 

forms Is In several points obscure, does attest the variability In the 

quality of the first vowel. It is suggested that the development with 141 

makes it probable that long /u: / prevailed (as with sure), and that 

shortening took place afterwards. 

M Medial syllables divide Into morpheme and non morpheme based. 

Mm The Initial phoneme Of a suffix regulates the range of variants. 

Both -sume and -sue for example can take the 3 main variants Et sj s]. If 
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the prefix does not end In /s/, (as In en+lsue), L+ glide] and I- glide] are 

used, But If It does end with /s/, (as In 11s+sue), [- 911del Is not an option. 

It Is possible that these variants may be reinforced by stress, as will be 

seen In Mn below, Words formed with the suffix -ure (where the relevant 

vowel Is morpheme Initial), are restricted to the coalesced or glided forms. 

press+ erase+ 

tonse+ Se we+ 

In Items Like mensuratloi; the coatesced form Is rarer, probabLy due to the 

Inftuence of C-9-1 In the fIn&L suffix -tjorL 

Mn If a morpheme addition is not Invoived, the choice of variants Is 

attled to stress, If the retevant syttabie Is unstressed (and foilowing tonic 

stress) It sj; I zjl are used, with the possibility of the combined form E§J3. 

pen Insu I& usury 

sensuous casuist 

If the retevant vowet Is stressed, a distInction between the' volced 

and unvolced aiveotar fricatives occurs. 

/s/. tends to use E+gttdel and E-gildel 

pharmaceuticat 

marsupial 

/z/ accesses (in RP) both the above forms, as well as (2]. 

exuberant 

luxurious 
This analysis effectivety describes the range of variants for each 

subenvIronment using Linguistic variables, but tt does not set out to resotve 

which varlant(s) an Individual speaker will use. This Involves the Idlotectal 

dimension. The results of my emptric-Al testing for A z/ are given In 115203 

and 65204. 
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4102 Th e LISA 

Much of the theoretical and empirical work on the /Cju/ sequence has 

been based on eastern varieties of American English. These also provide a 

Large scale Illustration of what Wells (1982: 247) called Later Yod Dropping 

(LYD) . The general opinion of historians Is that the Language spoken in those 

states resulting from the original, settlements, took many of Its 

characteristics from the speech of the south eastern counties of England. It 

has been calculated that of the early settlers In New England, % came from 

East Anglia and London, with 1/6 from the south west (Devon. borset. 

Somerset). The East Anglian preponderance may contribute towards the greater 

Loss of the glide than Is current In Britain. 

In the 18c Webster had a considerable regard for the New England 

pronunciation of his day. American speech was largely Influenced by his 

5pelling book which, from Its first publication In 1783 to the beginning of 

the 20c, was the most circulated book In the country. (Mencken 1961402). 

"It had no traffic with slurring, but Insisted that all words be 
pronounced as Jahveh had spelled them out to Adam and Eve In the 
Garden of Eden, or to the sons of Noah after the Flood. " 

Webster dismissed /j/ before /u/ as a peculiarity of Virginia speech, and 

hence barbaric. His 1828 Dictionary ordained the omIsslon of the Slide in 

words Like figure, value, volume, mute, literature Gesture and jester were 

homophones, Pyles 1971 confirms that Webster preferred plain It] In fortune, 

virtue, and was opposed to coalesced Ed), but he did recognize that In the 

north it was customary to have a glide In the suffix -turA which was an 

unusual development. But his Influence did not test* Gildetess pronunciations 

were consIdered rustic and old fashioned by his more elegant contemporaries. 

After his death In 1843, succeeding editions reintroduced the glide. The 

westward spread of occupation across the continent means that the 20c 
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dialectal, distribution of the glide may be considered In very broad terms 

using the tripartite division of American speech by Krapp 1925. In the east 

plain Cul is preponderant, but not uniform. The south has predominantly (Jul, 

In western American, both coexist. In general the glide tends to be absent 

after all coronal consonants, but It remains after lablats and vetars. Watts 

has specified the environments In which Later Yod Dropping has eliminated /J/ 

from the historical /ju/. The glide does not appear after /t dn0az 14 in 

strong syllables. These are either stressed syllables or those where there is 

no possibility of vowel reduction. In the case of weak syllables, general 

American shows a marked tendency towards Yod Coalescence, This has happened 

with /t ds z/. Welts suggests that something similar may take place with 

/nj/ and /tj/ (op cit., 248). 

NarrowIng down the coverage to New Engiand and the middLe AtLantic 

states, Kurath & McDavld 1961 Identified three kinds of pronunciation. 

(1) The diphthong /lu/ with decreasing stress, was confined to the 

New England settlement area, It was most common In rural northern New 

England and upstate New York, with extensions In Pennsylvania, western 

Massachusetts and Connecticut. It was rare In southeastern New England. In 

urban areas and among better educated speakers, It was largely avoided. Any 

change depended on the previous consonant tablals and velars producing a 

different effect from aiveolars, Kurath McDavld drew attention to the 

Lexical dIffuslon of changes In the alveolar environments. 

"the pronunciation /mluztk/ Is being replaced by /mjuztk/, and /diuzo 
tluzde, nIu/ are giving way to /duz, tuzda, nu/ oro less commonly, to 
/djuz, tjuzde, nju/. 'the pace of the replacement varles from word to 
word ". (op cit: 113) 

The movement from diphthong to unglLdecl variant without an Intermediate 
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gilded form Is Interesting, Was this the original development In East Anglia, 

with echoes of morphIc resonance as propounded by the New Zealand biologist 

SheLdrake? 

(2) The variant without the glide was current in the north and 

middle of the area. It Is universal after atveoL&rs in Pennsylvania, New 

Jersey and metropolitan New York; In New England It Is predominant. A 

transitional band across West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware existed where 

both variants are used. There is no reference to coalescence. 

(3) In the Atlantic states the glide Is found In the more southern 

area. There Is a sporadic Elul phone, which Kurath & McDavld consider may be 

a prosodic variant of /ju/. Among Less cultured speakers, the sequences /dju 

tju/ are partly replaced by the coalesced forms /Ju Lu/. This Is attributed 

to the English folk speech of the western count Les (op cit: 174). 

Pronunciation with the glide Is Infrequent In the northern parts, but Is 

sometimes the preferred form among more educated speakers. It Is this region 

which has been subject to more recent empirical Investigation 
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4110 A theoretical accwnt: Chomsky & j*Iie 19,68 

Chomsky & Halle (1968: 230-232) develop three rules for their own 

varlety of ArrE, to generate the surface forms for the range of consonants. 

They stated In their preface (op c1t: vil) that what they were presenting was 

not "a definitive and exhaustive study". It was "an interim report" Issued In 

the hope of stimulating criticism. Further on they specifically mention that 
0 

"The dialect of English that we study Is essentially that described 
by Kenyon and Knott (1944). ... Their transcriptions are very close 
to our own speech. " (OP c1t: Ix) 

Despite basing their conctuslons on their own dialect, they ctalm that 

"it seems to us that the rutes we propose carry over, without major 
modification, to many other dialects of Engtish. 11 (Ibld 

I shail retain both their rute numbering, (prefixing them with CH), and their 

phonetic notation. 

4111 The rule fior glide Insertion 

Chomsky & Hatte (op cit: i94) had noted dIfferences In the effects of 

the stem forming augments E+tl and E+u), When the former Is unstressed the 

vowel Is tensed and appears as phonetic ETy3, as In prover0lal. If the vowe. 1 

appears In a stressed position, it Is tensed and it then undergoes vowel 

shift to appear as phonetic Lay) eg sobriety. However E+u] does not behave 

Like Its front counterpart. Whether stressed or unstressed, It appears as 

Eyaw3, as In ambiguous and ambiguity. So there are 2 differences between E+13 

and E+ul. The back vowel 

(a) has an Initial glide 

(b) does not undergo vowet shlft. 

They suggest there must be a segmental feature WhIch Is automatically 
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assigned to stem forming E+u] which exempts It from vowel shift. They 

propose the addition of a rule (CHSO) to the grawar, whIch Inserts the (y) 

gllde of EyOwl. 

a 
(CH50) 0 +hl 

+ak 
-bvcI 

They posit qj as the feature (round) which distinguishes those vowels before 

which the glide Is Inserted, from those before which It Is not. So they begin 

their system of rules with the proposition that the glide Eyl Is Inserted 

before the back vowel. They maintain there was strong motivation for 

regarding [yowl as phonotogicatty unitary. If Eyl was not Introduced by some 

phonological rule, then the underlying representation of words like cube must 

b; of the form CGVC, leading to the withdrawal of otherwise valid 

generalizations regarding CGV sequences. This Implies that the glide Is not 

In the underlying representation. Having established the Insertion, they 

enunciate a triad of optional glide deletion rules (CH121-123) In different 

phonetic environments determined by the preceding consonant, which operate 

In their kind of American English, white making reference to other dialects. 

4112 The three rules for glide deletion 

A common rule In American English Is that a glide after an alveolar 

obstruent may produce atternations (Hyman 1975: 13), as In 

we mlss you -4 Ewl mtt, (J)ul 
we please you -0 Ewl pllI(j)u] 
we bet you -0 Ewl bed(j)ul 
we fed you -4 Ewl fcj(j)ul 

The change Is affected by stress, as It does not as readily take place, If the 

following syllable Is stressed. ThIs (Optional) rule may be expressad by 

alveolar 
c 

atveopatatat 
c 
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To capture the phonetlc mottvatton the rule can be reformulated 

alveolar, alveopalatat / palatal 
ccG 

The appticatton of the rute atso depends on carefutness and speed of speech. 

It is fundamentally the first rule of Chomsky & Hatte, which alms at 

generating words like 'actual, 'gradual, 'sensual, IvIsual. 

(CHI 21 -so] -1 
[-antd ac 

-cons 
cor +6 cc 

o 
nc 

-c 
or + str d] 

[-stress] 

+s 

ba 
-vo 

As a resu It the aiveotars Et ds 21 become alveopaLatat Ed A 21 before an 

6nstressed Eul. There is no palatatIzation when the vowet Is stressed as in 

f'orltultous, endure, en'sue, re'sums: these are [- gildel. This ruLe accounts 

for the difference In American pronunciations between retated words ilke 

perlpetual and perpe'tulty. 

A related rule deletes the glide after the alveopaLatats. 

co, co 
(CH 122) [-con 

.00/ 

[-ant 

vo 

j 

1; 

] 

an 
c -son 

This rule Is restricted to the position following obstruents. So tissue 

becomes MOM# and not Eltt§jul as It can be In RP, (see 60100). 

They point out that in some dialects the glide Is dropped after 

dentals and palato atveotars In other positions, leading to a different pair 

of contrasts like residue, constitute having (- 911del, with residual# 

constitutive being coalesced. If It were only dental obstruents which were 

Involved, the rule Is simple. But additional Information Is needed for dental 

and palatal sonorants. 

"The retevant fact Is the stress on the fottowtng vowet. Where the 
stress Is other than mtnus, the gLtde drops. " (1966: 222) 

They cite 'annual, Ivaluable and 'virulent as examples where the glide Is 

maintalned, as the syllabie Is unstressed. 
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The final rule operates before a stressed syllable. It deletes the 

qtIde after dentaLs and aiveotars /0 n/ and Liquids /I r/-, but not after the 

Lablats /p b m/, tablodentats /f v/ and veLars /k g/. 

s 
(CHI 23) y0 

Fcorl E-fstress) 
+con 

it WILL be seen from rules 121 and 123 that stress has different 

effects on the resulting variants, By CH121 unstressed syllables produce 

palatalization. By CH123, If the reLevant syllable Is unstressed and followed 

by a stressed syllable, then E- gtldel ensues, since there Is no scope for 

coatescence. 

These rules can not apply unmodified to British English. They do not 

fully reflect the allocation of variants to given PCs. In particular this 

concerns degliding after alveotars. They do not capture the greater range of 

variants within environments like /S Z/. The fundamental approach 

necessitates positing the rule of glide Insertion. This Implies that at some 

level the glide Is absento which may not be In accordance with the 

psychological reality of glide usage In British English, since gilding may be 

regarded as the dominant variant for some PCs. It Is also Interesting that 

Chomsky 4 Halle go counter to diachrony, as usually their rules recapitulate 

historical change. 

Horvath 1985 has criticized the rules, specifically and generally. 

"There are many exceptions to each of these rules, even If their 
applications were limited to the sound patterns of American English, 
and not as they purport to be. the sound patterns of English. The 
third rule, (y] deletion In stressed position, Is certainty not the 
case with British English and Australian English .... Even In 
Webster's dictionary, almost all the example words used by Chomsky 
and Halle are given alternate pronunciations - most Including the 
(y) gttde-11 (1965: 111) 

That there were exceptions to Ue rutes within their own Idlolect$ and the 

fact that they are not tOtaLLY satisfactory Is recognized by the authors 
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themseLves. With specific reference to the rule for palataLIzation, they 

mention that It is sometimes contradicted by words Uke mature or luxurious 

Their response to this Is that 

"Since these variants seem to coexist or to be distributed In 
various ways In many styLes of speech, we must assume a 
consIderabie degree of arbitrary lexicat categorization or of dialect 
mixture. " (op cit: 230) 

Horvath does re tent (op cit. - 112) by adm Itt Ing that 

"In spite of the shortcomings of the Chornsky and Halle formulation 
of the complex processes involved with this particular IM syllable 
in English, that these three rules capture the fundamental patterns 
of both palatalization and Eyl deletion must be granted. " 

The rules provide at point of departure for the present survey. As with most 

other sources, the basis for establishing the selection of variants Is the 

position of stress in a word. But as with Jones, this does not resolve the 

exceptions. 

4120 A theoretical account: Bailey IF77 

Bailey aiso bases his account on observation and intuition rather 

than on any detalted empirical examination. He describes the process as 

diphthong Ization or glide Insertion rather than detetion, and estabtlshes a 

complex rule for this. His notations Lncorporate the following. 

0) Markedness vatues: 

u unmarked; unIversally most expected 

m more marked; more unexpected 

M over marked; most unexpected 
V 

(2) Parentheses: 

in Items 2 and 5 (or 4 and 5), they denote opttonatIty. I 

have placed them around the Item numbers In the rule below. 
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(3) Sequence of absolute values: 

2 denotes the order C+x (m1d) 

C denotes the order I-x (mld) +I 

- bar over a symbol denotes negatton 

(4) // IndIcate hIs underlying pantectat phonetemes. 

4121 The implicational hierarchy: the Items and conditions 

The items In the structural Index are numbered 1 to 6. Features are 

three valued, as indicated above. 

1 

(a segl tu trbl v Im nas) 1 

-2 grv 
u Lln 
c cnt 

(A Liq)1 1 

3 (4 (5)) 6 

* nuc I tr M trb Eu nucl 
* acc Iy cnt u nas 
m grv tlql 
m tow 
0 ph w LJ 

The change: Item 3 -# Eu grv, m ph w) le /a/ 

There are three conditions (CI-C3) which are attached to the non 

vartabLe foi7mulations of the rule. I Introduce them at the appropriate Items. 

Item I ThIs may be a segmento a syttablc boundary or a word boundary. 

Item 2 The top Line states that this must be elther an obstruent or a 

nasal. Both are equally preferred. 

Line 2 says the rule Is more operative In the order E+ x- gravel. 

Thus Ex gravel, a Labial or velar consonant Is more likely than an alveolar 

(- gravel. Battey gives as an example In American English, that some tects 
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the change In cute, mute, but not In tune, news. 

Line 3 states that when Item 2 Is Eu Lin] v Ex Lingual], then the 

order of the vatues of [continuant) are E-x+1. Occlusive and nasal 

apicats cause the rule to operate In lects In which It may not yet operate 

when a E+ continuant] apIcat, that Is Us z0 t//, occurs. 

The least effective feature (at the bottom) Is (R liquid). The apicat 

here Is ordinarily not overmarked. In the context of the rule It means a non 

mid Itiquid] - that Is not //r//. It may be a non Liquid or a lateral. Since 

any //I r// In Item 2 must be syttabLe Initial (as required by condition 2), 

the variability of the mairkedness values of ELIquld) In the antevocatIc 

environment Is Irrelevant. 

(C2) (I = LEI seq], not sytiabic boundary) ý (2 - 10 i1q], not Ilquld) 

C2 says that when Item I Is not at least a syllable boundary, then 2 may not 

be a laterat. This Is intended to ensure that only liquids not clustered with 

a PC can trigger the rule, that Is for those which allow It to operate on 

stressed and unstressed //u// foLLowIng tiquids. For such speakers, the glide 

may be heard In lute but not In fluta The optionatity parentheses enctoslhg 

ER l1q] Indicate that while an apicat here must ordinarily be a non 

dvermarked ELIquid] segment, It may (as a rarer option) have any value of 

[Liquid], (that is it may be E6 liquid]), so that //r// Is then allowed. Thus 

the operation of the rule Is rare on unaccented Inputs when Item 2 Is //r//# 

and rarer still on accented Inputs when Item 2 is I/r/1. 

Item 3 ThIs Is a E+ nuclear] segment, A vowel. which Is marked for Egravel 

and [low]. The vowel Is //u//. It may be a segment with a normal or widened 
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pharynx, using the feature (pharyngeat width). It may be tax or t*nse, 
0 

However stress compilcates the conditions. The feature Ec accent] means that 

the rule Is more operative on unaccented than on accented Input vowels. Here 

condition 3 (with 2 stipulations), comes into ptay. 

M) (2 0) 2 (1 IM seg) or 0) & j(2 
0) 2W EM seg) or #) >Q= Eu accl, unaccented))] 

If item 2 is absent (because of optionallty), then Item I must be a word 

boundary. If Item 2 Is present, and the rule operates when Item I Is C then 

Item 3 which Is the Input vowel, Is less likely to be accented. On the other 

hand in condition 3, z may be substituted for > with the stipulation that a 

few speakers drop the entire second half of condition 3. This means that 

they have a more general form of the rule. 

The third condition aLtows for the fact that iects permitting 

unaccented Inputs to change after //s z01td n// as In pressure, seizure, 

Matthew, value, nature, procedure, tenure - often do not permit the same 

change after these consonants If they are tautosytiabic, and therefore not 

when they stand at the beginning of a word, as In superb, Lucinda, 

tumultuous, duplicity, neurotic. A modification of the above Is that some 

lects may not permit the change after some or all of the 7 PCs above, In the 

case where the Input vowel is accented. Thus It Is possible for a lect to 

have a glide In tenure but not In manure. Battey points out that the 

consonant before the Input vowel Is heterosyliabic in pressure, seizure, 

Matthew, nature, procedure, tenure. He admits that value is a special case 

since he claims its sytiablzatton varies from tact to tect. He does not 

explain how this Is determined. It Is questionable whether all lects make the 

PC heterosyttabic In the six words that Battey uses. Battey also claims that 

In lects where the rule operates on unaccented //u// following llrllt the /J/ 
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of the output forces this consonant into the preceding syttabte, as In 

erudite, virulent, cherubim He cialms this is true despite the fact that 

//r// is usuatty syttablfled with a fottowing vowet In many of these tects. 

More important Is the recognition that there can be lectat variation In 

syttablfication. This suggestion proved to be of Interest Later in this study, 

particutarty when a speaker encounters a word for the first time In print. 

Item 4 This represents a turbulent (obstruent) or seml turbulent (sonorant) 

segment, C1 states the relationship between the optional Items 4 and 5, with 

2 stipulations. 

(Cl ) (5 * 0) -) 4= IM cnt] le stop 

If 5 Is present, item 4 must be I- continuant) that Is, a stop. If 5 Is 

absent, 4 may be -x or + Econtlnuant). 

Item 5 The optional item 5 Is over marked or mid (turbulent], le a sonorant. 

It must be unmarked for Enasat] which has a minus value in this environment. 

Also it must not be over marked for [liquid] which In the environment under 

examination Is not 1+ liquid], that Is not a lateral. 

Item 6 The final Item must be E+ nuclear]. This vowel can even be a word 

final //e// that later gets deleted. 

In the rule. the ordered values In Item 2 guarantee the correct 

4 

orderIng of the outputs. This m9ans that more tects have the change 

foliowing Ex gravel = lablaL, velar consonants than foltowing E- gravel 
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consonants. But when the environment Is unmarked or mid [lingual] = an apicai 

consonant, then the rule operates in more tects following (- continuant) and 

Ex continuant] = nasal apicaLs, than after the continuants //s z8W. The 

hierarchy operates first on accented syllables and then on unaccented, so 

that glide Insertion takes place more often when followed by an unstressed 

/u/. ($ Is a syllabic boundary). 

Sr3 

S18s0 

ndt2 

velars, lablats 

The most variable PCs are those specified trivIduatty. It Is to be noted that 

Bailey divides the coatescents into stops and continuants, Implying that the 

stops have a greater association with the glide (on a par with MA The 

complexities of these environments will be examined In the analysis of my 

empirical results. 

4130 Previous empirical work 

As Indicated In the opening chapter (60110), the amount of emptricaL 

work on variants and variability In the palatal glide Is limited. The depth 

of the surveys has ranged from the relatively superficial to the more 

#elaborate and analytical. The five studies are by Stephenson 1970. Phillips 

1981 and Pitts 1986 (ail carried out In the south eastern states of the 

USA); Trudglit 1974 In eaitern England; and Horvath 1985 In eastern 

Australia. I shall, compare and contrast them under the following headings; 
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(1) stImuLus for the research 

(2) number and selection of participants 

(3) elicitation of Lexical Items and range of Ks used 

(4) explanatory variables tested 

(5) problems encountered 

(6) results and conclusions. 

4131 Stimuli flor the research 

The stimuli were varied. Stephenson 1970 Initiated the Inquiries 

with the premise that given the existence of variant forms and the 

discernment of a trend "we can project this trend Into the future, and 

predict with a reasonably good level of confidence, what will happen to the 

variants. " (op cit. -297). He did not specify a numerical level of confidence, 

stating simply that absolute certainty Is Impossible because of nontinguistic 

factors, This statement was made when some linguists were still unaware of 

the power of statistics both to Inform and to deform the Interpretation of 

data. His observation arose as a result of the difference between the 

southern Atlantic states retention of the glide and the northern loss 

W4102). Stephenson had noted that variation appeared to be on the Increase 

In the South, and he wished to test whether the younger age groups were 

promoting the chang6. Phillips 1981 broadened the Inquiry to examine the 

relation between glide toss and word frequency. Pitts 1986 had noted that 

both American television and radio maintained a conservative standard with 

regard to pronunciation. She questioned the simplicity of the previous 

studies since she suspected that the situation was more complex. 

In contrast, the rerra In Ing studies formed parts of larger 

Investigations. Horvath examining variation In Sydney, restrIcted'herself to 
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the coalescing consonants Ads z/. In England Trudglll 1974 used 16 

phonological variables, among them (YU). The main thrust of his research was 

to demonstrate degrees of social differentiation with respect to these LVs. 

The stimulus for the present Investigation came from a lecture to 

MA students given by my supervisor EPJS3, In which he presented his specialty 

composed rime InvoLving lexicat Items In the /I/ environment, opening up for 

some of those students vistas and prospects hitherto unconsidered. 

4132 hUmber and selection of partic"nts 

Kurath & McDavid 1961 had used Information collected In New England 

and the middle Atlantic states in the 1930s and 1940s. The 157 informants 

represented a social and cultural elite and the upper middle class' (op 

cit. 11), and were mostLy between the ages of 45 and 65 (only ten were under 

40). Selection procedures In the recent American studies were different, 

Stephenson had 44 students at the University of Georgia, divided into 

southerners (n = 36) or nonsoutherners (n = 8). The southerners were either 

undergraduates (average age 21 years) or graduates (average 40). He appears 

to have simply used the pair of classes that he was teaching Linguistics to. 

The older siudents were &it teachers; the younger students were preparing to 

become teachers. "There was a small difference In educational level of 

course" (op cit. -298). In which direction he does not divulge, But In no way 

can they be said to be representative of the wider "ctrum of southern life 

and mores. With Phillips, younger students from the University of Georgia 

ag&En took part (n = 60, aged between 18 and 21% All were natives of the 

state. Her alm was "to obtain a statistically adequate population. " (op 

cit: 73). P%tts necessarily used a different approoch, Her Informants were 

announcers and news readers transmitting from Detroit (Michigan) in the 
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north, Birmingham and Montgomery (Alabama), and Columbus (Georgia) In the 

uouth. She does not disclose how many were Involved. 

Horvath used 177 Interviewees. She drew on aduits aged between 31 

and 64 years with a mean age of 44; and on teenagers with a mean age of 15, 

She did express the fear that the sample of the latter may b* biased since 

they were all still at school, and that If they were working class they may 
0 

be aspiring to middle class status. This fear Is not necessarily reproduced 

in my investigation since some of the older pupils remain at school because 

jobs are not avallabie. 

4133 Elicitation of lexical Items and range of PCs used 

The three American investigations use the trio of atyeolars /t d n/. 

Horvath examined those Ks capable of palatalization Ads z/. Trudgitt used 

a broader range. Stephenson had Initiated the 'Georgia' paradigm of tune, 

duke news. Phillips used a List of 100 Items, In which were embedded 30 

relevant words, ten each of initial /t d n/, both mono and polysyllabic. Pitts 

on the other hand kept records over a period of 3 years of every word In 

the paradigm that she heard on television or radio (including the /st/ 

cluster). She claims (op c1t; 132) to have covered 106 separate words, 

producing 3704 tokens. But her table only lists 97 types Including plurals 

(even with news and Mws distinct). Of these, 5 are compounds of now, 12 use 

New as part of a place name and seven were compounds of news As a result 

/nju(z)/ accounts for h of types and about % of tokens, reflecting the 

sources. If we exclude plurals and repetitions of morphemIc Items Like -duce, 

-tute, -tude we are down to under 50 types. But there were enormous 

fluctuations In the frequencies of tokens. Three Itens news, Akws, new were 

noted a total of 2160 times. The 19 commonest types covered 3323 tokens. 

0 
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This only leaves 381 tokens for the remaining 89 types (using her total of 

108), an arithmetic mean of four tokens per type. If the three years 

mentioned for the duration of the survey Implies a period of about 150 

weeks, then the number of tokens averages 25 a week, or about 4a day. I 

have to express my admiration for the determination of the researcher In 

persevering so long. Difficulties arise In trying to note them unequivocally 

when a word occurs unexpectedly, and with no possibility of token repetition. 

Horvath (op c1b. 113) used a List of nine words (5 stressed). 

"the set of words was chosen for Australlan Engilsh just because 
these consonants are varlousty patatalized when foltowed by both 
stressed and unstressed Eul In the speech of Sydneysiders. 11 

E+strl E-str) 

tune attitude 
fortune 

/d/ due educate 
/s/ assume Insutate 

consume 
presume 

McCallum 1959 (cited In Horvath 1985) had noted the following Australian 

vartants for tuesday. Educated speech used the gtided form, Broad, Ilitterate 

and uneducated Australian were coalesced. Bernard (1981: 25-26) had commented 

on the regular palatalization of A d/ before /u/, mainly In weakly stressed 

syllables. The palatalized forms were the commonest, except for the most 

careful of speakers. He was referring to those words where gilded and 

palatalized forms were In use, as In tune, due, educate Words Like graduais 

actual were excluded, since these categorically have the palatalized versions. 

Why they are categorical Is not explained. Explanation in these surveys 

varies from the nonexistent to the complex. 
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4134 Explanatory variables tested 

Stephenson dld not delve Into linguistic constratnts. He only 

referred to region and age. Phillips, white accepting the principles of 

inconsistency and variation In the speech of Individuals, (a feature which 

turned out to be minimal In my Liverpool Investigation), was concerned to 

test the opinion of Schuchardt that the more frequently used a word was, the 

more Likely It was susceptible to sound change, unlike anatogic change. She 

cited as examples of testing this Idea, work by LesLau 1969 on assimilations 

in Ethiopian tanguages; Phltttps 1980 on the assimilations tnvoived In the 

raising of OE /a/ before nasats; FIdelhotz 1975 on vowet reduction In Initlat 

unstressed syllables; and a shwa deletion before (-ry> which did not affect 

the phonotactic structure of the language (Hooper 1976). Yet none of these 

investigations had examined a change like the loss of the glide in the 

alveolars, which did affect structure In that It resulted In the loss of the 

clusters /tj dj njl for a section of the population, Pitts went Into greater 

explanatory detalt. She Included 6 soclat and 2 Linguistic parameters. The 

race, sex, age and origin of the speaker were ascertained; the tocation and 

type of broadcast were noted, But Linguistically only the preceding 

consonantaL environment and the stress pattern of the word were taken Into 

consideration. She classified her data into nine patterns. Monosyllables with 

futt stress are the first group. If a place name contained an unstressed Abw 

(as In Mw Mexico) It was put In group 7. If tkw was stressed as In Akwport 

(and as a single word), It became pattern 2. This pattern purported to 

represent the trochatc foot, a b1syllabic word with a stressed syllable 

followed by an unstressed. Yet of the 34 Items which Pitts Includes In this 

pattern, 7 (eg newsImper) are trisytiabic. and-, are all property dactykic 

(stressed followed by 2 unstressed). The group designated dactylic, pattern 
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6, only Includes unstressed /u/ as a final syllable (eq nm9nitude). The 

Iambic foot of 2 syllables, pattern three - an unstressed syllable followed 

by a stressed syllable (eg Induce) - contains a pair of three syllable words. 

The fourth group covers fully stressed syllablesl like constitutlom where 

stress Is on the penultImate or antipenuttimate syLlabLe. The anapestic foot, 

pattern 5, E- str -str +str] contains 2 Items. Both are allocated correctly. 

An Important grouping, particularly In view of the experience of Incipient 

glide loss in Liverpool Is that of pattern 8. These are Initial unstressed 

syllables, such as nutritiorL The last group of the nine, with a final 

unstressed syllable eq statue, has 2 members. For all its apparent 

specificity, this categorization of nine patterns contains groupings and 

Inconsistencies which undermine Its value. Yet each occurrence was coded for 

all of the 8 parameters examined. Because of the complexity of the 

calculations, a special variable rule computer program was used to evaluate 

the relative influence of the constraints, and to predict the probability of 

toss of the glide. 

Horvath coded her words according to seven factor groups. Four of 

these were for social characteristics (age, gender. socioeconomic class, and 

ethnicity). The three linguistic groups were stress, manner of articulation 

(stop or continuant), and voicing. Whether or not the relevant consonant was 

palatalized constituted the dependent variable. Levels of formality were not 

a factor as the items were elicited only by a list. The novel technique, (in 

linguistics at least) of principal components analysis was used. 

4135 Problems encountered 

There do not appear to have been many problems In recordIng and 

Interpreting the data. Phillips discloses that of her 30 Items a single word 
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- tumult - was eventually disregarded, as 80% of the students appeared to 

be unfamiliar with It. (Any pedagogical or epletemic Interpretation Is better 

Left to others more qualified. ) Despite a trio of Georgia linguists (including 

herself and Stephenson) listening to the taped responsest she admits that "It 

was not always easy to tell whether a glide was present or not. " (1981: 75). 

There were In between sounds such as 'a palatal AP as In Etun] or 'a 

fronted /u/1 as In EnUdl. If a majority decision by the troika was not 

reached, the response was excluded. Other exclusions were for a subject 

missing out a word; or mispronunciation, as In Idjutt) for duty or EdAn] for 

duna Just under 3% of responses ware rejected. AffrIcates were not a 

problem. There was only a single Instance. "That response was ... rejected 

since It represents a different direction of sound change. " (loc c1t), However 

In the present Investigation such variants bulked Large In the alveolars, 
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It I to Results and conclusions ofprevious aWirical wor* 

The conclusions of both Stephenson 1970 and Phillips 19810 despite 

the small scale on which they were conducted, appeared to tend support to 

the betLef that In the American south, the glide was In decline. More 

detailed examination by Pitts revealed that the situation was not so simple. 

"What makes this particular sound change unusual Is that It appears 
to be reversing Itself among some groups of -speakers even while 
others are adopting it". (1986: 131) 

The solution seemed to tie In the realm of prestige, In a different setting 

results with a more Linguistic Interpretation were arrived at by both 

Horvath and Trudglti$ as welt as in the context of social correlates. 

4141 Stephenson 1970 

The resutts of Stephenson which relate variants to origin and age, 

are glven in table 41-06. 

Table 41-06 
Stephenson 1? 70 Results: tokens and percentages 

4 91 Ide gt Ida 

southern: 16 otder 36 (75%) 12 (25%) 
southern: 20 young 33 (55%) 27 (45%) 

non southern., 81( 7%) 23 (93%) 

(1) southerners In the USA retalned the qtIde more than northeners. 

(2) older students used the glide more than younger students. There 

were urban Influences on those older speakers using ungtided forms. 

This led Stephenson to conclude that southern Ejul was on the wane. 
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"On the basis of this evidence I venture to predict that within 2 
generations, or about 50 years, pronunciations ilke ltjun] wIlL be 
virtually nonexistent". (op 0000). 

For a relatively small sample size (n = 44) and an'absotutely small number 

of types (k = 3), conclusions must be tentative. I carried out a XZ test Just 

on southerners, which produced a value of 4.462. For vaI this is 

significant at the 5% level, and supports his conclusion about gilding and 

age. Since the linguistic contexts were Limited, any differences must be 
0 

attributed to non linguistic factors. 

4142 PhilliPs 1961 

PhliLlps conctuded that the ioss of the gilde Is sImILar to other 

sound changes which have been Investigated with relation to word frequency 

In that It has spread by phonetic analogy and It occurs "where memory falls" 

(citing Anttlla 1972: 101). This applies when the gildetess form becomes the 

default form EPJSl. Following Cooley 1978, Phillips supports the view that the 

deletion of EJ] after coronai nasals and liquids was an attempt at 

stabilizing the phonotactic system, disrupted by the conversion of Elul to 

Ejul. It Is this effect on surface phonetic constraints and surface phonemic 

contrasts that distinguishes the loss of the glide from some other sound 

changes. There is a surface phonemic distinction between pronunciations with 

ind without the glide. Phillips suggests that the average southern speaker is 

conscious of 2 alternatives. Some words have the choice, others must only be 

pronounced without the glide. It Is the first kind, where an alternative 

exists which Is relevant here. If the word Is very familiar* a speaker Is 

more sure of himself. and Is therefore more Ilkety to produce a gilded 

pronunclattor, (being a southerner), If t-, ie word Is less frequent$ Its Is likely 

to be Less certain. At this stage Phillips Indicates the possibility of the 
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Enter individual variation of underlying representat tons. If a speaker takes 

the underlying representation of a Less familiar word to have (- gtidel. It 

wilt be pronounced ungt1ded. Conversely, If the underlying representation Is 

taken to be 1+ gttdel then a choice Is possible. Wtth words used Infrequently 

by a given Individual, he Is more Likely to forget which underlying 

representation Is 'correct'. There Is also the possibility of an Incomplete 

phonological lexical entry INS]. 'Correct' here means the representation which 

Is most Likely to exist In his lexicon. As a consequence, "the safest course 

Is obviously to pronounce the word without the gilde. 11 (Phillips 1981: 77). 

This Is because the ungLided pronunciation can be recognized as a form of 

the word, no matter what the underlying representation may be. 

This exposition raises some questions. What Is an average' southern 

speaker? Why, If the lexical category 1+ glide] tolerates both variants, does 

E- glide] only permit the ungtided form? What are the factors which 

distinguish the lexical categories? Are the factors simply lexical, to the 

exclusion of other Linguistic factors. These questions are not resolved by 

Phillips. Instead she concentrates on the rote of communication In sound 

change. 

She maintains that this, and the significance of surface phonemic 

distinctions, clarifies why EJ] Is Lost first In the least frequently used 

words. Her method of demonstrating the proposition was to divide the words 

Into frequency groups (which seem to be based on a Logarithmic scale of 

powers of ten). The words which fell Into each group had their tokens for 

911deiessness added and then averaged to provide the group frequency In 

column three In table 41-07. Wte that all her words Involve jnitial 

syttablkes. Column 3 Ind. 'cates that the tower the frequency, the greater Is 

the level of glide deletion. There Is no calculation of correlation between 
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frequency and glidetessness for IndIvIdual words. In additton as PJS has 

noted, the percentage of monosyllabic words In each set also Increases faIrty 

systemat Ica I ty. 

Table 41-07 
Glide deletion and word frequency (after Phillips 1981) 

Frequency per Words In the group Group Group 
million tokens average range 

0-(I nude, Tudor, tuber, tunic, dues 74.4 61-95 
neutron, duty, tubs, dude 

I-( 10 nutrient, tutor, duet, duke, dune 71,8 61-86 
durable, tulip, nuisance, neutral, 
nucleus 

10 -( 100 Tuesday, numerous, tune, duty, 6011 51-68 
numeral, due. tube 

101 - 500 know, during 5415 46-63 

) 500 new 43.0 43 

Some comments on the construction of the corpus she used as a 

basis, are necessary. The American Heritage Word frequency book (Carrott, 

Davies & Richman 1971) was based on Samptes of schooL texts used In grades 

3 to 9. For this reason It was considered more relevant for comparisons 

Involving the school based participants used In the present study. A total of 

86,741 word types was found In the 5,088j721 tokens sampled by the American 

Heritage (AH) researchers. After excluding 35.079 hapaxes, numerals and 

numeric fractions, this leaves about 50,000 types with more than a single 

occurrence. Carroll et at (OP C1t-'xxxlx) explain that the definition of a type 

employed In their corpus is a strhg of graphic characters bounded at each 

end by space. This definition has the effect of considerably Increasing the 
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number of types compared with those classified as dictionary entries. A word 

occurring at the beginning of a sentence (and consequently capitalized) Is 

counted separately from the same word without an upper case Initial. Plurals, 

possessives and compounds are treated In the same manner. The authors 

defend this approach (loc cit. -fn 0 by claiming that 

"there Is good reason to believe that the lognormal model, Is 
applicable, In principle, no matter how word types are defined. " 

Conversely what the AH frequencies do not do, Is to distinguish between 

parts of speech. A word like tune Is not counted separately for Its nominal 

and verbal functions. Both these points are of Importance. Inspection shows 

that Phillips used only the AH statistics relevant to the basic word form, eg 

duke. She ignored any contribution from dukes, duke's; Duke, Dukes, Duke's; or 

even dukedoln Her data were not based on the raw frequencies of the words, 

She used the statistic for the estimated frequency per million tokens (U), 

which Is derived from the raw frequency with an adjustment for dispersion 

over the 17 subject categories which the AH corpus used. It Is claimed by 

the authors of the word count that U better reflects the true frequency that 

may exist In a corpus of Indefinitely large size, 

As mentioned above, Phillips did not carry out an individual Lexical 

calcutatlon of correlation. But using her order of frequency, and the 

Individual word percentages of glide deletion, I calculated the Spearman rank 

correlation coefficient (r, ) for the 29 valid words, (out of 30). r, came to 

0.60. By combining the tokens for plurals, possessives and upper case 

Initials, I suspected that a better ind, tcatton of frequency may be 

established. I therefore combined the frequencies for the words Phillips 

tested (with the exception of nuclei on the grounds that It Is an Irregutar 

plural), and recalculated the Spearman statistic for the 29 Items, It came to 
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0.60, exactty the same as before. When this vatue was tested using the 2 

talt version of the Student t test (Ctarke & Cooke 1978). there Is 

significant evidence against the nutt hypothesis that there Is no rotation 

between the rankings, This Is corroborated by use of the D2 4T tabte 

(Langley 1968). The conclusion of Phillips with respect to frequency appears 

to be confirmed. 

In addition I examined the rank corretation for the three aiveolars 

separately. The results were 

r�, = 0.66 

r, t ra 0.46 

r,, i 12 0.30 

While the individual coefficients are necessarily not as significant as those 

for the compiete word tist, due to the smatter number of Items, the 

differences suggest that each PC will benefit from separate analysis. 

4143 Pitts 1986 

Phillips had concluded that "The unmlstakeabLe pattern Is that the 

Least frequently used words have been the most susceptible to change. " (Op 

c1t. 75), This conclusion was not to go unchallenged. Pitts was unable to 

conf Irm t he findings of Phillips 1981 with regard to frequency. Nor was she 

able to establish a coherent pattern of glide dropping In her 19 most 

frequently occurring Items. The proper noun tkws and the common noun news 

were ungtided just under 40% of the time, the adjective now was glideless 

59% (cf Phillips 43%), and In the name Ww York this reached 80%. Pitts 

admits that her figures may be biased by the greater frequency of the words 

new, news, since they comprise tAmost 3/5 of the entire sample. Their gilded 

versions alone amount to 1/3 of the sample. While she found no coherent 
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pattern of Lexical diffusion, the glide may be associated with those 

particular words which serve as a symbol of the self image of the media, to 

which the glided pronunciation tends a respectable formality. 

Native southern announcers had a glideless probability factor of 

0,30; the figure for northerners was 0.70. The trend towards gt1delessness in 

the south was being accelerated by younger speakers (Stephenson 1970 and 

Phillips 1981). When the announcers are broken down by sex, females are more 

ready to drop It. Their figure Is 0.56 as opposed to 0.44 for males. The 

dIfference between black and white speakers was not statistically 

s Lgn If icant. 

Pitts maintained that the PCs did not play a distinguishing role. She 

does not provide a breakdown of the distribution of tokens. But her 

conclusion may be treated with some degree of circumspection In view of the 

differences between the numbers recorded for each environment. I have 

calculated (§4133) that the 19 most frequent types represent 3323/3704 

tokens (le 90% of all recorded occurrences), The data for /n/ cover 80% of 

these frequent tokens-, /t/ 10%; /d/ 8%; and /st/ 3%. The remaining 78 (or 87 

depending on how they are counted) types recorded only 381 occurrences 

between them. 

The eLabaorate system of stress patterns did reveal some structure. 

Monosyllabic, Iambic and anapestic words (where the stress fatip on the. f Inal 

or only syllable), have a greater tendency to preserve the glide when the 

fInaL syllable contains the Cul. Conversely the glide was most likely to be 

lost from an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable, as In 

nutritlom What may be as Important here Is the position of the syllable In 

the word. In any case the value of her conctusims Is diminished by the 

Inconsistencies In the a llocation of Items to groupings. 
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The expected effects of word frequency were being disturbed In 

broadcast speech by something else. In the constraint designated register, 

there were six categories which distinguished between national and local 

versions of news, advertisements and Interviews. The seventh was for public 

broadcasting. The figures for news and advertising demonstrated a surprising 

discrepancy (op cit., 135). The local southern stations appeared to be 

promoting the Loss of the glide. On the other hand the probabilities for 

Interviews showed little difference between national (0.67) and local (0.70). 

Pitts concluded that speakers with less social power or prestige appeared to 

be more Inclined to glide loss. She suggested that women and local southern 

stations Interpreted the gLidetess forms as being progressive, simply because 

they were not typical of southern speech, which had the aura of being 

oLdfashloned, 

What was more difficult to account for was the adoption of the 

glide by the more prestigious groups. Both northern and national broadcasters 

were either retentive or Innovative In the use of the glide, This was 

attributed to a different kind of prestige. Northerners, Pitts suggested, may 

perceive use of the gilde, not simply as a southern feature, but primarily as 

an elegant variant which Is appropriate to the format medium of 

broadcasting, (it Is apparently favoured by elocution teachers In both north 

aCnd south, but even this can not dissuade people from using It). The 

sentiment is sufficiently strong to offset the official preference for the 

glIdetess forms, evident In the handbook of pronunciation used by the 

National Broadcasting Corporation. Unlike Trudglit 1974, Pitts did not carry 

out a survey of attitudes toward the use and perception of the glide. The 

idea of elegance may also be associated with what Pitts calls 'the 

prestigious British accent' (op cit: 137). As she Identifies this with gilding 

. 
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after /s/ and occasionally /1/, she Is presumabLy referring to RP. She 

exemptifies with a pair of (unrelated) advertisements: for a set of leather 

bound volumes on the Amertcan Erevoltiu0n], and an&Lgestc Elkxpsju: tzl. 

The regional flip flop whereby many southerners are degttdtng white 

some northerners are beginning to glide, Is attrIbuted to the fact that both 

variants are prestigious, but to different groups of speakers for different 

reasons. The omisslon of the glide Is valued by those only recently gaining a 

place In broadcasting - women, blacks and local southern announcers. The 

glide Itself Is being propagated by the better and Longer established white 

nonsouthern mate announcers. It must be emphasized that this obtains In a 

limited set of words only. It Is here that the sound change is being 

reversed: but the frequency of those Items gives them a disproportionate 

stylistic impact. A broader spectrum of words and preceding consonants was 

examined In England. 

4(144 Trudgill 1974 

In addition to ciass differentiation, what was of Interest to 

TrudgILL was the minor nature of the stylistic variation, a finding 

corroborated In my Investigation. ED did' not depend for Its frequency of 

occurrence simply on social class or social context. It also depended on the 

initial consonant (since In the Items he used, the PC was always word 

Initial), and to some extent on the lexical Item itself. A feature of his 

enquiry was the self evaluation t est. The 30 subjects were presented with a 

List of 12 items. They first read them aloud as a word list. Then they were 

asked to Indicate on a chart which pronunciation - with or without the, glide 

- most closely resembled the way In which they normally said the word. 

Trudglit dIvIded the Informants Into 2 groups. Those usIng 50% or more (j] 
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were considered to be qUde users., those with less than 50% were catled non 

users. His figures arf) In tabLe 41-08 showing that most Informants were 

accurate. But while TrudgIll had expected a degree of over reporting, 40% of 

glide users claimed to use what he saw as the tower status, non prestige, 

unglided variant. 

Table 41-08 
Self evaluation of Ime In Norwich (Trudgiii 1974) 

% of Informants and glide use 

claimed not claimed 

actual glide users 60 40 
actual non users 16 84 

When the subjects are classified by sex, Mates are much more accurate than 

females (Table 41-09). The other difference between the sexes ties. In the 

fact that If Inaccurate, mates under report, white femaLes over report. 

Table 41-0? 
Reporting of tune in Norwich (Trudgitt 1974) 

percentage of Informants 

total mate female 

over reporting 13 0 29 
accurate 80 94 64 
under reporting 7 6 7 

:::::::: S:: s 

TrudgliL concluded that at a' subconscious or private level, mates were 

disposed. to use non standard forms. ' If it Is true that Informant$ perceive 

speech In terms of the norms they are aiming att, then for Norwich mates the 
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feeling of group solidarity takes precedence over social status, (untess 

group solidarity implies and Includes social status). The reason why females 

over report, according to TrudgILI, Is that they wish they did use the more 

statusful variant, or feel they are expected to, and therefore believe they 

do. When age was examined, younger speakers were more accurate than older. 

The conclusions may be Less useful than stated, since the use of the 

more format pronunciation normaLly associated with word Lists, may not 

reflect usage In casual or normal style, which Is what the subjects were 

asked to compare. The cutoff proportion of 50% to divide the Informants Into 

2 groups provides a clear cut division. But If there had been three 

groupings, say 2 extremes at 25% or below and 75% or above, with a middle 

group of more variable users, more specific Information may have been 

ascertained. 

4145 Horvath 1985 

Horvath shows that of the three tingulstic factors she examined, 

stress is the most Important; a consonant In an unstressed syllable Is more 

tikety to be patatatized. Of the others, stops are palatalized more than 

continuants (and not consonants as her page 115 states); and that voicing 

favours patataLtzatton. The first conclusion needs to be Interpreted with 

circumspection. The stops included word Initial types, and these are more 

prone to coalescence. Her results are In table 41-10, (The original result 

percentages have not been given correct to significant figures. Only the 

first pair of digits of a percentage have been stated, with no allowance 

made for rounding upwards. Thus for coalescence In stressed syllables, 

1071548 20% (2sf) aind not 19%. 1 have lndlc&ted these small discrepancies 
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in both tables by quoting the origInal figures followed by +. No substantial 

dIfferences are Invotyed. ) 

Table 41-10 
Horvath - analysis of coalescence: linguistic factors 

Factor and contribution Coalesced Total Percent 

stress 
stressed 0,34 
unstressed 0.66 

manner 
continuant 0.41 
stop 0.59 

voicing 
voiced 0.57 
voiceless 0.43 

Totals 

107 546 19+ 
203 427 47+ 

7? 427 18 
231 S46 42 

123 327 37+ 
147 648 28+ 

310 975 32 

eased on Horvath (1985: 116) 

Horvath says she Is In a position to modify rule C&H 121 (given in §4112) by 

adding a reference to articulation and voicing, making the variable rule H1. 

(M) PalatatIzatlon of /t dsV., the Horvath modification 

+ + + 
son] rantd cont -back] cons r+cor 

str +voice) -voc 
s 

r(-stress)] 

cons 

Horvath also tested social factors, Table 41-11 gives her results. 

All the social factors are significant except perhaps for socioeconomic 

class. However age produces a lower Xa statistic than class, (Xam 1: 3.486 

compared with Xa. = MID, She Interprets her results socially to Indicate 

that palatalization is more frequent among mates, Angtos and teenagers, and 

disfavoured by the middle class. For comparisons with the present surveyo Ve 
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Horvath data has to be converted In Line with the more restricted social 

correlates examined here. (95212). 

Table 41-11 
Horvath - anaLysis of coalescence: social factors 

Factor and contribution Coalesced Total Percent 

sex 
mate 0.64 177 460 42+ 
female 0.36 113 515 21+ 

age 
adult 0.3? 5? 223 26 
teenager 0.61 2Si 752 33 

othnicity 
Angto 0.64 166 46S 354 
Italian 0.38 58 243 23+ 
Greek 0.46 86 267 32 

class 
middle 0.40 90 348 25+ 
working up 0.53 108 321 33+ 
working to 0.57 112 306 36+ 

Totals 310 975 32 

Based on Horvath M85: 116) 

4146 London 

London, as Wells (19824,301) reminds us, Is the linguistic centre of 

gravity of England. He maintains that Its working class accent Is nowadays 

the most Influential source of phonological Innovation In the country. 

(Compare the opinion of Strang 1970 on the position of Liverpool In the 

1960s), Cockney (like Scouse) constitutes the basitectal end of the 

metropolitan accent continuum. Wells describes the most striking phonetic 

characteristics of Cockney as the shifted diphthongs and the extensive use 
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of the gLottat stop. There are phenomena relating to the palatal glide, but 

they are not as salient as those just mentioned. The glide Is retained 

everywhere In London after /p bV 9/, and Is extremely common after /m f k/O 

with Sivertsen 1960 In her study of elderly Cockney women reporting sporadic 

dropping in this trio. Where RP has an alveolar plus glide, as with Ad n/, 

Cockney traditionally exhibits yod dropping. Wells reports that comments on 

the prevalence of this type of pronunciation In London are to be found from 

the 18c onwards, and cites Matthews 1938 and Sivertsen 1960 as accepting 

glide Loss here as the contemporary Cockney norm. Since then a development 

appears to have taken place with A d/. There seems to have been a switch In 

popular London speech towards yod coalescence. Evidence comes from the work 

of Beaken 1971 and Bowyer 1973. They found no cases of yod dropping after 

/t/ or /d/. In the case of Beaken, his Investigation of primary school 

children was based on a school close to Bethnal Green, where Sivertsen had 

carried out her survey. Beaken reported that the typtcaL pronunciation of 

words such as tune, due, was with Ed- 3-1, both word Initial. The only variant 

was the alternative with yod. This was seen as being elegant. GLmson 1980 

also regards the variant with /j/ as being more carefutý deliberate and 

formal. It has been observed by Welts that people are aware of the fact that 

yod coalescence is stigmatized to some extent. This has led to the use of 

tMe hypercorrected forms EtJ 0 In chew, June The hint of a non linguistic 

correlative Is taken further In Bowyer. Here adults In a prosperous south 

London suburb were allocated to four social groups, It was reported that 

tune commonly had ELI] for the Lower social groupsl and varied between M-1 

and ItJ-3 for the upper groups, with no cases of glide dropping. In a study 

of a single farTILy of east Londoners over three generations. Hurford 1967 

referred only to the variation between the coalesced EV and bare Et) In tune 

0 
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etc. This variation may have been related to age In view of the previous 

remarks, but Hurford suspecteo that It was Lexically conditioned, a useful 

Indicator for the present study. For the nasal, Bowyer reported that for new, 

the ungilded form was restricted to the lower groups, and even with them 

was not the dominant variant, which was still (nj-3. 

Wells was not sure why yod coalescence was displacing yod droppIng 

as the broad Cockney norm, He considers it to have been an unusually abrupt 

switch. But the size of the capital may provide a clue. The coalesced forms 

have been attested In south London from at least the beginning of the 20c. 

They may have spread from there, for whatever reason, by whatever process, 

to displace the typically east Anglian forms with bare Et- d-1. 

4150 Conclusion 

It can be seen from the theoretlcal and the empiricat Investigattons 

of the palatat gtlde or Its concomitant variants that a varlety of features 

(Linguistic and noniinguLsttc) have been monitored and examined to see If 

they were able to explain why certain variants prevailed. Some of these 

features were to prove useful and necessary In the present enqulry, How 

these previous studies affected the choice of explanatory variables and 

comparison with them, wilt be discussed In the next section. 

0 
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4200 Proposals: potential explanatory variables 

FoLtowing the presentation of the conciuslons of other researchers 

into the /Cju/ sequence, I shail now coordinate their constraints, and 

establlsh the explanatory varlabLes to be Investigated in this enquiry. 

Table 42-01 
Possible factors affecting production of variants 

PHONOLOGICAL AND PHONETIC 

1 preceding consonants Tr Ho Ba 
consonant clusters Pi Jo Ba Co Fo 
position & number of syllables 88 Jo 
stress of relevant syllable Be Ba Pi Ho Fo Jo C&H 
stress pattern In word Jo Pi 
syllabification U 
manner of articulation Ho We Ba 
voicing Ho 

LEXICAL 

I word frequency 
2 lexical conditioning 
3 shared morpheme 

STYLISTIC 

I register or formality 
2 cultured voice 

NONLINGUISTIC 

Ph Pi 
Hu UH KIM 
Jo 

Tr Pi 
pi Be 61 

I class or social status Tr Ho Be BO 
2 prestige or solidarity Pi Tr 
3 chronological age St Ph Pi 7r No 
4 sex PI Tr Ho 
5 ethnicity PI Ho 
6 geographical origin McD St PI 
7 educational level MCC 

::::::: ::; 
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Four groups of variables may be distinguished. They are Listed In 

table 42-01 together with a code for the researchers, as fo I Lows. 

Sa Bailey Fo Fowler Jo Jones PI Pitts 
Be Beaken Gi Gimson MCC MCCAtium St Stephenson 
Bo Bowyer Ho Horvath McD McDavid Ir Trudgill 
CO Cooley Hu Hurford Ph Phillips We Wells 
C&H Chomsky KbM Grath 

A Haile & McDavid 

4201 The nature of explanation 

Kaplan 1965 has complied a taxonomy of types of noncausat 

explanation. Among them are what he refers to as mathematicai 

general Izat tons (op cit. 148), In which a quantity Is formulated as a 

mathematical function of some other. These may be predictive, but according 

to Lass 1980, are not 'CtasSiCatLy' causal. Lass suggests that the studies 

associated with soclotinguistic varlationtsts come Into this category of 

mathematical genera I Izat tons. White they provide significant additions to our 

awareness and understanding of the social functioning of language, the 

connections they reveal are not strictly explanatory. Lass argues that none 

establishes a causat nexus between any social factor and the actuation of 

change or the selection of any particular variant, What they do Is to 

describe the particular social uses that existing variants may be put to; how 

they come to serve some Indexical function within a speech community; and 

how they create mathematical formulations of rules which may be said to 

govern the distribution and deployment of variants. They are descriptive 

rather than explanatory. Lass has concentrated here on soclotingutstic 

variables, but he had also Included IntrallngulstIc covartation In this 

scheme. Clearly Loss propounds a more rigorous Idea of explanation than is 

accepted by others. Patsman 1987 for example, argues for the attractlors. of 

a realist view of the nature of linguistics as opposed to a positivist or 
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Idealist standpoint, basing his contentions on the work of Shaskar 1975, 

1979. A Less rigid concept of cause and explanation wilt permit a distinction 

between internal and external variables, on the grounds that there Is a more 

Intimate connection between variants and the former, even If this connection 

Is not necessarily causal. 

In this thesis the explanatory variables Inf tuencing choice of 

variant, are Linguistic. This Is not to deny the place of non linguistic 

factors, but I feel that more extraneous factors while being capable of being 

correlated with change and choice, and as such providing a non causal 

explanation, are not causal In the sense of the word used by Lass 1980. 

Linguistic factors operate more transparently on actuation of change and 

selection of variant (except perhaps in the case of Is zA For my purposess 

the variables In the table were pruned since some were not relevant or had 

been found wanting. 

4210 All preceding consonants 

The preceding consonant has been the most convenient feature to use 

to make an initial distinction between (near) categorical and variable usage 

of a varlant. It can serve to Identify my minIvarlables. The first area In 

the empirical testing Is to ascertain (or confirm) the gilding status of each 

of the 17 PCs. Then to see how Liverpool compares with RP, and following 

Battey 1977, to compare any hierarchy of preceding consonants with his, 

Previous research had focused on those Ks where there is generally a binary 

choice of variants. Since this does not always apply to British English, I 

shall mcke a4 part dIstInctIcn MAW. 

A consonant cluster Usually operates phonotactic constraints which 
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preclude the use of a gilde. Cooley 1978, Fowler 1926. Rockey 1973 and Roach 

1980 have Listed some phonetic subenvIronments, and Jones was aware of /CL/, 

but only Pitts 1986 has specifically Looked at the place of /st/ within the 

/t/ environment, I shall report on the effects of such clusters, and how they 

affect the status of at PC. 

4220 Variable PCs and lexical Items 

Having estabilshed the main areas of varlabltltý In the Ks, we then 

need to Investigate the reasons for that variability. The following points 

were designed with the 4 coatescents /t dsV, and /it in mind. Suspecting 

that the distribution of the gttde is not Influenced by phonetic or 

phonological factors atone, attention will also be directed towards sets of 

lexicat items. 

4221 Manner of articulation and voicing 

For the coalescents, I shatt took at the conctuslons of Battey 1977, 

together with the f IndIngs of Horvath 1985 that the stops A d/ promote 

coalescence more than the continuants /s z/*. similarly with voiced rather 

than volceLess consonants. In addition the lexIcat distribution of the three 

variants needs to be investigated, 

4222 Syllables and words of similar phonological sh" 

The suggestion of Salley 1977, that polysyllabic words are more 

disposed to glide production than monosyllabic words will be scrutinized. 

Increasing the number of sytiables ralses the possibility of interactions 

between stress and vowel quality and quantity. Battey also noted the 
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importance of word Initial position for glide toss, and this will be pursued 

here as well, in conjunction with syllabification. Specific words of a similar 

phonological shape like dilute and deluo; % (which are both bisyliablc, with 

the relevant syllable second and stressed), will be examined for differences 

In the proportions of glide use between words, groups and Individuals. 

0 
4223 Words of similar morphological shape 

As with the corresponding phonologicat category, words of the same 

morphological shape (eg dilution, solution) will be tested to see If the Level 

of gilding Is much the same, or If the proportions of glide use are 

significantly different. This had been alluded to by Jones 1956. Given the 

level of gliding In the base form -lude or -lutg It may carry over to 

derivatives Like -luted or -tution. An extension of this Idea was that 

similar morphemes may produce simlLar results. Some morphemes undergo 

internal change when derivatives are formed eg -lusicn There Is the 

possibility that particular morphemes may have their own patterns of 

behaviour, as Indeed Individual speakers may. 

4224 Frequency 

The relationship with word frequency In connection with A/ was 

alltuded to by Fowler 1965. Common words were more susceptible to gilds Loss 

than Less used words: salute with /tu/, and volute Aju/. The degrees of 

correlation between gilds Loss and word frequency wtU be catculated for PCs 

using the Spearman p measure of rank order correlation. They can be compared 

with the conclusions of Phillips 1981 and Pitts 1986. But In view of the 

drawbacks aisoclated with ccunts and their application, trying to relate 

glide Loss to word frequency alone Is akin to chasing a chimera (62324). 
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4225 Styilstic considerations 

Many varlabies In other studies have been found to be affected over 

the range of styles from format to Informal. Here In the A/ environment, 

three types of elicitation will be used: more gliding being tentatively 

associated with greater formality. But given the Low profits of glide 

awareness, there are not expected to be the significant differences like 

those recorded In some other linguistic variables. 

4226 Stress 

The singLe linquistIc feature whtch has occupled most researchers Is 

stress. I shall adhere to my distinction between coalescing and plain Ks, 

since the range and choice of variants necessitates separate analysis. In the 

case of the coalescents, the consensus of opinion shared by Chomsky & HaLLe 

1968, Bailey 1977, Fowler 1926 and 1965, Jones 1956 and Pitts 1986 Is that 

stress on the relevant syllable promotes glide deletion, while unstressed /u/ 

is variable. For plain consonants, unstressed syllables fluctuate between E+ 

glide] and E- glide], There is the influence of stress In contiguous syllables 

to be clarified. But other factors may be related. Among them, syllabification 

has not prevlousLy been subject to emptricat Investigation. 

4227 6yilabification 

Balley 1977 had drawn attention to this aspect, but his examptes of 

tautosytiabic consonants were ait word InItlat, and thIs may be an 

explanatory varlabLe In Itself (64222). 1 propose to Include cases where the 

tautosyllabIc consonants are &ISO word medlat. What witt be tested in a pair 

of conjecturer (Cl & C2) Is the broad distinction that for vartjbie K% 

haterosyliablclty is more favourable to gilding than tautosyliabicity. 
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Cl If the preceding syLiabLe (within the word) Is open, or If the K Is 

tautosylLabic (tricLuding word InItlat), then there Is less likeLlhood 

of a gtide occurring. 

eg lnter$lude post$lude Oluminous 

C2 if the preceding syLLabLe (within the word) Is ctosed, then there Is 

more scope for a gLide. 

eg aven$ue prel$ude 
jan$uary sol$uble 
gen$uine 

There is the danger of a circular argument, since the division between 

syllables can be difficult to distinguish (92110). 1 shall rely on those 

tokens with a slow or hesitant pronunciation, where the division Is dearcut. 

4226 The Informants 

So far, my proposals directly concern linguistic features. With 

regard to the speakers themselves, differences between the four groups over 

all environments will be analyzed to establish If any are significant. More 

glide dropping or coalescence, Is expected In the city centre school than In 

the suburbs. Older pupils are expected to be more conservative than younger, 
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4300 Procedures and methods 

In descrlblng the procedures and methods adopted before, during and 

after the Interviews, I have used the checklist In SchoLfield (in preparation: 

292-294, app 1). They will be considered under the following headings: 

participants (§4310); materlais used (94320); conduct of Interviews (04330); 

and scoring and quantitative technlques(94340). 

4310 ftrt IcIpants 

4311 Choice of subjects for pliot test 

The subjects for whIch the maln research was Intended were from 

secondary schools in Liverpool. It was not possible to arrange a pilot study 

In the city and It had to be carried out in and around Bangor, Those asked 

to take part (n = 4) were acquaintances$ aware of my connection with UCNW# 

that the research was something to do with pronunciation, and that payment 

was not Involved (In either direction). As It was of some Inherent Interest 

to have a comparison with speakers of dialects which are unallke In their 

overall use of the glide, the subjects In the pilot test (white all living in 

the vicinity of Bangor), originated In different parts of the British Isles, 

vIz a patr of volunteers from Suffolk, both mate and attached to the 

unlversity; Lancashire (historic county of), but with no specific Palatine 

glide, and Scotland (via Bath), both female. Ages ranged from the mid 

twenties to a figure approaching twice this. 
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4312 Choice of main participants 

The main study took place In Liverpool, where familiarity with the 

range of accents was useful, and where the cooperation of teachers In the 

schools proved to be Invaluable In selecting participants. The Instructions 

from the researcher to the organizing teacher emphasized the need to cover a 

wide range of abilities and attainments, In the sixth forms, the responsible 

teachers were asked to select on the basis of geographical distribution 

across Liverpool. Participants were to be restricted to pupils In their first 

year, or In the sixth form, covering the age ranges 11-12 and 17-19 years. 

The need to cause as Little Interruption or disturbance as possible to the 

schedules of each establishment was Important. Those pupils In the first 

year were from the catchment area surrounding each school. The sixth forms, 

being the remnants of the pre reorganization Intakes, had a more widespread 

distribution. The schools were socially contrastive. The city centre school 

had a working class preponderance, white the suburban school drew on a wider 

base. Subjects were not however chosen on the basis of soclo economic class. 

Within each school, the selection of pupils proceded an similar lines. The 

participants did not represent a random selection of the population, In the 

sense that each pupil in the relevant year had an equal chance of being* 

chosen. This may have been the case Initially, but towards the end of the 

selection procedureo It was necessary to redress any Imbalance that may have 

occurred with respect to the criteria mentioned above. The city contra school 

first year (Cl) provided 20 subjects; In the corresponding sixth form XV, n 

= 20. In the suburban school 21 were selected In the first year (SO, with 

16 taken from the sixth form (S6). This makes a grand total of 77 subjects. 
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4320 Materials used 

Of all the possible Ks, It had been decided to Investigate the /t/ 

environment In most detail, since It appeared to be the most Likely candidate 

for variation. Linguistically and nontlngulsttcalLy, lexically and socially, So 

the interview was designed to concentrate on and revolve around this 

covering 37 types. Alt the materials used In the Interview were originated by 

the researcher. They took the form of a reading passage together with a 

related set of 'comprehension' questions, and 2 word lists. These relatively 

formal Levels were employed, as both types and tokens were not sufficiently 

common In casual speech. 

4321 The word list for all PCs (IvL2) 

For the generat distribution of the gilds all 17 KS were 

represented. The number of Lexical Items for each was worked out In 

approximate accordance with the frequencies of occurrence of RP consonants 

calculated by Fry 1947, and cited In Glmson (1980, -217-218) and Crystal 

(1987065). Having reconverted the relative frequencies of the consonants 

being studied to percentages, the number of Items to be allocated to each K 

was then established. A total of k= 65 words was used. Each was given a 

number between 01 and 65, and a table of random numbers - was used to 

determine the place of each word in the list. As an Introductiont the List 

started with the names of the first 8 months. Further distractors were 

scattered In the List to make a total of 80 Items (app 7122). 

4322 The reading passage and ktl 

The reading passage concentrated on the elicitation of words for 
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/I/. More frequently occurring Items were the first choice. Then words with 

similar morphological and phonological shapes were added. They were woven 

Into the reading passage, entitled The evils of drink, (not based on Jeremiah 

25: 27 'Drink ye, and be drunken, and spue'). It was presented to the 

participants In printed form on 2 sheets of A4 paper (app, 7110). The 31 

Items were reeLicited as word List I (app 7121). 

4323 The comprehension questions 

To divert attention from the experimental content, In the pilot test, 

a distractor was contrived. It took the form of a number printed at the end 

of each line (n ( 4). This was pointed out to the subjects, and they were 

told that they were expected to took ahead and pause In their reading before 

the end of the line at the word Indicated by the number. The subjects were 

told that this was to see how far ahead they looked white reading, and how 

accurately they responded to the number stimulus, It served as a very 

efficient diversion, too efficient In fact, since It threatened to destroy any 

attempt at natural reading, Consequently changes were made, First. the 

numbers at the end of each Line were attered to coincide with more natural 

pauses In the passage. This was better in producing more connected readlný' 

and the coincidence was commented on. Second, the Idea was abandoned. It was 

felt that white adults may cope reasonably adequately with understanding and 

carrying out the instructions, the younger pupils may well experience 

difficulties. A different attempt to distract was Introduced. This took the 

form of a series of questions, They were ostensibly to test the 

comprehension abilities of the subject, but Intended to elicit In a different 

manner, most of the /t/ words In the reading passage. 

0 
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4330 Conduct of Interviews 

It was planned to conduct each interview on Identical lines, with 

identical instructions, Identical procedures, Identical tasks and In Identical 

conditions. This Implies a completely neutral Interviewer. But because 

subjects were not Identical, some deviations from the standard plan occurred, 

They wILL be explained In the appropriate sections below. In any case, social 

formality may be Impossible to measure (Reid 1978). 

4331 Locations for Interviews 

ALI the Interviews took pLace during standard schoot hours. Work 

began In the city Centre school with the younger group, then those In the 

older group were Interviewed. Later the suburban school was visited. The 

younger pupils were seen In the lower buildings In Childwalt, and the sixth 

formers were recorded In the upper school In Wootton. It had been hoped to 

use the same room In each building for Mt members of a group. This was 

Impossible. Rooms varied In size and suitability. Their sizes ranged from 

small offices to classrooms, to libraries, to assembly halls. Nor was it 

always possible to ensure Insulation from the everyday activities of school 

Life, The sounds of modern Interactive teaching techniques occasionally 

Impinged on the recordings, as did the more erratic sounds of playground 

noise. Rather more distracting were the sound of a lawn mower cutting the 

grass Immediately outside the classroom In the city centre school-, or In the 

suburban lower school, Interviewing In the halt extension white a singing 

lesson was In progress In the main part. There was an Inevitable reduction 
0 

in the quality of Cle recordings and subsequent Impediments In 

Interpretation. But they did provide a source of amusement for interviewer 
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and intervIewee. While this helped to make the occasion seem less formidable 

for some, it did mean that not att Levels of formailty were as controtted as 

antEcipated. 

The standard procedure was for each subject to be recorded singiy 

with no onlookers. This was adhered to rigidly with the exception of the 

occasion when a subject was Interviewed In the presence of the 2 next 

candidates. (it occurred Just before a changeover of Lessons, from which the 

subjects had been abstracted, and was Intended to reduce disruption). I also 

suspect that In group S6, some discussion of the Interviews took pLace 

between participants, resuLtLng In possible cotiuslon. 

4332 Recording equipment 

The tape recorder used in the Lnterviews was a Marantz superscope 

CD 320, from the phonetics Laboratory of the Department of Linguistics in 

UCNW Bangor. It was used In conjunction with a separate microphone, which 

was usuatLy attached to the jacket or tie of the subject. The Interviews 

were recorded using Agfa LNX 90 tapes; these permitted up to 45 minutes 

recording, sufficient for 3 Interviews, each side. 

4333 Plan of Interview 

Ali the interviews were conducted by the researcher, The reason for 

his presence was given to prospective participants as his Interest In 

recording samples of their reading. Subjects were not told the specific 

purpose of the research, nor Indeed that this was Involved. Some subjects had 

to be reassured that It was not a test of reading ability, In a few cases It 

was necessa, y to e; xplaln that nobody else was going to -listen to their 

recording. 
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When each subject came Into the room they were asked to sLt down 

and put their name on a list. At the end of the Intorview, I entered opposite 

the name, from the tape counter, the pair of three digit numbers Indicating 

where each Interview began and finished. This was misinterpreted by a 

subject in the suburban upper school. He added after his name his telephone 

number and then his address. Isaiah (53: 6) begins 'Alt we like sheep... '. Most 

of the rest followed his example. 

After putting on the microphone, subjects were presented with the 

reading passage. They did not see the material prior to this. Before they 

were asked to read it in their usual voice, they were told that after they 

finished reading, they were going to be asked some questions on its content. 

The cassette recorder was then switched on. Each subject was asked to say 

his name. After the recording levels had been checked, they were told to 

begin. This procedure progressed according to plan in most cases. 

After the reading, the comprehension questions were given orally. 

The order of the 21 questions was arranged to elicit the Items sequentially. 

This strict format was not always adhered to. The reasons for It being 

thwarted were that firstly, some subjects extended their replies so that they 

anticipated Items to be elicited by subsequent questions, In such a case 

those questions were omitted. Secondly, subjects over &it 4 groups, were 

unable to remember some of the Items required. At first they were prompted 

by ancillary questions, or directed to took at the relevant paragraphs. Since 

the hesitations appeared to make some of the younger pupils In the first 

school apprehensive, It was decided to tell subsequent subjects that they 

were allowed to took at the sheets for the words. This became counter 

productive In that Cie resp, )nses consisted in a reading of the relevant 

sentence, as opposed to a more spontaneous elicitation. 
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When the questions were finished, informants were asked if they 

noticed anything about the kind of words they used In their rusponses. This 

was to see If they had spotted the real purpose of the task. They were then 

presented with the /I/ word list (WO). After this they were given the 

passage again and encouraged to read It in what they considered to be their 

poshest or broadcasting voice. The final Item was the longer panconsonantat 

word list (WL2). At the end they were thanked for their cooperation, and the 

tape recorder was switched off. 

4340 Quantitative techniques 

The quantitative analysis of language this century may be divided 

Into four phases. First there was the use of numerical methods In word 

counts and In quantifying relations between words, Such were the approaches 

used by Zipf 1932 In connection with word frequency; Swadesh, and 

Gudschinsky 1956 with gtottochronology to measure the extent to which 

languages have diverged from a common source, using the technique of 

texicostatistics; or the techniques which Fucks 1956 offered for measuring 

word formation, The use of statisicat techniques for hypothesis testing was 

often coupled with a more Informed awareness of the different methods of 

selecting population samples. When these samples were of people they were 

selected with a view to using socioeconomic features to account for 

linguistic variants (In the strong version), or to correlate with them (In 

the weaker form), More sophisticated approaches were developed. As Naro 

o980: 159) observed "The central empIrIcal problem for variation theory Is 

how to disentangle the data. " So c, imputer programs were devised to cope with 

the increasingly complex Interrelationships between increasIng numbers of 
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explanatory parameters. In particular the varbruL programs (Sankoff 1978) 

were Initiated and extended. In the 1980s, models and methods from other 

disciplines were borrowed, The mathematical technique of principal components 

analysis used by Horvath 1985 (and further explained In Horvath & Sankoff 

1987), removes a defect of earlier attempts to I Ink variation to 

predetermined extra linguistic correlates, With this newer approach, speakers 

are grouped primarily on their linguistic behaviour. Only after this has been 

done are nontIngulstic parameters Included. A similar technique Is that of 

cLuster anaitysis (See Scholfleld 1987). 

There has been a reaction against the excessive emphasis on 

quantitative models and methods, and the development of computer assisted 

analysis (to the exclusion of ail else). Among others Romaine 1982a does not 

accept that there Is anything In the nature of language which entails a 

descriptlon of It in terms of a variable rule or other such formal expression 

of quantitative relations. There was an increasing t1keilhood in the 

devetopment of these technicatly more Ingenious statistIcal devices, that 

some practitioners were In danger of going out of their depth In, for them, 

the uncharted waters of advanced statistical analysis. A similar comment may 

be applied to retatlvety unadvanced techniques of presentation of results and 

testing of hypotheses. In order to provide some assistance for linguists, 

textbooks such as Butter 1985, Woods et at 1986, and L Milroy 1987 have 

appeared, wlth Scholfteld Qn preparatton). 

4341 Scoring and test (nq 

The quantItatIve methods used In this Investigation are 

--comparativety simple. This Is partty to evoic'. failing Into the traps outtined 

above, but LargeLy because the nature of the data and Its manner of 
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collection did not necessitate complex methods, The participants were not 

chosen on a rigid sampling basis; they were not intended to be deliberately 

representative of their age groups, Consequently descriptive rather than 

predictive or inferential statistics are used. 

Scme researchers have had no probtems wlth scorIng for phonotogicat 

variables and their phonetic variants. Problems can emerge In 2 main areas: 

social significance and In the effect of direction on the phonetic criteria. I 

shatt consider these separately. First, social significance. Many of the LVs 

chosen for early work In the field of variation were selected Largely on the 

basis of an a priorl connection with social stratification, so that the data 

gathered neatly provided empirical evidence of the relationship t>etween a 

specific variant and a given Level of class. Even when Romaine 1975 

Interprets social reality' as referring to the way In which people make 

judgements about social classification and the prestige of particular 

variants, the resolution of the problem still exists as far as the glide Is 

concerned. Since Romaine was Investigating Us which were selected because 

of their social significance, such as the gtottat stop, (Ing), (au) and W, 

she was able to Incorporate the cilne of approval into her scoring system. A 

linear scale for both components (variants and class) with a direci 

relationship between each, was convenient to calculate and Impressive to 

display graphically, This was &It the more so when social class particulartyl 

and linguistic variants sometimes, were treated as being discrete. I did not 

attempt a socially based scale for scoring, 

The other problem, that of phonetlc Interpretatlon, has a dual 

aspect. The first concerns the phonological status of the gilds; the second 

Invaives petatalization. The distinction between discrete and continuous 

variants Is generally made on the basis of the consonantal or vocalic quality 
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of a phone. Consonantal variants are more readily Interpreted as discrete, 

Vocalic variants, as for Instance Trudgilt 1974 and Norwich (a), may be 

divided into arbitrary stages, providing a compact set of variants. Given a 

large degree of consistency In transcription on the part of the researcher, 

this allocation of variants may be considered acceptable for the purposes of 

scoring. Glides are usually taken as having an Intermediate (if variable) 

status between consonants and vowels. But when considered In conjunction 

with categorical PCs such as /f v r/, the Implication of discreteness Is 

reflected In the clearcut distinction which exists on an aural Level, between 

presence and absence of the glide. When It comes to other PCs, the 

distinction is not as dichotomous, This second aspect revolves around 

patataLization, and the Implications for the direction of the scale. The 

variants are Less discrete. Ads z/ have phonemic coalescing variants, 

Other consonants like /h n/ have nonphonemic palatalized versions In (q] and 

MI. White E+ 9LIdel and [- glide] can be seen (and heard) as belonging to the 

same dimension, palatalization complicates the issue. 

4342 Quantifying the variants to Incorporate coalescence 

In this work coalescence was first Interpreted as an extension 

beyond consonant plus glide. A three part system of scoring was originally 

considered. 

poInts varlants 

0 1- gI Ide) 
I (+ gtldel 
2 coalesced 

The allocation of 2 points for a coalesced consonant simply obscured the 
0 

effect of the jLlded veriant. Groups In the city centre scored more than the 

suburban groups, despite the fact that their Levels of gilding were less. 
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From a phonetic standpoint, coalescence may be regarded as lying 

beyond [+ glide]. It can also be argued that palatalization does not 

Incorporate a phonetic glide [j]. Consequently a Linear scale from E- glide] 

to 1+ glide] on to coalesced, puts Lack of glide at different ends of the 

spectrum. The second approach concentrated on the presence of the glide or 

otherwise, (le glide drop or coalescence), with 2 points used on the scale. 

poInts vartants 

(- gilde) or coalesced 
E+ 9L Idel 

This approach captures the essential emphasis on glide presence 

serving to evaluate the variable amounts of glIdIng between groups and 

individuals. It was also useful In those cases affecting (nyu) particularly. 

where a tendency in a few Individuals towards a palatalized US) was possibly 

indicative of Incipient glide drop, 

4233 The Indices 

The idea of an overati Index of variation was conceived of, as a way 

of Identifying extreme individual speakers, and of providing a quantitative 

measure of gilding, At first the data for all PCs were combined Into a single 

Index. White this had the advantage of being representative, due to the near 

categorical nature of most PCs It had the disadvantages of fatting to 

discriminate satisfactorily between most participants, and of Identifying 

Individuals at either ends of the gilding spectrum, So It was decided to 

create an Index for the variable PCs. Because of the different range of 

variants for coalescing and plain Ks, these groupings were considered 

separately. The first plain index was based on both it/ and /n/. But even 

this smaller combined Index obscured Important differences In the levels of 
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gliding for the component PCs, as they are at opposite ends of the spectrum 

of glide toss. Finally a decision was made to create a separate Index for 

each of the plain mint variables, This separation had the advantage of 

factiltating a quantitative comparlson of group and individual levels of 

gilding. In addition the lexical basis of the Indices was modified so as to 

focus attention on the most discriminating or variable Items, 

4344 Lk. -a of variable words only 

In order to delete Less variable words from the Index the following 

approach was adopted. The 4 coalescing consonants potentially occurred In a 

total of 18 Items. Some of these exhibited more variation then others: some 

none. Using the overall figures, the predominant of the variants was 

selected. A percentage figure of 90% was chosen as the cutoff point. Ali 

words with a predominant variant below this percentage were considered as 

eligible for the Index. This reduction raises the question of the minimum 

number of tokens of a variable needed for reliable statistical analysis. 

Since the number Is less than ten, there is a strong Likelihood of random 

fluctuation. Consequently analytical conclusions are to be treated with 

caution. 

By exctudtng att categoricat and near categoricat Items, It was 

believed that a better measure of variability was capable of being achieved. 

There was however a difference In the range of types of elicitation used for 

each mint variable. The ityu) words were taken from the reading passage 

(twice), the responses to the questions, and the word list; that Is four 

occasions of elicitation, All the glided variants for a given Individual were 

counted. These were then expressed as a percentage of the total valid tokens 

for each speaker (excluding mispronunc tat Ions and misreadings). A 
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proportionat figure better reftects, the Incidence of glldlng rather than a 

simpie score. Thus the Index ranged from 0 to 100, with resuits given to 2 

significant figures. A simitar approach was adopted for (nyu). The difference 

here Is that the data were based on the singie eilcitation In the 

panconsonantat word List. The Indices were catcutated for each of the 77 

participants, for each of the 4 groups and for the giobat totat of subjects. 

4345 Use of components of Xx values 

For testing significance, use was made of the Xa test, White this ts 

a common approach, there Is an extension of Its use here. Since the 

calculations were done by hand, It was possible to note the size of the 

contributory components to the final statistic, derived from the cells for 

the 0-E values, Some of these components were more critical In their 

effects than others. Any which contributed approximately a third (or more) to 

the final statistic were noted and used to pinpoint the variant and/or group, 

primarily responsible for any significant difference, Without this, the flnak 

statistic only gives an Indication of the significance of the set of results, 

and not wherein that significance may be found. 
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4400 Problems in Interpreting the date 

In most cases the translation from sounds on tape to marks and 

scores on paper proved to be relatively uncomplicated. However the course of 

true Linguistically Orientated Vocabutary Experiments never did run smooth. 

4410 Aber-rant prmmlotions 

There were occasions when certain pronunciations suggested that the 

word was unfamiliar and a variety of aberrant pronunciations emerged from 

the tapes. My first classification led to difficulties In allocation. At the 

suggestion of my supervisor (PJS3, a more specific classification was 

undertaken. In this, a token Is allo cated objectively to a given group. 

Occasionally a subjective decision had to be made. This classification has 4 

categories. 

4411 use of a regular local variant 

The most prominent exampte invoLved the word aluminlum For many 

people in Liverpool this ends with the alveolar nasal 1-n] as opposed to the 

standard b1tablat E-ml. Other Indlvldual lexIcat Items had regular varlant 

pronunciations, (which are used elsewhere); both genuine and tribunal had 

orthographic <D pronounced as (at] and W. For most subjects. as Indeed for 

many RP speakers, february has Lost the first /r/ and Is now Efebjverl], But 

participants #41 and #84 used a Ewl glide. In addition comunal had an 

epenthetic Ell before the final syllable, but only In those cases where the 

stress was shifted forward. The shifting of stress In a wv*d, to the syllable 

after the standard position, Is a feature of Scouse, In the Interviews# 
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forward shifting of stress occurred In Impudent, prelude, salutary, deluge, 

communal. Examptes not In, the corpus are the use of adverltisement and 

maln'tainance, both InfLuenced by the verb, as they retain the verbat 

diphthong. A more cLaSsICat exampte coilected by the author was the use, 

when stopped by a traffic poticeman, of the form Epalffin n] for 'parthenom 

4412 Errors due to Ignorance of word 

It was clear from the readings of the passage and the Lists, that In 

both schools and even at both age Levels, some words were quite unfamiliar 

(as subject #7 commented), some were unusuato and many were unlikely to be 

part of an active vocabulary U42). This led to guesses being made for some 

words, with a consequent unreilabitity and Lack of comparability. Typical 

comments were that the Items were "big words" (passim); "long words" 008, 

#41, #47); or from some first year pupils, "hard to read" 013, #18). 

The clearest example of Ignorance concerned peruse This was 

scarcely recognIzabte or Indeed recognized. It was often seen as a compound 

of the verb to use, and acquired a glide. A similar strategy was used with 

pleurisy. (pie> was Interpreted as a prefix pronounced Eptl]. A trio of 

seemingly similar sounding Items In the word list - sues, suet, suit - caused 

considerable confusion. The first became bisyttabic; and the second became 

homophonous with the third. In C1 seven tokens were recorded for tribunal 

with stress on the first syllable and shwa In the second. Of the seven, four 

were given a glide. None was accepted as valid. A final example of word 

ignorance was hallucinate. Common renderings Involved analogy with the 

monosyllable hall, and/or the changing of medial Es) to MI. 
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4413 Misreading of a familiar Item 

In this category were placed words which were felt to be Intuitively 

famiLlar to most subjects. The aLmost ubiquitous forward shifting of stress 

occurred In rildicule, trutanto alvenue, Slips of the tongue had 1upins 

occaslonally metathesized to lunips- 

4414. Lack of phoneme 

ProbLems atso arise when Individuats do not have specific sounds In 

their repertory, In this case /8/. For analysis a choice of alternatives is 

available, We can either regard the subject as having an underlying 

phonological /E)/, or we can accept the phonetic realization as an Instance of 

Efl. Because of the paucity of examples, both Instances were scored as /01. 

4415 Indistinct sounds and the realization of' lul 

Even after repeated ptaying of the tapes, a smatt proportion of 

still indistinct sounds had to be excluded from the analysis, This was the 

result of a variety and mixture of factors - unclear enunciation on the part 

of a subject; the tendency for some subjects to centralize /u/ In certain 

items, or not to use Lip rounding; and fhe Lmperfections of the researchers 

auditory apparatus. With the assistance of staff members, Dr Frank Gooding 

and Mr Emlyn Parry the Laboratory technician, use was made of some of the 

recording and playback techniques available In the Linguistics department of 

UCNW. The slow scan helped to resolve some cases. It was hoped that 

spectrographic analyses may have resolved the more problematic instances# 

but it was frequently difficult to distinguish a putative /j/ especiaLty when 

a centralized CUI was p, *esent, The change In the nature of the vowel from 

back to front causes problems such as those Identified by Pointer (1979, 
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"The nonsyltabic vocolds are very easy to Identify when they are 
followed by vowels with a tongue position different from themselves, 
since F, and/or F2 change frequency slowly. " 

As he demonstrated, In combinations like Ewl), [Jul, F, changes only a little 

from the first component to the second; while Fa sweeps dramatically up and 

down in frequency. In the case of Ejul, there is a change In frequency of 170 

down. On the other hand, In combinations Like (wul, EJIl, there Is little 

change to be observed In the syllable. In connection with this, Ladefoged (op 

cit: 205) mentions that adding Lip rounding to front vowels lowers the upper 

formants. 

4420 Features accepted or excluded 

The kind of features which were accepted Included the following. 

Words which have variable voicing depending on whether they are being used 

nominatLy or verbatly, (Like excuse, abuse), did not have these functions 

distinguished. Attophones of /u/ were tolerated, These comprised what Wells 

(1982: 291) referred to as "Low Level phonetic (realtzatlonaL) variability. The 

centralized version used In Scouse, forms of the reduced vowel Including 

shwa; and for words with a following (-r)j vowels which Illustrate what 

Wells (1982: 237) calls the second FORCE merger (z CURE towering). 

Variants like 1-21 In deluge, what appeared to be slips of the tongue like 

the omisslon of the nasat (n] In insoluble 037, #50), where the relevant 

syllable was not affected, or the Introduction of an epenthatic vowel In 

words like lewd (#05o #07), were also accepted. In addition If an Informant 

gave both a glided and unglided form In the same reply, both were counted. 

Thus #36 c, )anged from a glided to an unglIded version of v0uta 

Features which were rejected mainly reflected what was felt to be 
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unfamiliarity with a word. Thus a nonstandard stress pattern such as prellude 

was excluded. Augmented vowels such as W and Eet) also in prelude, [at] In 

deluge were not admitted. If a different word altogether occurred (Like 

Insolvabie for Insoluble #64, #65), this was automatically rejected. The 

decisions were not always as clearcut as the last examples may suggest. The 

word salutary sometimes came out as solitary and as such was not counted. 

But on occasions the distinction was tenuous; If there appeared to be any 

uncertainty, rejection ensued. Inevitably a certain arbitrariness was 

Involved. For some words the low totals for valid tokens Indicates the lack 

of famlilarity. But many excluded tokens were not lost forever. In /I/ they 

proved to be useful in the analysis of stress and syllabification to be made 

In section 54 of chapter 5 which follows, 
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CHAPTER 
-------- ----- --------- 

ANALYSIS OF RESIXTS 



5000 Introduction to analysis of results 

Rossini is reported to have said of the music of Wagner that while 

It had Its moments, It also had Its quarter of an hours, Chapter five Is the 

Longest of &LL. It presents the results of the Interviews, together with 

analyses of the Linguistic explanatory variables for variants, and also some 

nontinguistic aspects of glide usage, 

5010 Divisions of preceding consormts by gliding status 

in terms of frequency of gildlng, taken over the global data for all 

informants, four divisions of preceding consonants can be discerned. 

Division I Categoricat environments are those which show 100% 

presence or absence of the glide, Three Involved total gilding. They were the 

tablo dentat fricatives /f v/-, and word Inttlat /0/. A qLlde was absent for 

/r/. The resu its are 9 Lven in 55 10. 
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Division 2 Some environments were not completely glided, but 

elicited only a few ungtided variants, Because they may represent Incipient 

91 ide Loss, they are given at separate examination, I have therefore 

Introduced a quasi categorical, (00 division where gliding percentages go 

from an arbitrary cutoff of about 90% to just below 100%. These Ks are 

covered In 05120 - §5150. The quasi categorical consonants Include the 

bliablat stops lb p/, the vetar stops A g/. In addition, the Labial nasal /m/ 

and the dental fricative /0/ fall Into this division. The glottal frIcatIve /h/ 

is covered, here for the reasons given In 65150. (The bracketed figures for 

/h/ In table 50-01 Include the palatal variant 191), 

Division 3 The third division consists of those basically plain 

consonants with a gilding figure of much less than 90%. Thus /n/ and A/ are 

referred to as probabilistic. Their analysis Is more extensive. Since they 

exhibit more variation than the other plain consonants, both lexically and by 

groups and individual speakers, they are designated mint variables. 

Division 4A separate division of coatescents Is made for those 

environments where there Is a three (or possIbLy four) way set of phonemic 

variants. They are Ads z/, presented In 65200. 

The total potential tokens In the complete corpus is 11858. This Is 

made up of 

categortcat 770 
quast categoricat 2233 
probabLitstic 7469 
coatescing 1386. 

Data for the plaln consonants are gIven In table 50-01. In essence 

the split Is between coronets and non coronets. If we took back to diagram 

41-01 we can see that my resuLts are not rxactly ns litustrated there. The 

LIverpool results show a small presence of E- gildel In the stops /p bk q/. 
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But more Importantly, there Is the unexpectedly large amount of degttdtng In 

the nasal /n/. 

Table 50-01 
Summary of results for all plain consonants 

tokens percent 

PC +9 -9 

If 202 0 No 0 
f 226 0 100 0 
v 77 0 100 0 

b 261 3 9? 1 
p 280 7 96 2 
m 285 6 98 2 
k 503 9 98 2 
h (192) 13 (94) 6 
0 67 6 92 a 
9 68 a 89 11 

n 396 125 75 24 
1 134 45? 23 77 

rl 0 264 0 100 

5011 Some caveats 

Before presenting the analysts and conclusions, the following points. 

are made. Because of the composition of the groups of participants and the 

range of Idlotects, conclusions based on global figures do not necessarily 

apply to all of the groups. In turn. conclusions based on group figures do 

not necessarily apply to all of the Individual participants within that group, 

A similar caveat applies to some words. Conclusions need to be Interpreted 

with reference to the possibility of categorical subenytronments within a PC. 

These cauticns apply especially to divisions 3 and 4. 
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5012 The structure of the tables 

When the expertmentaL resuits are presented, the dtstribution of 

tokens for each word across the four groups of participants Is given. The 

Left hand corner of the top row shows the total of valid tokens. This is 

followed by the abbreviations for the four groups of participants. The 

schools are distinguished by C for the city centre, and S for the suburbs. 

The age groups are shown by I for the first year pupils and 6 for the older 

sixth form pupils. The headings In the second row, +g and -g, Indicate 

presence and absence of the glide. For /t ds z/1 the headings are preceded 

by co for coalescence. /h n/ have pa for the palatalized variant. 

The Lexical Items and their reference number are given together with 

their group figures. At the end of each row are the corpus totals for the 

word, The bottom lines show the totals and percentages of variant tokens for 

each group. At the end of this line, the figures represent the combined 

totals for all groups for a given K. These figures add up to the number In 

the top Left hand corner, le the grand total of tokens used In this part of 

the analysis. 

5013 Tentative pointers 

Beginning with the non probabilistic ptain consonants, pointers 

towards the speakers Involved In glide toss began to emerge. They were most 

Indicative In the coalescents. The same group of speakers turned out to be 

in the forefront of Incipient loss for the /n/ environment. The picture 

regarding the purely Linguistic constraints on glide production was not as 

clearcut due to the existence of subenvironments (and micro variables). But 

eventually tte focus was sharpened on specific areas and scýne useful 

conclusions were able to be made. 
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5100 The non probabilistic plain consonants 

Section 51 tooks at the main group of ptaln consonants. Some show 

no variation; others recorded small areas. With the exception of /r/, all are 

predominantly glided. The bulk of the words tested come from the pan 

consonantal- word list (WL2, app 7122), given as the final part of the 

Interview. They are identified In the tables by PC and number. A few Items 

from the reading passage are also Included. 

5110 Categorical envirommts 

Four preceding consonants were found to be categorical. Unlike the 

other PCs where the data from the InyestIgation are Incorporated In the text, 

Individual data for the categorical PCs are not. They appear In app 7211. 

5111 Fbst alveolar approximant /r/ 

The post alveolar approxImant /r/, as Jones (1960095) has poInted 

out, had largely relinquished Its association, however brief, with the glide. 4/m/ 

But as late as the seventh edition of his pronouncing dictionary (1945: 479), 

Jones gave as an example of /r/ + glide, the biblical name Zerula4 with the 

glidetess variant as an option. His preface (op citt v1) says that the book 

was In the main a reprint of the fourth edition of 1937, so It reflected an 

earlier pronunciation of a word which was restricted In usage. Yet an 

optional glide for this name was also Indicated In Chambers 1959, and for 

toreutic. Of the Items tested, three had Initial consonant clusters. Given the 

phonotactic constraints of modE It Is difficult to Imagine a combination more 
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unlikely to Involve a glide than a ctustered /r/. The remaining Item peruse 

was unfamlilar to many participants. 

5112 Word Initial 

When the environment Is word InItIaL, a gilde Is atways present. This 

applies both to native words and to borrowings considered to be sufficiently 

ang I Ic Ized. In the case of the Italian car, the Flat unp, printed 

advertisements have used the an form of the Indefinite article. (See the 

comment by Philip Howard In The Times 890314). Presumably this Implies we 

are to pronounce the noun gLidetess. I have Included In this section those 

tokens of perus-A which were clearly Interpreted as compounds of use. This 

distinction was made on the basis of the pause between the 2 syllables, and 

on the lack of any suggestion of /r/. I have also Included those words with 

initlat orthographic W where Ehl Is dropped. They amount to 21 tokens, 10% 

of those for /h/. Age appears to be Important: the glide being dropped 12 

out of 13 times In the younger groups. Most th) dropping occurs In the city 

centre school (27/36). 

5112 Lablodental If v/ 

in terms of range of Lexicat Items, the Lablodentais cover a number 

of words which sharply divide Into the ordinary and the arcane (app 7311- 

12). Ali participants exhibited no hesitation In gliding the words selected, 

which are of the former kind. There are In English (as opposed to the 

selection of words used In these tests). about six dozen lexical Items 

covered by the /f/ environment., 2 dozen are compounds of fuse, fusion Many 

of the remainder are Infrequent Items Itk, a euphutsm, fumarole, vermifug& 

Variation In the relevant vowel In furlousý which produced 10 tokens of /u/ 
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and 66 of /o., /, had no effect on gilding. The /f/ environment Is not as 

monolithic as this suggests, particularly where unusual words are Involved. 

An example (which did not occur during the Interviews) concerns the name of 

a road in a new small housing development In West Derby, Liverpool. There 

the given name was Trefula Park, which I have only heard ungLIded, stressed 

on the second syllable and with the first open. This author glides It$ with 

the first syllable stressed and closed, perhaps on the analogy of scrofula, 

which is probably not what the developers Intended. This example does raise 

the Issue of how the Individual speaker approaches an unfamiliar Item. In 

this case, gilding may not have been considered by the nongliders. The 

variation Illustrates the concomitant effects on the selection of a variants 

of an open or closed syllable and stress, 

5120 The lablals 

The three Labial PCs form a subgroup of virtually consistently 

glided environments. When loss did occur, It was concentrated In C1 (8/16 

tokens), and In the Item Impudent (6 tokens). 

5121 The voiced bliablal stop IbI 

For Ibl, whether the syllable was stressed or not, the results show 

near categorical gliding. In the reading passage beautiful was always with a 

glide. 407 did change from an ung1lded form to a gilded version). The 

deviations are easily accounted for. In CI$ a single token from subject #11 

for the word bureau prevented this word being totally gilded, But the item 

proved problematical, to many subjects In this group, teing unaccustomed to 

the printed form of the word. Subject #15 after attempting burrow, beret. 
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was prompted with the phrase citizens advice and Immediately responded with 

a glided pronunciation of the appropriate word. #19 was possibly under the 

Influence of the contents of the reading passage The evils of' drink, His 

response was brewery. The distribution of vowels for bureau was almost even 

at 32 for lul and 31 for White In C), C6 and S1, was used about a 

half more than lul, the position was totally reversed In S6, where /u/ was 

recorded In 14 of the 16 tokens, confirmIng that In words wlth (-r> the 

vowet does not affect gLLding. 

Table 51-01 
Variants for /b/ 

264 cl C6 $1 S6 /b/ 
49 -9 +9 -9 +9 -9 +g -9 +9 -9 

bI bureau 10 1 20 0 16 0 16 0 62 1 
b2 tribunal 12 0 19 0 17 0 16 0 64 0 
b3 abuse 19 0 20 0 21 0 16 0 76 0 
b4 february 18 0 12 1 1$ 0 57 2 

1 59 1 71 1 72 0 59 1 261 3 

% 98 2 99 1 100 0 96 2 99 1 

5122 The unvoiced bilabial stop IpI 

Of the Items representing /p/0 spew, has a preceding tautosytiablc 

/s/; the others pupil, computer, Impudent contain the relevant syllable with 

and without stress. Only 3% were mispronounced or misread. Sometimes 

Impudent was stressed on the second syllable. Most 9tidetess versions 

affected this Item, with stress on the first syllabie and a reduced vowel. 

The Lower returns for item p2 pupil, reflect a serious difficulty In the 

auditory perception of the glide, It was most noticeabin In C1. With the 

extremer Scouse speakers, (using a centralized unrounded vowel), the word 
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appeared to sound as if It had been misread for people This seems very 

unLikety. It Is difficuit to teit If this vowei is masking gilds Loss. The 

nine Instances have been omitted from the data. 

Table 51-02 
Variants for /p/ 

0 
287 C) C6 $1 S6 /p/ 

+9 -9 +9 -9 +9 -9 49 -9 49 -9 

PI spew I? 1 20 0 20 0 16 0 75 1 
p2 pupi 1 12 0 Is 0 1? 0 16 0 62 0 
p3 computer 

, 
20 0 20 0 21 0 Is 0 76 0 

p4 impudent 17 2 18 1 17 2 is 1 67 6 

66 3 73 1 77 2 62 1 280 7 

% 96 4 9? 1 97 3 98 2 98 2 

Use of this vowel became Less prominent as we move both upwards In age and 

outwards In location. Six examples were recorded In C6j 2 In S1 and none In 

S6. The pronunciation of this word, along with book Is almost an archetypal 

indicator of Scouseness. I have In the city qentre school heard book 

pronounced as a hypercorrect form with the centralized vowel and with a 

91 Ide. 

9123 The bilabial nasal /M/ 

The bilabial nasal /m/ was overwhelmingly gilded as expected. 4 out 

of the 6 occasions where the glide was omitted, occurred In Cil half of these 

originating with subject #15. Informant #16 attempted formula with a glide 

but changed this to a gildeless version. Item m4 communal was stressed on 

the second syllable In 15 out of the 16 valid tokens in C1. Alteriitlon of 

stress did not affect gliding. 
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Table 51-03 
Variants for /m/ 

291 C1 C6 S1 S6 /M/ 
+g -g +g -g +9 -g +9 -9 +9 -g 

MI amusing 17 2 17 1 20 0 16 0 70 3 
m2 emu 20 0 19 0 20 0 16 0 75 0 
0 f ormuta 18 1 20 0 19 0 16 0 73 1 
104 communal is I 1? 0 17 1 16 0 67 2 

1 70 4 75 1 76 1 64 0 285 6 

% 95 5 99 1 99 1 100 0 96 2 

In the List, (mu> was word medlat or final, Word Initial position was tested 

In the reading passage. Musician was notable for gilde toss, with an overall 

percentage of 22%. The differences between groups of Informants, both In 

range of subjects and In amount of glide toss are Important, The city schoot 

while providing a half of all the subjects, has nearly 4/5 of the ungIlded 

participants and 3/4 of the ungtided tokens, I am not sure why the Largest 

percentage was recorded in C6. Phonotogicatty what Is important Is that the 

relevant syllable Is word Initial, This again Indicates a weak point. 

Table 51-04 
Glide loss in wsicMn 

Group Informants Tokens % 

ci 7 to/ 44 23 
c6 9 161 41 39 
si 2 31 42 7 
S6 3 61 32 19 

1 21 351159 22 
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5130 The ve tars 

The vetars form another secure gtldtng subgroup Uke the lablats. 

The reason they are placed after them is the tower level of patatal gilding 

recorded for /g/. But a single Item only was tested. It may be added that a 

word Like figure is now more likely to be ungilded by many British speakers, 

but not necessarily Its derivatives, where shwa Is less common. 

Bailey (1977: 45) recounts the observation that as an American 

southerner, when he moved to the northern states, he found that speakers may 

drop the 911de after a veLar even If it Is word Initial, as In gubernatorial, 

culinary or In recuperate He recalls hearing an announcer on the BBC saying 

Urtdikull for ridicule. Nothing is sacred. And Inclusion of the word culinary 

emphasizes the demise of sacrosanctity. In Britain It Is now generally 

glideless and with a stressed EAL Jones (1945: 102), while giving this as 

standard, also cites the pronunciation with a glide, which he says Is old 

fashioned. Word Initial position again demonstrating Its place as & weak 

point in gtLde loss. 

5131 The unvoiced velar stop IkI 

Of the seven Items for /k/, five had first syltable stress, five had 

the relevant syllable In word final position, and In six It was unstressed. 

The choice of words may have affected the large level of gliding. Unstressed 

syllables with vowel reduction to shwa. and where main stress was on the 

syllable Immediately preceding, as In partIcularly are prone to gilds toss. It 

Is again Important to note that seven out of the 9 unglided forms were 

recorded in C1. Overall, In terms of lexical items, r1dicu(ous collected 6 out 

of the 9 drops. This was accompanied by shwa. It followed an unstressed 
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sylLabLe, and was the Longest word of the set, so that post tonic stress was 

minimal. Of the four Instances In C1, glide Loss followed an aspIrated Ekh] In 

2 cases. Also In this group, the Item ridicuie was quite unfamiliar. 

Tabie 51-07 
Variants for /k/ 

512 Cl C6 $1 S6 A/ 
49 -9 +9 -9 +9 - 9 1fg -9 49 -9 

kI excuse 1$ 0 19 0 20 0 16 0 73 0 
k2 rescue 20 0 20 0 21 0 16 0 77 0 
0 barbecue 1? 1 20 0 21 0 16 0 76 1 
k4 ridicule 4 1 16 0 20 0 16 0 56 1 
kS prosecute 20 0 20 0 21 0 16 0 77 0' 
H accurate 19 1 20 0 21 0 16 0 76 1 
0 ridiculous 15 4 19 1 19 0 Is 1 66 6 

115 7 134 1 143 0 111 1 503 9 

94 6 99 1 100 0 99 1 98 2 

5132 The voiced velar stop IgI 

In contrast to the seven Items for /k/, the /g/ environment was 

tested using a single Items due to Its low functional load (app 7362). There 

was consequently a small number of tokens. which fail marginally below the 

90% cutoff for glides. Because it is separated from the Ks In the 

probabilistic group by more percentage points than those In the OC group, it 

Is more convenient to treat it as the latter. 

In S6 the gilding percentages for /g/ were lower than any of the 

other groups. This was due to the use of the labloveLar Ewl In place of the 

palatal, glide. Regarding the /g/ environment, I mention in passing, the 

comment of a friend concerning his aunt. He reports that she always referred 

to her. car as a Ford Angular. She had no connections with east Anglia, 
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TabLe 51-10 
varLants for /q/ 

76 cl C6 sl S6 191 
49 -9 1 -g +g -g 49 "g +9 -9 

gi jaguar 17 2 to 2 20 1 13 3 68 a 

1 17 2 1$ 2 20 1 13 3 68 8 

% 8? 11 90 10 95 5 81 1? a? II 

5140 The dental fricative /a/ 

The rarity of /e/ + /jut Is emphasized by such words as Thucydides, 

Thule, Thuringlar, and thurible, thurifer with the related word for Incense 

thus [B(J)us]. Because of this rarity, a single word only was used. Hughes & 

Trudgitt (1979. #35) were of the opinion that glide use with this PC had 

disappeared In much of the north of England, (without being more specific), 

Yet the evidence from these recordings shows that It has a dominant presence 

In Liverpool, with a glide In 92% of tokens. The response to untested words 

Is difficult to assess, but It Is worth noting that over half of the Items 

for this PC have the relevant syllable word Initially. (App 7321). This may 

predispose an ungtIded pronunciation especially If the word Is unfamiliar. 

The variable (th) sometimes raises problems, since the tablo dental 

fricative (f] can be substituted for (0]. Romaine 1975 excluded such speakers 

from a group Index. I include here, those using Ef] for M. Both Instances of 

glide loss In S1 were by Ef] use,., s, which Is categorical for them elsewhere. 

It may have a bearing on their perception of /8/. 
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Table 51-07 
Variants for /8/ 

73 Cl C6 Sl S6 101 
-9 +9 -9 +9 -9 +9 -9 

U enthusiastic 17 0 18 2 is 2 14 2 67 6 

1 17 0 18 2 Is 2 14 2 67 6 

1 Wo 0 90 10 90 10 88 13 92 6 

5150 The glottal fr1cmtIve Al 

/h/ has a more complex patterning than the other PCs in this 

section. If It appears as a frlc*tLve It may be regarded as a strong 

voiceless onset of the following voweLý Alternatively It may be omitted, or 

it may be palatalized. Here, /h/ was gilded 78% with a Stottal form, and 16% 

with the palatalized version E; j]. This leaves 6% for the ungtIded variant. In 

C1 /h/ was pronounced In most tokens, suggesting a Level of formality 

greater than natural speech, where It Is more Likely to be omItted. In fact 

only #19 omitted /h/ in each of the three words. In C1 of the five ungtided 

tokens, three were provided by subject #14 (and aLL with thl). They were 

accompanied by a fronted vowel, which can mask or eliminate a glide. 

/h/ is treated separately from the four main coalescing consonants 

for the following reasons. First Its palatalized form Is not phonemic. In the 

context /h/ + /j/ + /u/, as In huej the phonetic realization (In RP) IS often 

the voiceless pilatal frlcatlve E93, giving rise to oppositions between /J/0 

/h/ and [q). Glmson (1980: 212) has raised the possibility of phonemic status 
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for [q], exemplifying this with the trio you, who, hue. But the number of 

words involved Is quite small, and as alternative pronunciations are 

avaltabte, (q] Is treated as a realization of /h/ + /j/. (Gtmson 1980; Roach 

1983). The second reason for separate treatment Involves the omission of (h]. 

In the words used here, It promotes the vowel to segment Initial position, 

and this Induces automatic gilding. Third, It Is easier to make comparisons 

with Horvath 1985 since she used only the four phonemic coatescents. Lastly, 

Chomsky & Halle 1968 have rule 121 specifically for that group (1141M. 

Table 51-08 
Variants for A/ 

cl C6 
pa fq -9 pa fq -9 

hi huge 5 9 3 0 16 0 
h2 human 3 12 1 0 17 0 
h3 humorous I is 1 0 16 1 

1 7 36 5 0 49 1 

% 1& 72 10 0 94 2 

S1 S6 
pa 49 -9 pa 49 -9 

hl huge 3 Is 2 1 14 0 
h2 human 10 9 1 9 6 0 
h3 humorous I Is 4 0 is 0 

14 39 7 10 35 0 

23 65 12 22 78 0 

205 /h/ % 
pa +9 pa +9 -9 

hl huge 9 54 5 13 79 7 
h2 human 22 44 2 32 65 3 
h3 humorous 2 61 6 3 M 9 

33 159 13 16 76 6 
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5160 Sam canTmts on the plaln consormts 

5161 Evidence from slips of the tongue 

During the course of the Interviews, a number of silps In 

pronunciation occurred. Some were genuine slips of the tongue: others were 

due to unfamiLlarlty with a word, either spoken or printed. Rather than 

discard them, those relevant to the present research were collected. They do 

at least provide an example of a different kind of elicitation. Their 

distribution was uneven and Incomplete. Only 10 out of the 17 preceding 

environments were covered. Often only a single lexical Item within each K 

gave rise to the slips. And the older suburban group S60 were less prone 

than those In the other three groups. Within the groups concerned, not all 

individuat speakers were affected. But despite the evidence being erratic and 

Incomplete, some useful confirmations do emerge, I shalt examine the 

coalescing environments separately from the basically plain consonants. 

The silps which affected the plain consonants, confirmed the status 

of most of the near categortcatty 9LIded PCs. For three speakers, hallucinate 

produced E-kju-1 as a result of the transfer of <0 to before the vOw$l /u/. 

The same word for another led to (-hju-1. For six speakers, pleurisy had 

Initial E'pj-3; while the voiced counterpart was noticeable In three slips 

Involving blue (bjul, a version of soluble E'sVttbjwW# and the progressive 

asslmltatlon by #54 In lure birds EQ-7: bj)., dzl - the latter not a strict 

example of the /Cju/ sequence. In C1, #07 caused himself some amusement by 

deglldlng the start of beautiful. It was rapidly corrected. Voluminoul. 9 with 

metatheses Froduced E-mju-1. The use- of gilding word madlaity for Imls 
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corroborates the distinction between this and the InItlat position, where 

gilde toss seems to be making Inroads, 

5162 The plain nonprobablitstic PCs in general 

For most of the pialn nonprobabilistic Ks, and for most lexicat 

items within them, the gLIde Is retained. But they are not compLetety 

monolithtc. Occasionally gLiding Is lost. The results from the OC consonants 

emphasize the categortcat rather than the quasi. Appendix 7212 which records . 

lndlvlduaL responses, shows an overwhelming sea of pluses with only the 

occasional islands of minuses and outcrops of m Ispronunc tat tons. Out of 2233 

tokens cottected, onty 52 were ungilded. A few m1nor dIfferences exIst 

between the four groups of partIcipants. Of these, the younger group In the 

suburban school stands out by Its adhesion to qtIdIng, This is in contrast to 

their coevats in the city centre. Of the 52 unglIded tokens almost a half 

(22) came from Cls the remainder being almost equally divided between the 

other three groups. Of the 52, thirty were shared almost equally between 

four texIcat Items Impudent, ridiculous, enthusiastic, Jaguar, the first pair 

Illustrating weak points for glide Loss, particularly the effects of post 

tonic stress and the reduction of the /u/ vowel to shwa. This Is a factor 

noted by Wells 1982: 386, especially after non coronai consonants. In the case 

of musician, the confusion of following palatalizable consonants may have 

caused slips of the tongue In the first syllable, but It Is this which Is the 

most Likely weak point (cf culinary, gubernatorial), How far thoy spread Is 

another question. If these deviations -are the first steps In the process of 

glide toss, then their greater number In C1 suggests that members of this 

group are (or were) In the foreFront of change. Less than a half (31) of thd 

totat of participants (77). were affected by unglided variants. The greatest 
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number withIn a group was 12 In Cl, wlth the rest eventy dLyided between the 

other three groups. Most Indlyiduals were affected by gilde loss In a single 

environment: only 5 Individuals covered another PC. 

GLIde toss progresses from word to word, or by subenvironment, 

rather than frcxn K to K. But In the plain PCs there Is (with the possible 

exception of /h/) only a pair of alternatives - to glide or not to glide. 

With the coalescing consonants In the next section, there Is the extra 

dimension of phonemic palatalization. 
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5200 The coalescing consonants /t dv z/ 

The key and distinguishing feature of the coalescing series is that 

In British English 3 main variants exist - glide retention (including 

ear I Ler restoration). glide Loss, and phonemic coalescence. In this 

investigation the coalescing consonants provided a total of 1300 valid tokens 

out of 1386 possible. Of these 560 (43%) were coalesced, 378 (29%) were 

glided; and 362 (28%) were ungtided. At first glance this Indicates an 

overall preference for coalescence. Table 52-01 which gives the results for 

each PC, shows that only the voiced consonants /d z/ appear to have 

coalescence as the dominant variant. /s/ is predominantly ungLided, while /t/ 

is almost evenly split between coalescence and gliding. There Is also a 

distinction between the stops and the continuants. The use of I- glide] In 

the tatter Is particularly outstanding, and to a Lesser extent, the degree of 

coalescence In the former. 

Table 52-01 
Corpus results for the four coalescing consonants 

1300 tokens percents 

PC co +9 19 co +9 -9 

It/ 210 231 5 49 51 1 
/d/ 218 70 11 73 23 4 

Is/ 104 57 330 21 12 67 
/z/ 28 20 16 44 31 25 

560 376 362 43 29 28 

If the raw data are broken down by groups of participants, further 

observations can be made, based on the table and the graphs In 52-02. 
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Figure 52-02 
% variants for the 4 separate coaiescing consonants: compiete data 
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I The same order for [- gildel in decreasing levels for each of the 

groups: Le /s >z>d> t/ 

2 The overall similarity of each of the groups for /t/ and for /d/. 

3 The similarity In the overall results for both groups In the 

suburban school. and to a lesser extent for the clty centre schoot. 

4 The distinction between schools for the voiced consonants In 

coalescence and gilding, 

5 An increase In gilding at the expense of coalescence for older 

pupils compared with younger. 

6 CI always has the lowest proportion of E+ gildel; almost the 

greatest of E- glide]; and always the greatest for coalescence for 

each PC. 

More coalescence In the city centre and Low gilding for C1 

characterize their position as leaders In glide Loss. This Is contrasted with 

the suburban schoot, where desplte the more heterogeneous nature of the 

Informants, gLiding Is stILL domInant. 

But these conctuslons need to be Interpreted with caution and 

circumspection. I shatt show that most. ImportantLy, any resuits wilt be 

dependent on the Items used for testing, This is due to the existence of 

ldentlflabie subenvironments within a K. which can colour the 

characteristics of each. Some of these have their own dominant variant, which 

may be categoricat. Not ait are categortcat in the use of a singie variant: 

those with more batance may be described as micro vartabtes. How extensive 

these subenvIronments; are In the present enquiry, wtit emerge from the 

detalLs of the raw resutts betow, (to before removing the categoricaL 

chunks). 
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5201 The unvoiced aiveolar stop /t/ 

The overall results of the 446 tokens for this PC suggest a near 

equal split between coalescence and gliding, with a minimal fragment of 1% 

for ungLided tokens, and none for Ei5jul. But what this conclusion obscures Is 

the existence of subenvlronments and their OC nature. 

Table 52-03 
Variants for raw It/ 

446 cl C6 $1 S6 ItI % 
co 49 -g co 49 -9 co +9 -9 co +9 -9 co +g -9 co +9 -9 

It I tune 20 0 0 17 3 0 16 3 0 11 5 0 64 11 0 as is 0 
Q costume 0 19 1 1 19 0 0 21 0 0 16 0 1 75 1 0 99 1 
Q stew 0 19 1 0 19 1 0 19 2 0 16 0 0 73 4 0 . 95 5 
t4 stupid 3 17 0 2 ia 0 1 20 0 0 16 0 6 71 0 9 92 0 
ts literature 18 0 0 16 1 0 17 0 0 16 0 0 67 1 0 99 1 0 
t6 miniature 16 0 0 19 0 0 21 0 0 16 0 0 72 0 0 i0o 0 0 

57 55 2 55 60 1 55 63 2 43 53 0 210 231 5 

% 50 48 2 47 52 1 46 53 2 45 55 0 48 51 1 

The distribution of variants for &LL six words lumped together over 

the four participant groups was tested for significant differences. Since the 

number of tokens for the ungLided variant was low, they were added to the 

figures for coaLescence, and Listed as not gilde (-g), The 4x2 contingency 

table Is given In 52-04. Testing showed that for Y is 3. X* at 1.047 which is 

not significant at 10%. From this we can conclude that the four groups of 

subjects are not definitely different, with respect to the words tested. 
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Table 52-04 
4x2 contingency table for Xt analysis of raw It/ 

19 +q 1 

ci 59 55 114 
c6 56 60 116 
si 57 63 120 
s6 43 53 96 

1 215 231 446 

In connection with this analysis, PJS has suggested that by lumping the data 

for all, words together, It was possibly bending the rules regarding the 

Independence requirement for X". He therefore proposed a separate X*- test 

for the responses on each word. When this was carried out (with the 

exception of miniature which was 100% coalesced), the values obtained were 

tune X2 6.974. signIfIcant at 5% 

costume xa 1.899 not sIgnIfIcant at 10% 

stew X2 1.679 not signIfIcant at 10% 

stupid xa 3.202 not signIfIcant at 10% 

literature xa 3.045 not signIfIcant at 10%. 

The test results Indicate 3 distinct subenvIronments. Of these 2 are 

categorical: the suffix (-ture) which coalesces, and the cluster /st/ which 

Is gilded. It Is only when the syllable Is In word Initial position that any 

significant differences occur. For tune white the overall figures showed 85% 

coatescence and 15% gilding, and white these figures were matched Mmost 

identically by C6 and S1, the percentages for the remaining groups were 
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quite disparate. The younger pupils In the city centre were all coalescers, 

At the other extreme for the older suburbanites, coalescence occurred only 

twice as often as gilding, with percentages of 69 and 31 respectively. As we 

move across the four groups of pupils In the order C1, C6. S1 and S6, there 

is a marginal increase In gilding. In return there Is a small decrease in 

coalescence. This represents an example of a pattern in this investigation 

Indicating the locus of divergence from RP, which Is to recur In other PCs. 

The components of the Xz analysts for tune show that the differences are 

due to the greater level of gilding In Sb. and the n1l, level In C1. 

To evaluate the Importance of these subenvIronments In the totality 

of the /t/ PC, I carried out a scan of dictionaries for relevant words (app 

7331). While this makes no claims to be exhaustive, It did identify about 200 

lexical items. Between 20 and 25 per cent fail Into the <-ture) class. Most 

of the <-ture> Items which exist are unstressed on the relevant syllable. 

The exceptions are mature and its compounds, and barblturic, which do not 

have <-ture) as a morpheme suffix, These words are gilded In RP, but 

coalescence is also prevalent. Jones 1945 gave the gilded form as an 

alternative for literature, and only the coalesced form for miniature Both 

types used here were Invariably pronounced with the coalesced consonant EN 

and the-shwa vowel (or the Scouse fronted Eel). 

The other subenvIronment Involves the cluster /st/ which Pitts IV86 

did not find distinctive (being generally ungtided). Surprisingly, Jones 1945 

gives as a rare variant of stuplc( the ungLided form. In this survey, whether 

the cluster was tautosytiabic or not, the results show an overwhelming 

preference (94%) for gliding, PJS has suggested that an explanation why the 

ciuste- /st/ resists coalescence may Involve three factors. 
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M) Normally after plain /t/ there is friction. In standard 

English this Is aspiration EVIL In Scouse it can be affrication Et"3. 

No friction occurs for /st/. 

M) Coalescence also results In friction after /t/, as Ct*]. 

M) Coalescence Is therefore less poputar after /st/ because It 

will Introduce friction, rather than (as In the cases of tune, 

literature), replacing the kind of friction In factor 16 with that of 

factor 2. 

PJS conctudes that In the case of /st/, the appearance of 

coalescence will be very prominent. His argument is borne out by a tendency, 

(most noticeable In the city centre school where the participants are mainly 

Scouse speakers). to an affricated version In stupid used by 12U. This 

variant was most obvious If there was a momentary pause after the Initial 

Es), (as with #02). The momentary pause turns /st/ Into /s/ + /t/. This 

sequence can more readily receive affrication than the cluster. 

10% of items found in the dictionary scan had /st/. When we Inctude 

(-ture>, a third Of the lexical Items In /t/ wilt show Little or no variation 

both In Scouse and in RP, The remaining 65 per cent or so have the syllable 

either word Initial (just under 10% of the overall total), or word medial. Of 

the latter group, a sizeable number, (about 20% overall), tricorporate the 

suffix (-tude>. In most forms of RP this is more likely to be gilded rather 

than coalesced. However the results for <-ture>o suggest the converse Is 

more Likely in Scouse and perhaps In Liverpool In general. Together, these 

subenvironments leave only about )6 of /t/ potentially variable, 
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5202 The voiced alveolar stop Idl 

In three words of the reading list, /d/ occurred Initially (and 

stressed). In the case of introc'Uce It was morpheme Initial (and subject to 

either first or third syllable stress). Table 52-05 shows the distribution of 

variants recorded for each Item. Degilding occurs only 4% of the time. Jones 

(1945: 133) had referred to a degLided variant for duke, but classed this as 

facetious. 

Table 52-05 
Variants for raw Id/ 

29? Cl C6 Sl S6 /d/ % 
co +9 -9 co 49 -9 co +9 -9 co is -9 co is -9 co 49 -9 

dl duke 20 0 0 is 5 0 ? 12 , 0 a 7 1 52 24 1 68 31 1 
d2 dual, 16 1 0 17 3 0 la I 1 10 6 0 61 11 t 84 15 1 
d3 during 20 0 0 20 0 0 18 3 0 15 1 0 73 40 95 5 0 
0 introduce a 5 S 12 7 1 3 12 2 9 7 0 32 31 9 44 43 13 

1 64 6 6 64 15 1 48 28 3 42 21 1 216 70 il 

% 84 & 8 80 19 1 61 35 4 66 33 2 73 23 4 

The pattern of Increased gilding and reduced coalescence as we move 

outwards and upwards In age Is almost broken In the suburban school. When 

we confiate the results for E- glide] and coalescence, the Xa value for Y23 

is 20.71 which is significant at 0.1%. The greatest contribution to this 

analysis of groups came from the low amount of gilding In C1, which attained 

only 8%. Coatescence appears to be more widespread for /d/ than for /t/. This 

may be attributed In part to the Inhibiting factors associated with the /st/ 

subenytronment. But the extent of subenvironments Is different. Appendix 

733i shows that out of 100 /d/ Items, 40% are word Initial. In this pos It ton 

/d/ was predominantly realized as the coalesced form EJ1, with a range from 
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68% to 95% in the three words tested. But besides Lexical differences* there 

were differences In the proportions used by each of the four participant 

groups. These are shown In table 52-06. 

Table 52-06 
% variants for word Initial /d/ 

Co 

ci 98 
c6 87 13 0 
si 73 26 2 
s6 69 29 2 

The schools are dLfferenttated by the use made of the coalesced and 

glided forms. The city school (especially the younger participants) has a 

, marked preference for the former. But in the suburban, the ratios between 

coalescence and (+ glide] are closer. Among S6 the gilded forms approach a 

haLf of the paLatalized forms, 

In the case of Introduce, (representing about 10% of the total 

Lexical stock for /d/), the overall percentages of E+ glide] and coalescence 

were more evenly divided. The younger pupils in the city school provided a 

source of greater Interest In that a third of their tokens were unglided. 

Given the Innovative rote of Ci, this suggests another Incursion of E- glide] 

In Liverpool, In a position which Is not as prominent as word Initial. At the 

other end of the scale In S1,70% of tokens were glided. This may reveat a 

less spontaneous approach to the Interview than that of the younger pupils 

in the city schools or It may reflect a more careful enunciation, 

0 
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5203 The voiced alveolar continuant lzl 

The figures for /z/ rely on a single type presume To further reduce 

the number of tokens, there was variable voicing across individuals. The 

unvoiced variants are given under /s/. Gimson (1980: 213) had noted the 

increasing use of the ungt1ded variant for this word, and he regarded the 

coatesced form Ell as old fashioned. ALL three forms were recorded here (see 

table 55-02). with considerable variation across the four groups of 

participants. 

Table 52-07 
Variants for raw /z/ 

64 ci C6 si s6 lzl 
Co +q -9 Co Co +0 -9 Co +q -q CO 

21 presume 804 12 436662 10 3 28 20 16 

% 67 0 33 63 21 16 33 33 33 13 67 20 - 44 31 25 

The most striking feature Is the change In level. of gilding from the 

nit recorded in C1 to the 67% In S6. The Increase In gilding and decrease In 

coalescence (already been observed for /t/, as we go from Inner to outer and 

from younger to older), obtains here as welt. Despite the expected value for 

E+ glide] In C1 being Less than 5, a Xx test was carried out, For Y=6, the 

value was 18.75. In proper circumstances this Is significant at 0.5%. This 

value was attributable to the large number of glided tokens in S6. The 

results are Less reliable being based on only 64 tokens. 
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5204 The unvoiced alveolar continuant Isl 

For /s/ the seven words tested Inctude three monosyllablos, a pair 

of unstressed word Initials, and an unstressed word final. The medIaL example 

consumer, has the syllable stressed. In addition, those tokens for presume 

with unvoiced sibiLants are counted here. The total of tokens recorded for 

all words shows a preponderance of (- glide). Again these overall figures 

obscure the subenvironments. As with /t d/ the effects of word Initial 

position are notable. In the five types where (su) was word Initial, 94% of 

the tokens were ungtided, with only 6% gilded and none coalesced. For sl and 

s2 sues and suit, this may be because of possible homophonic confusion with 

shoes, shoos, and shoot, But word Initial (su> does not always have this 

preference as may be seen from words Like sugar, surei where In RP the 

palatalized forms predominate over glided. In the case of sugar, this Is 

attested in spellings like (shugar> as far back as the 16c. Indeed In the 

17c and 18c several words at present with /sju/ were pronounced with /i/. 

Glmson (1980: 190) gives as examples suit, supreme, assume, Whichever 

direction an Individual word or speaker goes In, word Initial (su) Is most 

susceptible to glide loss. He points out that In many other words the 

degtided variant has become Increasingly common, especially with the prefix 

super-. That this Is widespread Is confirmed by Petyt 1985. Traditional 

dialect forms In west Yorkshire were gilded, 13 out of his 18 Informants 

using a glide after Isl were aged over 60. But In the towns E- glide) Is 

most common. 

Glmson also notes the difference between assume with /sj/ and 

assure w1th A/. The latter pronunclation may be due to the Influence of 

I sure with A/ (but see my analysis In 94101). The coalesced form for assume 

Glmson regards as old fashioned, Even when <su> Is word medial, glide 
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presence is not particutarLy strong. In the tests tissue was never unglided, 

but there were seven times as many palatalized tokens as gilded with a ratio 

of 8802. Again the suburban school exhibited a preference for gilding In 

that It recorded 8 out of the 9 qLldes for tissup- 

Table 52-08 
Variants for raw /s/ 

=mXx--sxx=xxxxvxxxxzxm=m==z 

491 Cl C6 I Sl S6 Is/ % 
co +9 -9 co 49 -9 co +9 -9 CO +9 -9 co +9 -9 co +9 -9 

sl sues 0 0 Is 0 1 16 0 1 Is 0 1 Is 0 3 61 0 5 95 
s2 suit 0 1 16 0 2 1& 0 1 is 0 3 13 0 7 62 0 to 90 
s3 suet 1 0 2 0 0 14 0 2 7 0 0 is 1 2 38 2 5 93 
0 consumer 10 2 7 8 8 4 6 12 2 5 a 3 29 30 16 39 40 21 
S5 superb 0 0 20 0 1 19 0 1 20 0 1 is 0 3 74 0 4 96 
s6 supreme 0 0 20 0 1 19 0 0 20 0 1 Is 0 2 74 0 3 97 
s7 tissue 20 0 0 19 1 0 16 5 0 13 3 0 69 9 0 88 12 0 
?I presume 5 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 6 1 5 50 a 42 

1 36 3 82 27 15 90 23 22 81 la 17 77 104 57 330 

% 30 2 68 20 11 68 18 17 64 16 15 69 21 12 67 

White the other words tested appear to be Largely following a single 

specific variant of the competing sound change directlons, only consumer 

produced a more balanced distribution. The younger group In the city school 

(Cl) had a preponderance of coalesced forms, with half the tokens coalesced 

and A ungtided. Only 2 tokens were gilded. The inclusion of the results for 

presume (with Isl) show far less 1+ gildel than with /z/). They aire not as 

evenly spread as for Consumer, suggesting that the role of the morpheme may 

not be strong In the choice of variants. But tokens are few. 

Levels of E- gildel are almost Identical for each of the four groups 

of Farticipants. In tte suburban school 1+ glide; and coalescence are on tin 

equal footing, but In the city centre there Is more coalescence. A X3 test 
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produced a vatue of 19.98 for v=6. This vatue is st§nlflcant ekt 0.5%. The 

main contribution comes from the Low number of tokens for the glided variant 

recorded in Cl. 

5205 Some explanatory variables tested 

For word frequency I used the same source as Phlillps 1981, and 

both methods of apptylng the data therein: lower case onty, and the combined 

entries (upper and Lower, plurats etc). The Spearman rank corretation 

coefficients were calcutated for each PC (52-09). 

Table 52-09 
Rank correlation coefficients for the coatescents 

single entry 

alt rZ -0.01 

Itl rZ +0.09 
Idl r= -0.20 
ls/ rr -0.44 

combined entries 

r in +0.19 

+0.31 
-0.20 
+0,09 

None of the coefficients can be regarded as sufficlentLy targe as to 

register any convincing correlation. Like Pitts 1986 1 conclude that no 

obvious patterning or relationship exists between glide retention and word 

frequency for the 4 coaiescents. I then examined the 18 Items. for stre. ss and 

selection of variant. 11 were stressed, (including 6 monosyllables). There 

were small areas of variation: the morphemes -sume and -duce, (With regard 

to the latter, Item d4 received stress on the first or third syllables), Table 

52-10 summarizes the environments found. It suggests that stress plays a 

less prominent role In determining the choice of variants whether taken over 

the four coalescents considered together or separately. 
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Table 52-10 
Stress and the coalescent variants 

PC + stress stress 
subeny variant subenv variant 

/t/ initial coalesce -ture coalesce 
Ist/ + glide /St/ + glide 

/d/ initial coalesce 
-duce variable -duce variable 

Is/ initial - glide Initial - glide 

IV -sume variable 

However Horvath (1985. #112) came to the conclusion that I- stress] 

favoured palatalization, "A variable rule analysis of palatalization... Will 

show that following stress does not block the process categorically but It Is 

certainly the case that an unstressed vowel position promotes 

pa lata I Izat, Lon. " Her results ShOW stressed syllabLes registering 20% 

paLateLizatton, and unstressed 48%. If we make allowances for the lesser 

extent of female coalescence, this conclusion Is reinforced. I estimate that 

for mates only, stressed syltabLes reach 26%, but unstressed attain 64%. This 

gives a ratio of 2%: 1 in favour of E- stress]. The Liverpool results are not 

a7s dramatic. Palatalization rises, but only from 41% to 46% for (+ stress) 

versus C- stress3. 

In the coalescents, the sequence of C+ /j/ either becomes merged to 

t In the Intermediate alveopalatal area as a sort of assimilation, or It 

develops to bare C as a kind of dissimilation, Wells Is not sure why the 

stops coatesce rather than degtlde, There' may be an element of stigma 

associated with the tatter. What basically motivates (and possibly dictates) 

0 
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the dominant variant In the Items tested, Is the nature of the 

subenvIronments. While three main variants exist In theory, In practice there 

are extensive subenvironments which can be categoricat In their use of a 

partIcutar variant, teaving a residue of micro varlabLes. These 

subenvironments are defined by linguistic features such as word position 

(particularly Initial), or may be morpheme based. A more probing analysis of 

stress and the subenvironments Is carried out In 65504. 

5206 The subenvironments 

It was seen earlier (in S3033) that Some phonological variables In 

Scouse (and in Liverpoot in general) can be complex, or at Least different, 

The situation with the coatescents brings Its own attendant problems, These 

concern the categorical subenvIronments and their Implications regarding the 

status of the PC as a min1varlable. Similar Issues have been raised by 

Hudson 1980b. He suggests that too much emphasLs has been pLaced on the 

phoneme per se, and prefers to regard the true phonotogIcaL varlabte as a 

phoneme In a context. His remarks are based on the concept of the varlabLe 

within the standard Laboylan paradigm, and white this does not necessarity 

I apply In this work, his comments are pertinent to the coalescents. As an 

example he gives (00 which can appear as It] or as EV (or even a 

combination). if /t/ appears before a consonant there Is no variability, but 

when prevocatic, there Is. Hudson ctallms that these cases must not be treated 

as instances of the same variable. In the case of /t/ as a PC for the palatal 

glide, I have shown that (In Liverpool at least), over % of the Items 

constituting the Lexical range of this PC exhibit Little or no variation. In 

the case of /s/, word initial position commands about Y; of the Items, but If 

we extend super- to Include those words where it Is a prefixt this 
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proportion is doubted. Taken with -sure (which Is mainly coalesced), about !A 

of /s/ can have a categorlc&L variant. What Is Left, can vary. I have referred 

to this as the micro variable. 

In the plain consonants, word Initial position was shown to be 

favourabte to glide loss. In the coalescents, the loss Is largely represented 

by coalescence in the stops and by E- gildel In the continuants. Most 

importantly we must establish the Incidence of the Individual lexical Items 

of a given PC (as I have tried to do in the appendices), and their 

categorality or otherwise, In order to get an Idea of the distribution and 

contribution of such items. The repercussions of the (near) categorical 

subenvironments must be taken into account when assessing the gilding status 

of any coalescing consonant as a mint variable. The findings of other 

researchers need to be subjected to greater scrutiny than the figures In 

their pooled results appear to Indicate, Experimental results can be 

influenced by the unwitting selection of categorical classes. Different 

distributions of Lexical Items and subenytronments may lead to 

correspondingly determined distributions of variants, 

5207 Slips of the tongue 

With regard to evidence from slips of the tongue, what there Is for 

the continuants /s Z/ Is based on 2 participants only. In Cls #07 In his 

pronunciations of musician was so affected by the anticipatory assImItation 

of the patataitzed 143 In the third syllable as to palatalize the expected 

voiced sibliant /z/ In the second, His three attempts were 

mJu( It ts3an 
mjuEllý. §Ian 
mJutlztsJ)an 
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Apart from the range of the three main realizations of /6/0 (bare Ls], 

coalesced (61 and gilded EsJD, It Is to be observed that the glided form 

occurred in the third attempt, which was the most carefully enunciated of 

all. This may reinforce the observation that the glided variant tends to be 

associated with careful speech, (This Instance Is not a strict example of the 

sequence being studied here, since It does not Invotve the back vowet /u/). 

The evidence relating to /z/ Is restricted to a single participant with a 

single word pleurisy. In each of the four eLicitations, #33 (in Cb) pronounced 

this as Eptcltwresll reflecting the overall predominance for the coalesced 

variant, and Indeed echoing his own pronunciation of presuma 

For the stops, the coalesced form Ed) was supreme In /t/1 whether 

used word initially or medially. On four occasions, tupins was perceived as 

tulips with Ed). In salutary (for *14 and #55), /t/ was transferred before 

the /u/, and realized as (d]. M ispronunc tat tons of glutinous also involved Eel 

for #02 and #16. When /d/ became medial, as In the metathests by #09 In 

prelude producing E-dj-], and a misreading of salutary by #12 gave 

Elsandjutil, it was gilded, But these are hardly substantial examples and may 

be due to hesitation. The use of E+glidel In the metatheslzed prelude rather 

than a coalesced form is especially Interesting since the standard 

pronunclatlon of the word Is atways 9ILded wlth /t/. 

I now propose to teave the (categoricat) subenvlronments and 

concentrate on the micro variable parts of the coalescents. This means 

looking at the main variable subenvironments or words. 
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5210 The coalescent reduced set of 5: the Cmicro varlables.. 1- 

The immediate consequence of excluding (near) categorical items was 

that only seven remained. While not Intended to be equable, any Imbalance 

between PCs was reduced by eliminating the 2 Least variable, dual 84%, tissue 

88%. Five Items represent only 375 tokens. But they do Include the most 

variable words, bringing Into greater relief any distinguishing 

characteristics. The set of five Is used to test age, school and group 

differences, the linguistic features of voicing and manner of articulation; 

and to construct an Index of gliding. The set of 5 comprises tune, duke, 

introduce, presume# consumer. Group means and standard deviations were 

calculated (table 52-11). Scoring is I for I+ glide] with 0 for coalescence 

or [- glide]. As the scores were based on five Items, the bulk are 

represented by 0%, 20%, 40%, 60% or 100%, S1 recorded mlspronunc tat tons 

which resulted In other percentages. 

Table 52-11 
Group gliding scores: coalescing PCs: the set of 5 

group arithmetic standard 
mean deviation 

Ci centre younger R 7 a 9.5 
C6 centre older 1 27 a 28,5 
SI suburb younger R 45 a 22.3 
S6 suburb older R r 46 a 37.2 

The disparlty In extent of gtldlng between Cl and the three other 

groups, Is noticeable from the mean scores. Similarly the distinction between 

the schools. The standard deviations show the greater homogeneity of the 

younger city centre group, and the more heterogeneous nature of the older 
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groups. This is attributed to the fact that white each secondary school In 

Liverpool had a restricted catchment area when the research was carried out, 

the sixth forms represented the final year of a cItywIde Intake. In any case 

the suburban school drew on a wider background both numerically and 

socially. The distributions of the Individual scores for these groups are 

given In fig 52-12, where each symbol represents a participant. 

The charts In 52-12 bring Into better focus the differences In the 

composition of the groups. While the other groups extend across the 

spectrum, there is a concentration of Low scoring -participants In C1, 

confirming the internal homogeneity. It also serves to Indicate the Internal 

consistency with respect to gilding (In this case, of non use) over the four 

PCs tested, using the set of 5. The distribution for C6 has twin peaks below 

the mean at 0% and 20%, but these older participants extend the range as far 

as the maximum. With S1, the modes are at 40% and 60%, emphasizing the more 

extensive use of a glide. The 2 modal values for S6 are at opposite ends of 

the range, 0% and 100%, making It the most heterogeneous group. This 

reflects the intake from a broader band of social backgrounds. 

I shalt now test the observed differences based on the combined 

data for the four coalescents In table 52-13. Globally the differences 

between the variants used are very significant. In a contingency table for 3 

variants across 4 participant groups, Xz a 48.59, p>0.01 for va6. The 

component (0 E)1/E values Indicate that the dIfferences are least with 

respect to the levels of E- glide]. The most substantial part of the Xa value 

derives from the E+ glide) figures. C6 adheres most closely to the norm as 

designated by the expected frequencies# followed by S6. The group which 

again stands out most Is C1. 
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Figure 52-12 
Individual scores on the coalescent set of 5 by groups 
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Tabie 52-13 
Group data for 4 combined coalescents: set of 5 

Co 

41 
42 

sl 

+9 

45 
46 

-9 

Q 
12 

SI + S6 

Co 

76 82 20 
43 44 11 

si + ci 

Co +s -9 

112 52 31 
57 27 16 

4 groups 

4 variants 

4 tokens 
4 percents 

to 

71 
73 

cl 

7 

-9 

19 
20 

Cl + C6 

Co +q -9 
135 35 27 
69 18 14 

S6 S6 + C6 C6 

CO +9 -g I CO +9 -9 1 CO +9 -9 
11 

35 37 1 9? 65 16 1 64 28 a 
44 46 10 1 55 36 91 64 28 a 

5211 Age and school difirerences 

The results for both age groups In graph 52-14 show an almost 

equal use of the coalesced variant (57% and 55%). There was a third more use 

of the glide (up from 27% to 36%) among the older pupils$ accompanied by a 

reduction of a half (from 16% to 9%) for glide loss. The changes In the 

percentages must not be attowed to mislead. This was confirmed by the X2 

test. (Xx = 6.44, p<0.05). When the data for each PC were tested separately, 

no significant differences emerged. 
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Xat = 2.10, p>0.1 
X'aci z 0.0007, p>0.1 
X'. 2 2.44, p>0.1 
X£,. = 3.9 7, p>0.1 

The aige data were obtained by combining the similar age groups from each 

school. This may have Led to differences between schools being cancelled out. 

While the dominant variant in the city centre (Cl + CO Is coalescence (which 

outnumbers the other variants combined), In the suburbs (Sl + SO, the gilded 

form Is the main variant. That the differences are very significant Is 

confirmed by testing. Xz = 35.55, p ( 0.01. The distinction with the age 

factor can be seen In graph 52-15. 

Figure 52-14 Figure 52-15 
Coalescents set of 5 Coatescents set of 5 
Young v old Centre v suburbs 

Sol 

OCO +9 -9 

I Is I II 

'co 49 -9 

5212 Comparisons with other research: social aspects 

In order to effectlyety compare the LlverpooL resuLts wlth those 

from Sydney, some arithmetical modifications are necessary to bring those 

results more Into line with the social parameters in the present survey. 

Horvath does not give Individual figures for palatalization or gilding for 

any of her nine words, only combined percentages for various factors, Since 
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the observed frequencies were not provided In her book, I have attempted to 

excise the contributions of sex and ethnIcIty. I was able to produce an 

estimate of frequencies for mates only (and later for Angto mates only). The 

reliability of my approach is vouchsafed by the fact that It does preserve 

the fundamental ratios of distinction between the results of the binary 

groupings (both Linguistic and social) which Horvath used. For example, my 

calculations preserve the fundamental (approximate) ratio of 20 for 

palatalization, which Horvath obtained for her male; femate grouping. 

For Horvath, mates patatalized 43% of the time-, femates 22i. The 

former percentage Is Identical with the result for coalescence In Liverpool, 

(using the raw results), where aU the Informants were mate. The coincidence 

is more fortuitous than significant. If the figures of Horvath are modified 

to include only Angto mates (so as to match better the Liverpool groups), 

then the Sydney level of coalescence rises to 48%. If the present figures 

include only the set of 5, (to match better the variable words of the 

Horvath survey), then the Liverpool level rises to 56%. 

Horvath Lnctuded aduits as weLl as teenagers, and found that 

teenagers coatesced their consonants marginally more than adults, (all 

Angtos), by 33% to 26%. Among the teenagers there was a tripartite ethnIc 

division Into AngLos, Greeks and Italians, with levels of palatalization of 

36%, 32% and 24% respectively. In the Sydney survey, teenagers used the 

palatalized variant a third of the time. This felt to a quarter for adults. If 

an allowance Is made for the Implicit lowering of the overall scores, then 

the percentages for Angto only teenagers wilt be correspondingly greater, 

thus reducing the gap between them and the (Angto only) adults, In the 

present sirvey, for the set of five, Increase In age was accompanied by a 
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minimal decrease in coalescence, from 57% to 55%, 

For the results of her Sydney survey, Horvath ctalms that 

"All of the social factors are significant except perhaps for 
socioeconomlc class. The results indicate that palatalization is more 
frequent among mates, Angtos, and teenagers. It Is disfavoured by 
the middle class. " (op cit: 117) 

The three socloeconomic groupIngs that Horvath used dld show a 

consistent pattern In their use of coalescence. Those speakers characterized 

as tower working class used the palatalized forms for 36% of the tokens. 

This fell marginally to 33% for the upper working class, and felt again to 

25% for the middle class. These results are repeated with emphasis In the 

present enquiry. If we regard the city centre school as being almost 

exclusively working class In Income and outlook, and the suburban school as 

a mixture of middle class and working class, then my data reveal a decrease 

from 69% for the city school to 43% for the suburban school In the use of 

coalescence, based on the more variable Items. 

In the American studies, what had been reported by Stephenson 1970 

was the Increasing gtLdetessness of southern speakers, with the young In the 

forefront of change. Age difference was most marked when the subgroups of 

oldest and youngest were considered: gilde use fell from 90% to 40%. While, 

the age. range of 40 to 20 years was not mirrored In the present survey. 

there was a tendency towards greater glide loss among the younger subjects, 

but only in the city centre, It did not occur In the suburban school where 

the results over the four PCs were similar for both age groups, and where 

gliding was the dominant variant, since speech In Interviews Is likely to be 

more carefully monitored. 
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5220 The linguistic fleatures of voice and articulation 

The data for the four individual micro variable coalescents are 

collected in table 52-16. with the combinations for voice and articulation. 

Table 52-16 
PC date for 4 coatescents: set of 5 

co 

64 
85 

t 

15 

-9 

0 
0 

t + s 

Co fg -9 

99 42 21 
61 26 13 

t + d 

to +9 -9 

148 66 10 
66 2? 4 

4 PCs 0 

4 variants 0 

4 tokens 0 
4 percents 0 

Co 

84 
56 

d 

+9 

55 
37 

-9 

10 
7 

d 

to +g -9 

112 75 24 
s3 35 12 

S +z 

CO +9 -9 1 CO 
1 

4g CO 49 -9 

35 31 21 1 63 
1 

51 37 1 26 20 16 
40 36 24 1 42 34 25 1 44 31 25 

it suggests that, when there Is scope for vartatton, the sto ps are again more 

ilkety to palatattze than the contInuents (cp tabie 52-01). But the stops are 

word InItial. t, /hlch Is not conduclve to gLIdIng. A mlnl hlerarchy Is as 

foltows: Adz S/. 
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5221 The effect of voice 

Horvath showed that the voiced coatescents /d z/ attract a greater 

level of palatalization than voiceless A s/. The difference was not 

substantiat, being of the order of 38% to 29%. If mates onty are considered, 

their greater propensity to patatatIze has the effect of Increasing the ratio 

to 51% and 39%. Horvath used twice as many unvoiced (6) as voiced (3) items 

(§4133). Onty a single Instance of each was word InItlat. In the voiced Ks 

this potentially provides a greater proportion of coalescing variants, When 

the five variable words here are used, the voiced Ks register 53% 

palatalization, with the voiceless counterparts on 61%, thus contrasting with 

the Sydney figures. 

Figure 52-17a Figure 52-17b 
Coatescents set of 5 Coalescents set of 5 
I- voice) young v old If voice] young v old 

I $I III 

'co 

all 

411 

all 
sco +9 -9 

In Liverpool a decrease In coalescence, accompanted by an Increase 

in gilding as we pass from younger to older, Is preserved for the voiceless 

environments A s/. The voiced PCs /d z/ go marginally against this trend, 

with a small Incr9ase In %: oaiescence as wett as in gilding, for older rJOUpIlS. 

Testing revealed that the differences In both Instances were not significant. 

0 
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Xz,,, = 4,46, p<0.1; x1ld. = 4.32, p( 0-1. The graphs In 52-17 show this by 

the slmlLar stopes of the Lines. 

On the other hand there Is a noticeable difference between the 

schools best seen In graph 52-18. 

Figure 52-18a Figure 52-14b 
Coalescents set of 5 Coaiescents set of 5 
I- voice) centre v suburbs 1+ voice) centre Y subs 

Oco 

%% 

tco 

49 -9 

The centre maintains an almost equal distribution of variants for voice) 

and E- voice), with coalescence being dominant. In the suburbs, as gildel 

is kept constant, there Is a reversal of the roles of the other variants. 

Gilding is associated with the voiced consonants, coalescence with the 

unvoiced. The differences between the schools are very significant. When 

tested for both aspects Of Voice, E+volcel gives a Xa value of 27.37, p( 

0.01, [-voice] produces Xz = 9,47t p(0.1. The variant mainly contributing to 

the difference Is the low Level of J+ gtidel In the city centre, and the 

above average figure In the suburbs, 

Of the four groups C6, may again be said to be most typicat. Their 

results for A s/. approach . nore ciot. ely the overall figures. The group most 

distinct from the global results is again C1. This Is confirmed by 
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statistical testing. xll*.. = 17.40, p<0.01, for which tow gliding In C1 Is 

largely responsible. If C1 Is excluded and the three other groups are tested 

on their own, Xztn = 1.23, a non significant result. This Is shown visually In 

graph 52-19. 

Graph 52-19 
Coatescents I- voice) 

C6 

Ist 
I S6 

% 
%% 

%%% 

I co +9 -9 

variants 

Graph 52-20 
Coatescents 1+ voice) 

CA 

C6 

st 

%% 

0 co +9 -9 

variants 

The same conctuslons emerge from the volced coatescents. X2.. ir 

34.57, p<0.01. Low gilding In Cl Is the main contributor; and above average 

gtlding and Low coaLescence In Sl atso of Importance. (See graph 52-20 whtch 

shows the distInctlon between the schoots), 
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5222 Manner of articulation 

When the consonants are classified according to manner of 

articulation, Horvath found that the stops (42%) were more favourable to 

palatalization than the continuants (18%). The ratio of 2)6: 1 Is preserved In 

the estimate I made of mate only results, (57% for the stops and 25% for the 

continuants). In my own tests the untreated results for all words tested, 

produce almost Identical figures 57: 24. Using the figures from the pruned set 

of five, /t d/ produce palatalized variants totalling 66%, with /s z/ on 42%. 

But In Liverpool, there is a propensity to palatalize word initial syllables 

in the stops, The continuants demonstrate a more even distribution of 

variants, as they share the same morpheme <-sume>, Like Horvath. 

The distribution of variants for the stops /t d/, Is aLmost Identicat 

for both age groups, (fig 52-21a). Xz = 0.24, p>0.1, which Is too tow to 

Indicate a significant difference. The results for the continuants /s Z/ show 

a greater use of gilding among the older pupils, but the differences were 

still not significant (Xz = 5.54, p>0.05). See graph 52-21. 

Figure 52-21a 
Coalescents set of 5 
Stops; young v old 

sco 49 -9 

Figure 52-21b 
Coalescents set of 5 
Continuants: young v old 

$Co +9 -9 
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In the data for manner of articulation, the coalesced forms for both 

schools show a drop of about twenty percentage points from the stops to the 

continuants. In both cases they are replaced by the ungtided variants. The 

glided forms remain much the same within schools, but the suburban school 

uses gliding about 211 times more often than the city school. Because of the 

Low expected value for the suburban E- glide] In the stops, aW contingency 

table was made contrasting the gilded variant with a combined non gilded 

form. The differences between the schools were significant. Xatd = 18.29, p< 

0.01. The main cause of this lay In the levels of gliding referred to above. 

Similar results were obtained from a 3x2 table for the continuants. Xz,, = 

17.14, p<0.01. Again levels of I+ glide] were the discriminating factor. 

(Fig 52-22). 

Figure 52-22a Figure 52-22b 
Coaiescents: set of 5 Coalescents: set of 5 
Stops: centre v suburbs Conts; centre v suburbs 

10 4111 

'co 

all 
1-1-1 

oco 49 -9 

In general the stops exhlbit a greater propensIty to coalesce (but 

note the Incidence of word Initial position), which Is most marked In the 

city centre school. The younger pupils In each school are at opposite ends of 
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the range of 1+ glide] (graph 52-23). Results from the significance tests 

bring these comments into greater relief. X2ts = 24.24, p)0.01* where the 

main contributions to this statistic come from the Levels of gilding In the 

groups just mentioned. In contrast the three variants of the continuants /s 

z/ are more evenly distributed overall. But while the city centre favours 

coalescence. the suburbs favour gilding. The most outstanding feature of the 

very significant result of the test (X2.. = 25.43, p>0.001), Is the Low 

level of gliding In C1. Their older counterparts C6 emerge as the group 

closest to the norm for both stops and continuants (graph 52-24). 

Graph 52-23 Graph 52-24 
Coalescents set of five Coalescents set of five 
Stops by groups Continuants by groups 

r-6 
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5223 The four separate FCs 

, Ctyu3, cLearLy demonstrates the overwhetmlng domlnance In word 

initial position, of the coalesced forms for ail four groups of informants, 

together with the compLete absence of gtidelessness. The similarity of each 

group Is reflected In the analysls, X2, L w 6.97. For va3, thIs Is not 

significant as It Is near the 10% Level. In contrast, <dyu> Indicates greater 
0 

variety between the groups, As the main shared feature Is the low Level of 

gildetessness, the analysis contrasted E+ gtidel and non gilde (the combined 

[- gLidel and coalesced variants). XZd = 22.42, p<0.01. The variety Is 

manifested in the opposing roles of C1 and S1, the former with tess gilding, 

the latter with more. 

The most internally diverse Is <zyuX The most obvious difference is 

between the schools. The city centre coalesces more than the suburban school. 

This Is matched by the gliding figures for the older suburban pupils. In a 

sense, S6 are almost a mirror Image of C1. Because of Low expected 

frequencies, a x1 test was not applicable. More consistency across groups Is 

shown In the unvoiced counterpart CsyuX Three of the groups, C6, S1, and S6 

have a preponderance of glided variants$ with coalescence marginally more 

popular than gildelessness. Conversely C1 reverse the dominant distributloh 

of glided forms, but maintain the same pattern with regard to the other 

variants. The X1. test on the basis of a division between glide and non 

glide, usIng a4x2, table gave a statistic of 13.04, which Is significant at 

the 1% level. This result depends on the low gliding frequency for C1. 
0 
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5230 Sumwry of the micro coalescents 

Having excLuded those subenvironments which were Categorical for 

most speakers, we are left with the micro variable coalescents. How extensive 

they are depends on the method of counting words or morphemes. How 

Important they are depends on their extent and on their ease of 

identification. 'What Is Left' does not satisfactorily Identify those variable 

components. They need to be positively demarcated, In so far as this Is 

possible. Whether this Is done by means of linguistic features, or by lexical 

specification (or both) depends on how extensive, and how numerous the 

invariable parts are. 

Comparlsons with other research may be unrellabLe. The Items tested 

have a bearing on the results. We can not be sure If other results also 

conceal categorical subenvEronments to the extent that these dominate much 

of the coatescents In Liverpool, There Is also the question of range of 

variants. In the American studies what distinguishes this variety In general 

terms from other Englishes Is the Insignificant level of coalescence, 

especially word Initially. B Phillips 1984 rejected a coalesced token (the 

onty initiat affricate she recorded) beCause 'Itt represents a dtfferent 

direction of sound change" (cp cit: 75). Within British English the coalescent 

stops do not usually have E- glide]. The basic alternative to 1+ glide) Is 

coatescence. But dunes, duplication, vituperation have been heard unglided. In 

/s z/ white att variants are avalLabte In theory, they are not necessarily 

distrlbuted over each suffix or lexical item (table 55-02). And I suspect 

there still exists a consistent use of a single variant wlthin Individual 

speakers. When /arlatlon does occur, It It; across speakers and frore obviously 

across groups. This aspect wtil merit deeper investigation. 
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5300 The mini variable (nyu) 

UnLike some other British urban areas, gliding In the /n/ environment 

was believed to be entrenched In Liverpool, even among those sectors of the 

population associated with glide erosion and toss elsewhere. But the results 

suggest that /n/ Is better classified as a mini variable. While the composite 

figures show the glide being present three times more than it is absent, 

they obscure the variation which occurs between texIcaL Items and between 

the groups of participants. 

For some informants. I was unable to make a clear decision on the 

presence or absence of a gLlde, even after repeated UstenIng to the tapes 

and vacitlating between those variants. But by attempting to mimic the 

articutation of these probtematic tokens, the concluslon was reached that 

sometimes neither E+ gildel nor I- gLidel was being produced. 
1 

What was 

appearing was a non anterior attophone 
or tvtn 7J 

of /n/. A This occurred more In 

potysyLLabic words when the retevant sytLabte was Initlat and stressed. 

Corroboration for this development has appeared In other dialects. Wells 1982 

has commented that 

"in some Irish or Scottish speech It can be argued that the (p] used 
In words Like new (jiu-0 merlts phonemic status, rather than being 
regarded as a realization of /nj/. " (op cit: 179) 

He also suggests that something comparable may happen with /nj Lj/ In 

American speech. These he feeLs, may produce EM 10, as In annual, failure. A 

similar tendency was noted here with (Lyu) but It was not as extensive as 

with (nyu), due perhaps to the result of extensive gilds loss In /I/. 
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5301 Data for fnyu): all Items 

The data for the seven Items tested are given in tabio 53-01. An 

LmmedLate distLnction may be made between the three Items whIch are 

basically gilded (january, genuine, avenue), and the other four which exhibit 

greater variabiLity (cp diagram 41-01). On this basis, a pair of 

subenvironments may be tentatively distinguished: word Initial and word 

medlat. Equalty they may be divided between stressed and unstressed. 

Tabie 53-01 
Variants for Inyu) 

529 tokens percents 

pa +9 -9 pa +9 -9 

nI new 3 52 23 4 67 29 
n2 nuclear 12 27 37 16 36 49 
n3 neutral 12 35 28 16 47 37 
0 january 2 73 1 3 96 1 
n5 genuine 0 77 0 0 100 0 
n6 avenue 2 75 0 3 97 0 
0 nutrition 3 35 32 4 so 46 

1 34 374 121 6 71 23 

5302 Word frequency 

The conclusions reached after analyzing the Phillips data on 

frequency, emphasized the dangers of drawing positive conclusions from the 

calculation of a composite coefficient of correlation, They suggest that a 

different starting point can produce noticeably different results. If we 

Include all seven Items used In the test, r, w 0.04. This Indicates a total 

Lack of correlation between the variables. When genuine, avenue are omitted, 

the resui; is for more Impressive: ,. =0.60. Further excludhg January did 

not produce a Larger coefficient, Using the four most vartabie wordso r, felt 
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to 0.40. When the three Invariable words were taken on their own the 

coefficient was 0.19. The range of values for correlation Indicates that 

general word frequency Is not an Important factor In glide loss. It must be 

kept in mind that In using so few words, results are much less reliable. The 

greater level of gilding for new may tend support to the onset of change In 

infrequent words, but factors Like word position are more efficacious in 

promoting glide loss. 

5310 The micro variable *"> 

I have gathered the group data for each of the 4 varlable words In 

table 53-02. In the variable word Initial subenvironment of /n/, E+ gtldel can 

be seen to be the dominant variant with 51% of the tokens; but I- gildel 

reaches 40%. The non anterior variant produced an averaged result of 9%. 

Three questions need posing. Why /n/7 Why this subenytronment? Why Liverpool 

now? 

ParaLLeLs are to be expected for articulatory reasons with other 

siveoLars A d/, rather than wlth other nasaLs, It Is word tnItiaL posttlon 

which, from the evidence of the tests (and from observations eisewhere), Is 

most vutnerabte to gilde Loss. 

Absence of the glide may be due to the Influence of dialects where 

It Is more prominent. I gather that (south) London accents, especially the 

demottc forms, where toss after /n/ Is common, have In recent years received 

greater exposure on teteylsion. 
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Table 53-02 
Token and percentage data for variable (nyu) words 

296 tokens percents 
pa +9 -9 pa +9 -9 

Ci 
nuclear 1 3 is 5 16 7? 
nutrition 0 2 13 0 13 87 
neutral 1 4 it 5 21 74 
new 1 7 12 5 35 60 

totals 3 16 54 4 22 74 

C6 
nuelear 3 6 12 14 29 57 
nutrition 1 9 10 5 45 so 
neutral 5 7 a 25 35 40 
new 1 14 6 5 67 29 

totals to 36 36 12 44 44 

S1 
nuclear 3 10 7 Is so 35 
nutrition 2 12 2 13 75 13 
neutral 3 15 2 is 75 10 
new 0 18 3 0 86 14 

totals b 55 14 10 71 1$ 

S6 
nuclear 3 8 5 1? 50 31 
nutrition 0 12 4 0 75 25 
neutral 4 9 3 25 56 19 
new 0 14 2 0 88 13 

totals 7 43 14 11 67 22 

all groups 
nuclear 10 27 39 13 36 51 
nutrition 3 35 29 4 52 43 
neutral 13 35 27 17 47 36 
new 2 53 23 3 68 29 

totals 28 ISO 118 9 51 40 
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There Is also the Influence of pronunclation from the USA. Instances 

were recorded In the Interviews of the solecism ElnukjwLel, which seems to 

bear out this observation. PJS has suggested that the ungtLded forms may 

sound trendy. To this we can offer the EkuL dudz] of pre and not so pre 

teenspeak. To have the radically awesome effect (of enhancing the street 

cred of the speaker). this variant is better used In noticeable 

subenvlronments. For maximal impact degtlde word Initially. The degliders 

were mainly found In C1, the home of glide Loss. 

The non anterior variant was distributed atmost eventy over three of 

-the four groups. The exception was the group of younger pupils In the city 

centre school, where the dominant variant was (- gticle). Some Initial 

observations may be made about the four groups, As we have now come to 

expect, there Is a marked Increase In the use the glided variants In both 

suburban groups, compared with those In the city centre. And there Is a 

corresponding reduction In ungtided forms as we move from the city centre to 

the suburbs. 

5311 Age, school and group comparlsons for <nyu> 

Tabte 53-03 summartzes the group data for the varlable words In the 

<nyu> word Initial micro variable. The participant groups occupy the four 

Orners, with age and school combinations In the middle of the sides. 

A test comparing younger with older shows that for va2, X2 a 

3.494, which Is not significant at 10%. This is reflected in the similar 

shapes of their graphs (53-04). It repeats the conclusion from the 

coatescents. In the suburban school the differences between the age groups 

are also negligible. A Xa score of 0,621 for v=2 Is not significant eit 10%. 

It Is when we turn to the city school that age differences are more evident, 

0 
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Gilding increased by 20+ percent In the older pupils, and gttdetessness 

decreased by thirty percent. White the older group Is evenly divided between 

E+ gtldel and E- gildel at 44% each, the younger Informants show a marked 

predilection for gtldeLessness at 74%. This value for the dominant variant is 

the largest of any recorded In the four groups of subjects. The Xa value of 

14.59 for v=2 Is significant at 0.1%. 

Table 53-03 
Group data for (nyu) words 

sl 

pa +9 -9 

10 54 13 
13 70 17 

sl + cl 

pa +9 -9 

13 70 67 
9 47 45 

cl 

pa +9 -9 

3 16 54 
4 22 74 

Sl + S6 
I 
1 4 groups 

I 
0 Cl + C6 

pa +9 -9 1 4 variants 0 pa +9 -9 

17 97 27 1 4 tokens 01 13 52 90 
12 69 19 1 

I 
4 percents I a 34 9 

S6 S6 + C6 I C6 

pa +9 -9 pa +9 -9 1 pa +9 -9 

7 43 14 1 17 79 50 1 10 36 36 
11 67 22 1 12 54 34 1 12 44 44 

For OyO, the differences between the schools are epitomized dy the 

doubling of the percentage or glided tokens In the suburban school, and the 

equally dramatic drop In gtidelessness, from 58% to 19%. (See figure S3-05). 
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Figure 53-04 Figure S3-05 Figure 53-06 
Age variation <nyu3o Schoot variation OyO Group variation Oyu. ) 

----------------- -------- --------- 
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64 

64 

gel 
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.- -e C6 
�S 

====s 

White the tendency towards a palatalized variant remains low for both 

schools, the differences In the proportions of the other variants clearly 

shows that the focus of gilde loss for <nyu> Is again firmly sited in the 

city centre school. The dominant variant for the city centre Is glIdelessness 

at 58%. Even more striking are the figures for the dominant variant In the 

suburbs. Here gilding reaches 69%. The distinction Is confirmed by the Xz 

test which produces a value of 47.49 for v=2. This Is a result significant 

at 0.1%. its significance Is Located In the point Just made about the opposed 

Levels of gilding. 

Both older groups show equivalence with respect to palatalization, 

but there the difference ends. White the city centre Is evenly split between 

gilded and unglided forms, the suburbs show a 30 preference for gilding, X2 

= 8.743 for v=2, which is significant at 2.5%. The younger suburban group 

Is only affected by glide toss to the extent of 17%. Contrast this with the 

amount of glide toss In the city centre which reaches 74%. Measured by Xas 

the value for v=2 Is 49.42. This Is significant at 0.1%, 
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The different natures of the four participant groups are more easily 

distinguished in figure 53-06 which shows the percentages for the three 

variants over the four groups. The results for the groups in the suburban 

school are notable for their similarities. Besides the Low palatalization 

(which is common to all groups except CI), It Is the stmilarlty of the levels 

of the predominant variant E+ glide] and the comparatively Low Incldence of 

E- glide] which show up in the almost parallel graphs. ThIs serves to 

emphasize the lower Inclination of the suburban school to glide toss In this 

new area. In the centre, the outstanding aspect Is that the predominant 

variant for C1 Is E- glide]. In C6 this has equal status with E+ glide]. 

Table 53-07 
Group frequency distributions of Indices of glide loss for (nyu) 

scores C1 C6 Si S6 1 

0 12 6 2 1 21 
Ol - 25 3 1 0 1 5 
26 - 50 2 4 4 3 13 
51 - 75 3 3 3 0 9 
76 - 100 0 6 12 11 29 

mean 20 52 76 80 
median 0 50 83 100 
mode 0 -- 100 100 

standard deviation 28 40 31 32 

Individual, scores on the lnyu)p Index show why the differences are 

most marked between the schools. The frequency distributions of individual 

indices are given In table 53-07 and Illustrated In figure 53-08. The 

suburban groups attain Index means of 76 and 80. These are much greater 

than the city centre values of 52 and 20. For botti suburbtin groups the modal 

band Is the topmost, wlth over hatf the partlclpants In each group betonging 
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to this band. And white both groups had members at the Lowest level, they 

were too few to exert much Influence on the value of the mean. This state of 

affairs Is almost entirely reversed In C1. Here the modal value Is the 

Lowest, with over half the participants. There Is nobody In the top band. The 

older city centre school group has a bimodal distribution, with the centres 

of gravity at both extremes. This Is reflected in their standard deviations, 

ALI these data emphasize the distinctive nature of C1. 

Figure 53-08 
Frequency distributions for Cnyu3o Indices by groups 
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fig 53-08c Sl 
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5312 Lexical patterns In <nyu> 

The most striking observation (apart from all being word Initial), Is 

that a clear Impilcatlonal scale can be established for the four words and 

for the four groups of participants, patterning in both directions. The 

percentages for . [- glide] only, are given In table 53-09. They tio not Include 

the non anterior variant of /n/. 
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Table 53-09 
Percentage glide loss for variable (nyu) words 

Item C1 C6 S) S6 overall 

nuclear 79 57 35 31 51 
nutrition' 87 so 13 25 43 
neutral 74 40 10 19 36 
new 60 29 14 13 29 

The scale In table 53-10 puts each Item In order of glide Loss 

across the 4 groups, 0= most glide loss). It can be seen that there are 

some similarities In the order. First, there Is the general constancy of an 

increase In gliding as we move across the 4 groups In the order C11 C6, and 

the suburban groups. There Is an Inversion of S6 and S1 for nutrition and 

neutral, but when It Is realized that a single token can for this date entail 

a percentage change of five points, the disparity In this palr of figures may 

be treated as insignificant, confirmed by the totals In the bottom line. 

Table 53-10 
Scale for Yariable (nyu) words by groups 

Item CI C6 SI S6 

nuclear 1 2 3 4 
nutrition 1 2 4 3 
neutral 2 4 3 
new 2 3 4 

1 14 4 

it is clear that C1 are firmly In the forefront of gtIde toss; their coevals 

in the suburbs are almost %s firmly In the forefront of glide retention. 

If we now took at how the items are located In each group we can 
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see a general decrease in E- glide] for each group, In the order nuclear, 

nutrition, neutral, new. 

Table 53-11 
Scale for variable (nyu) words by lexical Items 

Item CI C6 S1 S6 total 

nuclear 21115 
nutrition 1232aI 
neutral 3343 13 
new 44244 

There Is the exception of nutrition for C1 and S1. But for the reason given 

above, the order of words for S1 needs to be Interpreted with caution. The 

relatively low position of new for E- glide] may be Linked to Its greater 

frequency, but It Is more likely that given the Importance elsewhere of word 

initial position, Its salience Is greater In polysyllabic words. It Is also 

possible that orthographic (eu> and (ew>, In containing 2 vowels took as If 

they have 2 vowel sounds. 

5313 (nyu). - a wider context 

In the /n/ environment, yod dropping Is commonly heard In British 

working class speech. It Is typical of places like the west midlands and the 

capital. Wells 1982 gives examples from the latter of both stressed and 

unstressed syllables-, neutral Elnu: troul and pneumonia EnU-. ImAuniel. But Bowyer 

1973, cited In Wells, found In his survey of, south London pronunciation that 

In] was less common than Enj]. This Investigation has shown that glide loss 

In (nyu) is most common among the younger Scouse speaking city "centre 

pupils. Liverpool has joined the national trend. 
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5400 The mini variable (1yu) 

Section 54 is the finat section detailing the resutts of the 

empirical Investigation. It begins by presenting the data for the mInI 

varlabte (Lyu) from the panconsonantal word list and the main study 

incorporating the reading passage and word List. It looks at the focus and 

Locus of variation together with factors affecting the choice of variant. 

Given the initial Impetus of glide loss after /r/ and /Ct/ for 

articulatory and phonotactic reasons, the subsequent lexical diffusion of 

loss after plain /t/ resides primarily In the subenvIronments of word and 

morpheme Initial positions. If we take the list of A/ words In appendix 

§7340 as a guide, these subenvironments occupy about 4/5 of the stock. While 

the Lists are not exhaustive, and white It Is easier to locate word and 

morpheme initial words in dictionaries, their extensive coverage goes some 

way towards accounting for the widespread Loss In this environment. - 

What retention there is Is accounted for by the relevant syllable 

being heterosyltabic and occupying a position of post tonic stress (those 

Lists headed (20) In the appendix, where the first digit Indicates the place 

of <u>, and the second the syllable with stress, as with 'value). But apart 

from these words gtide insertion after /I/ Is now so rare In almost every 

dialect, as to sound unusual, distinctive, old fashioned, pedantic (or some 

combination of these), when It is used, The comment of Fowler (1926$ 1965) 

noted earlier In S1221i that use of the glide was do r1geur, has been turned 

on Its head. Of the words he cited which were still capable of taking a glide 

(dllute, prelude# delude, allude, only prelude persists. It Is a (2,1) word. If 

we allow for the stock of cattigorIcat words like (2*1) with haterosyttabic 

post tonic stress, the number of variably 9LIdable Items Is now tiny. 
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The amount and extent of variation (defined over the total results), 

whether lexIcat, stylistic or IdIolectat, was small, Out of the 37 words 

tested, 17 items were categorical (Mostly degttded), leaving 20 wit h some 

(often minimal) variation. Only half a dozen words of those tested can 1>9 

properLy regarded as being variable. This Indicates that the sound change 

after Al is approaching completion for the speakers tested In this survey, 

as Indeed it Is for most people elsewhere, 

5491 fiyu) data from the panconsonantal word list 

In the panconsonantai word list elicited as the final part of the 

interview, a sLngte Item absolute is categoricaily unglIded. Of the remaining 

six words, four are OC. These are salute, Illumination, Interlude (unglided), 

and insoluble (gilded). Onty deluge, prelude vary, due to the nonstandard use 

of tautosytiabic (1u]. 

5402 flyul data from the main enquiry 

Of the 31 Items In the reading passage, seventeen were totally 

categorical in all etlcltatlons. The eleven with a consonant cluster were of 

course ungtided; as were four items with Ktu) in word Initial position, viz 

lukewarm, lunacy, lumlnous, lupins Only volume, valuable were consistently 

gilded, having haterosyLiabic EL$ul. 8 of the remainder were classed as quasi 

categorical, but apart from soluble which was 4% ungt1ded, they were all 

95%+. The 8 are: 

dilute, aluminium, lewd, elusive, lute, hallucinate, polluted 

If we take these Items and break down the data by Informant groups, what Is 

revealed Is the by now famlilar Increaso In gtldlng as vie move In both 

spheres#- age and Location. In terms of the factors affecting variants, stress 
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on the relevant syllable Is accompanied by a Large degree of glide toss. 

Conversely 911de presence occurs In soiuble which has an unstressed syllable, 

but which has a heterosyttabic A/. 

Those Items exhibiting wider variability over the four SLICItattons 

are recorded In appendix 7213. Table 54-01 shows the percentages of glide 

use for the 6 variable words. The effects of stress are evident at the 

division, supporting the observation just made. The first items are examples 

of my (2,1) group which (when we discount non standard pronunciations) are 

together with prefixes (3,2), the Last bastions of glide preservation, even 

attracting possible hypercorrect glided variants in illustrate. 

Table 54-01 
Variants for Cyu) wordsi all elicitations 

1159 tokens percent 
+9 -9 +9 19 

deluge 108 14 89 It 
salutary 73 27 73 27 

voluminous 40 129 24 76 
lurid 48 191 20 80 
lure 50 252 17 83 
delude 22 205 10 90 

1 341 818 29 71 

What was strange was the leveL of gilding In lure, lurid Stranger 

still was the link In C6 with method of elicitation. This Is Illustrated Later 

In table 54-06. 
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5410 Varlat ton in clyus 

The six most variable Items will now be investigated from social, 

stylistic. lexical and phonological viewpoints, with attention to those 

factors put forward as Influencing the choice of variants. 

Table 54-02 
Group data for (lyu) variable words 

sl sl + cl cl 

-9 +g -9 +9 -9 

63 206 66 438 1 23 231 
23 77 16 84 1 9 91 

$1 f S6 groups Cl + C6 

49 -9 variants 

203 381 14 tokens 0 138 437 
35 65 14 percents 0 24 76 

+9 

140 
44 

S6 

-9 

175 
56 

66 + C6 

+9 -9 

255 361 
40 60 

49 

its 
36 

C6 

-9 

206 
64 

5411 Social variation: age, school and group 

I have arranged the group data In table 54-02. There Is a consistent 

Increase In gliding In the order C1 < S1 C6 < S6. A X2 test gave 

95.98. A value of this size for va3 Is very significant at pm0.1%. The 
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main contributory groups are C1 and S6. The former have an observed Level of 

gilding well below statistical expectation: the tatter are above. If all the 

younger pupils are compared with all the older, the biggest difference ties 

in glide Loss. A reduction of about a quarter occurred, from 84% to 60%. This 

reduction was compensated for by a percentage difference In gilding for the 

older pupils of 2A times what the younger groups recorded. The Importance of 

these differences was confirmed by a Xz test, which attalned a value of 

76.17. For v=I this Is significant at 0.1%. An equally large gap Is opened 

up between the age groups In the city centre. There Is a quadrupling In the 

gilding percentages In the older group compared with the younger. The Intra 

group proportions of E+ glide) to E- glide] change from 100 In C1 to almost 

1: 2 In C6. The differences were found to be significant at 0.1%, with xa = 

54.26. In the suburban school there Is Less distinction between the older and 

younger pupils than In the city. The older group glides twice as much as the 

younger pupils, and tags correspondingly In glide Loss. The value for Xz at 

27.36 is Less than the other comparisons made above, but Is still significant 

at 0.1%. In general the differences between the schools are not as dramatic 

as those measured by age. Gilding Increases by a half from 24% In the centre 

to 35% In the suburbs. The corresponding percentage drop in giLdelessness is 

not as striking being based on a larger figure. However XIK at 15,64, Is 

significant at O. M. If the comparisons are made on a narrower basis, by 

looking at the figures for the corresponding age groups In each school, 

differing conclusions emerge. The younger pupils exhibit more variation than 

the older. Comparing C1 with Slt gilding trebles In the suburbs, XR = 18-59 

which is significant at 0.1%. The older pupils show less differentiation and 

this Is borne out by tostIng, A value of 4.56 for Xa Is only Agnt-. 1cant az 

5%. 
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I give the frequency distributions of the individual Indices by 

groups in figure 54-03. The index was based on the six probabilistic words 

(app 7222). It was calculated as number of glided variants divided by the 

number of valid tokens, and converted to a percentage. Each group apart from 

C1 occupies most of the available range of scores. Ci is notable for the 

preponderance of Low scores and consequently Its Low mean. 

5,912 Styilstic variation 

A typIcat feature of Ungulstic varlables In qther studles has been 

the corretatton of what are seen as more prestigious variants soclaily, with 

more formai registers of speech. In the present work the use of variants' in 

the (Lyu) mint varlabLe was observed over three methods of etteltation -a 

word list, the reading passages and the replies to the questions - 

interpreted as being In descending order of formality. The tow Incidence and 

implied difficulty In collecting examples of (Lyu) words In everyday speech 

(whether guarded or unguarded) militated against using this method for the 

elicitation of data. When we 'compare the different methods of elicitation, 

the variation can be Likened to ever decreasing circles. Any variation which 

tenuously 'exists on an overall, or group, or even word level, finally 

disappears Like a dot In the centre of the diminishing circles, and from this 

point of view represents nonentity. I give In table 54-04 the figures cutted 

from the individual data in appendix 7222. They are given for each'of the 

four ellcitations for each of the four groups of participants. The numbers 

represent gilded tokens. 
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Table 54-04 
Glided tokens by elicitations for the four groups 

WL RPI RP2 01 

cl 7664 23 
C6 31 28 33 23 11S 
S1 19 21 14 9 63 
S6 36 37 38 29 40 

1 93 92 91 65 341 

The bottom tIne shows that there Is virtually no dIfference between 

the four eticitattons In the number of glided tokens. The apparent exception, 

(replies to the questions), Is affected by the number of times some Items 

were not elicited, especially among the 'younger groups with single dIgIt 

responses. Thus In C1 deluge had no valid tokens at all; In S6, delude was 

only elicited twice out of a possible 16. The minute evidence of stylistic 

variation is confirmed by a significance test which shows that for va9, X11 

= 3.366, which Is not significant even at the 10% level. The lack of 

variation also shows Itself elsewhere. There Is little variation within each 

of the four groups of participants, especially C1 and S6. There Is little 

variation within individual words. And there Is relatively little variation 

within participants. (But see 95413 for lure, lurld). 

The reasons for this uniformity are not hard to find, The palatal 

qtIde is not a salient distinguishing feature of pronunciation In this 

environment. Some speakers are not aware of the potential for gilding. The 

pronunciation of familiar Items Is fixed for a given individual. Only those 

words which were unfamiliar, were for that reason, open to a variable If non 

standard pronunciation whether with glide or stress, as In delu9e, salutary. 
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The tenor of some of the Interviewees does raise the issue of the 

reliability of levels of formality In a Linguistic Interview. The format of 

traditional dialectology tended to be based (for a variety of reasons) on a 

restricted method of elicitation, frequently designed to produce single word 

responses. The use by Labov of levels of formality In speech Led to the Idea 

of a set of discrete styles. Given the major distinction between casual and 

format speech and the situations they are associated with, a group of 

subdivisions was made, A frequently used array for stylistic differentiation 

covers the gamut from casual speech, via format speech and reading passage 

style to word list style, "the most format of all" (Chambers & Trudglit 

1980: 71). The range may be extended by using a minimal pairs list. 

Investigations have shown that this methodology can reflect quantitative 

differences In pronunciation, related to the accepted levels of formality. But 

there are aspects generated by my Interviews, which question the universal 

application and distinction of these levels. 

We can accept that the different levels of formality represent 

objectiveLy recognized steps In a ctine. What I wish to question Is the 

assumption that a given levet represents the same degree of formatity for 

every Individuat. In the Liverpoot Interviews there was a standard majority 

pattern of response. But Lt was cLear that the approach and reaction of some 

subjects to the interview was markedty different from this norm, Some 

approached wlth a degree of cautton, nervousness, reserve and diffIdence. 

Others made it an opportunity to display their latent thespian talents. For 

the tatter participants, the tone of most of the Interview was far more 

casual than for any of the former. Participants had different attitudes and 

expectations which put their responses for the objective Levels on a 

different footing. 
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Another factor which may Influence the Individual pitching of the 

formality Level Is the extent to which participants are aware, In advance, of 

the range of possibiLities. For example, If the general tenor of the 

Interview was to move from relatively Less formal to more formal, but this 

is not Indicated In advance, then some subjects may pitch their initial level 

of noncasual speech In such a way that It Is difficult for them to make a 

more formal adjustment when they encounter a word list. Those doing this 

were Largely In S1. If subjects were told before they start what Is Involved, 

some may be abie to adjust the Level of their responses lappropr lately', In 

terms of the styListlc continuum above, rather than Imposing their own level 

of formatity at the beginning of an Interview. 

5413 Lexical variation. - f*requency and shape 

The exercise retating gLide toss to word frequency was repeated for 

/t/. For the compLete set of words tested, but omltttng att ctusters except 

pleurisy, so that n= 27, the rank correlation coefficient was calculated to 

be 0.00, a fairly conclusive Indication of nit correlation. The 8 Items where 

(10 Is word Initial produced a coefficient of -0.1. Finatty I took the seven 

most variable words deluge, salutary, prelude, voluminous, lurid, lure, deluda 

They produced a coefficient of +0.53. For that size sample this value is 

Insufficient to make any positive conclusions. Fowler had commented that the 

strongholds of /Iju/ were In unaccented syllables and In less common words. 

This reinforces my view that less common words are used by speakers with a 

Longer exposure to the processes of education, and may thereby be more 

Inclined to monitor their speech more closely, especially In Interviews4 

Word frequency on Its own may not contribute much to the 

expianation of setectlon of variants or to gilde loss. With words of similar 
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morphologicat shape It was feLt that a variant witt be consistent In words 

containing the same morpheme. To test this, 2 pairs of words each with 

contrasting stress and possibly syllabification, were examined. The figures 

for the variants are In table 54-05. The data for volume are omitted since 

it was InvarlabLy glided. 

7able 54-05 
Gliding tokens for words of similar morphological shape 

word cl C6 Sl S6 

+9 -9 +g -g +9 -9 +9 -9 

salute 0 20 4 16 2 18 0 14 
salutary 4 12 32 1 77 30 7 

voluminous 13 20 7 33 11 26 9 50 

Overati. salute was 8% gLided compared with 73% for salutary. When 

we take the tokens by groups it is obvious that In terms of age the 

dominant variant for both o, lder groups for salutary is J+ glide]. The 

dominant variant for salute Is always E- glide]. When the global figures were 

tested, X 2 produced a value of 69.65. For va1 , this Is very s ignificant at 

p=0.1. The reasons for the difference must tie some where else than In 

similar shape, With the other pair, categorical gilding for volume compares 

with 24% gilding for voluminous. Not all participants made the connection, 

This was more noticeable among the younger pupils. They may have seen the 

tonger word for the first time. I suspect that If there was a choice as to 

which analogy to use, volume or luminous, then If It was the former, gilding 

occurred. If the Latter, there was no gilding. This suspicion Is based on the 

results of C1 where the large number of glided variants recorded can be 
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attributed to the effects of hesitation over an unfamiliar word, and the 

influence of analogy. 

The hypothesis to be tested concerning words of similar phonological 

shape, was that, especially for a sound change, such words were more likely 

to be slmllar In their use of a variant, not only by groups but also by 

individuals. But the fact that many of the words tested were categorical and 

that most were quasi categorical, means that consistency did Indeed rule 

supreme. And If the proof of a pudding Is in the eating, then the consistency 

was ungtided. It was possible to compare five sets*of words, producing some 

Interesting results In the final pair. 

In lute, lewd only the voicing of the final alveolar distinguishes 

them. Since both words were OC, the amount of gliding was minimal. It Is of 

course possible that for a poor reader, lute may have been mistaken for toot. 

The only special feature relating to consistency here Is that #46 'Was 

involved In the gilded forms: lute in RP2 and lewd in RPI and 2. 

With regard to the 5 (tute>s, lute, dilute, salute, polluted, 

absoluta for C1 they were totally unglided, except by #19, The figures for 

C6 show Little difference, a single Individual contributing nearly half of the 

glided tokens. The general loss of the glide In these five words Is 

epitomiz . ed by #36. In WL2 when he came to the Item salute, he pronounced It 

first with a glide, snorted and smIled, and then produced an emphatic 

ungtided form. Otherwise #46 (again) was In the forefront registering 4 out 

of the 10 glided versions, 

There Is some group correspondence between the use of the glide In 

the three <Lude> Items, prelude$ interlude, deluda But It needs to be 

teapered by the facts that Interlude was virtually categorically gildeless,, 

and that prelude registered very few standard tokens. Any conclusions 
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therefore lack convIction. 

The distributton of vartants for deluge, delude appears to 

substantiate the suggestion that stress and glIdIng are closely linked. (But 

the same can be said about syttablclty. ) The stressed Item Is ungtided; the 

unstressed vowel is mainly gilded. The four subjects in C6 using a gilds for 

delude, also gilded deluge with first syllable stress. 

The most InterestIng of the flve sets of phonotogicatty stmllar 

words are lure and iurld and In particular, some of the participants in C6, 

with their Link between gilding and types of eilcltation'. For the older group 

in the city centre, the total of 27 glided tokens was almost evenly divided 

by occurrence between RPI M, 0 M, WL (5) and RP2 (6% Over half the 

subjects (11120) were gt1detess In both words. But among the gliders there 

was an internal consistency as table 54-06 shows. It Is designed to 

demonstrate the connection between the gilding of both words In each of the 

possible 16 combinations of eticitatIons, 

What Is remarkabie Is the ieadtng diagonat. Thts shows that gLLdIng 

occurred tn a gIven Indlyidual for both words In the same elLcitation. So 

from the tabie, #40 gtided both words In the first rendition of the reading 

passage; participant #36 gilded both In the questions, word ilst and RP2. At 

the edges of the table (outside of the double lines), the rows marked 

indicate that OnLY a single word was Involved. Thus at the bottom, #33 and 

#45 glided lure In RP2, but there was no gilded response for luridanywhere. 

Of alt the subjects In C6 therefore, #36 and #33 are the most consistent 

gliders In this pair of words, On the other hand #35 Is notable for his 

Inconsistency In this pair. 
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Table 54-06 
Gliding and mthod of elicitation in lure and lurid for C6 

lure 

I RPI 101 WL I RPZ I 

RPI II 
0111 35 36 

1 40 11 46 1 

011 33 1111 
11 35 36 111 
1 

lurid -1 WL I11 33 11 
111 36 11 35 1 

RP2 I11 34 1 
1 36 1 35 1 

46 1 

34 33 1 
45 11 

5414 Phonological variables: stress and syllabification 

Having found that neither frequency, nor similar word shapes were 

sufficiently useful as explanatory variables, the comments Indicating that 

stress plays a decisive role, needed closer Investigation here. Since Jones 

1956 has covered the A/ environment In some detall, It Is his observations 

which witt be tested, bearing In mind that his remarks apply to an earlier 

standard of Received Pronunciation, As seen In 64101, he was forced to be 

Inconclusive (or aL best quasi categorical). If the relevant syllablo (RS) was 

stressed, the glide was variable but largely absent. If the syllable was 

0 
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unstressed and followed by stress, the glide was also variable. Only If an 

unstressed syllable was preceded by stress was he able to conctude that a 

glide was always present. These simple statements Ignore the Influence of 

possible interrelated factors, Linguistic or otherwise. I shalt now compare my 

empirical results with Jones three statements, by referring to appendix 7340 

where words of (4 syllables are ciassifed according to the position of the 

RS W and tonic stress (y). 

To test whether stress on the reLevant syttabie promotes gttde loss, 

tabLe 54-07 gives my overaLl percentages for gilding In stressed Items. 

Table 54-07 
Stressed syllables and the level of gliding 

% gl Ide 1 gl ! de 

lute 8 solute 
hallucinate 10 delude 
polluted 17 lure 

2 elusive 20 lurid 
3 lewd 26 voluminous 
4 dilute 

The rule largely holds; but a few Items exhibit degrees of gilding (from 17% 

to 28%). In the case of voluminous, gilding Is more common (60%) In the 

younger participants, for the reason In 95413, On the other hand, for lure, 

lurid 80% of the gilded tokens occur In the older groups, possibly 

reflecting greater exposure to that variant, rather than the effect of the 

following (-r> or a towered vowel. In all three Items the 911ded forms were 

to a considerable extent the preserve of r Individual speakers, rather than 

being scattered haphazardly across a group. In a wider context the diagram 
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retates to groups (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3) tn app 7340, 

My data for unstressed sylLabies are given in diagram 54-08, where 

I have added an extenslon to the observatlons of Jones. I make a distInction 

between sytiabtes where the stress Is Immedlatety contIguous to the ratevant 

syltabLe, and those where It Is not. My appendix groupings are bracketed. 

--::: :: z::::: : z: z::::: 

Diagram 54-06 
Non stressed syllables and the level of gliding 

(+str)-str +9 

not contiguous 
contiguous 

(3,1) (2,1)(3,2) 

-str(+str) -o variable 

contiguous not 
contiguous 

(2,3) 

3 interlude 60 prelude 
0 absolute 71 salutary 

84 deluge 
97 soluble 

100 volume 
100 valuable 

4 aluminium 4 litumination 

As Jones Implied, gilding Is promoted only when non stress Is 

(immediately) preceded by a stressed syllable, (with the caveat of reduction 

to shwa which may produce glide Loss). More distant previous stress, (te 

where 1x-y1 > 1), Is associated with glide loss. Following stress (whether 

Immediate or not) favours glide toss. On the basis of the scant empirical 

evidence, it is presumptuous to claim that Jones has captured the essence of 

the problem. Yet together with the minor modification for non contiguous 

syllables, stress has helped to explain more of the variation, Even so, 

another influence seemed to be at work, but not as obvious as stress. I 
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began to suspect that the most glided words - prelude, salutary, deluge, 

soluble, volume, valuable - had another feature In common, apart from the 

relevant sytiabLe being In post tonic position (my (2,1) (3,2) groups). This 

other feature, syllabification, may possibly serve as an alternative 

explanation, to be used where Irresolution stilt occurred. 

Less attention has been given to syllabification, probably because of 

the difficulties In observing distinctions In speech, Only the comments of 

Battey 1977 have Indicated the Importance which U felt) It deserves. If we 

assume that this feature acts on Its own, Its influence can be easily stated. 

The propensity to glide Is diminished if the Ks are tautosytiabic (thus 

accounting for the vulnerability of word Initial position, and Loss In medlat 

clusters). Conversely heterosyliablclty favours the glide. I have chosen to 

test these propositions In conjunction with stress. In order to examine the 

combined effects on the production of variants, 5 words with easily 

discernible syllabification were selected: delude, prelude, salute, salutary, 

volumlnous. These were variable, not only In the use of nonstandard 

pronunciations, but In the distribution of variants, the allocation of stress 

and the careful syllabification associated with hesitant articulation. 

The propositions will be tested with reference to a tree diagram 

(54-09) showing the combinations of variant, stress, and syllabicIty. 

The first division Is made according to whether the glide Is present 

or not, This gives 2 groups: +g and -9. 

2 The retevant syllabLe IS attocated between a pair of sections 

depending on whether that syLlable Is stressed or not. It is 

Independent of the standard pronunciation of a word. This sptit 

produces 4 sections. 
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3 Finatty. the sections are subdivided according to whether the 

retevant sytiabie begins with a consonant or not, 

Taking prelude as an example, the corpus revealed a split between: 

pret$ude the previous syllable closed. The RS Is heterosyLtabIc, 

not beginning with EI-3; symbolized by -c. This makes 

the vowel In the sequence syllable Initial. Like words 

with a zero PC (eg euphony), this favours a gilde. 

pre$Lude the previous syllable open. The relevant syllable Is 

tautosyttabic begining with it-]; and symbolized by +c ' 

There are consequently 8 classes. Using 0 for absence of a feature and I for 

its presence, In the order gsc, (which can stand either for glide, stress, 

consonant, or group, section, class), the 6 classes are given a binary 

notat Lon from 000 to III (In denary 40 to 4 7). 

Diagram 54-0? 
Subdivisions for analyzing syllabification and stress 

000 001 010 Oil 
4041f243 

100 101 110 111 
44454647 

This octad can accommodate' those mI spr"onunc tat tons which did not appear to 

be different words, unlike the rest of the anatysts where they are excluded. 
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If we take the varlabies of syLLabtflcatton and stress in 

conjunction, a pair of fundamentat propositions are tested. 

(PI) tautosyliabicity and E+ stress] work together to favour 

glide deletion *3 

M) heterosyttabictty and E- stress] work together to favour 

glide Insertion +4 

If the vartabLes do not act In conjunction but contrarily, four combinations 

emerge (capitals refer to the columns in table 54-10). 

E+ stress] acts wlth a heterosyLLablc consonant, then 

8 if E+ gtldel resuLts, stress wins over sytLablclty to give 46 

C If E- glide] results, syLlabicity wins over stress to give 42 

E- stress] acts with a tautosyLtabic consonant, then 

C if E+ glide] results, syttabicity wins over stress to give 45 

B If E- glide] results, stress wins over syttabtclty to give 41 

In addition the variables may operate disjunctively to produce the opposite 

effect of that predicted In the basic pair of proposItions. 

D if (- stress] and heterosyttabte combine for E- gttdel, then 4 0 

D If 1+ stress] and tautosylLable combine for E+ qtIdel, then * 7 

I shatt use data from my tnvesttgaition to evatuate the effect of each 

feature In table 54-10. When the percentages for pronunciations are arranged 

to reflect this claTsIficatIm, the effects of stress and syllabification 

become cLearer. 
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Table 54-10 
Stress and syllabification for 5 (1yu) words 

A8 

Both Stress Syllab Neither 
correc t wins wins correct 

43 44 41 46 42 45 40 47 

delude 88 3 0 5 0 0 0 4 
salute 87 3 3 a 0 0 0 0 
voluminous 55 22 5 is 0 0 1 1 
salutary 34 37 6 6 0 0 1$ 0 
prelude 43 22 22 10 1 0 1 0 

Regrettably they tend to undermine my orIgInaL belief In the superiority of 

syllabification over stress In the determination of vartants. But In Its 

favour, It can be seen from the table that syllabification works 2/3 to 9/10 

of the time. The columns In A show the percentages which uphold the pair of 

propositions on the conjunction of stress and syllabification, It can be seen 

that all five words are 'correct' for at least % of their utterances. The D 

columns show what happens when the features conspire to produce a result 

contrary to that enunciated In the propositions. It very rarely happens. The 

fluke result for salutary (the main odd case that appears to go against 

Battey), Is due to confusion with the non tested word solitary, which 

appeared frequently as a response for salutary. The 18 responses generally 

represent at mixed version of both words. Columns B and C show what happens 

when stress and syllabification are In conflict. Stress triumphs. 
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5500 Empirical testing: summary and conclusions 

The broad divisions of this summary of the LtverpooL tests, cover 

the evidence from the Interviews of linguistic and social aspects of glide 

use and explanatory variables, together with general observations on the role 

of certain suffixes. (yu) cannot be treated as a single concept, It must be 

broken down into components, most readily specified by the Ks. For aK and 

Its gilding status, the use of distinctive features better summarizes my 

empiricat findings, and may go some way to providing a contributory systemic 

reason for glide loss. Using the features anterior and coron&L, they produce 

three divisions Into which the 16 PCs (excluding e) may be placed. 

DI E-cor][+ant] 4 /f V/ /p b/ /m/ 

D2 1-corlt-antl 0A q/ /h/ 

D3 E+corll+antl V /G/ /n/ Ads z/ /it /r/ 

For compLeteness, the fourth subset Is stated and exemptifted. 

D4 E+cor]E-entl /d 14 1/ 

The order in which I have listed the consonants basically represents the 

order In which the PCs appear In terms of gilding, At Last, glide tIdIngs of 

I great Joy. 

With regard to the four divisions, the foilowlng points are made. 

(a) The PCs Most likely to retain the palatal glide are those In DI 

D2, articuLated furthest away from yod, le lablaLs and veLars. This suggests 

the fundamentat motIvatlon for gilde loss. and exptains why of the nassis, /n/ 

rather than /m/ Is likely to undergo glide loss. In this thesis the PCs are 

represented by my categorical and quasi categorical divisions (95010)., 

(b) Ir division 4a glide Is never p*esent after the paitato alveolar 

affrIcates /e J/, and, except' In rare -IndIvIdual cases (lexlcalty and 
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Idiolectatty), after the fricatives /9 2/. 1 Indicated In 92104 that the gttde 

may be defined as E+cor3t-antl (or maybe hovering on the border depending on 

whether neutrat Is Eel or shwa). If E+corl Is admitted, then the effects of 

articulatory simitarity are ctearer, as It represents a common feature. 

(c) It is division 3 which needs most attention. Of the Ks In this 

divislon, most attracted to the glide Is /0/, because of Its dental 

articulation. It Is really In a set on Its own, being less close to yod than 

the aiveoLars. As far as Liverpool Is concerned, all accents from Scouse to 

RP are distinctive gliders with /8/. The group of alveotars Incorporates 

subgroups reflecting wide dIfferences In levels of gilding, as well as 

coalescence. /n/ occupies a special position In this Investigation on account 

of its innovatory status with regard to the extent of glide loss. At the 

lower end of the gilding spectrum Is /I/ which has Lost almost all contact 

with the glide not only In Liverpool but elsewhere (except In the specific 

post tonic stress context). Finally there Is /r/, totally ungtided, Bloth /r/ 

and /t/ in addition to the features mentioned, share with /j/ the features 

sonorant and continuant emphasizing their similarity. Conversely, /k g/ share 

none of the four. Dissimilation has the effect that a sound close to yod, 

rejects yod. 

5501 The lexical incidence of PCs 

Frequency of Incidence depends on the PC. I have noted that the 

distribution of Lexical Items for each PC IS far from equal. Some Ks like A 

ft d/ are associated with a much Larger number of Lexical Items than other 

PCs such as /v 8/. From an Idlolectal standpoint, It Is not necessarily the 

overall frequency of an Item, as revealed In a general frequency list, which 

is always relevant, It Is possible to conceive of somebody working In a 
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publishing house and specializing In the monastic and legend Lists. Three IG/ 

words (Methuen, carthuslan, arthurian) wilt have a greater frequency. But It 

is the converse situation which Is emphasized here. For 1v D/ there may exist 

speakers with only a single Item In each, namely view, enthusiast (and their 

derivatives). Let us further suppose, that the /v/ Item Is gilded, and the /0/ 

Item Is ungtided, and this applies to the derived words, then the Idlotectat 

status of a PC can depend on a single lexical Item. 

5502 Comparisons with other glide Investigators 

As far as the ptain consonants are concerned, the combined data for 

my four groups of subjects reveal close similarities with both RP (84101), 

and the hierarchy of Bailey 04120). The conclusions recorded here reflect 

those noted by Wells 1982. The data recorded In my survey also conform, In 

so far as It is possIbLe to make comparisons, with those of Trudgitt 1974. 

There is substantial agreement between the order of PCs based on place of 

articulation. The dichotomy Is between lablals and vetars, and the more 

variegated alveotars. Ali dialects (except east Anglian) agree on the 

association of gilding with the non coronals. It Is within the etveolars that 

variability occurs. White the position of /r/ at the base of the gilding 

spectrum Is shared by all dialects, it Is the relative order of the 

phonemlcatty palatatizing consonants /t ds z/, the phonetically palataltzable 

consonants 1h n U, together with /0/ which Is In question. If we consider 

the quadrupLets first, while the three main variants are generally present In 

British and Australian English, American researchers Indicate the comparative 

absence of coalescence, so that dialects are not simply comparable. Another 

aspect militating against direct comparisons Is the fragmentary evidence for 

the existence of palatalized variants for the trio /h n I/ in Liverpool. While 
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this Is very specific, and relatively Insignificant compared with the 

pancoronaL explanatory Narlebtes for glide toss, It does suggest Itself as a 

suitable area for further Investigation. Whether such post alveolar 

articulations represent a trend In the direction of glide absence remains to 

be seen. Auditory Impressions can be suspect, whereas spectrographIc methods 

provide a more objective foundation for analysis. In the case of /8/, Its 

small lexical Load confers on It a peripheral Importance In the order of Ks' 

it is at this juncture that comparisons between tects become more 

problematical, even If they are based on rank rather than percentage values 

of gliding. The extent of vocabulary for an Individual speaker may affect the 

degree to which he glides In a PC. In general therefore, Liverpool appears to 

be broadly In Line with urban basitects In the rest of the country, more 

notably with regard to /n/ as far as my Limited testing Indicates. 

5503 The subenvironments 

A cruclat point which needs separate treatment Is the existence of 

subenvironments within the mint variables, (and Its converse, the existence 

of small areas of variability within the otherwise monolithic glided plain 

consonants). Their Importance Is related to their lexicat Incidence. They can' 

be disguised In the overall data for a PC, and a concatenation of categorical 

suffixes can predetermine any results obtained from empirical testing. I have 

chosen to differentiate the Idea of the micro variable from that of the 

subenvironment. Strictly the micro variable represents a variable 

subenvironment which can be characterized by reference to a unifying 

identity (such as word Initial position), rather than the detritus or residue 

rcmalntng after extensive glide Loss. For- future, research and comparisons!, 

they need to be positively Identified In order to avoid misleading 
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conclusions, since mini variables can have categorical subparts. (See 65206 

for the opinions of Hudson 1980b cn Invariable subsets of a phoneme). It Is 

not clear whether other researchers were aware of such subenvlronments and 

hence reported Inadequately. Whichever, it can make comparability unreliable. 

5504 Role of the explanatory variables 

Of the explanatory variables tested, the K provIdes; the most usual 

basis for discussion. But regarding the PC, 2 were of far reaching Influence. 

They were stress and word Initial position, confirming the conclusions of 

earlier work, 

Table 55-01 
Stress and variants for variable PCs In Liverpooti nonsuffix 

1 +Str 1- Str 1 
PC 11 (+Str)-Str 1 -str(+str) 1 

1 Co +q -g 1 Co +q -q 1 Co +g -q 1 

it/ 
/d/ 

1x 
11x 

IK 
IIK 

IIx 
II$ 

/s/ I xII I IsxI xsI I 
IV I xII I IIx1 040 1 

I non 
I cont cont 

II x4 
In/ xI I 

group 1 (2,3) 
1 (2.2) 1 (3.2) 
1 (3,3) 1 (3.0 

My hypothesis that syllabification does have an Influence (in tandem with 

stress. 0, was demonstrated In §5414. But when they opereite against each other, 

stress wins. Stress also scores as an explanatory variable sInce It Is more 
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easily segmented than syllabification. In any case, syllabification may be 

more susceptible to IdIoLectat variation which Is not as easily detected. But 

stress Is not just a question of plus or minus, In the tatter case It matters 

whether tonic stress occurs before or after the relevant syllable (see table 

55-01 where - means not applicable, and * signifies no examples found). For 

/I/ contiguous and non contiguous syllables are distinguished. Morphological 

similarity between words was not as fruitful an Influence on choice of 

variant, except In those Instances where a word was unfamiliar and thus 

unrepresentative. 

Table 55-02 
Stress and variants for variable PCs In Liverpool: suffix subenvironments 

PC I 
I co 

+str 
+9 -9 

I 
1 co 

-str 
+9 

I 
-9 1 

suffix I 
1 

examples 
+str -str 

A/ I I I x I I xI -ude I multitudinous attitude I 
1 4 x I I xI -ure I mature furniture I 

I xI -ute I constitution constitutive I 

Id/ I I xI -uce I deduce reducing I 

/s/ I I x -sue I ensue issue 
x x -ure I unsure pressure 

-ume I assume 
I 

lz/ I I I I -ume I resume 

/if I - - - I - I KI -Utf 1 (2.1) (3.2) 1 
I I I I I 

/n/ I - i I I- - 4 xI -ude 1 (24 1) (3,2) 1 

A further distinction must be made for those items which take 

suffixes. My conclusions based on observation and referring broadly to 

British English, are summarized In table 55-02 with specific and group 

0 
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examples. The suffix tested In the continuants <-ume>. shows apparent social 

stratification, with coaLescence dominant In the central school and E+gildel 

in the suburbs, 

5505 Diffusion of change: linguistic aspects 

For the process of diffusion to start within a PC, weak points must 

exist., In the case of the gtIde, the Liverpool tests confirmed that when the 

relevant syllable was In word initial position or Immediately followed tontc 

stress, these constituted such environments, It may possibly apply to 

environmental diffusion In terms of PCs, or even to conditional diffusion In 

terms of the operative linguistic constraints. This second pattern Is also 

closely linked to another aspect of the basis of the model suggested by Chen 

& Wang 1975. That Is, the scope of the operation of a phonological rule - In 

this case, glide toss and palatalization - extends to an Increasingly larger 

portion of the Lexicon until aLL relevant Items have been transformed. The 

key words here are all and releyant, What I shatt argue Is that there Is a 

necessary difference between a linguistic definition of relevance and an 

individual Interpretation. The former Is objectively defined In terms of 

lexicat categories. The latter Is subjectIvety Interpreted, perhaps on an ad 

hoc basis or by a version of folk etymology. Using the linguistic definition 

provides a standard against which the diffusion across the lexicon may be 

measured. But individual Interpretations of word retatednesso because they 

may not coincide with linguistic definitions, will Introduce a stochastic 

dimension into the dispersion of gtide loss, M example previously mentioned 

Is that of voluminous. The pronunciation of this word, and by Implication Its 

g; ldlng status, can depend oi whether It Is seen as Wing related to volume 

or luminous. 
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It has to be admitted that this process mainly applies to less 

familiar items, or to Items encountered for the first time in print. 

Subsequent contact with a word may resuit in a modified pronunciation. No 

firm concLuslons may be drawn about the direction in which Lndtvlduats will 

modify. 

5506 Difrusion of change: social aspects 

The model proposed by Chen & Wang 1975, provides no clues about the 

Individuals or groups Likely to be In the forefront of change, Trudgill 1974 

had shown that in Norwich, glide Loss over the complete spectrum of PCs was 

largely Identified with working class "akers. But In east Anglia (yu) has 

more of the essential characteristics of a Linguistic variable. In Liverpool 

speech in general. and In Scouse In particular, the tow profile of the paLatat 

glide In public awareness ensures that Its Insertion or omisslon from many 

Lexical items within the micro variables, goes largely unobserved. Howiver in 

this context a comment by the friend with the Ford Angular aunt, is relevant. 

He had noticed that when he was younger, there were differing pronunciations 

of the word nude- He associated the gilded form with more middle class 

speakers, while the ungtlded form was definitely Identified with more common 

speech. 

Since the participants In Liverpool were not chosen to be 

statistically representative of any soclo economic groupings. and while there 

are dangers In reifylng such groups as they were put In for analysis, the 

variety of Lects examined produced results largely according to the 

expectation that those with access to a wider range of speech patterns 

(notably SVO were thereby capable of greater gilde use, even If intra 

Individual variation was restricted, A progression by age and school was 
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discernible. Outstanding In glide loss and erosion was the younger group of 

the city centre school, main location of the broad Scouse variety. 

(a) Their toss was more advanced In /1/, 

(b) They had made inroads In word Initial position in /n/, which were 

more extensive than previously Imagined. 

(c) There was greater use of coalescence In Ads z/. 

it seems likely that the greater homogeneity In social background of 

the city centre school has facilitated the process of Innovation. The problem 

of actuation may be partially accounted for by the collective recognition and 

acceptance of a new and trendier way of using a change In pronunciation to 

signal the awareness of an Imported cultural, epiphenomenon. 

So some changes do have social Implications. In particular the toss 

after /n/ started with young, central urban speakers of the bastlect. As such 

it may be interpreted as a change emanating socially from below, Some 

evidence of toss after /n/ occurs in the older central group, I have no 

indication If those members of this older group currently showing no Loss 

after /n/ have always gilded, or whether If they did have toss earlier, they 

have now modified their pronunciation in the direction of the standard gilded 

form. 

in summary there Is an age and school progression towards the 

preservation of gilded variants upwards in age and outwards from the central 

city. 
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CHAPTER 6 

GLIDESHED 

REV IS I TED 



6000 Gtideshed revLstted 

The fLnaL chapter compLetes thts thests by showIng to what extent 

the objectives set In the Introductory chapter were achieved. I ended the 

Introductory chapter with a quotation from Horvath 1985, on the variation 

Inherent in the patatat 9LIde In the context of the /Cju/ sequence. 

"The variation associated with this sequence both within a given 
dialect and between dialects Is very complex and ... has never been 
satisfactorily treated. " (1985: 109) 

I try to resolve the dual. aspects of this Observation. I also refer to 

shortcomings which have become evident In this Investigation; proposais for 

improvements in methodotogy; as wQtt as suggestions for further research. 
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6010 hbw objectives were achieved 

The first chapter showed how the original sources, both native and 

French, from Late OE and early ME, provided the phonological and Lexical 

bases for the sequence /Ciu/, and how this stock was extended by the Influx 

of (mainly Learned) vocabulary In the 16c and after. It also demonstrated the 

fragility of the glide after E+cor]E+antl consonants, The causes of glide Loss 

are phonetic and phonological. Phonotactic constraints operated Initially In 

/Cr/ and /Ct/. on the principle of ease of articulation. There Is also the 

systemic argument that approx1mants do not readily cluster (02103). In the 

development of the sequence and the subsequent erosion of the glide, stress 

and the quicksands of shifting stress have played an Important part. Shift 

within the diphthong Au/ presaged the emergence of /Ju/. Shift within 

borrowed Lexical Items bringing them more Into Line with native vowels and 

prosodies by changing oxytone to paroxytone, precipitated Loss In <-ure>, 

especially after /t/. Glide Loss, and Later advancement to palatalization 

began to occur after Ads z/. Reduction of the relevant vowel to shwa, 

especlatty when immediately post tonic (parlticular, `manufacture), and word 

lnltLaL position (culinary) have created sporadic loss In a range of PCs 

extending to the noncoronal lablats and velars. Stress to still potent In 

accounting for contemporary glide variation. Of all the explanatory variables 

proposed and tested In this work, It has proved to be the most consistently 

effective. Glide Loss was more extensive across PCs In other dialects than In 

RP; in particular the Generalized Yod Dropping In east Anglia. The presence 

of this dialect In the settlement Of the east' coast of north America and its 

Longer term Influencu, was d6scribed. The satlent-e of the glide was increased 

by Its loss, precipitating social factors - to operate In tandem. In 19c 
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America they were Instrumental In reducing the extent (04102), as they did 

in the 19c English restoration (by some speakers) after the alveolers Ad n/ 

(91224). This was a product of prescription and by extension, social 

correctness, and as such secondary Influences, The primary motivators have 

Involved a combination and sequence of articulatory factors. 

White Chambers & Trudglit (1980: 63) have posited the morpheme as 

the primary veýIcLe for phonetic change, when we took at the dispersion of 

glide loss across the lexicon, the overwhelming Impression Is of diffusion by 

subenvironment. These are not necessarily morphemic. In watt established 

environments Like the coalescents, when glide loss began, subenvironments 

were smatter than they are now. The <-ure> and <-ude> sets In /t/, being 

productive suffixes, have expanded with later additions conforming to the 

established pattern. In PCs subject to more recent loss, word initial position 

or shwa reduction are the most favoured subenvironments for starting the 

process. This process need not come to a complete conclusion. Some features 

(Like heterosyLtabicity) may exert a restduaL Influence, so that In /1/, Items 

Like volume in my group (2,1), may be trapped like a word In a glided cage. 

Scouse, the urban bastlect of the Liverpool region, provides a focus 

and Locus for glide loss. The speakers tested ranged from varieties of 

Scouse to the acrolect of near RP. The results of the tests to determine the 

distribution of variants across the 17 PCs, as well as the influence of the 

more Important explanatory variables, were reported. Compared with the 

earlier stages, the 20c has seen a stabilization In the extent of variation. 

Except as is common among the coronals, -what was confirmed Is the pervasive 

lack of variation across (yu) In Liverpool. The sequence had to be split Into 

Its constituent micro variables, using the mint variable PCs as a reference 

point, In order to Isolate the areas, of variation. 
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6020 Where Is the variation? 

Variation, rather like the Love of money 0 Tim 6: 10), Is heid to be 

the root of all evolution. The term variation can have a singular plurality 

of applications. Horvath 1985 has drawn attention to the complexity within 

and between dialects, but not to variation within Individuals. If this Implies 

that idiolectat variation Is minimal, then the present Investigation confirms 

this. Consequently the /Cju/ sequence Is microltnguistically simple white 

being macrolinguisticatty complex. I try to provide a clarification by 

disentangling the within and the between, using the conclusions arrived at on 

the basis of my Investigations. 

If we begin on the large scale with national standard varieties, 

differences occur In the PCs affected by glide loss. White the variable Ks 

are In the set of E+cor)[+ant], the extent of loss after /n/ In America sets 

this variety apart$ as does this loss In British urban dialects. There Is 

scope for more Important variation In the range of variants which are 

avaltabte, and It Is In the coalescent stops that the range Is most striking, 

In the British and Australian standards (-glide] Is not an option. However 

this broadly based comparison does not *reflect the differences which can 

exist within dialects both standard and nonstandard. 

Finer detail reveals variation which Is not only linguistically 

based, but which Is manifested In and correlated to social factors. Empirical 

studies have concentrated on the coalescents. The ranges of variants which 

can occur here within dialects superficially appear to Introduce complexity. I 

believe that If a simplification Is made by contrasting glide presence with 
0 

glicle absc-nce (whichever form this takes>, the Interpretation becomes easier. 

This Is more so If we base our observations on the parasoclal feature of 
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prestige (defined for convenience If tautologically In terms of the acrolect), 

and treat the glided forms as reflecting this (bearing in mind the 

discrepancy in the southern states of America). Acrolects tend to greater use 

of E+ glide] than bastLects. There Is general agreement In the conclusions of 

the main surveys with regard to the operation of social factors. But 

basically they reflect universal features of the human condition. The lower 

strata of society are associated with the non acrolectat prestige variants. 

The younger groups use more non prestige variants. (As they grow older the 

proportion may stay the same, thus cementing the sound changes; or people 

may modify their pronunciation in the direction of the standard, ontogeny 

overrides phytogeny. ) In general mates are more disposed than females to use 

non prestige forms. 

A simliar approach may be taken to reducing the Linguistic variation 

within dialects to comprehensible proportions, However my attempt to retrieve 

cosmos from chaos Is not necessarily based on the most apposite empirical 

evidence. Research has often been based only on Items In word Initial 

positJon. This as I have shown, Is an explanatory variable In Itself when it 

comes to gLIde Loss. We have seen that morphemes In the coalescents do have 

variable realizations across the totality of speakers (table 55-02) and so 

have to be lexically specified. Yet selection by Individual users of a variant 

within a morpheme Is usually consistent. Gilding may be optional provided 

variants are not conditioned by factors of prestige or, (In the continuant 

coatescents /s z/ especially) the consequence of d1achronic diversity. 
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6030 Shortcomings, INprovements, and futuro rvswrch 

This Investigation was conceived as an exercise In aspects of 

variation In /t/, but test results did not Live up to expectations. A mere six 

of the originaL Items exhibited variability. If the pilot test had taken place 

In Liverpool with speakers of school age, It may have revealed the extent of 

glide Loss In this environment, as welt as features which now require further 

investigation. especially after MI, and also the special place of Scouse 

speakers. This reinforces the statement of Trudgitt M78: 13) that 

"Intuition based work Is unreliable In the study of areas of the 
Language which are undergoing Linguistic change or are subject to 
variation of some kind. " 

Some shortcomings In the preparation of the materials used In the 

interview became evident. The balance of Items allocated to each PC had been 

based on the overall distribution of consonants In English calculated by Fry 

1947 (§4321). A better approach Involves basing the frequency of Items to be 

tested on the lexical Incidence for each PC as subsequently revealed In the 

appendices. In addition, within some PCs there was an imbalance of 

subenvironments. In /t/ too many /st/ were used; in /n/ too few medlat 

examples. Possible variation was not adequately anticipated. The presence of 

so many clustered types with /CL/ may have Influenced the response to 

gilding. Within the panconsonantal list there were Insufficient dIstractors. A 

greater sprinkling of non relevant Items eases transcription, especially when 

this is done using a tape recorder without a pause facility for multiple 

repet It ton. 

In the Interview Itselft asking subjects to read In their best voice 

(Like a newscaster) did not recessartly 'achieve the desired ' effect. My 

perception of a radio voice appears to have been at variance with theirs. If 
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subjects of their age do Listen to the radio, It is more likely to be local 

rather than national. At times, the former can sound Like the illiterate 

reading the Inarticulate. A different elicitation technique can be to ask 

subjects to retell the story In their own words, But there Is no guarantee 

the words you want will appear. 

In making transcriptions of the Interviews, the difficulty of 

identifying a particular speaker can be moderated by Interpolating at regular 

intervals the name of the Interviewee. In addition, the use of a photograph 

to recall each subject will aid Identification, especially when there is no 

real opportunity to return for further testing. 

Finally a better grasp of the nature of cause, determinism and 

explanation (Lass 1980,1987; Bhaskar 1975,1979; Patemain 1967) will have 

produced a more Informed analysis. 

6031 Suggestlons for future research 

It can be disconcerting (but salutary) to find that many of my 

loriginaLl Ideas and suggestions had been ventilated by others more 

experienced and expert. I feet however that there Is scope for further 

research on aspects of the patatat glide In areas not covered here. The 

treatment of loan words with orIgInat Eyl from German and French (eg muesit, 

duvet), will repay Investigation. Results may be compared wIth similar 

borrowings Into Bulgarian and Russian, Danchev 1985 has shown that If a 

western Language has Eyl It always becomes [Jul In slavic languages, For non 

scientific gtIdeabte Loan words from English Into Walsh, where orthographIc 

variety occurs In the use of 1w, ew, w and u, see Grey 1978. Conclusions 

regarding explanatory variables may be retested by using polysyllabic mad( 

up words where stress and syllable Juncture can be Indicated and varled, 
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An extension of the enquiry to adult and femate speakers wilt 

provide added dimensions to current usage as welt as possible Indications of 

sound change in progress. Salience or perception of the palatat glide can be 

measured using matched guise tests. Since erosion in Liverpool Is more a 

feature of the bastlect, the correlation of loss with archetypal aspects of 

Scouse (like affricatLon or centralization of back vowels), seems worthy of 

attention. 

6032 Lexical diffusion and chaos theory 

"The misshapen chaos of well seemin_q forms. 0 (Romeo and A. 'llet 1: 1) 

Superf Icially chaos Is misshapen, but according to recent 

mathematical developments, below the surface there may be well seeming forms 

which have structure and pattern, Deterministic chaos originated In the 

physicaL and biological sciences, but has applications for many disciplines, 

(Gielck 1988; Stewart 1989; Butter 1990; New Scientist 1989 & 1990). To some 

extent the theory of chaos has taken on the mantle of the 19c Darwinian 

theory of evolution, or the early 20c Helsenbergian uncertainty principle, In 

that it has been seen by some observers In very different fields, as a 

powerful stimulus to a new evaluation and Interpretation of what appear to 

be the confusing complexities of everyday life. Its basic principle has been 

described In a leading article In the Abw Scientist of 891021. 

"Chaos 'theory presents a UnIverse that Is determlnistic, obeyIng 
fundamentat physIcat Laws, but wIth a predlsposition for disordert 
compiexity, and unpredlctability, " Not 1241 num 1687) 

The ideas underlying the theory of chaos may help to refine and Illuminate 

the contrIbutIms of IndIvIduals to the overall spread of phonologIcal change 

acros--, the te-cicon, especially when few explanatory variables are Involved. 
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6040 Envol 

The use and usage of the glide In British English can present 

problems for non native speakers, In his guide to pronunciation. MacCarthy 

confirms that 

"The rules governing the Insertion of J before uu are rather 
complicated. " (MacCarthy 1950: 147) 

I hope to have made some contribution to this field. The present position 

regarding loss has been governed by a mixture of historical factors, 

linguistic constraints, social acceptance, and most micro linguistically of 

all, lexically. Even Chomsky 81 Halle 1968 fail back on 'arbitrary lexical 

categorization' 04112). 

The systematic classification of the factors Influencing the choice 

of variants of the patat&L glide, needs, as Wells (1982: 66) noted for the RP 

alternation between lweol and EDO, "a combination of optionatity, variability 

and lexical specification". 

Stephenson 1970 had predicted the demise of the glide after the 

alveoiars in the United States within a generation. Potter (1969: 20) had said 

that the ungLLded variant after A/ was obviously the pronunciation of the 

future (51221). Aitchison (1978: 143) goes further. Commenting on the fact 

that [j] Is disappearing, she claims that "Soon, It may have dropped out 

entirely, as It has In east Angila. 11 I hope these forecasts are Incorrect. The 

palatal glide, Like music for Congreve, hath charm s. I shalt not specu late* 

but In conclusion adapt an aphorism of Wittgenstaln. - 

Whereof I am not sure, thereof I shalt not speak. 
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7100 Materials tested 

7110 The reading passage 

THE EVILS OF DRIW 

Hugh was an old recluse. He lived on his own In a quiet secluded 

village In north Wales. It was peaceful there and well away from the 

polluted air of the towns where he used to work. This was better for him. as 
he now suffered from pleurisy. In his younger days he had been a musician, 
He used to play a special kind of flute made of atuminium, but his favourite 

instrument was an old fashioned Lute, 

During the good weather, he spent much of his time outdoors In the 

garden, where he had a beautiful display of blue iuplns, He used to try and 
Lure birds into the garden by leaving scraps of food. But they proved very 

elusive, and usually flew away when he appeared at the door, dressed In his 

voluminous overcoat. 
Sometimes he tried to brew his own beer. He made It from kits which 

included everything apart from water. On one occasion however, he added too 

small at volume of water. As a result, the hops which were supposed to be 

soLubLe, dtdnt dissolve, The result was a sticky glutinous mess. He attempted 
to dilute It with some tukewairm water, Then - big mistake - he tried to 

delude himself Into thinking it was drinkable. 

it was definitely an act of -lunacy, because It caused him to 

hallucinate. In this dreadful state, he Imagined he saw luminous figures in 

the darkened room, dressed In turld clothes, and singing lewd songs In fluent 

Welsh. This really blew his mind. 

So he tried to exclude these horrific Images from his head. But as 
he did so, he spitted the contents of his pint glass all over himself. This 

deluge of beer woke him up suddenly, The figures disappeared. He decided 

never to let It happen again. Thus, despite the mess, he learned his Lesson, 
It was a vatuabLe and salutary experience. 
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7111 Comprehension questions on the reading passage 

1 

2 

3 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

What was the name of the man? 

How was the village described? 

How was the town air different? 

What Mnesss did he have? 

What Instrument did he play? 

What was it made of? 

What was his favourlte, instrument? 

What kind of flowers did he have in the garden? 

What did he try to do with the birds? 

What did they prove to be? 

How did the passage describe his overcoat? 

What mistake did he make In brewing beer? 

What are hops supposed to be? 

What did he get when they dldnt dissolve? 

How did he try to Improve the situation? 

What was his big mistake? 

Why was this dangerous? 

What did he Imagine he saw? 

How were they dressed? 

What were they singing? 

What did he try to do then? 

Which word Is used to describe the beer he spltiecr? 

Was It a good experience? 

Did you notice anything about the words In the passage? 
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7120 

7121 

The word llsts 

The /I/ I Ist from the readIng passage WLI 

recluse 
secluded 
polluted 
pleurisy 
flute 

aLuminium 
Lute 

blue 

Lupins 

lure 

etusive 
f Lew 

voluminous 
Included 

votume 

soluble 

glutinous 
dilute 

Lukewarm 

delude 

lunacy 

hallucinate 

luminous 

lurld 

lewd 

fluent 

blew 

exclude 
deluge 

valuable 

salutary 
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7122 The panconsonantal word list WL2 

January barbecue 

february communat 

march prelude 

aprlt during 

may genuine 

june rIdIcu Lous 

ju ly pupt L 

august costume 

refuse amusing 
Interview accurate 

acoustic choose 

union new 

cruet trIbunat 

rescue enthusiastic 

presume duke 

school suit 
huge superb 
Jaguar tissue 
duaL jewel 
furious nuclear 

sues Impudent 
tune Introduce 

humorous unit 
screw suet 
nutrition blue 

consumer neutrat 
Muminatton chews 

stew 
excuse 
spew 
truant 

supreme 

deluge 

abuse 
human 

avenue 
salute 

computer 
Inaotubte 

Literature 

emu 

stupid 

shoot 
peruse 
rldlcu te 

mInlature 
shoes 

bureau 

prosecute 
few 

formuta 

intertude 

absotute 
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7200 individual date frvn the main study 

7201 Symbols used In the tables 

The following section explains the significance of the symbols In 
the individual data tables. 

Subjects and schools 

After the table number, C refers to the clty centre school; S refers 
to the suburban. The numbers down the sldes of each page represent the 
subjects. 

Ol - 20 City centre first year Cl 
31 - 50 City centre sixth form C6 

51 - 71 Suburban f Irst year Sl 
81 - 96 Suburban slxth form S6 

Gilding 

absence of glide 
+ presence of glide 
t noticeable vocalic quality 

gtide present altered to glide absent 
glide absent altered to glide present 

P palatalized consonants /d j9 1/ 
0 Item omitted 

Mispronunclations 

M affecting relevant sounds; eg seLvdad 
M not affecting relevant sounds; eg ftvat for fivent 

It represents E- glide] unless shown as m+ 
D read as different word-, eg solitary for salutary 
d read as another testable item In Lists; eg deluge for delude 

f for 01, realized as Ef] 
r for b4, Efebrucril In place of the vernacular Efcbjucrtl 

For /I/ 
i 
Items In 67231 and 57232, * the subjects are tisted down the 

page; the lexicaL Items across the page. Each Item has 4 cotumns. In order 
they represent 

(a) word list 1; with /I/ words from list 2; given as Item 3, 
(b) the passage read In the ordinary delivery: given as lteý 1; 
(c) the passage read In what the subject felt was a BBC or posh 

delivery. * given as Item 4; 
(d) the words elicited from the questl3ns: given as Item 2. 

F not elicited (for test 2 'questions' only) 
x test omitted (subject #15 In test 4 'second reading of 

passage' only) 
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Appendix 7211C Plain consonants: cots#oricol 

I if/ IV/ /01 Ir/ I 
123 1 123 1234 Words used 

01 4++ + 4fI D-"- 01 fl few 
02 +4+ + ++ I-m- 02 f2 furious 
03 +4+ + ++ ---- 03 0 refuse 
04 ... + 4+I --m- 04 
05 ... +I D-M- 05 V1 interview 

06 ++ 4+4 1-m- 06 $1 unit 
07 ++ + 4+I D-"- 07 12 union 
08 44+ m- 05 13 per + use 
09 +4+ + 4+I D--- 09 
10 4++ + 4+I .. 10 

11 . + +I ---- 11 rl peruse 

12 ... + + I--- 12 r2 crust 
13 +4+ + I- 13 0 truant 
14 +4+ + I- 14 r4 screw 
15 ... + + 

16 +44 + 4+ m--- 16 1 not applicable 
17 +4+ + ++ 17 
18 ++D + 4+ is 
19 ... + + 19 
20 +f+ + + 20 

31 +4+ + ++ 31 
32 ... + 4+ D--- 32 
33 44+ + ++ D--- 33 
34 +4+ + 4+ 1--w 34 
35 +iD + 4+ .... 35 

36 +44 + ++ 36 
37 ... + 4+ --- 37 
38 +4+ + 4+ 36 
39 +++ + + .... 39 
40 +4+ + + 40 

41 ++4 + + .... 41 
42 +D + +I .... 42 
43 ++ + + D. -. 43 
44 +4+ + + .... 44 
45 +++ + ++ --- 45 

46 ... + + 46 
47 ++D + + --- 47 
48 ... + + 48 
49 ... + ++ 49 
50 ... + 4+ .... so 

0 
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Appendix 72115 Plain consonants., Categorical 

/f/ IV/ III Ir/ 
123 123 1234 

++ ++4 1-m- 
52 4+ 4+4 1--- 52 
53 ... 4+4 1--- 53 
54 ... + ++4 1--- 54 
55 +4+ + ++ I- ss 

56 ... + + I--- 56 
57 ... + + I- 57 
58 ... + so 
59 ... + 59 
60 +f+ + + D--- 60 

61 4++ 44+ I--- 61 
62 ... ++I ---- 62 
63 +4+ + +DI .... 63 
64 +D+ 4+ I--- 64 
65 +4+ ++ I--- 65 

66 ++4 ++I ---- 66 
67 ... + ++ I--- 67 
68 ... + 1-m- 61 
69 +i+ + .... P 
70 ... + + I--- 70 
71 +++ + + D--- 71 

81 +44 + #+I -- al 
82 +4+ + iff I--- 82 
83 4+f + .... 53 
84 ++ + 84 
85 . + ++ Is 

86 ... + 4+ 66 
87 4++ + 4+I ---- 57 
88 + + +I .. as 
89 + + 89 
90 +4+ + + 90 

91 f4+ + 91 
92 4+ + .... 92 
93 4+ + 4 ---- 93 
94 f+ + 94 
95 ++ + + 95 
96 +i + f+ 1 96 

Words used 

fl few 
f2 furious 
0 refuse 

V1 Interview 

@I unit 
12 union 
0 per + use 

rI peruse 
r2 cruet 
r3 truant 
0 screw 

I flat applicable 

0 
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Appendix 7212C Plain PCs., qual colejorical 

I 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 

06 
07 
08 
09 
10 

12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

/p/ /b/ A/ /a/ le/ Is/ A/ 
1234 234 1234567 1234 1 1 123 1 

+44+ m+ ++m+4- +m 4 4 pp ol 
++m "+ ++D+4f .m m + 00 02 

++ +++ +-"+++ D... + P+4 03 
4+4 ++4+4+ 4. 4 1p4 04 

+? + m4++ D+++4+ ++ ppp 05 

+? + mm+f ++K+i+ 4+ + pI+ 06 
+? +4 f++o +I+++4+ 4fff + + 4+1 07 
+? ++ "m+4 41+++-- ++m+ 4 -+4 08 
.... .... 4++m+++ ++4m 4 + -44 09 
+? ++ .... ... m+++ ++4+ 4 + p14 10 

-++4 .m. 4. + + 4+4 it 

+++ D + 4++ 12 
+++ +++ + f44 13 

++ m+ ++m... .... m --- 14 
++ .m++ +- + + 4+4 Is 

D... "+++ ++ + + ... 16 
+? +4+ +++ 4+++ 4 4 4+4 17 
+? +m+ 4++m+ + + 44 Is 
+++ D... ++m++ + + + 19 
+? +4 DM++ D+4 +++ 4 20 

+? +4 +++4 +m+4 +4+ 4 10 31 
.... .... ... ++4+ 4 +4 32 

+++4 +++ 4+++ 4 + ++4 33 
+++r ....... D+4+ 4 + 4++ 34 

++++ .r +++ ++4+ + + 4+4 35 

+4++ +f++ . +++ 4 + ++4 36 
++44 ... ++4+ 4 + +++ 37 

+ +4++ . ++44 + 4 D4+ 35 
4++4 . +44+ + + 4+f 39 

44+ +4+r ++ 4++4 + + ++4 40 

+4+ ++4+ 44+4 4 4+4, 41 
++ ++ ++44 D4++ + 42 
?++ ++4 ++4+ +4++ 0 43 

+? +- 4+r ++ 4+++ +4 44 
?++ +"r + + 45 

?++ +r ++ ++4 + 46 
4 .. +m+ ff + ++ 47 
4 +++ 4++4 4 + ## 48 

++r .4+ +4 + + + 49 
++ ++4 ++4. ++ 4 4 50 

Words used 

P1 spew 
P2 Pupit 
p3 computer 
P4 Impudent 

bi bureau 
b2 tribunal 
U abuse 
b4 february 

ki excuse 
k2 rescue 
U barbecue 
ki ridicule 
kS prosecute 

H accurate 
V ridiculous 

al amusing 
M2 emu 
P3 f0foule 
o4 Communal 

$I enthusiastic 

91 liquor 

hl huge 
h2 hufmn 
h3 humrous 
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Appendix 7112$ P181/7 PCs. ' qVIS! COOSONCII 

i 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

81 
82 
83 
84 
as 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 

91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 

Ip/ /b/ Ik/ 1111 101 Ig/ /h/ 
1234 1234 1234567 1234 1 1 123 Words vsed 

++ N+4 14+I+ o 4 + +44 51 PI spew 
++4 +4+f. + + ++4 52 p2 pup', 

+++ ... 4 +4f4f4+ 4... + + 4P4 53 p3 computer 
+- 40+M ..... ++ . + .-- 54 p4 impudent 
++ ++f +++4. + + PPP 55 

+f M+r M++4+ 4 + P44 S6 bi bureau 
+++ M4+4 44... +M- 4 + P- 57 b2 tribunal 

+4M M++I +4+4++ D+M M 4 sa B abuse 
++fI .4+ + 4 59 M february 
+M++ ++4. + + +- 60 

.... .... ++4++ + 4+ 61 ki excuse 

.... .... ... D... + ff + 4+ 62 k2 rescue 
if++ ++4++ . + + 44 63 0 barbecue 

+- +++f f+4+f 4+++ + + 4Pf 64 k4 ridicule 

+D4M +D++ ++ 4+D+ f. + 4P+ 65 k5 prosecute 

+++ +4+r +4 4+4+ 4 + 4P4 66 k6 accurate 
+++ ++++ f+f+ 4 + PP+ 67 0 ridiculous 

D++ . ++++ ++f f. + P4 68 
+4+4 M++ +++ ++ f + P4 69 
++ ++ +f + 4 1# 70 
++ +++ +f + + Pf 71 

+++ + ++ If + + PP+ 81 ml amusing 

.... .... + 4P+ 82 M2 emu 
++4 +++ + +P4 83 m3 formula 
+++ +++ *+fI+ +1 4 4 84 M communal 
.... .... ... ++f 44+ 4 4 as 

.... .... +4+4+f 4... 4 4P4 86 91 enthusiastic 
+4+i +f++ +4++++ f++ + 4P4 87 

+++- +f++ +4+++ + + 4P4 as 

.... ... ++f+ + 44 89 

+4+ ++ + 4+ f 14 to 91 Jaguar 

44+ ++ ++ f+f4 4 4P1 91 hi huge 

+4+ +++r +++ 4+++ 4 4+4 92 h2 human 
+++ fr +++ 4+++ + 4P4 93 h3 humorous 
+4+I +r ++ 4+44 - 4 4P4 94 

++ +++4+ 4+4 4 4 4++ 95 

+M4 +f +4+f+4+ 4++ 4 + II# 96 
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Appendix 7MC Plain consonints. ' probabilistic 

it/ In/ index 
1234567 1234567 (nyu) Wor ds used 

01 -M----- -4+4- 0 01 
02 ...... -ND+++- 0 02 11 salute 
03 ---4+- ....... 75 03 12 deluge 
04 ....... ....... so 04 13 pritude 
05 ....... ....... 25 05 14 insoluble 

06 ....... ...... 25 06 15 Interlude 
07 ....... -+44++ 75 07 16 absolute 
08 ---4--- ---444 111 0 08 11 Illumination 
09 -MM+--M ---++f- 0 09 
to ....... ---++ 0 10 

II ---- ---+ 0 11 ril now 
12 --- 4 0 12 Q nuclear 
13 --- ppp+f 0 13 (13 neutral 
14 ...... 44- 0 14 M January 
15 ---f-- 50 is ns genuine 

16 ---f-- 75 16 06 avenue 
17 ------- +f++ 25 17 0 nutrition 
18 -M-+-MM ....... 0 )a 
19 ....... ... f++- 0 19 
20 ---4--- ....... 0 20 

31 +4+f--- .... 100 31 
32 ....... ++4 100 32 
33 -41+--- ++fI too 33 
34 ....... +4+f 100 34 
35 4f4--- --- 0 35 

36 ++4--- +-f+ 75 36 
37 -'M f--- --- 0 37 
38 25 35 
39 ff 100 39 
40 444f+ is 40 

41 ++; 4444 so 41 
42 4#f 444 so 42 
43 -M-4--- --- 0 43 
44 -+ - 0 44 
45 -N 0 33 4S 

46 ++4f- 1 100 46 
47 --Mf--- ppf4+- so 47 
48 ---4- +- 75 48 
49 ... 4. . 0 4? 
50 -+-+- .444. so 
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oppendix M3$ Ploin Consonallis. ' probabillstIC 

it/ In/ Index # 
1234567 1234567 (nyu) Wor ds used 

51 +-- ++4+m41 go 51 
52 -4- +4++4+4 100 52 It Salute 
53 -4-4--- + k++ ++4+ 100 53 Q deluge 
54 --+--- ---+fMm 0 54 Q prelude 
55 --+"-- +-p4+4p so 55 14 Insoluble 

56 ---4... +-+44+- so 56 IS Interlude 
57 ....... ---4++- 0 57 16 Absolute 
58 -m-4- D4++M so so 0 Muminatton 
59 --04- +4+ 75 59 
60 -444+ 4+44 100 60 

61 ....... ++44+4 50 61 01 new 
62 ---m--- +f 100 62 n2 nuclear 
63 .+-+-- ++4 100 63 0 neutral 
64 ---D--M 4... 4- so 64 M January 
65 ---D--M +4+4m 100 65 ns genutne 

66 ....... +4++ too 66 P6 avenue 
67 .+-+--- +++f 100 67 n7 nutrttion 
68 ....... ..... 4 too 66 
69 ++4+--- ....... 100 69 
70 ....... +44.... 100 70 
71 -Tw+ 4+ 100 71 

81 ....... +++++4+ 100 $1 
82 ---- ....... 0 82 
83 .+4+ f...... 100 83 
84 ...... .. ++4.4 100 84 
85 ---- ....... 25 85 

86 -+- ....... too 86 
87 -++- +-+4+4- so a? 
88 ....... ++4+++4 100 88 
89 -++4---- .4++4 100 a? 
go ....... 4+++4 1100 90 

91 . +4 50 91 
92 ....... .... too 92 
93 .4++- +++4 100 93 
94 -+44- +4+ 100 94 
95 -4++-+ ++ 100 95 
96 ....... +- so 96 
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AApendix 721K Coalesciny consounts 

it/ /d/ Is/ h/ Index I 
123456 1234 1234567 1 Wor ds tested 

01 P-+4PF PDP- --D... P z- 0 01 ILI tun# 
02 PffPPP PPP4 D---P 1P 20 02 12 costume 
03 P4++PP PPPK PP--P ip 0 03 U stow 
04 P++4PP PPP4 DP--P 1P 20 04 t4 stupid 
05 P++PPP PPP- D-DP--P 2- 0 05 ts literature 

06 P4++PP PPPP --D---P Z- 0 06 ti miniature 
07 P4++PP PPPP ---F--P zP 0 07 
06 P44fKM P0P- --D4--N Z- 20 08 
09 P... PM PPPP --0P--P 2P 0 09 
10 P++4PP PPPP D-D4--P zP 20 10 

II P... PP PPPP ------P Z- 0 11 dl duke 
12 P+++P" PPPP -DD---P s- 0 12 d2 dual 
13 P4+4PP PPPP MDDP--P ?P 0 13 V during 
14 P4-4MP PPP- -MDM--P M 0 14 d4 introduce 
is P4; 4PP PDP- --DP--P 1P 0 Is 

16 P4+PPP PPP+ --D---P zP 20 16 $1 suit 
17 P+++PP PPP+ D4D---P zP 20 17 62 suit 
18 P4++PP P4P- .-DP--P ip 0 to s3 suit 
19 P+4+PP PPP+ D-DP--P zP 20 19 $4 consumer 
20 P... PM PPPP --DP--P ze 0 20 $5 superb 

31 P+ffPP PPPP ---P--P 2+ 20 31 $6 supreme 
32 P... PP PPPP ---P z- 20 32 s7 tissue 
33 P44+PP +4P+ .P ip 60 33 
34 P... PP PPPP M--f--P Z+ 40 34 it presume 
35 P.... P PPPf ...... P 3P 40 35 

36 P+f+PP PPPP ---P--P 2P 0 36 
37 P... PP PPPF --D4--P S+ 40 37 
38 P4+fPP PPPF ---P--P 2P 0 36 
-39 P... PP +PP4 ... 4. -P zP 60 39 
40 .... PP ++P+ ....... P 100 40 

41 PP+PDP PPPP ---P--P z? 0 41 
42 P... PP +PPP ... P--P 2P 20 42 
43 P++PPP FPPP 0P--P zP 0 43 
44 P4-4PP PPP P z- 0 44 
45 44++DP PPPP 0--P--P zP 0 JIS 

46 .... PP 4+P4 +4, '- 4--P 2P so 46 
47 Pf++PM PPPP --D--- Pf 1+ 20 47 
48 P4++DP PPPF --D---P 0 45 
49 P... PP PPP4 -4MF44P 2P 20 49 
so P44+PP PPP4 ...... P zP 20 so 

0 
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Appendix nNS Codlescilig Confoll8nis 

t it/ /d/ /s/ IV Index I 
123456 1234 1234567 1 Wor ds tested 

51 P+#+DP +o+P --0f--P sp 40 51 111 tune 
52 P... PP +PP+ -4--P Z+ 80 52 Q costume 
53 P+++PP +PP+ -DP--+ zP 40 53 U stiv 
54 P+PMP PPPM DM-- Pf Z+ 33 54 1.4 stupid 
55 P++DP PPP+ P--P Z- 20 55 t5 literature 

56 .... PP P-14 --0P--+ ?f to 56 t6 miniature 
57 P++4PP PIP- M--4--P V 20 sl 
58 P++fPP P4PM --D4+MP 5- 25 so 
59 P+++PP P++M -DD4--P Z+ so S9 
60 D+4PF +PP ++-P Z. 7S to 

61 F+PP +PP --P zP 60 61 dt duke 
62 D+DP +PPP D+P--+ ? - 25 62 d2 dual 
63 P++PP +PPP M-M+--+ Z+ 60 63 0 during 
64 P4++PP +PP4 -DD---P zP 40 14 d4 Introduce 
65 Pf+fPP PPPM ---P--P 2. 0 is 

66 P++FP +PP+ MD-4--P Z+ 80 66 it sues 
67 ++PP +PP+ +-+4--+ zP 80 67 $2 suit 
46 ++PP PPP- --D---P Z. 20 to S3 suet 
69 P+++PP +4P ...... F Z. 60 69 64 consumer 
70 P... PP PPP .D+.. P zP 40 70 65 superb 
71 P+++PP +PP D-P--P 2F 40 71 $6 tuprome 

V P++4PP PPPP --4--P 2P 20 V S7 tissue 
82 .... PP -4P+ ....... 40 82 
83 P+++PP PPPP ---4--P 40 83 
84 P4++PP PPPP ---P--P Z- 0 84 
85 P++4PP +PP ... 4--P zi- to as ZI presume 

86 p+++PP pP4 .4-P--P P 60 86 
87 P... PP +P+ .p--P Z+ to 87 
88 P+++PP PPPP -P--P ZP 0 as 
89 P... PF PPPP ------ Z. 0 99 
90 P4PP PPPP ---+-- zf 40 90 

91 P... PP PPPP ---P--P 20 91 
92 4+4+PP ++ -+-+P 100 t2 
93 ++4+PP P4 -44+-P Z+ 100 93 
94 .... PP +PP+ ...... P if 100 94 
95 ++++PP +IP+ 4+-+--+ 1+ too 95 
96 P++IPP PPPF --DP--P S. 0 h 
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AAoendix 7221C Individual results from roadinf passap and vord list (quasi colojoricol) Up) 

lute lewd soluble polluted elusive pleurisy dilute hallucl Itumini 123 
314231423142314231423142314231423142 

01 ---- ---- -4.. ........ .... ». -. .a. « .... ... 01 

02 ---- ---- +44 --aa in in -m-- ---- MMMM ---- -m4 02 
03 ---- ---- ... ........ .... .... son M .... ... 03 
04 ---- ---- 4.. ........ .... .... .a. F .... .. + 04 
05 ---- -m. - 4... .... 0». - -M-- ---- a mein ---- --1 05 

06 .... .... ... F -------- aa in . .... .... .... ... 06 
07 ---- ---- -t.. ........ .0-- ---- ---- ---- --4 07 
08 .... .... . ... ........ MMMM ---- 0--- ---- -0+ oý 

09 .... .... . .. 4+ ----D--- -a in a ---- ---- ---- -+ 09 
10 ---- ---- ... ........ .... .» + 10 

.. ........ .... .... .... .... ... 11 
12 .... .... .... .... DD ---- ---- ---1 --t- --4 12 
13 .... .... .... .... a in - in - ---- aaa in .... ... 13 
14 ---- ---- -4.. ..... m- mKmm .... mmmm .... ., 4 14 
15 --x- --x- ++x+ -x-m-x- MMxM x --x- --x- -, 4 15 

16 ---- ---F +4+4 ------- --m- - mmmm ---- --4 16 
17 ---- »... .... ........ .... ... F MMmF ---- --- 17 
18 .... .... ... 4 --MMMM -aM IN -- mMmM .... ... la 
19 .... .... ... 4 -------- ---- ---- MMMm ... 7 .. + 19 
20 ---M .... .... ........ .... .... 1M-1 .... ... 20 

31 .... .... .. F -------- --. .... ... F ---F ++ 31 
32 .... .... .. - -------- ---- ---- ---- ---- - 32 
33 F 4.. ........ MMMm ---F ... F ---- -- 33 
34 ---- ... ........ ... f .... .... .... .. 4 34 
35 .... .... .... ........ MM-M ---F ---F --f- --4 35 

36 ---- ---F +fF -------- ---- ---F .... .... t-+ 36 
37 ---- ---F +fF -------- ---- ---F 00.. .... ... 37 
38 ---- ---F ++fF ---F---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- 35 
39 .... .... .. - -------- ---- ... .... ... " .. 4 39 
40 --- .... .. - -------- -m-- .0. -... .... ... 40 

41 ---- -- f... ........ .... ... F .... .... .. 41 
42 ---- «-. - +++4 ........ .... .... ... » .4.. 4. 42 
43 ---- ---F 4++F -------- ---- ---F aMM. .... ... 43 
44 .... .... .... ........ .... .... . ... . 0. +. .. + 44 
45 ---- ---F M+F -------- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- 45 

46 .... ... F +++ -------- ++++ +-+- + 46 
47 ---- ---- ---F ----0DD 47 
48 .... ... 1+i ----- ta 
49 .... .... .... ..... .... .... .... ... .... ... 49 
50 .... .... ... 4 -------- -M-- -. -F -*. ... m so 
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Appendix MIS Individual results from reading passage and wrd list (qual colojorical) (lyu) 

lute lewd soluble pot tuted elusive pleurisy dilute halluct alumini 123 
3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 

51 ---- ---F ++f+ ---- a-a- aam" -m-- 0M in a .... .. 4 51 
52 .... .... .... .... ."-- ---- ---F -0, a .... ... 52 
53 .... .... .. 4+ ---- D--- ---- ---- -4-- ---- --4 53 
54 .... .... ... F ---- ---F ---- ---F 0amF ---- --4 54 
55 .... .... ... F ---- ---- ---F ---- ---- ---- -- 55 

56 ---0 .... .. 4+ ---F --aF --"F ---- --- 56 
57 .... .... ... F ---- ---- -H-K am"" -4- 57 
58 .... .... .. 0 ---- ma8F ---- ---F -a-- ---F 54 
59 ---F ---F 4-F --. F ---F ---- ---F "mMF ---- --4 59 
60 ---- ---- 4+#F ---- 4--I a IN in - +--F ---F -+-- -4+ 60 

61 ---- ---- - ---- ---F ---- ---- ---- ---- -- it 
62 ---- ---F ... F ---F ---- --0F ---- ---- ---- -- Q 
63 ---- ---- 4S+F ---- ---F .... .... .m.. .... ... 63 
64 ---F F 4 in sF ---- -a-F MoMF ---F 0a-F ---- -Md 64 
65 -o-- - -m-F ---- ---D MMmm ---- -0-a ---- -MD 65 

66 m--m F ++ ---- a--m NmmH ---F -"-m -m-- w-4 16 
67 ---- -+F +F ---- --mf am0a ---F mama .... o 67 
68 .... .... .. + ---- D--F amm II ---F mama -m - 64 
69 .... .... .. 4+ ---- D--- --- ---- ---- ---- O_ 4 69 
70 .... .... .... .... .... ... F ---- ---- 4M4 70 
71 ---- ---- F ---- D--F ---- -tIF ---- ---- -- 

81 ---- -- 4 .... .... .... .... .... I++4 -- 
82 ---- ---- F .... .... .... ... F ---- -- 82 
83 ---- ---- .. .... .... .... 4-I- ---- -- 83 
84 ---- ---- ... .... .... ... .... .... .... ... 84 
85 ---- ---F ++F ---- ---- - F ---- ---- -- 85 

86 ---- - ft wF +F F ---- ---- -w It 
87 ---- ---- +F D-F ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- 87 
88 ft --- ---- ... .... .... .... w... .... .... lot- 4 M 
89 ---- ---- +44 .. ft . .... .... .... .... .. 4. .-4 69 
go ---- ++ ---- ---- -- ---- -- 

91 .... .... .. ---- ---- -... ... F 91 
92 ---- ---- + . .... .... .. 92 
93 - + ... .... .... --- ---- ---- --4 93 
94 ---- ---- F . .... .... .... .... .... .. 4 94 
95 ---- +4-F +4+ - 4-+F ---- 4fSF 4 F 4+ 95 
96 ---- ---F +4- ---- ---F ---- ---F - - -4 96 
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Appendix 7112C Individual FS'Sults fro@ reading passays and vord list Hyul probabilistic 

t ture turid deluge detude voluain StlUhr p 1 (iyu) 

3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 index 

01 -t-- -0-- 1ssF -F Ms-- D+D0 01 14 
02 ---F ---- s8s6 -- MMMm DMDt - 02 ob 
03 +-+- -- 5866 .. 8881 DDDD 03 11 
04 ---- ---- 8s88 -- ata- Z0ma 04 07 
05 ---- -- 8- MsMF ---- 4-ta 8 am+ . 05 20 

06 ---- m- ss8F ---F M- 06 0 
07 ---- ---- --1F ---- +t 07 07 
08 -- D--- 888F -- 8a+a MD 0* - 08 0 
09 -- DD in Z MMMF ---- MMMF M 09 0 
10 ---- mmZ SSS ---- 10 

D- 11 
12 ---- MMm 12 
13 ---- ---- -88 13 
14 -- mmmm F 0DDD mMm 14 33 
15 --x --x- 6sxs MDxD 8-x0 sx1 15 

16 ---- ---- SS -- S8 16 
17 -F -s- F 17 
18 F DDM DDD 18 
19 0D0m 19 
20 + + SSSS ++ MM, M 20 33 

31 ---- ---- +++ +F .... ... F + 31 55 
32 ---- -a-- SSs - mMMM ++4F - 32 21 
33 +-+, + +--+ ++4 -F 81st 881F + 33 57 
34 -++ in m+ ll .... ---F MM-m 11t1 - 34 54 
35 --- .... ... F -0-F ++F + 35 60 

36 + +4+f .... s+F ---- +++F 36 li 
37 ---- F F --- in 4tF 37 0 
38 --- M-- 4++ 34 is 
39 ---- ---- +++ F --- .t 39 30 
4D .+ 4++ + +++ + to so 

41 .... + F M 
42 ---- ++ - 8 +D+ 
43 ---- D MMMM F - DMDM 43 
44 ---- - ++f+ - -M-- M+mK + 44 
45 --+- DD0D MsMM ---F 811+ m0DM - 45 25 

47 F m - 
48 t - 48 
49 4f+ - 49 24 
so ---- ---- DDD so 20 
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Appendix 7222S Individual resvitt from reading passage end wrd litt flyul probabilistic 

f 

51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

61 
62 
63 
64 
45 

66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

a) 
82 
83 
84 
85 

86 
al 
88 
89 
90 

91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 

lure lurid deluge delude volusift $$tutor p flyu) 
3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 3142 Index 

--- ---F MMsF -ddd MMMM 40M+ 51 30 
4- fSSS - t- IsIs 52 17 

---- ---- 4+44 - sass sIIs S3 25 
-4-F 0 ssss -d-- MM0F DMDF m 54 11 

F ms6F ---F MMaM M8F 55 0 

F aa mssF ---0 444- "4m S6 42 
F aF aaaa a0mF a*+m M4s S7 43 
. aa IN am IN a F m in sm MmHM So 13 
F ---F sssF F s--- -sF S9 13 

+4s 1+F s86s M6M to 43 

F +++ 6--F sMN+ a4a in 41 40 
---F ---- ssMF ---F -4-m sDsF - 12 08 

---- ---- 4... ---F HN+ IIIs - 13 35 
F MsMF 4F F NMF - 64 33 

d5 0 

++++ 6F ---- M 66 33 
+- +4+ ssss ++F - MM in 67 so 

F a+f #I amF a D in DD 48 14 
I+s+ m--- ---- -+D- it Is 

+ 16SS ---- S6S6 1SaS 70 Is 
---- .... 6sss ... F ---- Msss 71 0 

---- ---- s+4F -F - V 30 
--f- .. ssss F 82 04 
---- ---- + F ---- 4+4+ + 83 3s 

+--- F --- ---- 4+-+ + 84 27 
+F ++ F ss+ - 85 45 

++ F +++ 86 73 
+F ++ F m4+ 87 40 

++ F HDH as 22 
.... .... ++ F ---- #+# + 87 36 

IS t4F 4 ---- to 24 

+F + + 
+++ ++++ s 
.. f+-+ ++4+ -44F ---- I18+ 4 93 70 
+ + 4++ F I+I# + 94 71 
+ F +F F 12 11 0 95 76 
+F + D--F AF M 21 
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Table 73-11 
1-cor)(+ant) 

word initial -fuse -fusion medial 

feu funeral 
feud funest affusion Confucian 
feudal funicle - circumfuse confute 
feudalize furacious confuse confutation 
few furibund defuse confusion curfew 
fewtrits furious diffuse diffusion euphulsm 
fuchsia furore effuse effusion febrifuge 
fucic furuncle infuse Infusion feverfew 
fucus fury interfuse flamfew 
fuel fusain perfuse infuriate 
fugacious fusarot profuse profusion Infusorle 
fugitive fuse rediffuse rediffusion perfume 
fugte(man) fusee refuse refute 
fugue fuselage refutation 
fugat fusel, reinfuse subterfuge 
futiginous fusiform retransfuse sulphuric 
fumado fusit suffuse vermifuge 
fumaria fusus transfuse transfusion 
fumarote futile 
fume future 
fumet fusion 
fumigate phew 
fumitory 
funambulist 
funLs 

Tabte 73-12 
1-corlt+ant) /y/ 

gravae view bravura ovule 
autogravure interview revue ovular 
photogravure preview rivulet 
rotogravure review convolvulus 
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Tabte 73-13 
1-cor)[fant) /p/ 

initial -pute -putate media I 

pew amputate copulate Apulia corpulent 
puce amputation- copulation capuchin impugn 
puke compute epulation copula Impunity 
pule computation populate corpulent Impure 
puma depute population coupure 11111pution 
puna deputation cupule oppugn 
Punic deputy depurate scapula 
puny dispute despumate impudent 
pupa disputation empusa 
pupil disrepute epulotic tempura 
pure impute epurate hippuric 
purify imputation expugn hypurat 
putrid repute 
spew reputation 
spun* 
sputum 
pusillanimou s 
purification 

TabLe 73-14 
1-corltiant) IbI 

word initial -bute medial 

Beaufort bupLeyer arbute abuse cattabu 
Beautieu buprestis attribute abusive confabulate 
Beaumaris bureau attribution abutilon cunabula 
beauty bureaucracy contribute acetabulum Debussy 
bubo burette contribution albugineous disabuse 
bubonic burin distribute albugo fibula 
Bucephalous butadiene distribution albula funambullst 
bucoll butane retribute albumen Imbue 
bufo butea retribution albumin Incunabuta 
bugle butte tribute ambulacrum infibulate 
bugloss scorbutic ambulance Infundibular 
bugong arbutus sonambullst 
buht balbutlent rebuke 
butimia barbule tribunal 
buna bibulous vestibule 
bunodont carburettor vocabulary 
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Table 73-15 
1-cor)[+ant) /m/ 

word initiat mediat 

meuse accumulate commune cumulus formula 
meute accumulation communicate cumulative I nine V 
mew ammunition communication demure immune 
mewl amulet communion disimmure immute 
mu amuse communique dismutation SI AV I ate 
mucic bemuse communism dissimulate stimulate 
muesit Bermuda communist emu 
mute cassumunar community emulate tumulus 
Munich circummure commute famulous simulacrum 
mural communal commuter flammule 
mure 
muse 
music 
musical 
mute 
mutate 
mutation 
mutiny 
smew 
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Table 73-21 
E+corll+ant) iol 

Arethusa enthuse Thule thutia 
Arthurian enthusiastic thurifer thulito 
Carthusian Matthew th m thulium 

thuJones thus 
thurible 

Table 73-22 
I+cor)(+ant) /r/ 

initial Cr Initial morpheme medial 

brew prude erudite 
rheum bruise prudent bestrew garrulous 
rubric brume prune construe peruke 
rude bruit screw untrue peruse 
rue brute shrew verruca 
rued crew sprew detrude virulent 
rule crude sprue Intrude abstruse 
rumour cruet strew extrude accrue 
rune crueL threw protrude Imbrue 
rural crewel true subtrude cerulean 

crural truant, obtrude cerumen 
drew withdrew ceruse 
druid 
druple corkscrew 
grew thumscrew 
gru unscrew 
grue 
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Table 73-31 
I+cor)i+ant) /t/ 

-tude 

acritude attitude amptitude aptitude attitude 
certitude consuetude crassitude decrepitude defnitude 
desuetude dutcifude exactitude fortitude gratitude 
gravitude habitude Infinitude lassitude latitude 
longitude magnitude mansuetude multitude nigritude 
omnitude pinquitude plenitude promptitude quietitude 
rectitude sanctitude servitude stint I itude solicitude 
torpitude turpitude vicissitude 

-ture 

architecture 
abature abbreviature acupuncture aperture armature 
barbiturate barbituric calenture Climature comfiture 
confiture coverture culture cultural curvature 
departure depasture depicture dictature discomfiture 
divestiture expenditure forfeiture furniture garmenture 
garniture gesture Investiture Judicature ligature 
literature miniature miniaturist mixture nature 
naturist overture picture portraiture sepulture 
signature tablature temperature texture vulture 
pasture 
mature immature premature. 

-tute, -tution 

constitute 
destitute 
institute 
prostitute 

substitute 

constitution 
destitution 
institution 
prostitution 
restitution 
substitution 

constitutive 

vord initial 

teutonic tev/el tuba tube tuber tuberculosis 
tubule Tudor tuition tuke tulip tulle 
tumidity tumify tumult tumulus tuns tunic 
Tunis tureen Turin tutor tutelage tumour 
tufa 
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word mediat 

accentuati actual actuary actuate amateur 
anfractuous attuition attune fortune Importune 
opportune bitumen cartutary centuple century 
centurion coloratura contumacious contumacity contumacy 
contumelious contumely contuse contusion datura 
denaturalize -ation detumescence electuary emphyteusis 
fatuous fluctuate fortuitous fortune gargantuan 
gratuity gratuitous heptateuch hexateuch octateuch 
pentateuch impromptu infatuate infatuation infructuous 
intellectual intubate Intuition intuitive intumescence 
intuse obtuse pertuse retuse octuor 
octuple octupiet noctuld noctuary noctule 
(in) situ situate situation virtue virtuous 
virtual virtuosity virtuoso vituperate maturity 
sumptuary sanctuary statue statute pituitary 
absquatuiate capitulate congratulate gratulatory 

Ist/ 

angostura astute distune btastula constuprate 
costume fistula frustule impostume expostulate 
testudo estuary 
stew steward stupe stupid stupor 
stupefy stupendous studio studious Stuart 
stupendous [Stiffkey) 

Table 73-32 
I+cor)(+ant) /d/ 

word initial 

Duane deuce deutero- dew dual 
dubious dubitate dubitable ducal dude 
dudeen due duet duenna duet 
dugong duke dulia duty dums 
Dumas dumose dune duo dupe 
dupte duplicate durable dural durlan 
duvet duramen durance duration duress 
during duty duumvir duraluminium duplicity 
Deucalion deuced deutzia dubiety duplex 

0 
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morpheme initial 

bedew abduce reduce archduke 
endew adduce reproduce 
honeydew conduce seduce endure ondurance 
mildew deduce superinduce indure 

subdue educe traduce perdure 
endue induce produce epidural 
indue introduce subdurat 

word medial 

acidulate adieu adulation arduous caduac 
caduceous caducity caducous catenduLa fraudulent 
carduus coadunate conduplicate corduroy credulous 
incredulous deciduous educate education e9tanduiar 
fiducial fiduciary Honduras individual indublous 
indubitable indutine indumentum induna Indurate 
indusium induvial Medusa module nodule 
residue residual schedule 
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Tabte 73-33 
ficorli+ant) /s/ 

word initiat 

pseudo suet suey sugar suit 
surat sure super ROO superb supreme 
sue sever suicide suitabLe superior 
supernai supine sudarium sudatory superstition 
sudorific sumach Susan Suez Sumatra 
suitor sutor suture sussuration suversed 

morpheme initiat 

unsure assure assume ensue 
ensure reassure subsume pursue 
coinsure cynosure consume pursuit 
insure consumer 

word mediaL 

capsu Ie cassumunar casuarina commensurate desuetude 
flexura grossuiar hirsute Insular Insulator 
insulin issue mensuration nasute Odysseus 
pharmaceuticat sensuous sexual tissue pressure 
esurience marsupial tonsure peninsula Insulation 
censure dysuria consular Insulate 

Tebte 73-34 
(icorl(fant) /zl 

Ahazuerus azure caesura casual casualty 
casuist casuistry chasuble OpIzeuxis exuberant 
exude exuvial Jesuit luxurious resUM6 
presume resume transude usual usually 
visual zeugma zeuxis Zeus -,, 
closure erasure leisure measure pleasure 
seizure treasure 
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7340 [+corl[+antl /I/ 

The tables are arranged by number of syllables. For polysyllabic 

words they are further divided by reference to stress and the position of 

the relevant syllable (RS) within the word. The Lists are coded according to 

this classification. The first dIgIt denotes the position of the relevant 

syllable (usually tautosyLtabic /Lu/); the second shows the syllable which has 

primary stress. Thus (2,1) 'curlew has RS In the second syLLable and the 

stress on the first; (2,3) alu'Minlum has RS In the second syllable and 

stress on the third. The starred words are those used In the reading passage 

and word List. Some Items are repeated since the number of syllables can 

vary. The set (2ol) which retains the glide not only has Immediate post tonic 

stress, but /I/ Is usually heterosyliabtc, 

7341 Monosyllabic words 

Table 73-41 
(1yu) words of I syllable (k 

Luke tune lute I luce 
lewd f teud lieu lure f 

7342 Bisyliabic words 
Sisyttabic words have 4 possible cells of which three were used, 

(B1 RS occurs first and is stressed eg 11upins Metrically this Is a 

trochalc foot. 

02) RS occurs second and is stressed eg dillute This constitutes an 

iambic foot. 

(B3) RS Is second but the f irst Is 
-, stressed eg lvolum& This Is also 

trochalc but the relevant syllable Is unstressed, This call 

represents those wordgwIth post 
'tontc 

stress which are most Immune 

to glide loss. Where this does occur, It Is usually the result of a 

reduced vowel (shwa) In the RS. 

GO RS is first, with second syllable stress. Lu'nette Is an example. 
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Table 73-42 
Ityu) words of 2 syllables (k = 47) 

(1.1) (1,2) 

ludo Lucan lupins f Lucas lunette 
lupine Lucy 1upus lutist lucsrne 
lucid lure i lucent lurid 4 tucerne 
lues lunuie tucre Luthe 
lukewarm 4 lubric lumen tumine 
lunar lutine lunate 

(2.1) (2 . 2) 

curlew purlieu dilute f salute i 
pilute value pollute volute 
volume 4 prelude f etude delude f 
deluge I ature collude ailude 
postlude illude illume 

allure colure 

7343 Trisyllablc words 

TrisyLLabic words have 9 possible cells; but only 3 were used In the 

tests. No examples are given of (1,3) or (3,2). A possible example of (2,3) 

occurs in balustrade Jones 1.945 gives It as ungtided with shwa; John Le 

Carr6 (in a radio broadcast) did glide. 

(TI ) RS occurs first and Is stressed eg Olunacy. This Is dactylic, (1, I). 

M) RS occurs second with stress eg poillutec( (2,2) 

(73) Stress Is on the first syllable but Rs Is elsewhere, eg soluble. 

This is also dactylic but without stress on the relevant syllable, 

(TO Stress, Is on the second syllable but RS Is elsewhere, U16riclous 

was a possible example but was not. used. 

(TS) RS occurs third and Is stressed. A recent word perillune Is a rare 

instance of a stressed an"stic foot. 

(TV No examples were found of unstressed RS In words w1th final stress. 
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Table 73-43 
Ityu) words of 3 syllables (k 

(1,1) 

tucifer lunacy f 
ludicrous lunatic 
lubricant lubricate 
lucency * luminous I 
1upercal lucigen 
lucidly tucidest 
lucrative tuzuta 
Lusiad tucumo 
lunula lucubrate 
lurid f leucocyte 
Lutheran ieucobtast 
Lupercat leucotome 
lubricous lumina 

(2.1) 

toluene soluble I 
valuable I voluble 
cellular atuta 
illustrate atudel 
alunite calutron, 
preludize calumet 
celluloid cellulose 
salutary f putlulate 

(3,1) 

absolute f resolute 
dissolute interlude 
convolute obvolute 
Involute 

(162) 

luminal lubricious 
luminance Lutetian 
luminant leucoma 
luminist lunated 
lutenist leutescent 
lutein lunation 
lutetus luetic 
lunary leukemia 
tunarist Lucina 
lunuiate 

(2,2) 

delusion allusion 
collusion Illusion 
allusive elusive I 
illumine ateurone 
seteucid telluric 
solution dilution 
pollution volution 
translucid pellucid 
aleutlan paludat 
polluted 4 diluted 
prelusion prelusive 

(3s3) 

perilune chevolure 
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7344 Words with 4 syllables 
In words haivIng 4, no examptes 'were found elther of stress In the 

final. syLLabte or on the RS. (3,2) maInly contaIns words wIth preftxes where 
the base Is usuatly gLIded. 

Table 73-44 
Ityu) words of 4 syllables (k a 68) 

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) 

luminary lubricity Lusitanta 
luminarist Lucanta lubrication 
ludicrously tutetium lucubration 

lucidity leucorrhoea, 
lucubrator lucifugous lumination 
luminousness lugubrious luminescence 
lubricative teucotomy lunisolar 
lubricator luteolous 
luminously luteolin 

lunarian 
leukemia 

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) 

valuable i 
salutary f 
illustrated 

(3,1) 

evolution 
revolution 
devolution 
convolution 
absolution 
dissolution 
resolution 
convoluted 
involuted 

votuminous i votumeter 
alluvial tellurium 
salubrious Seleucla 
salubrity preludlaL 
hallucinate I diluvium 
illuminate alluvium 
alumina philumenist 
aiumium Illusory 

. 
(3,2) 

insoluble 
invaluable 

dissoluble 

emolument 

aluminium f 
valuation 
salutation 
Aleurites 
volumetric 
pultulation 

(3,3) 

evolution 
revolution 
devolution 
convolution 
absolution 
dissolution 
resolution 
convoluted 
Involuted 

Intertunar 
Involucre 

absolutely 
absolutist 
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7345 Wor& of ý5 syllables 
Words of 5 syttables or More are unciassifted. 

::::::::: -_-:: z:: *:::: 

Table 73-45 
(lyu) words of 5 syllables or more (k r 16) 

luminosity lupercalla luminiferous 
absolutism absolutary anacoluthon 
antediluvian itacolumite insalubrious 
volubility illumination illuminated 
hallucination eleusinean steutherian 
luminarism 

7346 Clustered Items 

I conctude the /I/ Lists with some of the (primarily tautosyltabtc) 

cLustered Items 

Table 73-46 
Clustered (lyu) words k= 40 

conclude conclusion ablution 
exclude exclusion abtutionary 
Include inclusion agglutinate 
occlude occlusion 
preclude recluse reclusive 
seclude seclusion 
postlude 

word initial 

blew blue f luke 
clew clue f lume 
f lew f lue flute 

I 
slew glue P16me 

sleuth Pluto? 

cluniac fluent flu 
fluid glucic pleurat 
Aeurisy plural slult 
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7350 [+cDrll+antl Al 

The same approach as for (tyu) was adopted for words In the (nyu) 

micro varlabLe. Again the lists are not exhaustive. And again the 
IncreasingLy rare and arcane nature of the words Is evident. Some words are 
repeated because of varlabLe stress or syliables. 

Table 73-SI 
(nyu) words of I syllable (k mm 8) 

new news newt neume 
nude nu gnu knew 

Table 73-52 
Inyu) words of 2 syllables (k = 30) 

(1,1) (112) 

nuisance nucule neuter nuance 
nubile numen neural 
nuance nutant newel 
nuchal nucal neutral 
nudist nuphar nucha 

(2,1) 

menu Canute minute 
sinew cornute anew 
granule enew - renew 
venue denude Inure 
tenure manure 

Words of three syllables were difficult to find with stress on the 

finat syLLabte. For (3.3) recourse was had to a district In Dublin. This Is a 
very simiLar pattern to that for Cyu) 
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Table 73-53 
(nyul vords of 3 syllables (k = 51) 

(1,1) (1,2) 

nucleoie nubiform nuclear nutrition 
nublious nubia nuaw I It e nutation 
numinous nutrient nudism neuralgic 
numeral numerate nudity nuceilar 
numerous nutriment neutralize nutritious 
nutritive nutria nucellus 

neurotic 

(2,2) 

annual annular cernuous Ichneumon 
granular penury inula renewal 
sinuous genuine inulase aneurin 
fenugreek genuflect inutin denuded 
cannula anurous hanuman lanugo 

(31 1) (3,2) (3.3) 

avenue revenue continue Terenure 

retinue detinue disinure, 

comminute 

Four sytLabLe <nyu) words exhibit a pattern similar to that for flyu) 

words. it was aLmost ImpossIbLe to discover. any words that fitted In a (4) 

section, that Is, stress on the finat syLlable or inyu) In the fIn*L sytlabLe. 
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Table 73-54 
(nyu) words of 4 syllables (k = 50) 

(1,1) (112) (1,3) 

numerable nucivorous nuciferous numismatic 
nugatory nubigenous nucivorous numeration 
numerary numerical numismatist 
neutralizer nubtferous nubecula 
numerator nutritional nutational 

(2,1) (2,2) (2.3) 

manufacture annuity anuria sinusoidai 
january venusian enucleate manufacture 
aneurism connumerate minutiae eneuresis 

innumerate inusitate Innuendo 
enumerate lanuginous denudation 
connubial lanuginose genuflection 

(3,2) (3, *3) 

insinuate comminuted 
extenuate comminution 
diminutive imminution 
attenuate diminution 
Ingenuous hermeneutic 
Emmanuel 
campanuia. 

(412) (4,4) 

hypoteneuse discontinue 

Table 73-55 
(nyu) words of 5 or more syllables (k 12) 

innumerable diminutively numerically steroutatory 
cornucopia Ingenuity numerology disingenuous 
continuation amanuensis diminuendo Circumnutation 



Table 73-61 
1-corli-antl /k/ 

word initial 

Cuba cube cubeb cubica cubicle cubit 
cucutiate cucumber cucurbit cue Culet culex 
cumic cumin cumulate cumulus cunabula cuntal 
cunette cuýel Cupid cuple cupola cupric 
cupressus cuprous cupule Curacao curare curassow 
curate curator cure curettage curia curia 
curio curious curium curlicue curule cutaneous 
cue cute kudos kufic queue 
scuba scute skew skua 

word medial 

accubation accumulate accumulation acuity acumen Scuminate 
acupressure acupuncture anacusic arcuate arcubalest, askew 
bacutine barbecue barracuda cacumen catechumen chiaroscuro 
concubine concupiscence conspicuous decuman decuple decurion 
discutient document dotichuric ecu ecumenic empiricutic 
escudge escudo esculaplan esculent excubant execute 
executive fescue impecunious Incubate Incubus Incunabula 
ipecacuanha lacuna liqueur miscue rescue succubus 
curcuma 

-cute 

acute 
electrocute 

execute 

persecute 
prosecute 

subacute 

-cuse 

-cut ion 

electrocution 
allocution 
circumlocution 
cotiocution 
elocution 
execution 
locution 
persecution 
prosecution 
consecution 

-cur- -cut- 

acicular 
acullate 
animicule 
articulatt 
auricular 
bascule 
calculate 
calculus 
canicular 
circular 
circulate 
clavicutar 
corbicular 
corpuscular 
corticular 
didunculus 

accuse ejaculate 
accusative emisculate 
incuse failcule, 
accusation 
excuse 

accuracy 
accurate 
epicure 
manicure 
mercury 
mercuric 
obscure 
pedicure 
procure 
resecure 
secure 
Insecure 
sinecufqý 

floscule 
fonticulus 
pniculate, 
gesticulate 
graticull 
herculean 
homunculus 
Immaculate, 
Inoculate 
jaculation 
jocular 
molecule 
alcutate 
reticule 
riditull 
tentacular 
vascular 
v#rmlrul# 
Vert ku II 
ViAculum 
diverticutum 
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Table 73-62 
1-cor)[-ant) /91 

ageusi ague ambiguity ambiguous angular 
argue argute cingulum coagulate configurate 
contiguous effigurate energumen eugubine exiguous 
figutine figure gules gulosity fulsurate 
hegumen inaugurate integument Jaguar jugular 
legume leguminous lugubrious 
augury 

Tabte 73-63 
1-corlf-ant) /h/ 

exhume inhume heugh houtandito heuristic 
hew hubris hudibras hue huge 
Hugh human humic humect humectant 
humerus humid humiliate humility humogen 
humour humourous humus huon butia 
whew 

Table 73-64 
1-corlt-ant) /j/ 

eucaine eucharist euchlorine euchologion euchre 
euclase euclidean eucrite lucyclic eudemonism 
eudialyte eudiometer euge Ougenol eugenic 
eugubine euharmonic euhemertsm oulachon eulogy 
Eumenides eumerism eumycetes eunuch Eunice 
euonymun eupatrid eupepsla euphemism euphony 
euphobia euphoria euphrasy euphroinya suphutsm 
eureka eurhythmic euripus euroclydon suropean 
eurus eurypharynx eurypterld, euseblan ouskarien 
eusol eusporanglate eustachian fustyle futaxy 
euterpe eutexia euthanasia euthenics *utherls 
euthyneura eutrophy eutropy outychlan tuxenite 
ewe ewer ukelele union unit 
ural urine usage use yew 
yule Yugo 

maieutic 
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